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Complete list of nominated roads showing count of identified problems 

 
 

Rank Road Name

# 
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lanes  / 

road 
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 right turn
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Through 

traffic 
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n / long 

queues

Through 
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blocking 

entry to 

turn lanes

Turning 

traffic 

blocking 

through 
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entering 
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turning 

arrow 
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Red 

turning 

arrow on 
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oppos ing 
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low

Poor 
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l ights

Blockages  
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parked 
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Speed 

l imit too 

low

Unnecess

ary 

waiting 

for tra ins
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ary 

waiting 
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pedestria

ns

Poor 

vis ibi l i ty 

(vegetatio

n, parked 

cars , etc.)

1 Paci fic Motorway 260 182 32 40 123 34 31 88 17 13 1 1 11 4 13 1 6

2 Centenary Motorway 117 101 7 9 70 6 4 43 5 1 1 9

3 Gympie Road 113 53 24 23 92 23 21 16 5 5 4 31 15 1 5

4 Bruce Highway 99 67 11 8 51 14 12 23 5 3 1 5 7 9 2 1

5 South Pine Road 74 41 19 18 58 13 9 10 6 1 4 16 12 2

6 Eumundi  Noosa Road 53 12 37 15 18 6 2 47 2 4 1 9

7 Gateway Motorway 53 29 8 12 31 10 12 9 1 6 2 1

8 Moggi l l  Road 52 30 12 11 32 11 5 10 1 1 2 1 5 4 2 1

9 Logan Road 51 19 14 6 33 5 5 5 2 2 2 12 2 1

10 Captain Cook Highway 49 20 12 10 31 7 9 8 2 9 1

11 Mt Lindesay Highway 48 31 16 8 22 6 6 20 2 2 1 6 4 2

12 Warrego Highway 38 20 7 5 24 9 10 4 6 2 3 1 1 1 1 3

13 Gold Coast Highway 35 16 12 12 24 3 4 4 1 1 3 6 11 2 4

14 Caloundra  Road 34 17 8 6 24 9 4 9 1 1 2

15 Foxwel l  Road 34 12 22 6 10 4 28 6 3 2 15

16 Linkfield Road 34 30 8 9 23 11 9 13 2

17 Beaudesert Road 33 17 17 6 18 3 2 5 1 1 6 1 1

18 Sunshine Motorway 33 24 5 7 19 9 7 10 2 2 1

19 Samford Road 29 16 11 5 21 5 9 5 1 13 4 1

20 Sandgate Road 29 12 6 2 14 3 2 7 2 3 1 3 1 1

21 Wynnum Road 29 19 7 2 21 7 3 11 3 3 1

22 Old Cleveland Road 24 13 5 4 14 3 4 2 1 8

23 Rochedale Road 22 15 7 4 16 7 7 2 1 1 1 1 1

24 Beckmans  Road 20 14 3 4 16 6 2 7 1 1

25 Cairns  Western Arteria l  Road 19 14 1 12 2 3 3 1 1

26 Southport Burleigh Road 19 11 4 1 16 4 3 1 4 1

27 Walter Taylor Bridge 19 16 1 3 17 3 3 4 2 1 3

28 Anzac Avenue 18 6 6 5 13 2 2 2 1 2

29 Cavendish Road 18 2 3 3 10 3 1 4 1 3 3 13 1

30 Gympie Arteria l  Road 18 12 3 4 14 3 5 3 2 1 1 5

31 Stanley Street 18 8 4 2 10 4 3 3 2 1 1 3 2 2

32 Boundary Road 17 2 5 3 11 1 1 1 1 5 1 15

33 Cunningham Highway 16 13 10 3 10 1 5 6

34 Ipswich Motorway 15 11 3 3 8 1 2 7

35 Smith Street Motorway 15 10 3 1 7 2 1 6 2 1 2 1 3 1

36 Hale Street 14 9 4 3 5 1 3 5 1 1 1

37 Oxley Road 14 12 4 2 10 2 3 5 1 2 2 1

38 Beams Road 13 3 1 7 2 1 1 1 8

39 Yawalpah Road 13 12 1 2 8 5 4 5 5 3 1 2

40 Ipswich Road 12 5 2 3 9 2 2 4 2 1 1 2
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41 Mi les  Platting Road 12 9 4 4 5 3 3 4 1 1 1 1

42 Mil ton Road 12 5 1 4 9 3 4 3 1 4 1

43 Bribie Is land Road 11 7 3 2 8 2 4 5 2 4

44 Coonan Street 11 7 5 4 7 5 6 2 1 1 1

45 Coronation Drive 11 8 1 9 3 1 1 3

46 Tamborine Oxenford Road 11 7 3 7 9 6 3 4 2 2 1 6

47 Waterworks  Road 11 3 1 8 1 1 1 4 4

48 Hope Is land Road 10 5 2 1 4 4 5 1 2 2 1

49 Warriga l  Road 10 3 1 1 5 1 2 1 1 1 7

50 Yandina Coolum Road 10 8 6 4 9 5 4 4 2

51 Elm Street 9 2 3 6 1 2 1 2 2

52 Labrador Carrara  Road 9 1 1 1 4 2 1

53 Mains  Road 9 2 1 8 2 2 1

54 Rigg Street 9 2 2 2 8 5 4 2 1 2

55 Ben Lexcen Drive 8 7 5 3 5 1 2 4 1

56 Compton Road 8 2 2 1 3 1 1 1

57 Kianawah Road 8 3 6 1 7 3 3 4 4 1 1 5 1

58 Robina Town Centre Drive 8 3 1 3 5 2 2 4 1 1 1 1

59 Tal lebudgera  Creek Road 8 5 6 4 5 4 4 3 3 2 1 1

60 Wacol  Station Road 8 3 4 4 8 1 3 4 1 2 2

61 Dawson Parade 7 4 6 1 1 4

62 Johnson Road 7 6 5 1 5 2 3 1 1 1 1

63 Kennedy Highway 7 5 1 1

64 Kessels  Road 7 3 2 1 5 2 1 2 1 2

65 Nerang Broadbeach Road 7 2 2 1 2 1 3 1

66 Nickl in Way 7 2 2 1 5 1 1 3 3

67 Ray Jones  Drive 7 3 3 4 2 1 1 1 1

68 Stafford Road 7 3 2 3 7 1 3 3 1 3 3

69 Anzac Avenue, Kippa Ring 6 2 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1

70 Kingston Road 6 3 1 1 3 2 1 1

71 Landsborough Maleny Road 6 1 3 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 1

72 Lutwyche Road 6 3 4 1 1 2 1

73 Mt Gravatt Capalaba Road 6 4 2 4 1 1 2

74 Old Coach Road 6 5 3 1 6 4 1 1 1

75 Parklands  Boulevard 6 6 2 3 5 3 1 1 1 1

76 Daisy Hi l l  Road 5 2 5 1 2 2 1 1

77 Grey Street 5 3 2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1

78 Main Street 5 1 1 4 1 1 3

79 Manly Road 5 2 4 1 2 1 1

80 Moreton Bay Road 5 3 2 3 1 1
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81 Queen Street 5 1 1 1 1

82 Redland Bay Road 5 1 1 3 2 3

83 Ruthven Street 5 1 3 1 1 2 1

84 Southport Nerang Road 5 1 3 1 1 1 2 3 1

85 Strathpine Road 5 4 2 5 1 1 2

86 Waterford Tamborine Road 5 5 4 1 1 1 1

87 Ann Street 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2

88 Beckett Road 4 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

89 Bowen Bridge Road 4 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1

90 Brisbane Road 4 1 1 3 1 1 2 1

91 Jubi lee Terrace 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2

92 Jul iette Street 4 2 1 3 4 2 2 1 1 1

93 Kawana Way 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

94 Lower King Street 4 3 1 3 1

95 Maroochydore Road 4 2 3 3 1 2 1

96 Mooloolaba Road 4 2 3 3 3 1 1 1

97 Mount Cotton Road 4 3 1 2 1 1 1

98 Nambour Connection Road 4 2 1 2

99 Old North Road 4 2 1 2 1 1 3

100 Osborne Road 4 2 2 3 1 1 2

101 Rode Road 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 1

102 Shore Street West 4 1 2 1

103 St Vincents  Road 4 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2

104 Sumners  Road 4 3 2 2 4 1 2 2

105 Vulture Street 4 3 1 4 2 3

106 Abbotsford Road 3 1 2 2 2

107 Adela ide Street 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1

108 Beatty Road 3 2 2 3 1 2 1 1

109 Beenleigh Redland Bay Road 3 1 1 3 1

110 Beenleigh Road 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 1

111 Beerburrum Road 3 1 2 1

112 Binstead Way 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 1

113 Bracken Ridge Road 3 1 2 1 1

114 Brisbane Street 3 2 1 1

115 Coopers  Camp Road 3 1 3 3 2 2

116 Coorparoo Road 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3

117 Dalrymple Road 3 2 2 1

118 Emu Mountain Road 3 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1

119 Fe Walker Street 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1

120 Ferry Road 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
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121 Finucane Road 3 1 1

122 Fitzroy Street 3 1 1 1 3 1

123 Gladstone Road 3 2 1 1 1 2

124 Glenpark Street 3 2 2 1

125 Hale Street 3 2 1 1 2 1

126 K P Mcgrath Drive 3 3 1 1 1 1 2

127 Lytton Road 3 1 2 3 1 1 1

128 Mackay Bucas ia  Road 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 1

129 Margaret Street 3 1 1 1 1 1

130 Marshal l  Road 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 2

131 Maryborough - Hervey Bay Road 3 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1

132 Mccl intock Drive 3 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 2

133 Middle Road 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

134 Narangba Road 3 1 2

135 Old Northern Road 3 2 2

136 Pine Street 3 2 3 2 1 1 1

137 Rickertt Road 3 2 1 1

138 Shafston Avenue 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

139 Somerset Drive 3 1 1 2 1 1

140 Springwood Road 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1

141 Sunshine Boulevard 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 1

142 Ti l lyroen Road 3 2 2 1 3

143 Walker Street 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1

144 Wel l ington Road 3 2 3 1

145 West Burleigh Road 3 2 2

146 Anzac Avenue, Toowoomba 2 1 1 1 1

147 Blunder Road 2 1 1

148 Boundary Road, Bardon 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

149 Brunswick Street 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

150 Caxton Street 2 1 1 1 1 1

151 Cleveland Redland Bay Road 2 2 1 1

152 Col lege Road 2 1 1

153 Commercia l  Road 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2

154 Cornwal l  Street 2 1 1 2 1 1

155 Countess  Street 2 1 1 1 2 1 1

156 Creek Road 2 1 1 1 1

157 Currumbin Creek Road 2 2 1 1

158 Dalton Dve 2 1 1 1

159 David Low Way 2

160 Dreamworld Parkway 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
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161 Duke Street 2 1 1 2 1 1

162 Enoggera  Road 2 2 2 1 1 2 1

163 Gateway Mwy Extens ion 2 2 1 1

164 Gaven Arteria l  Road 2 2 2

165 Gemvale Road 2 1 1

166 George Street 2 1 1 2 2 1

167 Granard Road 2 1 1 1 1

168 Heathwood Drive 2 2 1 1 1 1 1

169 Jamaica  Way 2 1 2 1 1 1

170 Junction Road 2 1 1

171 Kelvin Grove Road 2 1 1

172 Kingsford Smith Drive 2 1 1 1

173 Loganlea  Road 2 1 1 1 1

174 Marine Parade 2 1 1 2 1 1

175 Markeri  Street 2 1 1 1

176 Mary Street 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

177 Mattocks  Road 2 1 1 1

178 Mirambeena Drive 2 1 1 1 1

179 Mudgeeraba Road 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

180 Muriel  Avenue 2 1 1 1 1 1

181 Napper Road 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

182 Newnham Road 2 1 1 2

183 North Street 2 1 1 1

184 Northgate Road 2 2 2

185 Nudgee Road 2 1

186 Palm Beach Avenue 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

187 Proserpine Shute Harbour Road 2 2 1 1 1

188 Reedy Creek Road 2 1 1 1 1

189 Reserve Road 2 1

190 Riding Road 2 2 1 1 2 1 2

191 Robina Parkway 2 2

192 Sheridan Street 2 1 1 1 1 1

193 Sir Fred Schonel l  Drive 2 1 1 1 1 1

194 South Station Road 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1

195 Station Road 2 1 1 1 2

196 Sugar Road 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

197 Thomas  Drive 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

198 Thompson Street 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

199 Toombul  Road 2 1 2 1

200 Underwood Road 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
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201 Wembley Road 2 1

202 Wide Bay Highway 2 1

203 Woolcock Street 2 2

204 Abraham Road 1 1 1

205 Admira l ty Drive 1

206 Airport Drive 1 1 1 1

207 Albany Creek Road 1 1 1

208 Albion Road 1 1 1 1 1

209 Alderley Street 1 1 1 1

210 Alexandra  Parade 1 1

211 Algester Road 1 1

212 Al ice Street 1 1 1 1

213 Alma Road 1 1

214 Anderson Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

215 Angus  Smith Drive 1 1

216 Anita  Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

217 Ansons  Road 1 1 1

218 Appley Road 1 1

219 Arundel l  Avenue 1 1

220 Beaudesert Beenleigh Road 1 1 1

221 Beevi l le Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

222 Bienvenue Drive 1 1 1 1 1 1

223 Bi lsen Road 1 1

224 Birkdale Road 1 1 1 1

225 Blackwood 1

226 Blaxland Road 1 1 1 1 1

227 Boundary Road, Thornlands 1 1 1 1

228 Boundary Street 1 1 1 1

229 Bourbong Street 1 1

230 Boyanda Street 1 1 1 1 1

231 Branyan Drive 1 1 1

232 Bridge Street 1

233 Bridgman Drive 1 1

234 Broadwater Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

235 Broughton Road 1 1

236 Burleigh Connection Road 1 1 1

237 Burleigh Road 1 1

238 Burpengary Road 1 1 1

239 Butler Street 1 1 1

240 Butterfield Street 1 1 1 1 1
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241 Caloundra  Street 1 1

242 Camp Moutain Road 1 1 1 1

243 Campbel l  Street 1 1

244 Canara  Street 1 1 1 1 1 1

245 Capestone Blvd 1 1

246 Charl ton Esplanade 1 1

247 Chatsworth Road 1 1 1

248 Chisholm Road 1

249 Chris tensen Road 1 1

250 Chris tine Avenue 1 1 1 1 1

251 Clarence Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

252 Clover Hi l l  Drive 1 1 1 1 1 1

253 Condamine Street 1 1 1 1

254 Creek Street 1 1 1 1

255 Cuthbert Drive 1 1 1

256 D’Agui lar Highway 1 1

257 Daintree Drive 1 1

258 Dawson Highway 1 1

259 Dayboro Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

260 Days  Road 1 1 1 1 1

261 Deeragun Road 1 1

262 Denham Street 1 1 1 1 1

263 Depot Road 1 1

264 Diamond Jubi lee Way 1 1 1

265 Dickson Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

266 Donkin Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

267 Dragon Street 1 1 1 1 1

268 Dunl in Drive 1 1

269 Duporth Avenue 1 1 1

270 Eaglemount Road 1 1

271 East Street 1 1 1 1

272 East West Ateria l  Road 1 1

273 Eatons  Cross ing Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

274 El izabeth Street 1 1 1 1 1

275 England Road 1 1

276 Esher Road 1 1 1 1

277 Eumundi  Keni lworth Road 1

278 Evans  Road 1 1

279 Evergreen Street 1 1

280 Fairfield Road 1 1 1 1
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281 Farm Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

282 Farnel l  Street 1 1

283 Ferry Rode 1 1 1 1 1

284 Firs t Avenue 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

285 Fison Avenue 1 1

286 Fl inders  Highway 1 1 1

287 Florence Street 1 1

288 Francis  Street 1 1

289 Frank Street 1 1

290 Frederick Street 1 1

291 Gayford Tce 1 1

292 Given Terrace 1 1 1 1 1 1

293 Glassdale Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

294 Glenel la  Connection Road 1 1

295 Global  Plaza  Road 1 1 1

296 Gloucester Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

297 Goodwin Terrace 1 1 1

298 Goodwin Terrace (Al l  Of It) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

299 Gotha Street 1 1 1

300 Gracevi l le Avenue 1

301 Greenfield Road 1 1 1 1

302 Grieve Road 1 1 1

303 Grove Street 1 1

304 Guineas  Creek Road 1

305 Halpine Drive 1 1 1 1 1

306 Ham Road 1 1

307 Hami l ton Road 1 1

308 Harcourt Road 1 1 1

309 Harvest Court 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

310 Hasting Street 1 1 1 1 1 1

311 Heathcoate Roaf 1 1

312 Hel iopol is  Street 1 1 1 1 1

313 Hel len Avenue 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

314 Herries  Street 1 1

315 Hes lop Road 1 1 1

316 Hi l lcrest Parade 1 1 1

317 Holdsworth Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

318 Honeysuckle Way 1 1 1 1

319 Howard Street 1 1 1 1 1

320 Hoyland Street 1 1
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321 Hudson Road 1 1 1 1 1

322 Hume Street 1 1 1

323 Hythe Street 1 1 1

324 Is lander Road 1 1 1 1

325 Jack Flynn Memoria l  Drive 1 1

326 Ja lan Street 1 1

327 James  Street 1 1 1 1

328 Jel l icoe Street 1 1 1

329 Kangaroo Avenue 1 1 1 1 1 1

330 Kernel  Street 1

331 King Street 1 1 1 1 1

332 Koala  Park 1

333 Kokoda 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

334 Lambert Road 1 1 1

335 Landsborough Road 1 1 1

336 Langton Street 1 1 1

337 Lawrie Street 1 1

338 Learoyd Road 1 1

339 Leichhardt Street 1 1 1 1

340 Lindsay Street 1 1 1 1

341 Logan Motorway 1 1 1

342 Logan River Road 1 1 1 1

343 Logan Road 1 1

344 Long Road 1 1 1

345 Loridan Drive 1 1 1

346 Lyons  Street 1 1 1

347 Macgregor Terrace 1 1 1 1

348 Mackie Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

349 Main Street, Narangba 1 1 1

350 Main Street, Samford 1 1 1 1

351 Maleny Street 1 1 1 1

352 Mayne Street 1 1 1

353 Mcconnel  Crescent 1 1

354 Mccoobe Street 1 1

355 Mckean Street 1

356 Mclaughl in Street 1 1

357 Mcleod Street 1 1

358 Mcl iver Street 1 1 1 1 1 1

359 Meadowlands  Road 1 1 1 1 1

360 Melbourne Street 1 1 1 1 1 1
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low
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ary 
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waiting 
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ns

Poor 

vis ibi l i ty 

(vegetatio

n, parked 

cars , etc.)

361 Melton Road 1 1 1 1 1

362 Mil l  Street 1 1 1 1 1 1

363 Morrow Street 1 1

364 Mort Street 1 1 1

365 Mt Crosby Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

366 Mt Glorious  Road 1 1

367 Murrel l  Street 1 1

368 Musgrave Road 1 1 1 1

369 Musgrave Street 1 1

370 My Glorious  Road 1 1 1

371 Myal l  Street 1 1

372 Neptune Street 1

373 Nerang Street 1 1 1

374 New Cleveland Road 1 1 1

375 Newman Road 1 1 1

376 Newmarket Road 1 1

377 Nielsens  Road 1 1 1 1 1

378 Noosa Drive 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

379 Noosa Road 1 1 1 1 1

380 North Road 1 1

381 Oakey Flat Road 1 1

382 Old Nothern Road 1 1 1 1

383 Orange Grove Road 1 1 1

384 Paddy Road 1 1 1

385 Palmwoods  Montvi l le Road 1

386 Park Road 1 1 1 1

387 Parkway Street 1 1 1 1 1 1

388 Peak Downs  Highway 1 1 1 1

389 Perry Street 1 1

390 Persse Road 1 1 1

391 Petrie Creek Road 1

392 Pia lba  Burrum Heads  Road 1 1 1 1

393 Pickering Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

394 Pine Ridge Road 1 1 1

395 Plaza  Parade 1 1 1

396 Pumicestone Road 1 1 1 1 1

397 Queen Street Bundaberg 1 1

398 Queen Street, Brisbane 1 1 1 1 1

399 Ripley Road 1 1

400 Riverway Drive 1 1 1 1 1

IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS
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401 Robinson Road West 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

402 Roghan Road 1 1

403 Ross  River Road 1 1

404 Saffron Drive 1 1

405 Samsonvale Road 1

406 Scarborough Street 1 1 1

407 Scrub Road 1 1 1

408 Seaview Road 1 1 1

409 Settlement Road 1 1 1 1

410 Seventeen Mi le Rocks  Road 1 1 1 1

411 Shand Streetreet 1 1 1

412 Sicklefield Road 1 1 1 1

413 Skew Street 1 1 1

414 Somerset Road 1 1

415 Southern Access  Road 1 1

416 Spence Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

417 Springsure Street 1 1 1

418 Stanley Street East 1 1 1

419 Stapylton Jacobs  Wel l  Road 1 1 1 1 1

420 Station Street 1 1 1

421 Stones  Road 1 1 1

422 Stoney Creek Road 1 1

423 Stringybark Road 1 1 1 1 1 1

424 Swann Road 1 1 1 1 1

425 Sydney Street 1 1 1

426 Taranganba Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

427 Telegraph Road 1 1

428 Tesch Road 1 1

429 Teviot Road 1 1

430 Touris t Road 1 1

431 Township Drive 1 1

432 Townson Avenue 1 1

433 Tywford Street 1 1 1 1 1

434 Univers i ty Drive 1 1

435 Urraween Road 1 1 1

436 Venner Road 1 1 1

437 Victoria  Street 1 1 1

438 Viewland Drive 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

439 Vogel  Road 1 1

440 Waddel l  Road 1 1 1

IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS
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441 Wagner Street 1 1

442 Wandal  Road 1 1 1 1

443 Wardel l  Street 1 1

444 Wardoo Street 1 1 1 1 1

445 Warwick Road 1

446 Water Street 1 1 1

447 Webster Road 1 1 1

448 Wecker Road 1 1 1 1 1

449 Weyba Road 1 1 1 1

450 Wharf Street 1 1 1

451 Whiting Street 1 1

452 Wickham Street 1 1 1 1 1 1

453 Wils ton Road 1 1 1

454 Witton Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

455 Woombye Palmwoods  Road 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

456 Yolanda Drive 1 1 1 1 1

457 Youngs  Cross ing Road 1 1

IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS
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Complete list of nominated roads showing additional comments from respondents 
Abbotsford Road 

Burrows Street 

The journey from the Albion overpass intersection at Hudson road all of the way down to the major intersection of Abottsford road is very slow due to traffic being banked back. The 
Abottsford road traffic flow onto the Inner City Bypass closes off the traffic flow from Hudson road, thereby restricting the traffic flow from Hudson road entering Abottsford road. 

Inner City Bypass 

During peak hours in the morning, there is a long wait to enter Inner city Bypass motorway 

Very long queue inbound on Abbotsford Road waiting to get on the ICB. It would be better if the traffic entering the ICB didn't cross with the traffic that just exited the ICB. Most 
people deal with this by driving in the centre (through) lane and then merging late (which causes a ripple effect and makes it even worse). 

Abraham Road 

Turnbull Drive 

The lights at the Service Centre cause congestion from Turnbull Drive & Abraham road, having traffic all the way back to the library (peak hour) 

Adelaide Street 

Albert Street 

Congestion caused by further up traffic in Adelaide but can only guage what see. Drivers, especially buses, enter intersection when lane/s ahead are blocked. They then hold up traffic 
in Albert Street and domino effect from there. 

All 

No provision for active transport or evokes/scooters. You cannot build out of congestion by providing more road space for vehicles, this is a well studied fact of city planning. To 
reduce congestion in a city mode shift to active and public transport is the best method. Advocating for intersection upgrades or road widening for vehicles sends the wrong message and 
fails to educate commuters. 

Creek Street 

High levels of congestion 

Admiralty Drive 

Gold Coast Highway 

Reconfiguration of the intersection to accommodate light rail included the deletion of the left turning slip lane from Gold Coast Highway onto Admiralty Drive. Currently the first of 
three lanes on the Gold Coast Highway in this highway section is marked as a left turn and straight on lane. The volume of traffic on Gold Coast Highway causes delays at various times re 
turning left onto Admiralty Drive but more importantly it creates DANGER from traffic going straight on either trying to escape congestion diverting into the left lane or when there is no 
congestion traffic going straight on at speed approaching stationery vehicles waiting to turn left causing rear end collision potential. This scenario is so common now that many left turn 
vehicles are resorting to use of hazard lights. 

Airport Drive 

  

Very inadequate & confusing signage. Signage too close to point where it is necessary to change to the lane needed. Traffic lanes that dissappear. There points where the right lane 
becomes the left lane necessitating more lane changing. The Airport Drive is terrible. 

Albany Creek Road 
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Hypermarket Exit 

The road markings are incorrect.  On one side of the intersection it has one right turning lane and 2 straight ahead lanes.  On the other side of the intersection it has 2 right turning 
lanes and one straight ahead lane.   For people who don't know the area, they get across the intersection and then have to push in if they wish to go straight ahead.  This causes confusion 
and a bottle neck, with people holding up traffic to change lanes at the last minute. 

Albion Road 

Lutwyche Road 

Signal Operations at Lutwyche Road/Albion Road Intersection and also at nearby Lutwyche Road/Maygar Street Intersection (and lack of sufficiently long slip lane for left turn from 
Albion Road to Lutwyche Road inbound) mean that traffic on Albion Road (both lanes) can stack up to near MacLennan Street and can require 4 changes of lights (sometimes more) at 
Lutwyche Road/Albion Road intersection for a vehicle to travel a few hundred metres and pass this intersection. This occurs in morning peak and afternoon peak periods for extended 
times (and sometimes outside these times). As Albion Road is the only nearby connector between Lutwyche-Gympie Road and Sandgate-Abbotsford Road, the result is unavoidable delays 
for lots of vehicles and considerable rat-running (for those limited journeys where this is an alternative). 

Alderley Street 

Greenwattle Street 

Major T-section with no lights, traffic can be backed up for ages when turning right from Alderley into Greenwattle. 

Alexandra Parade 

Pacific Terrace 

Sit waiting on arrow to turn green when very often opposing traffic is  non existent 

Algester Road 

Toorak Street 

Because of new car parking on side of road and constant traffic left and right it's very difficult to turn right as well as left onto Algester Road. Cars move into the middle of the road 
waiting for a break in the traffic which stops people from turning right into Toorak Street and also holds up people driving down Algester Road as they block that side too. 

Alice Street 

Pallas Street 

Traffic backs up many blocks from Alice/Ferry street intersections. Especially at peak times morning and afternoon, It also is absolutely terrible when highway traffic is diverted, when 
flooding of lamington bridge and when traffic is diverted for events such as the technology challenge. Cars block the intersection, many accidents have occurred and road rage witnessed 

Alma Road 

  

One lane underpass, high volume traffic 

Anderson Road 

Pease Street 
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This round about is an absolute nightmare! I have reported it to council who palmed me off to talk to TMR. The issue here is the road markings are unclear and motorists enter the 
roundabout to turn one way when vehicles can go straight from the inside lane... very confusing. High accidents and in the afternoon long streams of cars que up and people try and cut 
people off as to get Into the turning lane to turn right onto resvoir road the lanes aren’t long enough making cars que into roundabout.  
 
It is a nightmare and scares me driving through it every day, but unfortanelty it is unavoidable for me without adding significant time onto my commute. 

Angus Smith Drive 

University Road Douglas 

Long quest at the round about of a morning 

Anita Street 

Redland Bay Road 

This interaction is on a major road and is between to set of lights that arnt time so people can get out. 

Ann Street 

  

In the year we are in, 2019, I cant believe some nerds haven't come up with algorithms to monitor traffic and have the traffic lights link together. Entering Ann St from Newstead 
every morning is such a drag. Once we get past the turn off to the Storey Bridge, the traffic seems to disappear. 

Too congested in peak hour 

Edward Street 

This intersection is very busy with pedestrians through most of the day, and the pedestrian crossings conflict with cars turning right from Edward on to Ann, and left from Ann on to 
Edward. Not only does this slow down both vehicles and pedestrian movements, it also causes dangerous conflicts between the two 

George Street 

Turning left from George St onto Anne St ramp leading to Riverside Expressway. Doesn't matter if you are going south or north on Riverside Expressway the problem is the same. 

Ansons Road 

Burrum Heads -Pialba Road 

Peak hours in mornings, heavy traffic flow at 100kph down the hill. heavy traffic flow crossing intersection going straight ahead and heavy flow turning left from stop to 100kph 
traffic. many close calls seen. delays are around 5 minutes in the morning peak hour to move maybe 100 M. 
 
Needs a roundabout further down the hill on flat that can be accessed from Ansons road to make the intersection safe. 

Anzac Avenue 

  

Merging lanes near school causing congestion and just general traffic load 

too much traffic at school times 

Anzac Avenue 

Too many traffic lights in close proximity between Mango Hill Northlakes and Bruce Highway on-ramp. Would stop at every intersection most days because of the stupidity of how the 
light system is setup. 

Dayboro And Gympie Roads 
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The State Government has been promising to upgrade this roundabout/intersection for years but, now that the university campus is being built on the old paper mill site, any 
upgrading has been delayed due to their change of focus to now have the new entrance to the university working properly before the university is opened. This roundabout has traffic 
banking up all the way back up Anzac Avenue to Kallangur, Dayboro Road banking up all the way back to Petrie State School, and Gympie Road banking all the way back to Lawnton. In 
peak hour, it is impossible to navigate but is also dangerous during quieter times. 

Duffield Road 

Should be left turning lane without arrow turning left from Duffield rd heading east in Anzac Avenue. In fact I would also like to see most right turning arrows at lights removed like 
they have in Melbourne as it keeps traffic flow going.  There are far too many intersections in Brisbane that the right turning arrow is not needed.  And also the left turning arrow is not 
needed. This is making unnecessary stoppage times. Have a good look how Melbourne does it.  Please!  All lights in the North Lakes shopping district need the left and right arrows 
removed. There is no need for them.  It's causing major traffic delays and major frustration and anxiety for drivers.  Thank you. 

Gympie Road 

Cars back up from towards kallangur on Anzac av due to poor flow of the roundabout 

It's a roundabout that clogs up every morning and every evening during peak hours. 
Problem caused by 3 roads joining, and a 50/50 split in direction by vehicles 

Roundabout causes heavy traffic congestion. 

Takes a long time to get thru the roundabout with built up traffic from three entry points 

The Petrie roundabout cannot cope with the current population growth in the area, let alone the planned future development. The road needs to be widened, the railway bridge 
needs to be widened and the current proposed remedies will not fix the long term problems. 

The Petrie Roundabout is under capacity and it is getting worse. It completely grinds to a halt somedays and then if there is a problem on the Highway then it is significantly worse 
and backs all the way back for Kms 

The queues are getting longer and longer for large periods of the day as the feeder roads onto Petrie roundabout become busier. Construction of the new university is slowing things 
further,  there is a confusing side road by-passing  the roundabout heading from Petrie towards Dayboro, the lanes approaching from Kallangur are narrow, winding with a school drop off, 
poor visibility approaching the lights and it is difficult to determine the best lane to be in when approaching the roundabout until it is too late and one is already caught in congestion + 
some quite large vehicles use the roundabout which van impact on judging speed & distance and there is another confusing side road into a set of shops when approaching the 
roundabout from Dayboro direction. 

The roundabout is very congested every afternoon. Vehicles choke the roundabout.  The traffic often backs up to the Lawnton Showgrounds. 

Traffic lights from Petrie train station and Young St within a few 100m from each other that don't link up. Then a few 100m past that you have a double lane roundabout 

Traffic volume too high for roundabout 

Gympie Road/Young St 

On a number of occasions, I have been delayed by an additional 20 minutes by this set of traffic lights (this strip of road is already pretty bad in the afternoon, before the lights do 
this). For whatever reason, the traffic light at this intersection will not turn green for the traffic heading south on Anzac Ave (towards the roundabout) for at least 5 minutes (I have timed 
it). When it finally does go green, it lets about 5-6 cars through before turning red again. During most of the red light, the cars on Young Road also have a red light, so there is no reason for 
the southbound lanes to be on a red signal (the northbound signal was green). 
I am not sure if the light is malfunctioning or if perhaps someone thought this would be a good idea when the northbound traffic coming from Gympie Rd is bad? 
However, it actually interrupts the natural flow of the roundabout. It is frustrating to see the roundabout empty ahead, or with almost all the cars from Gympie Rd turning onto Anzac 
Avenue, and no reason why the cars heading south (most of which want to turn left onto Gympie Rd) couldn't be moving as well. 
When this happens, the traffic gets backed up to around Dohles Rocks Road and moves very slowly. 
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Nathan 

(blank) 

None 

(blank) 

Anzac Avenue, Kippa Ring 

  

Turn left at any time lane. Becomes blocked by the through traffic as the left lane is one lane.   Then straight into 4 sets of traffic lights and school zone. 

(blank) 

Duffield Road 

Right turn at the light. Light only green for a few seconds and cars do not move when the light changes. We often wait 2-3 sets of lights to get through. 

Elizabeth Avenue, Boardman Road & Anzac Avenue 

Heading South during morning peak hour this section of road between Anzac Avenue, Boardman Road & turning right onto Elizabeth Avenue is always congested with waiting time to 
get through the set of lights can sometimes take 3 or 4 goes. 
Heading North in the afternoon peak hour times is just as bad and is always congested south on Elizabeth Avenu. 

Klinger Road 

Lights are not in sink with ones at Hercules rd lights 

Klingner Road And Hercules Road 

Traffic lights are too close together and traffic blocks the intersection. 

Anzac Avenue, Toowoomba 

Alderley Street 

Have to wait a long amount of time before you can turn tight onto Alderley St as there is no turning arrows and constant traffic driving through so unable to turn. 

There are no turning lanes or right hand turning signals in Anzac Avenue which is a main highway yet Alderley Street has signals that “take turns”! 

Appley Road 

Maundrell Tce 

LIGHTS go from red to green and only 4 cars are making it and then we have to sit back again and wait for another green light this is times slots between 2pm and 4pm 

Arundell Avenue 

Elizabeth Street 

Coming from elizabeth st through arundell ave the traffic is terrible from 8am till 9am and from 2.30pm till 3.30pm. most traffic blocks arundell ave so i can't drive from elizabeth st to 
daniel st.  There need to be another way across/under the train tracks to get from lamington tce to burnside. 

Beams Road 

  

Beams Rd is 4 lanes wide and at the rail crossing it is reduced to 2.  When the trains come(sometimes up to 3 at a time) the traffic backs up for a kilometer each side.  When the gates 
open the traffic is reduced to 1 lane each way.  Sometimes,  the next train comes through before the last lot of traffic clears away.  The crossing needs to be widened to 2 lanes each way  
to clear traffic quickly when the gates open.  Its not impossible...there are a number of 2 lanes each way crossings around...eg Ferny Grove, Samford Rd ... that works really well. 
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Beams Road - both the Carseldine end and Taigum end  are main roads through from Aspley/Carseldine   suburbs  down to Sandgate Road....  Now Qld State Govt have sold land on 
corner of Beams and Dorville Rd to a developer [suprise, suprise] where a massive complex is being constructed... talk was for 900 units, believe that number may have been reduced.   
There will be shops there also, adding to the volume of traffic.    There's  a retirement village as the  construction neighbours in Beams Rd  with another Aged residents village in Dorville 
Road, people living  in both villages  take their lives in their hands trying to get out of village into the main flow of traffic. 

Multiple tracks with a mixture of trains - long haul freight trains, long haul passenger trains, stopping all stations City trains and express City trains, going both North and South - often 
overlapping in the same direction or passing in the opposite direction and very often close together at Carseldine with the boom gates remaining closed for up to ten minutes at a time. 

Often I need to go by Bus or Train but am unable to park in the car park . 

Peak time this railway crossing is a nightmare. One train goes book gates open for a,few minutes then close for another train. 

railway crossing at Beams Road Carseldine, It is a disgrace in this day and age to have a railway crossing on a major road and the government has approved more housing to be 
completed in the area,  without addressing the already traffic problem . 

This has been a long term problem because of the number of trains on this line. Traffic banks back in both directions especially at peak times. 

(blank) 

Carseldine Train Station Entry And Exit Road 

Due to Beams Road narrowing from dual lanes to single lane at the exit from the train station, it is very difficult to turn right. This is especially difficult at peak times. 

Lacey Road 

Traffic coming from Lacey Rd, onto Beams Rd. have to sit whilst traffic builds into lengthy que’s. Gympie arterial Road has sufficient time between traffic signal changes. Beams Rd 
doesn’t have sufficient time to allow more than three vehicles out, before changing again. 

Lacey Road Careldine 

at peek hour morning and afternoon the traffic is congested because of lack of lanes to keep traffic flowing, and wrong road arrows do not help 

Railway Crossing 

Especially during peak times, traffic banks up waiting for a multitude of trains to pass 

Sometimes at busy times you can wait for 3 or 4 trains to go through 

Beatty Road 

Barton Street 

The traffic trying to merge into one lane on Beatty Road, Archerfield, just after the Barton Street traffic lights & blocking the intersection when the traffic has already come to a 
standstill from the traffic lights on Beatty Road from the Boundary Street traffic lights. 

Garnard Road 

Build up of traffic trying to turn.. not enough space to go straight onto Beatty road 

Mortimer Road 

Congestion from the extended merging lane on Beatty Road blocking intersection 

Beaudesert Beenleigh Road 

Talagandra Road 

Too many cars turning right into Tallagandra stop the through traffic following along Beenleigh Beaudesert Rd. due to increased housing estates and no forethought about road 
capacity. 
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Beaudesert Road 

  

Beaudesert Road Calamvale gets extremely conjested and a slow crawl during peak times 

Traffic buildup outbound at peak hour means traffic is slowed to a crawl. More lane capacity would greatly improve flow of traffic. 

Algester Road 

Drivers in Beaudesert Road (outbound) frequently do an illegal U turn at this intersection with Algester Road (south of Learoyd Rd), This results in accidents or near misses. 

Long wait at the traffic lights to turn right on Algester St 

major highway with a 10 of thousands  of cars stop or trying to pass through a set of lights slowing traffic for miles 

Rat running along Algester Road creates a consistent stream of vehicles in peak times when it's being used to avoid Beaudesert Road.  if tonights news is correct and another 5000 
homes are being planned for south of here then we are in for carpark status in the near future!   Turning right from Bannockburn (north end) can often take 5 minutes or more in the 
morning.  Used to move to the centre when one side was clear and then wait for the other to clear but with vehicles parked on the inbound kerb most of the time it is now too dangerous 
to do this most days. 

Traffic going straight ahead decided to cut everyone off and jump into the right turning lane.  
Green Lights do not  stay green for long enough. Most times a maximum of 3 cars get through and the rest go on the yellow and red lights. 

Compton Road 

As traffic heading to Sunnybank/City travels via Compton Rd/Calam Road, two lanes turning right becomes only one lane turning left to Calam Road thereby leaving the right turn lane 
almost empty. 

Lights change way to fast for traffic on Beaudesert Rd, and traffic /trucks pile up waiting for lights to change 

more cars than lights can handle or pass through 

Motorist driving from the south making their way into town stay on 1 lane (left lane)  to make their way to Pineland Rd.  There's only 1 lane in Compton Rd to make way into Pineland 
Rd, this causes congestion. 

Not enough lanes for any particular movement 

Peak hour traffic to Mains Road is a major problem due to housing being built at Jimboomba, Greenbank etc. 

So much traffic turns right from Beaudesert Road into Compton Road that the right turning lane is too short. There are long delays to turn right, and through traffic in Beaudesert 
Road has to change from the right lane to the left lane (which can be difficult). 

Too many townhouses being built around this area and this means more vehicles on the road.  Many vehicles use that road to head to city 

With the population growth in Calamvale and surrounding areas, there has been no infrastructure updates so the turning lane left onto Beaudesert road is always blocked and traffic 
builds up on both mains road and compton road.  There are always 5-10 minute waits if not longer from 3 pm to at least 6.30pm 

Gateway Motorway 

traffic entering main road, traffic needing to change lanes for exits close together and near to on ramps 

Granard Road 

There are long traffic queues and delays a.m. and p.m. weekdays at the intersection of Granard Road , Beaudesert Road and Riawena Road 

Hellawell Road 

Only one turning lane with very limited right turn arrow time ... in peak hour traffic is backed all the way to algester rd 
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So much traffic turns right from Beaudesert Road into Hellawell Road that the right turning lane is too short. There are long delays to turn right, and through traffic often blocks 
access to the right turn lane. 

Honeysuckle Way 

Lights don't stay green long enough. Often waiting through multiple red lights. 

Ilaweena Street And Algester Road 

A lot of money is being spent on the Logan Toll road Interchange but traffic from Mt Lindsay Highway with only 1 traffic light for the previous 10 to 20 Km or more  together with local 
traffic north bound in the morning peak make an extra lane through this intersection a high priority. The afternoon peak south bound is the same 

Illaweena Road, Compton Road 

Beaudesert Rd between Comton Rd and Illaweena St, through Calamvale is controlled by traffic lights that are not in sync with each other. There are about six sets in this approx 3 km 
stretch and the traffic is backed up from one to the next during peak traffic.  The traffic cannot move from one intersection to the next without stopping continuously while the traffic 
lights keep going red.  You can see the lights going from green to red in the distance and you haven't even moved.  The road could also do with more lanes as it cannot handle the extra 
traffic it now has with all the new suburbs being built between Park Ridge and Jimboomba.  There is no other roads to use to get to major industrial areas where most people work (Acacia 
Ridge, Coopers Plains, Rocklea etc).  Also as a side note, the upgrade at Logan motorway, Beaudesert Rd is going to be a joke with traffic lights where all is needed is merging lanes coming 
off Logan mwy onto Beaudesert Rd going south.  This will make the traffic congestion along Beaudesert Rd through Calamvale even worse than it is now. 

Illaweena Street 

Three lanes at intersection. One going straight, one straight or right turn, other one right turn only. Right lane is hardly used. Many people turning right sit in the middle lane, meaning 
traffic going straight often has to sit through multiple red lights before they can go through. Doesn't help that the left lane ends just after the lights, and there is a bus stop immediately 
after lights that blocks traffic. 

Johnston Road 

car entering beaudesert rd  and going down side streets to get in front blocking those roads  I think needs more lanes as traffic from beaudesert is getting greater logan motorways 
doing upgrade but I think not enough as traffic demand is increasing 

Learoyd Road 

The traffic signal turns green which is longer enough for the 2 right turn lanes to clear all the right turn queue but is not long enough for the single lane for traffic going straight ahead. 
Most times it requires 2 sets of green lights and sometimes 3 sets of green lights 

Logan Motorway 

gateway motorway turns into one lane to get onto the Logan motorway, yet most triffic is exiting left onto my lindesay hwy which is also one lane 

Logan Motorway to Illaweena Street 

traffic lights do not co-ordinate from Illaweena Street Drewvale through to Compton Road at Sunnybank Hills 

Meadow Ave 

Banked up cars that do not leave a gap for for entering cars. Very congested.  There should be a "keep clear" written on the road. 

Nottingham Road 

Due to school traffic this road can take up to 30 minutes to get through as traffic is built up and also traffic coming from side road 

Not enough lanes, pedestrians given too much time to cross 

Riawana Road And Beaudesert Road 
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(blank) 

Riawena Road 

The opposite traffic (straight and right turn) will still be coming through the intersection when the straight light for Riawena to cross Beaudesert road towards the Ipswich motorway 
goes green. There are usually large trucks and cars that will still come through, meaning we can’t get through as soon as our light goes green. The traffic is backed up quite far during peak 
hour and the lights don’t last for long enough. 

Beckett Road 

Albany Creek Road 

When turning right on Albany Creek Rd into Beckett St and heading south often it is hard to get into the turning lane. Once in the red light stops the turning process. 

Darien Street 

Travelling along Beckett Road from Hamilton Road to Beams Road.  Poor sequencing of lights.  Lot of stop start on this length of road.   
eg Can have red light then green on Albany Creeek Road for 2 lanes of traffic travelling south and then stopped at Darien Street for 1 or 2 cars to turn left. 
Can have green on Graham Road and proceed south only to have amber light a few hundred metres up road at Albany Creek and have to stop again. 
 
Causes frustration for many to drive a few hundred metres only to be stopped again.  Noticing more and more amber and red light running. 

Old Northern Road 

Existing roads not designed for capacity needed for traffic from new subdivisions further out. 

Rode 

This is a large dangerous roundabout which consists of Rode Road, Queens Street, Beckett and old Northern  all enter and exit off this roundabout with no traffic lights. It is the 
responsibility of Main Roads and Brisbane council. It was recently the scene of a concrete truck rollover. It is extremely dangerous and I would like someone to check how many accidents 
have been claimed here. I have complained and council does not acknowledge a problem. 

Beckmans Road 

  

a usual drive along this road is 3min. Between 7.40am -8.30am, it take 20min. 

A very dangerous intersection. 

At school drop off and pick up times the congestion on this road is huge. It has always been a problem 

Beckmans road was built as a connecting road between noosa cooroy road and noosa eumundi road.  Now it is full of housing estates and two schools 

Huge numbers during peak hour. There is difficulty entering and exiting that road from side streets.  
They keep building houses but not roads. 

Noosaville Primary School & St. Teresas School off Beckmans Road, so much traffic morning & afternoons, must wait to get an opportunity to turn onto Beckmans Road, the volume 
of traffic is definately increasing coming from Cooroy Noosa Road onto Beckmans Road. There was supposed to be a another road built as a service road off Beckmans Road, this has never 
happened, a lot of talk, no action. This has been going on for at least 20 years. We also have a lot of new houses built, they all have to use Beckmans Road there is no other way to get out. 

Stuck in walking speed traffic for a long time in a high traffic road where few/no route alternatives exist 

The whole of Beckmans Road becomes a traffic jam at peak hours and school days. The housing estates have increased enormously over the last few years  and the road is unable to 
manage the traffic. add that to the school hours lower speed it is a problem 
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Between Cooroy/Noosa Road And Eumundi Road 

Beckmans Road, Tewantin.  During the School term at  the Noosaville State School Beckmans road very congested.  Vehicles attempting to enter/leave Beckmans from the side streets 
can expect 15/20 minutes wait 

Cooroy Noosa Road 

Congested every day due to the amount of people who use beckmans road either to get to one of the two schools or are travelling from north of tewantin to noosa 

Traffic congestion mostly  
In morning & afternoon school pick up drop off times. 

Cooroy Noosa Road Tewantin 

Traffic turning right into school coming from Eumundi Road end cuts off through traffic on round about.  Needs lights to keep both directions flowing. 

Eumundi Noosa Road 

Beckmans rd becomes gridlocked during school hours 

congestion 

Eumundi Nossa Road 

congestion at peak times 

Noosa Cooroy Road 

Beckmans Rd becomes gridlocked in school hours 

Sea Eagle Drive 

(blank) 

St Andrews Drive 

Extreme Road congestion in morning and afternoon at school time particually of a morning, very hard to get onto beckmans if coming out of st andrews drive as very few drivers will 
let you merge in when turning. Also when coming from st andrews drive onto beckmans can be held up by cars waiting to turn right to go to cooroy as there is no lane to turn right  and 
not enough road  for two cars to be side by side to allow for turning seprate ways, could be easily fixed by removing cement bank to allow for more room for cars who need to turn left but 
are blocked by cars waiting to turn right 

St Andrrws Drive 

The intersection is actually a T junction on a very busy traffic area. Turning left off beckmans road is very sharp with very limited turning area and requires very extreme speed 
reduction to complete the turn safely. 
Also when turning either left or right from st. Andrews drive, vision is restrictrd by trees and other vegetation. Pnce again the turns are very shap considering the higher speed limits. The 
area becomes further dangerous when towing a trailer or caravan.  Also larger vehicles such as trucks etc. Have difficulty in completing their turns safely. 
Beckmans road is now a very busy two lane through road, and urgently needs up grading. 
Probably an immediate solution would be reduced speed limit, and possibly speed camera installed.  This would soon collect enough money to  complete the necessay up grades. 

St. Andrews Drive 

Beckmans rd becomes gridlocked during school hours 

Beenleigh Redland Bay Road 
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Eastbound congestion where the road drops to single lane between two intersections. 

Time 

Bryants Road 

Round about lead in from bryants road is congested and backs up, causing crashes as vehicles are stopped in a through road trying to enter the round about lead in road. 

Beenleigh Road 

Nathan Road 

(blank) 

Persse Road 

There are only two lanes on Beenleigh Road for traffic heading inbound. There should be a third lane to enable traffic to turn left into Persse Road. At the moment, traffic in the left 
lane have to  make room for the traffic turning left by moving to the right, thus creating an unofficial turning lane. If there was a collision the vehicle driving to the left in this "unofficial" 
lane could be prosecuted for overtaking on the left. 

St Andrew Street 

Long waiting time is at Railway intersection at Kuraby 

Beerburrum Road 

Pumicestone Road 

The right turning lane onto Pumicestone Rd from Beerburrum Rd gets particularly congested after a train has passed through. Because of the several minutes where no traffic can 
turn right due to the railway crossing, the queue to turn right gets very long (2 - 3 times longer than the length of the actual turning lane). The traffic lights do not account for this and 
continue to only let the same number of cars turn right on each light. The problem could be minimised if the first green light after the train passes was significantly longer to clear out the 
backlog of cars. 

The train gates go down way before the train comes. This is the big slow moving train that goes through around 8:20am 

Traffic cannot clear intersection 

Beeville Road 

Dayboro Road 

Petrie has been promised the "West Petrie Bypass" since 1968. The bypass would alleviate this ridiculous dogleg bottleneck for the only possible western route through the 
geographic bottleneck that is Petrie "village". 

Ben Lexcen Drive 

  

(blank) 

Eenie Creek Road 

Excessive congestion during peak hours. A proposed Blue Care facility will only add to the congestion. It will only be a matter of time before a young child will be killed or hurt as this 
area has multiple schools. 

It is chaos when school drop off and pick up.  Also slow in evening peak traffic. 

Round about coming out from 3 schools with traffic lights putting a stop to the flow 

School traffic congestion causes a bottleneck at the traffic lights in all directions. 
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Three schools have evacuation plans  
Noosa Council has no clear evacuation plan for these schools.  The chikdren attempting to leave SSB State school would be blocked in the dead end street at the roubdabout 

(blank) 

Round A Bout At The School Pick Up Area 

Not enough parking fir school drop off and pick up for SSB State school. If fire broke out. No local written e aviation policy. Conjestion at best if times which could be reduced with 
two lanes around the round a bout 

Bienvenue Drive 

Currumbin Creek Road 

Right turning lane into currumbin creek rd to east needs extending 

Bilsen Road 

  

The boom gates go down, a train goes through, we wait and wait and wait and eventually another train goes through.  Drivers not familiar with this absurdity would have to assume 
(as I did for a few times!) that the boom gates were not functioning properly, and must end up, due to frustration, in considering driving around the 'broken' boom gates.  Not such an 
issue now as cameras have been installed.  Might be great for safety, but do nothing to solve driver frustration. 

Binstead Way 

  

lights after the roundabout take along time to change 

Gold Coast Highway 

This is the only way onto the highway and it is horrific 

Pitcairn Way 

One lane into roundabout does not allow cars to flow quick enough. There is two lanes out of roundabout. 

Birkdale Road 

Ricketts Road 

Increasing lanes between Birkdale and Thorneside to match up with existing route to manly 

Blackwood 

  

(blank) 

Blaxland Road 

Caloundra Road 

Cars coming from hospital police station and ambulance station cars coming in and out of town cars turning and queing on intersection because cars are stopped at nicklin way round 
about 

Blunder Road 

Crossacres St 

Traffic travelling south on Blunder Rd turning right onto Crossacres always faces a red arrow, and have to sit there and wait until its triggered.  The visibility of oncoming traffic must 
be at least a kilometre.  Lose the red arrow!! 
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Ipswich Motorway 

In both directions, traffic banks back for several exits, then clears once past Blunder Road. 

Boundary Road 

Orange Grove Road 

After waiting for the boom gates to rise bingo down they come again what a pain. 

At peak hour train times traffic builds up on Boundary Road and as trains are frequent at these times delays are long. Even on reverse from Orange Grove Road to Boundary Road a 
combination of train line and traffic signals has sometimes seen 4 trains go past (2 in each direction) before clearing the train intersection. 

Congestion due to boom gates being down 

Crossing closed before train stops at station , then have to wait while train lets off & picks up passengers before departing station. All the while traffic is stopped. 
Recently huge unit block developments have been built within in 100metres with zero contribution to traffic infrastructure improvements. 
Councillors on the take to allow this sort of corruption????? 

Due to turning right from orange grove Rd into boundary - when there is a train coming the time spent waiting is ridiculous. I turn my car off along with other motorists. Road needs a 
traffic overpass!!! 

Long queue for trains to come and then intersecting road (not sure of name as go detour now), banks up with traffic when trying to turn which adds to delay. 

Long waits for trains to come through. Traffic is always built up for best part of the day. 

Multiple trains crossing at the same time. Whenever the boom gates close all traffic signals turn red. When the boom gates open the traffic light restart their sequence from the 
beginning,  if you don't happen to get through the lights before the boom gate closes and opens again you have to wait for the traffic lights to restart the sequence from the beginning. 
The lights that control my turning lane are the last in the sequence if you don't get to turn before the next train comes the sequence keeps resetting to the beginning you can get caught 
their for 15 mins waiting. 

Often when the boom gates open after a train there is a left hand turn red arrow preventing traffic flow at the next intersection 

So many minutes of waiting when trains aren't even coming. The gates can be down for 10 minutes or longer so 4 trains can go through. The silly red light on there causes you to stop 
for 2 minutes before the gates even go down. 

Sometimes waiting for up to 6 trains with 2 or 3 maybe longer mins before train is visible. 

The railway crossing and road design together with lights failing to sync with each other ie through or left turning traffic lights don't sync which means even though the level crossing 
is clear the through traffic is often backed right up to the Lensworth st intersection ... 

The railway level crossing in Boundary Road Eight Mile Plains has been a notorious traffic problem for many years and will get worse as more trains run this line 

The road at Boundary road Railway crossing, Coopers Plains,  Has had a number of studies done at this railway crossing,  The government now wan't to spend another $800,000 on 
yet another survey,   Why the need for another survey, when the other surveys have highlighted the existing problem ,  The problem is mostly at peak hour times you can wait up until 6 
trains has past, the line up of cars etc; extend each way for about 3/4 kilometers, this has been the bone of contention for a lot of years,  I may suggest that the government allocate the 
$800,000 to the cost of building a overpass 

Traffic is frequently stopped in all directions waiting for 2 or more trains at a time.  In peak hour the lights change and  before a whole sequence is complete the boom gates go back 
down for more trains causinfbchaos and long waits. 

Trains arriving from both directions at the same time. You have no idea how many trains will come at a time.  I once spent 25 minutes waiting for a green arrow. 

Railway Crossing 

This is a major through road that is delayed too often by trains and by traffic turning out of the road just near the railway line. 
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Boundary Road, Bardon 

Latrobe Tce 

Trying to go straight through the roundabout from boundary rd is hindered by traffic entering from the right from Latrobe tce. 

Rainworth Road 

congestion at round about as the constant stream of traffic coming from Fredrick to Rainworth Road means that cars entering from Boundary Rd have limited opportunity to enter 
the roundabout.  Also the pedestrian crossing is also too close to the intersection and causes traffic to stop whilst in the roundabout. 

Boundary Road, Thornlands 

Kinross Road 

Traffic lights cycle too slowly during peak periods delaying vehicles exiting from Kinross onto Boundary Rd.  U turn light on boundary rd eastbound activates when no cars are present 
in the lane, unnecessarily delaying westbound traffic.  Right turn lane from Boundary westbound onto Kinross remains red during periods of low traffic volume.  Red left turn arrow from 
Kinross onto Boundary eastbound (for pedestrians) is obscured by a light pole. No left on red permitted from Kinross onto Boundary eastbound. 

Boundary Street 

Railway Avenue 

At anytime you get limited right turn time via green arrow. With the amount of traffic it can take 20min to get up to and through the intersection. 

Bourbong Street 

  

Have to wait for trains on main line including long freight trains.  Then queue interrupts traffic lights. 

Bowen Bridge Road 

Gilchrist Avenue 

The right turn into Gilchrist Ave has a bad traffic light timing... There is a red wave gap, but the right turn is still blocked through the traffic light. If the green wave from Bowen Bridge 
arrives, the traffic light turns red for them and allows to right turn into Gilchrist Ave.  
 
Same another way around for entering Bowen Bridge road from Herston Road. 

There are literally no other vehicles coming the other way for a good thirty seconds before the arrow changes to green then there’s two new sets of lights that back everything up 
once you’re finally through the lights 

Herston Road 

The congestion at this intersection is getting worse every day. There is significant construction happening and once the Herston Quarter development is completed, there is going to 
be a huge daily problem with this area. The local community has raised this with local and state government, but there has been no response as to how they intend to fix the problem. 
Congestion is also building from Butterfield Street and Bowen Bridge Road intersection. Basically the whole area around the Royal Brisbane Hospital and feeding roads to Bowen Bridge 
are becoming extremely congested and gridlocked more often than not. 
 
Whenever there is congestion or a major incident on the Story Bridge (accident, jumper or major event at the gabba), the traffic gets banked up right back to this intersection and it is 
basically gridlocked. I have waited over an hour trying to get through these lights and once you're trapped there is no getting out. 

O'Connell Tce 
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Around the hospital during evening peak hour heading north is incredibly congested up until after the ICB on ramp. I think the two lanes changing to three helps to clear traffic after 
the hospital too 

Boyanda Street 

Mt Gravatt-Capalaba Road 

School peak time. 8am-9am. Only a few cars get through on green light.  Cars parked on left and bus stop causing blocked lane outside child care centre.  Cars turning right from 
Tyrrell Street on to Boyanda Street when no room to proceed and block whole lane. Traffic crossing and driving up wrong way to overtake and proceed to right turn lane onto Mt Gravatt-
Capalaba Road. 

Bracken Ridge Road 

Barfoot Street 

The intersection appears to be time based and not traffic based. The traffic travelling along Bracken Ridge Road appears to get unlimited go through even when there is nil traffic 
travelling along Bracken Ridge Road. The traffic coming down Barfoot Street ( school time pm) is limited to about 12 cars ( dual lanes) going through the lights. The traffic coming off the 
Gateway is similarly limited. The designers had a brilliant opportunity to install a slip lane for access to Barfoot Street from Bracken Ridge Road ( heading east and turning left) when a 
majority of traffic travelling east goes either up Barfoot Street or turns  left heading to Redcliffe. 

The intersection used to be a roundabout and peak hour wait times were max 30 seconds.  It was changed to a light controlled intersection and peak hour times have ballooned to 10 
minutes ion some days with long queues in ALL directions 

Turning onto offramp from Deagon deviation is backed up due to excess traffic on Brackenridge Rd and stop sign at top of exit lane. Through traffic backs up and stops traffic getting 
off offramp. 

Branyan Drive 

Avoca Road And Dittman Road 

When turning onto Branyan Drive from either Avoca Rd/Dittman Rd, or even just trying to go through the intersection, you can sit at the intersection for at least 10 minutes (usually 
15 during peak times) before there is a break in traffic and it is safe to proceed.  There have been so many near misses and actual accidents at this intersection. 

Bribie Island Road 

  

Bribie Island Road is constantly  blocked from the Bribie Island Bridge back as far as Pasturage Road Caboolture whenever  there is an event at the Sandstone Point Hotel! Also the 
road becomes congested whenever there is an accident anywhere along Bribie Island Road or the Bribie Island Bridge. Traffic trying to enter or leave Old Toorbul Point Road during this 
and School Times have to wait long minutes before they can get through this intersection. 

neds two lanes both ways 

No alternate route when accident on bridge or event at Sandstone Point Hotel. Can cause hours of delays on weekends with day visitors. 

Road has too many speed changes, merging lanes and one lane sections 

Road is mostly overcrowded and can be twice as bad over the weekend and holiday weekends 

The Bribie Is Road including the bridge is a disgrace for the traffic it has to handle. It gets worse when events are held at Sandstone Point Hotel. The road has had little upgrade in 10-
15 years. The population growth in that time has been massive 
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There has been an explosion of residential buildings on Bribie Island over he past few years but nothing has been done to accommodate the increase in traffic for most of the road 
and where the road has been improved the speed limit has been reduced from 100kph to 80kph .  Bribie  Island, which forms part of the road in question,  is over 50 years old but is still 
one lane in each  direction.  When heading east across the bridge there is a very sharp turnoff (more than 90 degrees) immediately after the bridge that leads  to some of the new housing 
estates so there are a lot of drivers using this turn.  The drivers slowing causes a back up of traffic on the bridge and further along the road. 

All 

The whole road from the M1 to Bribie Island is a horror stretch with single lanes, varying traffic speeds, a overtaking lane at 90 and only about 600m long. 
The Bribie Island bridge is single lane in both directions and we experienced recently if there is a crash on the bridge no traffic flows in either direction. With the backup of traffic, 
emergency services could not get to the accident site quickly. The bridge is rough riding with undulations. 
If there is a concert at Sandstone Point. it can take up to several hours to get from the M1 to Bribie.  As the only access to Bribie Island this whole road is now a matter of priority 

BestMan Avenues 

Continual accidents and extreme  traffic amounts 

Old Toorbul Point Road 

Long delays to enter onto Bribie Island Road due to amount of vehicles on main road. Especially difficult when taking kids to nearby school or when picking up from school. No gap in 
traffic. Needs a traffic light. 

Opposite Tavern 

Bribie Road is a two lane Road only as is Bribie Bridge. Bumper to bumper traffic on this road is compounded by Sandstone Tavern "Events" The Tavern has applied for even more 
"Events" It is so bad that both Locals & incoming visitors are having to avoid this road on "Event" days (Note: one "Event" can comprise a 3 day weekend)People have been known to 
spend 2 HOURS traveling the 20 klms 
We have been promised an upgrade of the Road & Bridge by various Governments. IN fact $20,000,000 is sitting in the Federal Government coffers but the premier of QLD refuses to 
accept it. The council recently approved two 400 site developments & 5 story housing. Who cares about infrastructure? 

Bridge Street 

Ruthven Street 

Travelling Eastbound, there are four lanes at the interection (from left): left turn, straight ahead, ahead/right, right turn. People often use the ahead/right and few people use the 
dedicated ahead or right lanes. This leads to a single line of traffic extending back to the railway line and people who want to use the dedicated ahead and right lanes cannot do so. 

Bridgman Drive 

Gemvale Road 

Too many schools and houses and one short section of single lane road 

Brisbane Road 

  

Not enough lanes for traffic causing congestion all along Brisbane road. Starts from the intersection just past the united petrol station through until past Harbour town heading 
southbound. North is worse during peak hour and the congestion section stretches alot longer. 

Amarina Avenue 

As explained above 
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East Street 

Too much road traffic through Ipswich. Need more quantity and quality public transport or alternative routes. 

Hoepener Road 

These traffic lights do not prioritise Brisbane road. They are biased towards hoepener road. They Should have the same timing as  Brisbane road and Byrne street. 

Brisbane Street 

All 

Inadequate coordination of traffic signals at north and south ends. Too much traffic constantly entering from side the is not under signals rarely allowing  a break in traffic 

Coronation Drive 

Bus stops in left turn lane, long delays for people trying to avoid bus and bus trying to merge back into.non turning lane. Lots of traffic from all directions - busy intersection. 

High Street 

Over development in St Lucia and surrounding suburbs has led to increased traffic flow and the developers have not been asked to properly fund for infrastructure impact. Therefore, 
the roads are simply not able to carry the volume. This intersection should have been expanded with an underpass prior to major development in vicinity.  Relocate bus stop inward 
bound. 
The design of the go between bridge is a disaster. It severely impacts the flow of Coronoation drive traffic and the ability to turn right off the ICB to Coronation Drive. Road designers 
should be held accountable for such effort. It is costing the country millions in lost time. 

Broadwater Road 

Mt Gravatt Capalaba Road 

Large volumes of traffic associated with Mansfield State High School and traffic accessing or exiting Mansfield Industrial area (Wecker Road) and outbound trafficked c volume on Mt 
Gravatt Capalaba aroad. Many factors contributing to congestion at various times. 

Broughton Road 

Gympie Road 

Gympie road can’t handle the traffic from kedron to Aspley 

Bruce Highway 

  

Bad road  conditions and not enough road capacity 

Bruce doesn’t accomodate so many cars 

Bruce Highway from North Lakes to the  turnoff to Gateway Motorway is constantly blocked of a morning causing long delays for traffic. 

Constant road works on same sections of roads over and over  
Poor quality work. 
Not enough over taking lanes 

From very early in the morning to after peak hour the Bruce highway can be backed up for miles. Traffic comes to a complete stop then crawls along until Gateway/Gympie roads. It is 
just weight of traffic on the road that was past it's capacity ten years ago 

Major congestion on a regular basis, particularly beginning and end of work day. Poor public transport, so just too many cars for the road capacity. 

Major highway and if something happens it is like a carpark. Banks up when people merge on to the highway. It is never a flowing piece of road. If there is no incident, it is someone 
stopping the flow of traffic in the right lane. And unfortunately there is no other direct route to and from Brisbane unless you take the back roads. 
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The Bruce Highway travelling south from Mooloolaba is horrible! So many cars trying to enter the highway and not enough lanes! 

The congestion that is an issue is the Dohles rocks entrance onto the highway the four lanes for the gateway and Gympie road 

There is 3 lanes & an on ramp that merge into 2. The 3 lanes should have continued & become the off ramp to Bracken Ridge to ease the congestion 

There is a single pinchpoint for all traffic to the outer northern suburbs, exacerbated by the merger of gympie road and the gateway motorway. There is no viable alternative pathway 
to all of the northern traffic 

Traffic congestion heading in to Brisbane from Sunshine Coast in the morning and reverse late afternoon. Same problem weekends. Too many lanes merging into two. Traffic not 
merging correctly. Slow drivers not doing the speed limit causing a build-up of traffic / slow drivers sitting side by side in two lanes avoiding overtaking possibilities. 

When every there is higher rainfall the Bruce Hwy is cut at the low level crossing at Seymour Ck. 

(blank) 

Alexandra Street 

Heavy traffic 

Heavy traffic flow 

All 

(blank) 

Anzac Avenue 

Northside congestion due to overloaded infrastructure blocking Bruce highway, also affecting travel along gateway arterial and gympie rds. 

Too much congestion near north lakes on the bruce highway 

Traffic pours onto the Bruce Highway from Northlakes and traffic backs up from there and also from the next bottle neck down at Pine Rivers Bridge because of the lack of lanes on 
the Gateway bridge highway. 

(blank) 

Anzac Avenue To Pine River Bridge 

Not enough lanes to cope with all the Anzac Ave traffic plus the M1 traffic , and too few lanes at branch off to Gympie Rd and Gateway motorway 

Anzac Avenue, North Lakes 

The Feeder road off Anzac Avenue at North Lakes getting onto the Bruce Highway.  The 2 lanes are always backed right back and there's not enough ability to merge over into the far 
2 right feeder lanes to spread the congestion out more effectively.  The lights are always too long between green signals 

Anzac Road, North Lakes 

Everyone knows the traffic on the Bruce Highway heading into the city from about the Anzac Avenue off ramp at North Lakes is ATROCIOUS. ABSOLUTELY ATROCIOUS. So much traffic 
trying to merge onto the Bruce Highway from Anzac Avenue, having to navigate merging lane on the off-ramp, only to have to merge onto the highway and quickly change lanes to get 
where you need to be. There are not enough lanes to cope with the volume of traffic. I used to live in Sydney and this road is WORSE than any road in Sydney. It needs more lanes and the 
off ramp from Anzac Avenue needs to be fixed in terms of how the traffic flows. I had to MOVE HOUSE because I was wasting so much of life sitting on this road in terrible traffic every 
morning. It is just as bad on the Bruce Highway going north around South Pine Bridge in the evening peak hour. The QLD state government needs to fix this road. With more and more 
people moving to QLD, the road is simply not designed to handle this much traffic. 

As Above 
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When we have public holidays on the Sunshine Coast we can only go some where on a Saturday for we can not get home. Bruce/way packed, SteverIrwin way packed, Beerburrum 
Road packed. We can not go North or South we are actually locked in. No one is listening Why is this taking so long to sort out. 
Cheers Bronwyn Bossley 

Aumuller Street 

A lot of traffic have to go through these lights as all the road lead to significant areas such as a school, industrial area, work places and town. So the lanes and time of lights is not long 
enough in morning and afternoon 

Southbound on Mulgrave turning right onto Aumuller.  Green Arrow time insufficient.  Only 3-6 cars get through, up to 30 queuing. 

Barr Street 

Business upgrade in the area, turning lane way too short to accomodate the right turning traffic, blocks the lanes 

Beams Road 

In the mornings and afternoons the lights at the intersection act like a dam to traffic flow. 

Between Caloundra And Brisbane 

Rapid growth on the Sunshine Coast with resultant lack of jobs, hence people driving to Brisbane for work.  NO decent train system that connects to the coastal suburbs where the 
majority of people actually live.  Highway needs to have at least 3 lanes each way plus an alternative road to be able to go around the almost daily accident/s on this stretch. 

Bohle River 

When the lower bridge floods the upper bridge is one lane each way and then we ought add 60-99minutes on-top of the congestion 

Bolsover Street 

The turning lanes aren’t long enough and the bridge needs an extra lane. 

Both Mergelanes From Brackenridge 

Three mergelanes within 2kms of each other during peak periods causes delays. 

Boundary Road 

(blank) 

Bribe Island Exists 

Traffic slows down too much for speed traps when  speed limits change all the way along that multi lanes highway 

Brown 

New traffic lights on the intersection of Brown and Mulgrave not phased at all. Right turn arrow stays on far too long 

Brown Street 

lights has new turning arrow that now stays on in low traffic.  Stops the flow of morning traffic heading into town 

Bruce Highway 

Bruce highway Brisbane to Sunshine Coast north bound and south bound 

Bruce Highway / Holloways Beach Road - Bruce Highway / Machans Beach Road 

Traffic attempting to go into Cairns from the Northern Beaches has to many traffic lights and round about's that cause congestion and delays 

Buchanen Rd inbound 

Always congested during peak traffic morning and afternoon,   Especially accidents hinder and emergency services have extremely difficult access to accident sites. 
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Burdekin Bridge 

Old bridge cannot handle current vehicle sizes and flows.   Large vehicles must have an escort and traffic must be stopped in at least 1 direction when they need to cross.  It is the only 
link on the coastal highway to North Queensland.  It is often also stopped for maintenance and the waits on this can often be up to 15mins.  Occasionally we are blocked off for a big 
maintenance for hours but they do time this for late night and early morning.  Ayr and Home Hill are close towns and we commute between the two regularly in the normal course of our 
day for work, shopping, medical, visiting family and friends.  My husband was a handyman and found these 15 min stops are very unproductive. 

Caloundra Road To Caboolture 

When travelling this road there are often several complete sudden stops and crawling along for kilometres at a time. On weekends, especially long weekends it resembles a car park. 
Can take 2.5 hours or more to traverse. Whenever possible I try to travel at night to avoid the congestion and not add to it. 

Caloundra Turn Off 

Ongoing road work, increase traffic on road, poor planning causes delays every week day and every holiday 

Deception Bay Road 

All other areas have had their bridges upgraded to dual carriage.  This exit is still single carriage.  So you have both entrances to the bridge dual carriage into 1 lane which in peak 
times causes congestion.  Bridge needs to be upgraded urgently.  This was the one that was hit as well. 

There are 3 sets of traffic lights in 500 m,  traffic has to converge from 4 lane to squeeze through the two lane overpass . The overpass needs widening, the approaches have had 
some work but without the actual bridge being widened , it is all useless. It is a very busy intersection. 

Dragon Deviation 

Three  lanes merging into two. 

Edmonton To Gordonvale Overtaking Lanes Then Again After Overtaking Lanes 

Congestion due to too much traffic heading south in afternoons causing backlog of traffic from all lights within the area 

From Beerburrum State Forest To Approx Pumicestone Road 

The Bruce Highway Southbound turns into a carpark in the afternoon on weekends between Beerburrum and Caboolture. There rarely appears to be a blockage so I don't really 
understand what causes the issue 

From Caboolture To The New Section At Corooy 

The whole length of the Bruce highway is in desperate need of a lane upgrage in brisbanes north side from carseldine to the gold coast merging bridge just past the strathpine turn off 
b4 the big bridge  it goes from 3 lanes in aspley to 2 lanes from carseldine to 4 lanes after the merging bridge  then goes back to 3 after murrumba downs turn off then becomes 2 lanes at 
caboolture then until recent roadworks became a single lane from cooroy to Gympie it all needs to be the same just like the highways on the Southside of Brisbane 

Gateway  Motorway 

When it's peak hour traffic or a traffic accident has happened on this road traffic can back up for miles in either direction depending on what time of the day it is and you could be in a 
car-park for ages. 

Gateway Motor Way 

2 sets of feeder lanes going into four  more traffic than it can handle 

Trying to merge on to Bruce highway from Griffin is tricky when there is a build up from either the gateway motorway or Gympie road traffic lights 

Gateway Motorway 
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Congested as cars try to get in the correct lane for either Gympie rd or gateway. Variable speed limit drops to 60 in the morning which makes things worse 

Insufficient capacity at busy times, badly designed merge 

Gateway Motoway 

Dangerous lane changing in a short, fast stretch of motorway with stationary traffic making the situation worse some days. 

George St Rocky 

Every intersection has turnning arrows that are not required 

George Street 

Peak times are extremely congested, as well as trains coming through at idiotic times. 

George Street, Rockhampton 

Lots of traffic trying to get through the intersection 

Gympie Road 

Traffic always 

Landsborough Bypass 

Major traffic delays with full traffic on this stretch of highway commuting to and from Brisbane. If there is an accident on this stretch vehicles on this road can’t deviate to miss it and 
are stuck while emergency services attend. Sometimes the delay could be and has been hours. 

Lower King Street 

Early AM (07:30+) congestion on bruce highway at this point. Often seems congestion is related to queued traffic heading toward Bribie Is. 

Many 

long stretches of road are not affected by road works yet are still speed restricted. 

Mccoombe Street 

It is just so busy,, sometimes have to wait for 3 light changes 

Merging Of Gympie Road And Gateway 

Regular grid lock for a few kms down gympie road into Carseldine and all the way around Bracken Ridge on the gateway and they are all trying to merge onto highway and 
complicated by a lot of vehicles trying to get into far left lane to exit at Murrumba Downs and the lane ends there meaning everyobe else has to merge into 3 lanes 

Mill Road And Thompson 

Seems like the time of the traffic lights have changed as no matter what time you are passing through between 7am - 8am the traffic was never back up. Lately you have to site 
through 2-3 light changes. 

Mulgrave Road 

Merging lane not enough room after u come off the overpass . There a lane that merges onto two lanes and in peak hour traffic it’s just not big enough then you u cause more 
problems 

Traffic always backs up and lights aren’t green for long enough. 

Near Aussie World 

The highway near Aussie worl is always backed up from buderim turn off and is at snails pace right up to little mountain. Takes me nearly 1- 2 hours sometimes just to go get my son 
from Nambour. It is blocked up daily 

New Settlement Road 
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Two set of lights within 50 m of each other combined with poor light timings result in lots of congestion. 

North Lakes 

That stretch of the highway is atrocious. We get the train into the city now it’s mind numbing traveling otherwise 

North Shore Boulevard 

Merging lane coming off north shore boulevard onto Bruce highway is not long enough for the capacity in the area. When drivers from the opposite direction are also turning onto 
Bruce highway on a green light, the only chance those coming off north shore boulevard have to turn onto the high way, they go straight into left hand lane, leaving no room for those 
coming off north shore boulevard, and thus queing traffic on the highway and also north shore boulevard during peak hour traffic 

Northbound Bribie Island Exit 

Exit traffic banks up onto the highway causing traffic travelling at 100km/h to brake suddenly 

Overpass Into Earlville 

Bottleneck of traffic causing major delays not enough lanes for amount of traffic travelling into city from southern suburbs 

Palmview/ Glenview - Between Caloundra Road And East West Motorway 

Every weekday - morning and afternoon - absolute traffic jams! Roadworks are underway (have been for a while now) and will be for another 18-24 months = very poor traffic flow 
and creating many challenges, daily! 

Pine River Bridge Area 

It's no secret that the Pine River area is congested beyond belief every morning backing up at times in excess of 10 kms to Burpengary/Morayfield. 
The cause of course is road design where vehicles coming from the north wish to cross left into two lanes to enter the 'gateway' lanes and vehicles entering the highway from Dohles 
Rocks Road via a stop/go traffic light system wish to cross two lanes right to enter the 'Gympie Road' lanes. 
Causes so much loss of time, fuel, productivity, anxiety, etc. etc. Then same again on the northbound lanes of an afternoon from about 2.30pm. 

Pine Rivers Bridge 

Congestion due to two roads merging plus cars needing to go into left lane for exit and cars needing to leave left lane exit only. 

Plantation Park 

Plantation Creek is fed by the Burdekin River. The Burdekin Bridge just north of Home Hill has been built to stay above the river in flood  but this creek directly south of Ayr can flood 
our National Highway and create havoc in both towns. The kids can’t get to school, people often can’t get home from work. 

Ray Jones Drive 

Too many cars taking this route. Needs to be another way 

Traffic lights up further don’t allow the flow of traffic 

Ray Jones Exit 

When leaving Bruce highway and heading down Mulgrave Rd woree. You get caught by the traffic at the lights on Ray Jones and by the traffic getting caught at the Toogood Rd 
intersection. 

Ross River Road 

Too many cars, shopping center makes it busy 

Roy’S Road 

Impatient and distracted drivers causing accidents 

Sams Road 
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Only intersection dealing with the main congestion going to and from town aswell as those traveling on the Bruce highway 

Shute Harbour Road Hamilton  Plaines 

Cars are turning across highway traffic that are doing 80klm. 

Smithfield Roundabout 

Needs an alternative 

Splitting From A1 To Ray Jones To Mulgrave Road 

Even though the overpass is in place it is not enough to handle the traffic flow 

Steve Irwin Road 

Not enough lanes to carry the traffic after Caboolture when the Bruce highway goes from three to two lanes or going the other way from the Sunshine Motorway intersection to 
Caboolture, which is then the start of another problem 

Steve Irwin Way 

It just seems to be congested everytime I travel southbound. Often stopping for no apparent reason. Obviously not enough lanes. 

Steve Irwin Way from Landsborough to the Bruce Highway is at capacity, with no opportunity to pass. Variable speed limits mean tourists miss the higher zone signs and default to 
60kmh in an 80kmh zone. Greatly increased traffic volume over the last 10 years. More traffic lights have been installed also slowing progress. 

The whole Bruce Hwy and Gympie Rd between Brisbane and Sunshine Coast and particularly the Steve Irwin Way on-ramp southbound. The on ramp needs a redesign and the road 
needs more capacity and the government needs to provide a major new or upgraded alternative path between he two cities 

Sunshine Mororway Eb 

(blank) 

Sunshine Motorway 

Congestion past Aussie world 

People exiting highway are giving way to those exiting sunshine motorway thus causing a bank up on the bruce highway. 

Roadworks 

The sunshine motoway heading towards Brisbane every Sunday is almost at a standstill & anytime there is an accident it shuts down 

Traffic exiting M1 create choke point at Sunshine motorway turnoff because of feeder traffic from Aussie world service road and intersection of traffic heading west fro sunshine 
motorway. 

Zinc Road 

Two lane road. The left lane ends and turns into zinc rd. But there are no markings or signs till right before the turn. Out of town people are always confused and slow down traffic, 
trying to get into the right lane to get straight. 

Brunswick Street 

Gregory Tce 

Too many cars coming from the city blocking through traffic on Greg terrace 

Mclachlan Street 

Going from New farm in to the valley to head home and traffic stuck on Brunswick st turning right in to McLachlan st block thru traffic in the right lane and the left lane can be a 
nightmare with people behind overtaking causing you to get stuck or also traffic turning left in to the ivory st tunnel can slow the left lane down and the right in to McLachlan is stopped 
and you can’t go straight ahead until they move 
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Burleigh Connection Road 

Executive Drive 

lights are green, but no movement due to next lights being red.  Can sit at lights for multiple light changes 

Burleigh Road 

  

This is a major road these days - it should be 60 Kms/hr 

Burpengary Road 

Mackie Road 

This is a complicated set-up.  The intersection at Burpengary and Mackie Rds has lights which are supposed to work in conjunction with the railway crossing and the lights on the 
other side of the crossing (Narangba and Mumford Rds).  Everyone accepts that rail takes priority and will interrupt/reset the sequence of lights.  However, there have been occasions 
where I have sat at the lights on Burpengary Rd (either direction) for up to 10 minutes, whilst other traffic seems to be treated to multiple 'turns'.  This is WITHOUT trains interrupting the 
sequence.  Either something is wrong with the way the lights are supposed to work or the traffic flows need to be re-evaluated and the lights subsequently re-programmed.  I have 
witnessed vehicles eventually proceed through the red as they become convinced they will never get a turn. 

Butler Street 

Poinciana Avenue 

Traffic turning left onto poinciana ave school zone blocks through traffic as left hand turning lane at roundabout is very short and doesn’t allow for through traffic to go around the 
school traffic queue 

Butterfield Street 

Bowen Bridge Road 

Only one lane to turn left, traffic banked up past roundabout, can’t get in the right hand turn lanes, or exit business premises 

Cairns Western Arterial Road 

  

2 lanes become 1 very congested all the way to Smithfield both ways in peak hours 

2 lanes merge into one on a very busy road just after a set of traffic lights and before another set of traffic lights. Terrible planning and major delays every morning and afternoon. 

All south bound traffic coming from 2 lanes merging into single lane combined with school zone.  Also similar north bound where the 2 lanes merge into a single lane.  Additional 
issues coming from Kamerunga Road northbound onto the skyrail roundabout. 

From Captain Cook Hwy the Kamerunga Brinsmead Rd is mostly a single lane including a bridge. This results in severe bottlenecks around school time and would make it impossible 
for emergency vehicles to pass in peak traffic. There is plenty of space to make the round dual lanes for its entirety! (I assume the bridge duplication would be the most expensive) 

Its a single lane road over a bridge just before a school and traffic light 

Single lane each direction with road at capacity during peak hour! From 7:10am-9am traffic banks back from Hardy Rd Redlynch to Captain cook hwy at Caravonica with south bound 
traffic. 7km and takes 20mins!!!  Then traffic begins to bank in the evenings again from 3pm to 6pm with congestion at Caravonica state school at pickup (3pm) and then peak hour 
(4:30pm) congestion with north bound traffic entering into the captain cook hwy from Kamerunga Road. 

The road can not handle the amount of traffic travelling on it in peak hours. The stretch of road concerned is only approx 2 kilometres but can take up to 20 minutes to travel 
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Bridge Over Barron River 

The bridge on Kamerunga Road over the Barron River is only two lanes. All traffic from both directions have to merge into one lane leading up to the bridge. The bridge and road 
needs to be duplicated. 

Cook Highway/ Western Arterial Road 

Not enough lanes. Road has not been upgraded to accommodate influx of residents. Round abouts congested the. Hit with lights that don’t sync up. Major delays to travel a short 
distance. 

Harley Street 

Huge lines for 2 kilometres each way (depending if am or pm) due to poor linking of timing and let’s 2-3 cars out from quiet street. 

The eastern side of Harley Street is access to a school. The traffic in the mornings and afternoons at peak hour is impacted by traffic lights being triggered constantly by school drop 
off traffic turning in and out of Harley Street. As a result southbound traffic on Brinsmead Kamerunga Road becomes hopelessly backed up, often all the way back accross the river to (or 
beyond) the signalised Lake Placid Road intersection. 

There is a great deal of congestion during peak time. I only lose about 10min as I turn at Harley St but those traveling through to Smithfield lose up to an hour. 

Lake Placid Road 

Traffic lights at lake placid and Harley St causing congestion on a hiway that is already under stress from lack of lanes 

Loridan Drive 

The green turning arrow turning from Arterial Road into Loridan Drive is only letting 3 cars through in afternoon traffic. The turning lane is overflowing into other lane. 

Traffic light doesn’t stay green long enough on main road, there is merging traffic 

(blank) 

Redlynch Bypass Road ,  Bridge Overpass 

After  Redlynch bypass road  has been widened, the bridge flyover goes into a bottle neck,  all the way to Caravonica roundabout 

Redlynch Connection Road 

There is a red arrow stopping us from turning even when there is no incoming traffic for up to a minute on and off throughout the traffic light cycle 

Stoney Creek Road 

Traffic on Kamerunga Road has been steadily increasing (needs upgrading to dual lane each way). Lack of traffic lights and steady streams of through traffic in both directions mean 
that it is very difficult and potentially dangerous to turn right (in particular) from Stoney Creek Road (which has also experienced an increase in traffic due National Park visitors) onto 
Kamerunga Road. 

Caloundra Road 

  

Caloundra road has out grown the population increase in the area 

Cars entering businesses along the way holding up traffic ...leading all the way to kawana way round about 

During morning peak times and late afternoon peak times the traffic comes to a standstil. Mornings coming into Caloundra, (from Bruce Highway all the way to Caloundra Central), in 
late afternoons its leaving Caloundra( from Round about at Aura turn off all the way to the Bruce Highway).Even worse Fridays and Mondays.As more houses are built in the new massive 
estate of Aura , this problem is only going to get extremely worse. There is only one entrance and exit to and from Caloundra , so no alternative. 

Peak hour congestion 

Bellvista Bvd 
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During school pick up and drop off there are delays in exiting to get onto Caloundra Road 

Bruce Highway 

two lanes forming one lane with another lane entering to cross the overpass 

Caloundra Moolooloba Road 

Its the only roas in off highway in to caloundra.  So there is a lot of traffic 

Caloundra/Moolooba Road 

trouble entering roundabout 

Corbold Road 

New development north and south impeding access to Caloundra. East-west overpass needed or Bruce highway upgrade 5km east will be redundant. 

Kawana Link Road 

Heavy traffic, double lane round-a-bout only entry into new estate, main road off Bruce Highway to Caloundra.  Too much traffic and no slip lanes. 

To much development not enough road infrastructure 

Too much traffic for roundabout to function properly 

Kawana Link Way 

Major intersecting road at a roundabout delayed by residential street also intersecting at roundabout causes long queues on major coming from highway 

Kawana Way 

Caloundra Road coming from the Bruce Highway is very congested, all the way to Bulcock Street, especially in the morning, at any day of the week. 

Kawana Way Link Road 

Too much housing development/cars/people in the area, and too slow building infrastructure to match it. 

Many Intersections 

Caloundra Road is currently the only connection from the coastline to access Bruce Hwy for many greater suburbs of Caloundra.  There are many more developments coming to the 
location also. 

Nicklan Way 

(blank) 

Nicklen Way 

Difficulty enetering roundabout from south 

Nicklin Way 

Another exit in/out of CALOUNDRA is required, all traffic is funneled through this roundabout 

Both directions coming into roundabout is always banked up.  Too much traffic for this intersection to cope with. They installed lights but seems to have made worse. 

Installation of lights at this roundabout has made the problem worse and created more congestion.  There are periods of time between light changes where there is no one on the 
roundabout, while traffic continues to build.  A better solution would be dedicated slip lanes to allow traffic turning left to flow freely, without contributing to the congestion of the traffic 
travelling straight through or turning right.  However, if people learnt how to drive properly on a roundabout eg. use correct indicators, do not change lanes while on the roundabout, it 
would also improve the situation dramatically. 

it is a roundabout that now has traffic lights but there is too much traffic being unnecessarily fed into the roundabout 
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Nicklin way, caloundra road, roundabout. Through traffic blocks turning traffic due to the roundabout. They have recently put traffic signals on the roundabout which has made it 
more congested and longer waiting times to get through the roundabout.  If they had slip lanes for only left turning traffic it would reduce congestion at the roundabout. Alternatively, 
scrap the roundabout altogether and make it a major intersection with traffic signals. They have tried a bandaid fix, which won't work. This is a major intersection that needs the 
roundabout taken away altogether.  Also too many trees in middle of roundabout restricts visibility of oncoming traffic. At night it is very dark and poorly lit. 

Red and amber lights recently installed are not the answer. On and off ramps seem to be a better option.  More and  more  people  are  making  Sunshine Coast their homes. With the 
increase of the population this and other roads in this area badly need to be upgraded. 

round about where an intersection should be. People can not enter round about due to traffic coming out of caloundra. Far to much traffic for a roundabout. They have just installed 
part time lights but has made the problems worse 

There's a large round about at the southern end of the Nicklin Way intersecting with Caloundra Road and there is way too much traffic (volume) with insufficient lanes or options! 

Too much traffic without slip lanes to turn left 

(blank) 

Nicklin Way And Pelican Waters Blvd 

This is a massive roundabout, which makes it high speed, thus making it difficult for anyone to enter, due to poor town planning traffic flows are constant and very high volume, now 
they have added half lights, which are doing nothing. There can be traffic jams back to Bunnings (3km) and into Caloundra through another 3 sets of useless lights. 

Nicklin Way Roundabout 

See previous explanation 

Pelican Waters Blvd 

Roundabout being used on an intersection of two major multi lane roads .Should be controlled by traffic lights as roundabouts were never designed for major intersection traffic 
flows or control. At the very least there should be slip lanes constructed to allow traffic turning left from any entry to proceed without entering the roundabout. This would help free up 
the remaining lanes for through traffic or traffic turning right. 

Steve Irwin Way 

Through traffic (including left turn onto Steve Irwin Way) banks up a couple of kilometres 

Caloundra Street 

Railway Line 

Heavily used train line with intersecting road. 

Camp Moutain Road 

Samford Road 

There is only one road into and out of Samford and at rush hour (or rather, rush-three-hours) it's practically impossible to enter it from Camp Moutain. Also, the visibility is somewhat 
limited to both left and right, even though much work has been done carving out a rock face in the past - it's still on a bend and nothing can change that. One just has to charge out into 
the traffic as soon as one sees a bit of a gap - I feel I'm taking my life in my hands every time I use this intersection. The speped limit here is 80 k/h as well, which is reasonable for the road 
but it just means having to break into fast-moving heavy traffic. 

Campbell Street 

Lindsay Street 
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Campbell Street - all intersections from the Lindsay Street intersection to the Wirra Wirra  st intersection need those “flat” roundabouts to improve traffic flow as their are a number 
of schools in the area 

Canara Street 

Crown Street 

Long wait times to turn right onto Canara Street, heading towards Stanley Street East, due to congestion in peak hour 

Capestone Blvd 

Anzac Avenue 

(blank) 

Captain Cook Highway 

  

40kph zone on main road. School access and parking has been moved to side roads by council. I have NEVER seen pedestrians crossing during school times. 

congestion on captain cook highway from cairns north northwards. 

Not enough lanes 
Car blocking roundabouts and not letting  cars come out of turn lane... have to take chance to get out 

There is a 40 zone speed control because you drive past the MOGC school but the stop, drop go zone and all parking is behind the school. Almost no one crosses the highway 
meanwhile it is a major arterial road that gets backed up for kilometres especially when it’s raining. 

There is a 40km school zone outside Mother of Good Counsel school which backs up the already congested traffic heading towards the CBD.  There are also pedestrian traffic lights 
and 2 traffic assistants to help children cross the road to get to the school. I travel past here every morning Monday to Friday going to work and in the last 10 years of doing so could count 
on one hand the number of times I have seen children crossing here.  It is a small primary school with less than 400 students according to their website. Probably a large percentage of 
those children would be driven to school by their parents anyway so it seems another unnecessary delay for the work commute. 

This 40KPH school zone is on the norther perimeter of the CBD. There are also gates on the other side of the block. The entrances on Captain Cook Highway should be closed and 
blocked to allow free flow of traffic 

Too much traffic using 2 lanes. With traffic lights slowing it down as well you could be in a line 5 or 6 kms long 

(blank) 

Aeroglen Drive 

Aeroglen Drive in peak hour backs up due to traffic on main road not being able to move on, we get the green light and not many can get through. 

There’s always a long queue through this light and there is another set of light about couple km down the road. 

(blank) 

Airport Avenue 

Just need to have more lanes 

(blank) 

Airport Drive 

Traffic is congested at peak hours 

Between O'Keefe And Rutherford Streets 
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The School Zone outside Mother of Good Counsel School on on the Captain Cook Highway (Sheridan Street) requires traffice to reduce to 40km per hour. Given that this 2 lane 
seciotn of road is the major access road into Cairns City for residents of the Northern Suburbs of Cairns, the unneccessary speed limit reduction can back traffic up as far north as the 
Holloways Beach Roundabout on the Cook Highway, slowing the everything to a crawl in peak hour, and at end of the school day.   
 
Drop Offs for school children are not allowed on the Sheridan Street side of the school, so there are no cars pulling off or onto the road, and no children getting in and out of vehicles. 
There is already a nearby set of traffic lights (crossing only - no intersection) for children to cross the road if they are one of the very few who walk to school, with a 'lollipop person' on 
duty at the appropriate times. The detrimental effect of the huge slow down of traffic to 40km in the School Zone (along with impatient merging traffic caused by the ridiculously short 3 
lane zone directly after the Airport Drive intersection, and traffic backing up to turn right into Collins Avenue on the right lane) would seem to be unneeded as other measures are already 
in place to keep children away from that side of the school, or control their limited interaction with the road. 

Cattana Road 

Heading west on Cattana approaching the lights at the intersection of Cattana Road, Cook Highway to turn right heading North there is only one turning lane on a right turn arrow and 
full light for through traffic. 
Usually only 5 to 6 cars can turn right because there is only one turning lane. 
This causes you to wait another 6 minutes or so until you can turn. 
Both lanes should be open to turn right with the left lane being for through traffic AND right hand turn to ease the traffic congestion and wait time. 

Kamerunga Road 

T Junction Roundabout  - Main problems are in peak times for traffic heading north - large volume of traffic heading north & south - south travelling traffic turning right onto 
Kamerunga Road block the north bound thru traffic (which is double lane), which builds up prior to the previous roundabout (Yorkeys Knob turnoff).  Traffic signals (which don't operate all 
the time) for left turning traffic onto Kamerunga Road don't allow enough time for the north bound traffic to flow at a reasonable rate to avoid the blockage and long delays.  The left 
turning vehicles have to keep moving or they would block the southbound traffic. 

to much traffic on roundabout halting through traffic 

(blank) 

Kamerunga Road. 

congestion 

Kamerunga St 

Vehicles back up every morning and afternoon for several hours 

Kennedy Highway 

Congestion is backed right up along this road. There isn’t enough lanes for the amount of traffic and people suck at round abouts. Taking too long to go, not indicating what they are 
doing and driving too fast which stops people entering as well 

During peak hours not enough capacity on road for number of cars. Bumper to bumper from this intersection through to cairns city center. 

Each Northern Beaches suburb experiences delays to enter their roundabout to join the Captain Cook Highway. Severe congestion  occurs from Northern Beaches through to the 
Captain Cook Highway at the Caravonica roundabout.  Congestion alleviates when some traffic diverts to the other route.   Severe congestion next occurs on the Captain Cook Highway at 
Holloways Beach roundabout and continues along Sheridan Street. 

Smithfield roundabout services the growing northern beaches and the Kuranda range traffic from the Atherton Tablelands going towards Cairns City. It simply can not cope with the 
volume of traffic. And for me this is after negotiating the extremely busy and regularly closed or reduced to single lane/direction Kuranda Range. 
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This is a round about on Kennedy Hwy & Bruce Hwy at peak hour there is a red light to control the flow of traffic except often when it is on red there is no oncoming traffic then when 
the red light goes out allowing you to enter the round about there is traffic already on it so by the time there is a clearing for one to enter the light has turned red causing congestion and 
delays. 

This is already a congested roundabout. Going to get much much worse 

too much turning traffic at the intersection roundabout causes congestion, too much traffic trying to turn does not get sufficient time to enter the roundabout from oncoming right 
traffic 

(blank) 

Kennedy Highway (Kuranda Range Road) 

At peak hour in the morning, traffic that wanst to enter the round about from the Kennedy Highway, must give way to traffic travelling north on the Cook Hwy. A lot of traffic heads 
north at this time. When there is a break in traffic heading north, cars can enter, but of course the traffic heading south (into the CBD) must give way. This causes long queues on the south 
bound traffic and the Kennedy Hwy traffic. 
Traffic lights have been installed to stop Kennedy Hwy traffic (at peak hour only) so that the south bound traffic can flow. The problem is that, if there is a red light, cars cant enter the 
round about even if there is a break in traffic. this can cause 'road rage' when people behind the front traffic try to 'encourage' them to go through the red light. To add to the congestion. 
traffic travelling north can turn right into Mt Millman drive, blocking south bound traffic anyway. 

Kennedy Highway At Smithfield Roundabout 

When Southbound on the Cook Highway traffic from Kennedy Highway block entry into the roundabout causing long delays. The proposed "bypass" will only move the problem 
further down the Cook Highway towards Cairns. The road infrastructure north of Cairns has not essentially changed in 30 years and is now grossly inadequate for the current traffic levels. 

Kuranda Range Road   (Kennedy Highway) 

I don't travel daily through this intersection, but when I do it's usually in morning peak period traffic.  It's a 2 lane uncontrolled roundabout.  Traffic is heavy from all 
directions.  When you do manager to negotiate your way through it's stop start for the next 5 or so kms.   The State Government  is about to start work on a road 
to bypass this roundabout which will not solve the problem.  Locals who have to use this Hwy daily all say the same thing.  A Bypass will more than likely cause more 
problems further down the road.  What would be better would be to put in an overpass.  This intersection has been hell for years now. 

Kuranda Range Road. 

Needs over pass 

McGregor Road 

Peak hour traffic on highway and large number of students and staff exiting James Cook University at peak time 

Mount Milman Drive 

The volume of cars is too high, approaching from Kuranda range and from Northern Beaches. Bypass road should be fast tracked. 

Ray Jones Drive 

Lights under overpass hold up traffic going onto Ray Jones Drive, at same time, traffic lights further up Mulgrave Road at Toogood Road intersection hold up morning flow of traffic 
creating a massive bottleneck, particularly when schools are open. 

Sheridan Street To Smithfield Roundabout 

Northern Cairns population have been increased significantly in last 5 years which put more congestion on Captain cook highway. 

Smithfield 
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Smithfield roundabout is severely congested, traffic banks up for kilometres every weekday 

Smithfield Round About 

Round about too congested for North Bound traffic in the afternoons and Traffic coming off the Kuranda range in the mornings 

Smithfield Roundabout 

Infrastructure is years behind. In this one section you can be backed up for 3 or 4 kms. The only reason that it moves along is there are about 5 sections that people use not illegally 
but still wrong to get ahead of the traffic 

major roundabout handling too much traffic from northern beaches and Kuranda. No alterative route. 

road can't cope with volume of traffic at peak times 

To many cars not enough lanes, by pass needed 10 years ago 

(blank) 

Stanton Road 

Travelling North along Cook Highway, If the lights ahead have just changed to red people stay in the left lane , then veer to the left turn which goes into Stanton Road. 
Travelling straight, you stop at the stop sign and if you can co-ordinate with the lights heading North go straight across the intersection, 
 travel along the service road and veer back onto the highway. 
By this time you are way ahead of the north bound traffic. 

Western Arterial Road 

Congested traffic, with long queues at peak hours 

Western Arterial Road (Brinsmead Kamerunga Road) 

Traffic travelling south on the Captain Cook Hwy, turning right into Western Arterial Rd. Traffic travelling north from Cairns CBD have to give way and this causes a long queue. This 
starts when school is out and people are picking up children at the school on the Arterial road and continues until peak hour after 5pm for city traffic. 
Traffic from the north at this time would be workers going home. 

Whole Highway 

The Captain Cook Highway from Yorkeys Knob to North Cairns is more like a parking lot - it can take anywhere from 15-45 minutes for me to just get to Stratford (Arnold St) - not even 
all the way to town during peak hour traffic.  
The bypass road they are putting in will not address this issue - as the real problems are on both the western arterial road and the cook highway beyond the Caravonica Roundabout. 

Cavendish Road 

  

Cars dropping students on Cavendish Road, in front of Cav Rd SHS 

Cavendish Road from Stanley St East to the Boundary Rd / Holland Rd intersection. There area far to many trafafic lights plus the railway crossing. If a non-passenger traing (coal tain) 
is going over Cavendish Road, it can be a wait fof 5 or more minutes, with traffic backed up on Stanley Street.  Before getting to Old Cleaveland road there is a relatively new set of lights. 
After Chatsworth there are two sets of ights very near each other. 

Clarence Street 

As the line is the Cleveland Line with a major rail line for the Port of Brisbane you can some times be stoped for up to 20mins due to the major long freight trains plus passenger trains 
moving across the rail crossing one after the other 
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Coal trains  go through at all times of  day  as well as Cleveland line. This  congests  traffic  back  through  Vulture & Stanley sts and  also along Cavendish Rd and those tryingto enter  
cavendish rd  even if not going in direction of the crossing 

Commuter trains coming in both directions. Station close to road so unnecessary waiting for passengers boarding/alighting train 

Hard to turn into further right lane of Cavendish road from Clarence road 

Long queues waiting for trains leaving and arriving at Coorparoo train station. Very congested as a result. 

The area has seen significant development in last few years. Lots of new shopping districts and high rise. More train services, regular trains. But no up grade to any road infrastructure 
at all. The main road in andvout if this area  (Cavindish) is cut by the train line that had regular services every 5 - 10 minutes where you can easily wait 5 minutes each way. This crossing 
needs to go over the road or under it. This would greatly improve traffic flow, improve safety, allow better access to pedestrians, lessen pollution (caused by idling vehicles )  better service 
the shopping precincts, lessen commute times, lessen rat running, and improve access to high rise developments. 

The red lights stop traffic, and the boom gates descend, a long time before the train appears. It seems a long wait for the boom gates to open, and then for the lights to turn green, 
after the train has disappeared. 

Traffic coming out of Clarence Street and turning right onto Cavendish Rd have to wait for the traffic lights and railway crossings. Too often that not, the lights on Cavendish Rd will 
allow traffic to go through and then a train will come through before the Clarence Street lights. It usually takes a minimum of 2-3 cycles of the traffic lights before the side street (Clarence 
street) can go 

Traffic lights & train crossing signals are not coordinated & add to delay 

Traffic lights and railway crossing lights arent linked together, Sometimes you can get agreen light for only 5 seconds before it turns red again because of a train incoming. Also the 
unnessary wait time after a train leaves before the lights sort themselves out. Another issue there is the northbound lane, when the lights are green with a green arrow, they will go to red 
before immediately turn green again causing traffic to stop for no reason. 

Trains (inbound and outbound) pass Coorparoo Station every 15 minutes, even more during peak periods. The boom gates will often lower for a train approaching from one direction, 
and then stay down for an unnecessary long period of time in anticipation for a train from the other direction. Add to this freight trains (often around 7pm or 6am) the wait leads to rat 
running through nearby streets in an effort to avoid the level crossing. 

(blank) 

Creek Road 

Long queue in left lane only of traffic driving south on Cavendish Rd towards Newnham Rd.  Often 2-3 changes of lights to get through intersection due to traffic turning left into 
Wecker Rd & no cooridnation of the 2 intersections traffic lights. 

Holdsworth Street 

parked cars blocking peak hour traffic 

Stanley Street East 

This section of road is backed up from 6:30am every single day. Specifically near jellicoe rd because people can turn right and it's near impossible to do so without blocking other 
lanes. It's a slow light change too, and there are for some reason big coal trains coming through during peak hour? 

Caxton Street 

  

Long delays due to ineffective traffic lights 

Petrie Tce 

Cars parked in left hand Lane and short green light 
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Centenary Motorway 

  

2 lane highway merges into 1 lane 

Bottle necking the 2 lane highway from a 100km speed into a 1 lane 60km zone 

Bridge and road too small for amount of traffic. Entry onto highway right at beginning of bridge is a bad road design. Extension of more lanes all the way should have been done when 
legacy tunnel constructed. 

Centenary Highway between Wacol and Jindalee Bridge is extremely slow and congested. Cars trying to merge from entry lanes 

Centenary highway from Springfield lakes all the way through to Toowong is a disaster especially going past Jindalee bridge 

Centenary highway mornings and evenings, only getting worse becoming a joke 

Constant traffic in morning where 5 lanes merge into 2 

During school holidays I can complete my trip to and from work in approximately 40 minutes each way.  At other times a regular return trip will take me two and a half hours to travel 
79 kilometres. It is so heavily congested the travel speed rarely breaks 10 ks an hour. 

Every morning there are several cars merging onto the centernary highway from several roads causing massive congestion 

Extremely long traffic says in   .Org the AM and PM peaks - over the years the peaks have increased 

Growth in Springfield and Ripley, extra cars and 2 lanes doing 100k/hr merge to 1 at 60k/hr. Traffic builds up. 

Heading north to the city every week day - Centenary Highway is chaos from Sumner Park to the Jindalee bridge.  It has been like this for years.  Too many new housing estates and no 
infastructure.  It’s hopeless. 

Heavy congestion every peak time and even some weekends both inbound and outbound 

I have travelled from Camira to Geebung for the last 23 years.  I leave home at 6am and up to 10 years ago it was speed limit all the way to the Toowong roundabout. Now I have to 
push my way to merge in traffic entering the western freeway from Ipswich road. The Logan motor way link does not help and now all of the Springfield traffic comes here as well. We 
need to put pylons in the middle of the Western Freeway and go up. 1 entry at Ipswich red and one exit at Toowong Roundabout for incoming and outgoing traffic. If you want to see a 
model go to Shanghai. this way no need for expensive tunnels or upsetting the tree huggers by making a new road. In my travels in China I have seen a bridge built in about 5 years, 42, yes 
42 Kim long. We can’t even make a decision in that time. 
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I live in the Centenary Suburbs (Westlake) and I work in Petrie Terrace.  The problem with living in this area is that there is really one road I can take, its the same situation for 
everyone else. The stretch of road from the Mount Ommaney on-ramp where I enter the Centenary highway in the mornings is only two lanes all the way to the Moggill road on-ramp, 
causing this stretch of road to be an absolute carpark. It does not move!  The traffic then backs up again approaching the toowong roundabout.  
 
The afternoons is much worse, with the traffic often gridlock from the toowong roundabout to the fig tree pocket on-ramp going westbound. This drive triples in time, often taking an hour 
or more to get home.  
 
Overall on a good run (i.e late at night) it would take me about 18 minutes to get to my office in Petrie Terrace, however this can take one hour which is ridiculous. Public transport from 
the centenary area is also shocking, there's hardly any buses and the buses which do come don't go to my work, take forever to get anywhere and they are infrequent. The nearest train 
station is darra which is still a ten minute drive away and the carpark is always full. Public transport from the centenary area really is not an option  so everyone is forced onto a two lane 
road which simply cannot cope.  
 
It would be expensive but really the only solution for the western suburbs is to construct another Centenary Bridge and widen the centenary motorway the whole length. Also providing 
more direct bus services which do direct to the city via the Western Freeway all day, not just during peak times, will help. Most buses go via Indooroopilly and it takes considerably more 
time than it should. 

Jindalee bridge backs up through to Sumners Road or further every morning. 

more estates getting built but not updating the road , having to merge into one lane from 100kms to 60kms 

needs up grade the Jindalee on ramp and Mt Ommaney inbound are just as bad now as Fig Tree pocket on ramp 

Not enough lanes for the traffic. From Darra to Sumner Park inbound, the left lane should be extended all the way through instead of having to merge and then re-appear as an exit. 
The rest of the road, just full congestion, every morning and afternoon. 

Not enough lanes, too much traffic, no one wanting to let you in 

People are unable to merge efficiently due to high number of cars on highway with only 2 lanes.  Needs to be opened up to allow adequate traffic flow 

Queue entering Centenery Highway from Ipswich Motorway and then congestion through to Brisbane River crossing. 

Road completely congested.  Mass development at Springfield, Ripley and beyond yet no proactive road upgrades to ensure it can cope with the additional traffic flow. 

Since the opening of Legacy Way, the congestion on the Western Freeway has become even worse with traffic regularly backing up from Mt Coottha all the way to Fig Tree Pocket.  
Motorists regularly travel down the inside lanes and force their way into the right-hand lanes.  In addition, motor cyclists also travel dangerously between cars or use the emergency lane 
to bypass traffic. 

The centenary highway is very congested well after peak hour and impossible during peak hour. 

The Centenary Highway over the Jindalee Bridge  is at a stand still - this road has not the capability of taking the cars from the Springfield / Ipswich area - Brisbane has only 2 bridge 
crossings from the Western side of the city - Jindalee Bridge and Walter Taylor neither of which can take the capacity of cars that use them.  If Springfield continues to grow and expand 
further the congestion is only going to get worse.  It only takes a small bingle at anytime of the day to take it down.  And the problem is both ways.  A toll tunnel will not be the answer as 
no-one will use it unless the cost is at a minimum and we all know that won't happen. 
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The Centenary Hwy is blocked every peak hour.  Inbound from Sumner Rd to the Jindalee Bridge and then in the afternoon ALSO inbound!  It makes no sense - why is the road 
blocked in the same direction in both peaks??  There is room for an additional lane from the Ipswich Rd interchange to Sumners Rd and in stages beyond, but instead almost everybody 
has to merge and change lanes - the lanes coming from Ipswich Rd east and west both have to merge, which is insane.  It's poorly designed and it would be much better if at least one of 
those lanes didn't merge.  As for the off-peak inbound crawl - ??  no idea!  And then the road almost always miraculously improves as soon as you cross the river.  Maybe the northside is 
better after all? 

the feed in from Jindalee onto the highway is always congested and the traffic stops to slows right down 

the highway goes from two lanes to one lane and creates a bottleneck 

The merge lane from the minor road is too short it becomes a give way & not a freeway merge 

The road goes from 100 to 60 to form one lane from a two lane to take the one of three on ramps. Merging from one to two lanes to 60km congests traffic real bad! Especially if there 
is an accident it is a complete stop. The road was formed so bad that there are always fights and fingers pulled every morning due to frustrated drivers. 

The road has not been designed to cope with the growth of outer lying suburbs. Poor design of merging traffic means congestion is worse. Choke point over the river. 

The Western Freeway comes to a crawl morning and night from Toowong through to the Brisbane River. 

There are not enough lanes to cope with the increased amount of traffic, the road was built and drops from 2 lanes to 1 lane for a short section which is ridiculous 

There are too many merging points within a short distance. 

Too much traffic for western freeway at rush hour, always blocked for miles. 

Too much traffic funneling down to Jindalee bridge and Miggil Road as well as Ipswich Road and the Toowong Roundabout. 

Traffic slows to a stop from the legacy way on ramp all the way to the Moggill road exit. Happens every afternoon. 

Two lanes into one then an exit and then a merge in the space of 500 metres. 

Two lanes merge into one 

Way too many vehicles for existing infrastructure at peak times, plus 1 out of every 10 drivers that use this road doesn't seem to know (or care) that lane filtering is legal! 

Western freeway backs up from Fig Tree Pocket on ramp to Toowong 

When 2 lanes of the Centenary Highway merge into 1, during peak hour it causes chaos 

(blank) 

All Along Motorway 

Along the entire length of the centenary motorway from entry off the Ipswich motorway up until it changes into western freeway and then into Milton rd is a huge congestion 
problem in both directions in the morning and of an afternoon 

At Carol Park, Then Again Between Sumner And Jindalee Bridge. 

Firstly, the Centenary Highway at Carol Park heading inbound decreases from two lanes to one lane ahead of the Ipswich Motorway/Logan Motorway/Centenary Highway junction. 
This is unacceptable given the population growth in the region and the number of vehicles that need to be accommodated. The second problem occurs when traffic backs up further down 
the Centenary Highway. Some days traffic will be stopped at Richlands, ahead of the Ipswich Motorway/Centenary Highway junction. I can spend 40 minutes in traffic until it finally clears 
at the Jindalee Bridge. The problem not only occurs in the morning - it also occurs INBOUND in the afternoons in the same spot, as well as the usual traffic issues outbound on the opposite 
side of the highway. 

Before Logan Motorway From Springfield 
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The section from approximately Springfield Station to the Logan Motorway is congested (a bit like a car park) every morning.  The lanes go from 2 lanes at 100km/hr down to 1 lane at 
60km/hr causing the congestion.  There was no forward thinking when the road was built regarding the growth in the Springfield/Springfield Lakes/Central area and the predicted growth 
in the next 10 years is phenomenal, how is the road expected to cope and then when upgrades are approved?  This will cause more congestion for commuters. 

Between Garden Road And Jindalee Bridge Inbound In The Mornings 

In offpeak times, it takes less than 15 minutes from Forest Lake to Mt Ommaney on the Centenary Motorway.  In morning peak hour, it is regularly more than 30 minutes with 
occasions over an hour.  The Ipswich Motorway onramp chokes the left two lanes, and the Sumners Road offramp is often queued back onto the motorway.  This isn't only due to peak 
hour, as the traffic usually clears once past the Jindalee Bridge.  At the very least, the Jindalee Bridge needs doubling. 

Carole Park Area 

See previous entry 

Fig Tree Pocket 

Slip road not long enough  
To many cars for the road 

Too much traffic trying to get into Brisbane in the morning and then out of Brisbane in the arvo. Long delays with those trying to get on & off the motorway. Needs massive 
expansion. 

Fig Tree Pocket Merge 

Every day traffic from Fig tee pocket merge onto the centenary freeway and cause congestion that backs up for KLMs. A set of merge lights or extent the merge lane will work 

Fig Tree Pocket On Ramp 

because of traffic congestion the cars coming onto the freeway are merging into traffic that is at crawl pace & there is very little space to merge, secondly the other lane could go 
much faster if there was a way to stop cars from changing lanes as they merge 

Fig Tree Pocket Road 

Because of short ramp and motorists' poor skills to follow at a safe distance and merge, traffic banks back here every afternoon. 

Cars moving from Fig Tree Pocket Road onto Western Freeway...too many cars on Freeway and too many cars wanting to merge. 

Congestion caused by the short merging lane coming from Fig Tree Pocket onto the Western Freeway. The lack of respect of speed limit from drivers on the Western Freeway might 
be a contributing factor. 

Traffic merging onto Centenery slows and this backs up and blocks through traffic. Merging lane too short? 

Weekdays between 3pm and 6pm traffic backs up about 1km up the motorway and remains heavily congested until at least the Jindalee exit. 

Fig Tree Pocket Road Onramp 

The length and angle of approach of cars entering onto the westbound M5 Centenary highway - Western Freeway from Fig Tree Pocket Road is too short and awkward for visibility 
which reduces vehicle speeds to < 20km/h. 

Figtre Pocket Road 

Too many feeder roads onto the "highway" (ha ha). The population expansion to the West is not being catered for. Not enough lanes. I commute 14km to the city, parts of my journey 
are posted at 100kph, 90kph, 80kph, and half the distance at 60kph. My average commte speed is 23kmh. The morning peak runs from 6am - 9am. The afternoon peak is worse (much 
slower/stationary) runs from 3pm to 6:30pm 

Figtree Pocket Road 
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The Centenary Highway outbound becomes a car park from 3 pm each weekday due to traffic trying to enter the highway from Moggill Road and then Figtree Pocket Road.  On the 
inbound the problem is entering the Highway at Jindalee. 

Figtreepocket Road 

The traffic coming from Indooroopilly merging with traffic that use Kenmore Road/Figtree Pocket Road as a way to get to Centenary Highway there are not enough lanes for the 
amount of cars. 

From Ipswich Road To Jindalee 

there are two major roads .. east bound Ipswich Road and West bound Ipswich road .. bringing traffic to merge onto the motorway.  There is far more traffic now than when the 
motorway was first constructed. 

Heading Into Springfield 

Afternoon rush hour workers returning to Springfield 

Inbound From Darra & Outbound From Mt Cootha 

Suburbia has increased, highway has not been upgraded to take increased traffic into account. Merging traffic inbound from Sumners Road to Jindalee need to addressed along with 
the merge outbound from Legacy Tunnel (4 lanes down to 3 then 2), with merge from Moggil Road and Fig Tree Pocket. Current Western Freeway and Centenary Highway cannot cope. 

Ipswich Motorway 

Driving onto centenary highway from Ipswich motorway, everyone is merging all over the place and then the lane ends, the left lane should go all the way through to the sumner rd 
exit 

Ipswich Motorway Merge 

When merging from travelling east on the Ipswich Motorway onto the Centenary Motorway, congestion is caused by traffic merging onto the two Centenary Motorway through 
lanes, while at the same time, traffic is departing to turn off into the Sumner Road Interchange. This results in traffic crossing both ways over in front of other vehicles and slowing the 
traffic flow to stop - start, and only through courteous driving behavior that traffic even flows at all in the 7 to 8 am peak. 

Ipswich Mwy 

congestion 

Ipswich Road 

New info structure needed 

Ispwich Motorway Through To Moggil Road 

Congestion seems to begin at the Jindalee bridge and spreads in both directions (inbound - western freeway, outbound - Centenary highway) in both the morning and afternoons. The 
peak traffic times affected can be as early as 5:30am and stretch up til 10:30am and start again as early as 2:30pm til 6pm. On a good day it takes 30mins to travel from the Ipswich 
motorway on-ramp to the Jindalee bridge and 20 minutes to travel from the Moggill road on-ramp to the Jindalee bridge. 

Jindalee 

western freeway cannot cope with traffic inbound in the mornings outbound in the evenings - road needs additional lanes from kenmore to sumner 

Jindalee Bridge 

Too much traffic for the small two lane bridge 

Too much traffic going over the only bridge in the area - congestion. 

Jindalee Bridge On Ramp 
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Centenary Hwy Bridge at Jindalee Bridge has traffic congestion as well as 

Jindalee Onramp Inbound 

2 lanes cannot handle the volume of traffic during peak times as well as traffic coming onto the highway 

Jinderlee Bridge 

Too many cars, not enough lanes, and the fact that you go across a bridge, then up a hill. Slows down. It is bad coming back the other way in the afternoon. It clears up once you get 
to the bridge. 
 
I check google maps before i leave work, to see how long it will take me. On a clear day it will take me 30 mins to get home. On a bad day it will take me over an hour, that is double the 
time. And the most problem is this stretch of road. 
 
If you listen to the traffic reports, it is always the same spots. 

Just West Of Fig Tree Pocket Road 

The traffic flow onto the freeway often means that vehicles are at a complete stop back at the Moggil Road exit (Indooropilly) on the Centenary Highway. This is in the morning going 
out towards Jindalee. At times, the traffic into the city is moving faster than that going out towards Jindalee. There have been times, that cars have to come to a complete stop after 
travelling at 80km/hour, which has resulted in accidents (i have seen one nose to tail since January 2019). 

Legacy Way Tunnel 

There are too many roads entering here and it reduces down to two lanes. 

Logan Motorway 

2 lanes northbound reduce to 1 lane just prior to the Logan Motorway interchange. 

Centenary Highway bottlenecks at the intersection with the Logan Motorway with cars having the ability to carry on or exit onto the Logan Motorway in an east  or west direction. 
The bottleneck occurs about 400m from the intersection where dual lanes are required to merge into one. 

Dual lane down to a single lane. 

From about 5.45 to after 9am traffic queues due to two lanes having to merge. After merging, the road is a single lane,  with a slip road going of to the Logan Motorway, for about 
400m before becoming two again., 

Highway bottlenecks before split to stay on Centenary or use Logan mwy. 
Tailback can extend as far as 2-3km in peak traffic 

The Centenary Highway northbound crossing over the Logan Motorway causes significant delays and traffic jams for at least 1-2km every morning during peak hour. The overpass 
only has one lane, with 2 lanes on the Centenary travelling at 100km/hr being forced to merge into 1 lane, then back to 2 lanes again a few hundred metres later! Simple 
solution...upgrade the overpass to allow 2 constant lanes of the Centenary Highway over the Logan Motorway north and south bound. This should have been constructed when the rail 
line was built to Springfield. 

M2 

Lanes converging into one then back to two all happens for a 2 hr period in morning during peak hour 

Mcgogill Road Exit 

The road forms from 3 lanes to 2 over a road crossing bridge, then has another lane merge from McGogill road and traffic banks up all the way to the Toowong cemetery on the bad 
days 
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Moggil Road On Ramp 

Vehicles entering the westbound M5 Centenary highway from Moggil Road during the 3pm to 6pm timeframe cause speed reductions to <10km/h due to the angle and length of 
approach. 

Moggill Road 

Congestion caused by the short merging lane coming from Moggill Rd onto the Western Freeway. The lack of respect of speed limit from drivers on the Western Freeway might be a 
contributing factor. 

Jindalee bridge is a bottleneck with only 2 lanes each way 

Lots of cars coming from indooroopilly onto the highway with not enough space to merge 

Mount Coot-Tha 

bottleneck at end of freeway 

Mount Ommaney/Dandenong Road 

(blank) 

Mt Coot Tha Roundabout 

Two roundabouts coming off the highway, which does not allow for smooth traffic to exit.  Majority of cars also wants to turn right onto Sivian road, but blocks/backs up traffic all the 
way back to centenary highway. 

Outbound Between Toowong And Jindalee 

Congestion every afternoon. 

Seventeen Mile Rocks Road 

Through traffic and exit and entrance traffic to Centenary Highway slows traffic to a snail's pace at peak hour. 

Traffic from and to the highway at more than one place makes travel from Cinnamon Park to Jindalee extremely slow at peak hour. 

Sinnamon Road 

Difficulty entering the Centenary Highway heading to the city in the afternoon from Sinnamon Road. Difficulty merging and traffic is often at 40 km/hr at this section of road. 

Merging onto centenary highway - over the Jindalee bridge 

Problem caused due to the amount of traffic coming from Ipswich and Springfield on the Centenary Motorway and the increased  traffic coming from Sinnamon Park and Oxley.  We 
need better infrastructure, including affordable public transport, for our growing population. 

Severe congestion trying to merge onto Centenary Motorway during early morning peak hour 

traffic entering centenary hwy, from Sinnamon rd heavily congested. can take up to 40 minutes to get from centenary suburbs onto centenary hwy at this on ramp from 6.30 in the 
mornings 
heavy traffic load on centenary hwy from  Sinnamon rd, ( from centenary suburbs and from seventeen miles rocks rd 

Vehicles entering the M5 Centenary highway eastbound from 6am to 9am have too short an entry on the Sinnamon Road onramp leading to speeds of <5km/h on the highway. 

Springfield Greenbank Arterial 

Dangerous. You come off the highway to a 2 lane roundabout. Some traffic backs up back on the highway. Once through the round about there are 2 lanes that quickly change to 1 
lane for 100m , then changes back to 2 lanes. With the change of amount of lanes it is causes accidents 

Springfield-Greenbank Arterial 

The amount of traffic coming off the highway causes a lot of congestion from the roundabout right up to the traffic lights 
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Summer Park To Moggil Road Exit 

7am to 9:15am congestion traffic heading north to city and returning in afternoon from 3 pm 6pm 

Summer Park Turn Off 

4 lanes of highway traffic needing to merge into 2, as well as traffic requiring to merge left or right to be on the right turnoff.. 

Sumner Road 

The right lane going through 2 round abouts gets congested 

Sumners Road 

2 lanes coming off Ipswich motorway. Trying to move across to continue towards northern suburbs while cars already on centenary trying to move across to take sumners road exit. 
Many vehicles wait till last minute which causes lane blockages for through traffic. 

Sumners Road Exit 

On ramp and off ramp situated too close together and cars crossing on and off the highway at one particular spot 

Sumners Road, And Logan Motorway Interchange 

(blank) 

Toowong Roundabout Onwards To Jindalee Bridge 

Heading WEST from approximately 2.30pm to about 6.30pm the road from the Toowong Roundabout to the Jindalee Bridge is an absolute nightmare.  So many lanes and traffic 
exiting the tunnel all goes into 2 lanes. Absolutely ridiculous. Bad planning.  The same applies in the morning heading into the City but not as bad. 

Toowong Roundabout To Ipswich Motor Way 

The Centenary Motor way from Toowong Roundabout to the Ipswich Motor Way is a basket case during evening peak traffic and it is quite bad inbound during this period. The 
morning peak period on the same section is also a basket case. Basically during the day on the weekends this section of road is at its limits in both sections. 
In fact the whole of route twenty from Everton Park all the way through to the Ipswich Motor Way is nothing but a disgrace.  
I have lived in the area for 44 years and all that has happened is a band aid approach at the major intersections. Continuous State Governments have just buried their heads in the sand 
hoping the problem will go away. 

Yallambee Road 

(blank) 

Charlton Esplanade 

Robert To Fraser 

narrowness of this section with cars parked on both sides especially at week ends is a danger to people trying to enter/ exit their vehicles and cyclists. 
Other areas of the esplanade have off road parking spaces this section does not, directly outside of Surf Club is hazadous as to 4wds parking on both sides of road . 
restict parking to one side only or parking bays as other sections. Most vehicles find this section daunting at week ends. 

Chatsworth Road 

Boundary 

Two lanes in Chatworth and only one lane at Samuel St, across Boundary Road. Should be a right hand lane for Boundary and one lane over Bounday Rd into Samuel Street 

Chisholm Road 

Nerang-Broadbeach Road 

Any road crossing Nerang-Broadbeach has to wait ages for a green light and only lets a few cars through at a time. 
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Christensen Road 

Stapylton Roundabout 

Such a busy roundabout at peak times with alot of heavy vehicles 

Christine Avenue 

Mattocks Road 

School & work traffic in the morning turning RT from Mattocks Rd into Christine Ave (RT) heading  towards burmuda St 200metres away can take 7 mins. I have rang both transport & 
the council re this congestion. 

Clarence Road 

Westminster Road 

When trying to turn right off Clarence into Westminster during peak times, there is heavy traffic coming from the opposite direction, turning left into Westminster or continuing 
ahead.  The traffic turning right always comes last, often Westminster is blocked by cars turning left from the opposite direction, there is no green arrow for those turning right, and cars 
are allowed to park in the left lane, which prevents through traffic continuing as it has to wait behind cars turning right. 

Cleveland Redland Bay Road 

  

The amount of traffic that uses this road at peak times requires it to be 4 lanes instead of 2. 

(blank) 

Clover Hill Drive 

  

2 schools clover hill and Somerset on the same road with over 500 parents trying to use one road in and out. There needs to be another exit created at the end of the road in order to 
ease conjestion most mornings I spen 30-50mins one way trying to get out. 

College Road 

Musgrave Road 

Brisbane Grammar Parents wanting to drop off. Blocks Petrie Terrace, Musgrave Road,   Ithica Street, Countess st, Kelvin Grove Road, College Rd, Gregory Tce. They also block the 
Normanby Intersection and prevent the traffic from moving. 

Cues from gregory terrace (school drop off) back up up and back around the corner along musgrave road (college road) This is already off the back of all the traffic coming from 
Waterworks road (notorious for bad traffic to begin with). For me to Drive 6km to work it takes 35-40mins. (in perspective it takes me 20mins flat to ride my bike which I normally do 95% 
of the time) I can  move 1km in about 20mins some days on this stretch of road. after the gregory terrace intersection the traffic flows a lot better. But the cumilation of buses, parents 
dropping off kids, 5 way intersection, lanes splitting...... its chaos some days! 

Commercial Road 

Doggett Street 
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Newstead is busier than ever and the so-called Black Spot on Doggett and Commercial Rd is still yet to be fixed. Every day there are more near misses than you can count. The Federal 
Police, who have their office on the corner of the street, cringe at the traffic chaos which starts in the morning and even in the late evening is still causing issues. It is a dangerous 
intersection 24/7 because there are no traffic lights but also because people don't know the rules of giving way in that sort of intersection. I don't know if anyone has died there, because I 
have only lived on Doggett St for 13 months but it is dangerous and I have almost been wiped out 20 times when I am in the right. When you have right of way it is often too scary to take 
the right of way because you know the person opposite you might not give way. People from my street call it "running the gauntlet". The Uber driver I had last night said it was "the worst 
intersection" and it "needs to be fixed". 

This intersection is an accident waiting to happen. Truly, I see daily near-misses. It is very busy, 4 ways plus turning (people create their own turning lanes), with a pedestrian crossing, 
and not well signed. Absolutely shocking 

Compton Road 

Calam Road 

Congested lane turning right on compton road and many vehicles tried to get on the left lane to Beaudesert road.  If there is an accident, it's even more congested. 

Drivers from Calam Road frequently do an illegal U turn at this intersection. This results in accidents or near misses. 

The flow of traffic from Calam road onto Compton then beaudesert Rd has grown too large for existing infrastructure. Thousands of additional cars have been added to this route in 
the past decades with no significant investment in how to help traffic get from Brisbane down to browns plains/southern suburbs. 

Too much traffic, right lanes congested 

(blank) 

Ewing, North , Nyanza  And Acacia Roads/Street 

Between these 4 intersections controlled by traffic lights  you are guaranteed to be stopped at each and every one of them - the timing is perfect to stop all cars travelling west along 
Compton road. Even the boy racers can't make it through a set of lights without stopping. How can this be efficient and best practice when every car has to start and then stop at each of 
the 4 traffic lights along this short section of road. It appears that as soon as a car approaches Compton road from one of these 4 side roads or a car travelling east on Compton road wants 
to turn right into one of these side roads the lights will stop all traffic flowing west along Compton road. The issue is not so prevalent when travelling east on compton road. This has been 
an issue for decades.  I have contacted both the Brisbane CC and the Logan CC over the years  but nothing has ever been done. 

Gowan Road 

Three lanes of traffic. Left lane is turn left or go straight. Lots of people going straight get into left lane forcing traffic turning left to wait longer. Often left arrow is green but traffic 
going straight has red light. Additionally there is a bus stop before this intersection which congests traffic further. 

Kingston Road 

Heading along Compton Rd to freeway there are long waits to cross Kingston Rd. Light changes very short. 

Condamine Street 

Compton Road 

To turn right, you need to turn across four lanes of traffic. It is a 70 zone as well, so it can be difficult to reach a safe point on the road before other cars reach you. They are also 
traveling down a hill.  
On Compton road there are motorists changing direction, turning into condamine street, as well as a uturn lane. 

Coonan Street 

  

Traffic gets backed up by too much school work traffic and people using side streets to skip que and contesting everything 
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From Walter Taylor Bridge To Moggill Road 

A section of Oxley Rd from the Walter Taylor Bridge to Moggill Rd is a single lane in each direction. This is a major access road to the City and should be widened to provide minimum 
two traffic lanse in each direction with a provision for turning lanes at each intersection. 

Moggill Road 

as per previous answer 

Going from Taringa to Indooroopilly or reverse traffic is huge at peak hour and very slow (even on a Sunday at certain times) 

The roundabout gets congested with cars travelling outbound and gives no opportunity to merge onto roundabout from Conan street. Extremely dangerous to merge onto rou 
dabout with the lane set up and congestion. 

Radnor Street 

Inadequate space for vehicles turning right from Coonan to Radnor, frequently blocking intersection preventing vehicles turning left from Coonan / Indooroopilly Bridge to Radnor. 

Queues of 20 minutes to cross Indooroopilly Bridge.  AM.  Traffic is stopped on the bridge by the congestion in Coonan Street. If Coo nan Street were less congested the fully capacity 
of the bridge would be available, reducing the queueing.  The turning traffic at Radnor Street queues badly waiting to filter. Courteous drivers off the bridge  baulk to let them through and 
stop traffic on the bridge. Traffic from the North turning West into Radnor Street has alternative access via Station Road. 

Turing lanes from Coonan St to minor road Radnor St are blocking the thru traffic traveling along Coonan St in both directions. There is no turning lane left from Coonan to Radnor St 
when traveling towards the city. 

Riverview Terrace 

Cars turning off Coonan St into Riverview Terrace struggle to get across the oncoming traffic off the Walter Taylor Bridge. 

Station Road 

Walter Taylor Bridge can not cope with the level of traffic most of the day 

Westminster Road 

University traffic traversing through Indooroopilly 

Coopers Camp Road 

Enoggera Tce 

There's two lanes but one is reserved for buses only so the other one lane is banked up in peak times but some drivers jump the lane and go into the bus lane. Would be a great place 
for police to nab drivers in the wrong bus lane. When light is green there is traffic blocking those wanting to turn right so it's a very long wait. 

Jubilee Terrace 

Chaos at rush hour.  Coopers Camp backs up because of Jubilee Terrace through traffic 

In peak hour, when driving up Coopers Camp Road to turn right at the intersection onto Jubilee Terrace and then turning left into MacGregor Terrace, Bardon, there are 2 lanes to 
turn right.  Unfortunately, the right hand lane is only for buses.  If a bus doesn't come along (hence send the signal that there is a bus turning right), it takes an annoyingingly long time to 
turn right from the left lane.  Plus, if there are pedestrians crossing from the Coopers Camp Rd side to the Jubilee Tce side, cars turning right then have to wait for cars in front (in the left 
lane) to allow pedestrians to cross, and by that stage, 1 or 2 cars get through, and then the light is red again.  I've witnessed many cars go in the bus lane, just to trigger the lights to go 
green for those turning right. 

Coorparoo Road 

Old North Road 
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Turning left or right from Cooparoo Road is near impossible most days. Traffic to Albany Creek banks up over rod, can’t turn right into this due to high number of cars going to 
Strathpine and can’t turn left due to number of cars 

Old Northern Road 

Traffic on main road , also turning into coorparoo Road and opposite road and so every time there is a break in traffic both ways also have the turning traffic to contend with 

South Pine Road 

Need to go across 4 lanes of traffic with no traffic lights,. Most cars on that main road coming form our right stay in the left lane so they can travel in that lane at the top of the hill 
and then cars on the other side also stay in the right lane so they can turn off on the right . Makes it extremely hard to right 

Cornwall Street 

Duke Street 

when coming from duke street to turn right onto cornwall street at peak times you will often find that the cars from cornwall will almost fill the available room before the next set of 
lights, so when the duke street cars get the green light to turn they will sometimes have no room at all to move forward due to the traffic lights under the  under pass going red before the 
previous and not allowing them to empty the spot out 

On Ramp To Pacific Motorway 

3 merge lanes become one. During peak hour they turn on the flashy lights. They get through and there is nowhere to go due to Stanley street exit being congested which blocks the 
merge lane. 

Coronation Drive 

  

general congestion 

lots of traffic during peak hour 

Not enough capacity for number of users. Frequent accidents on riverside expressway impact the flow of traffic on this road (even when 5-10km away!). TIming of lights could be 
optimised so don't get a red at every single one! 

There is not enough bridges in Brisbane to relieve traffic congestion and  it is all funneled onto coronation drive to get over the river. Please get more bridges installed along the river 
to divert traffic 

Traffic flow towards the city in the afternoons is often very slow due to congestion back from Pacific Motorway, alternates such as Milton Rd also at a standstill 

(blank) 

Herschel Street 

(blank) 

High Street 

Turning onto High St, you have another turning lane up ahead which gets full quickly.  This means that cars waiting to turn there are often blocking the lane you need to turn into, 
causing us to be waiting at the intersection stationery even though it's a green light. Cars are often queuing up over the pedestrian crossing which disrupts them and the incoming traffic 
going towards the city on Coronation. 
This may be caused from the two sets up traffic lights not working together efficiently, or simply because the turning lane ahead is not long enough for the damand 

Milton Road 

They're pushing all the traffic through the city around North Quay and onto the Riverside Expressway/Captain Cook bridge.  The roads need to go around the city, not through it. 

Near Toowong, On Way Into City And As You Approach Goodwill Bridge 
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the lanes to go toward west end cannot be accessed due to the congestion for lanes going to city, coast and airport, it takes half hour to get to the entry to the lane to go right 

Riverside Expressway 

Famous for congested traffic heading inbound towards the city from Toowong/St Lucia. There are too many cars in the surrounding areas trying to get through at once at peak hour 
and we have to stop at almost every traffic light as to let pedestrians cross or let vehicles merge in from the side streets. The merging lanes at the beginning of the Riverside Expressway 
which includes access to exits into the city are also heavily congested and delayed. It is difficult for cars to merge and also dangerous as many drivers try to merge in and swing into the far 
right lane as quickly as possible cutting other cars off. 

Countess Street 

  

Countess street is very congested in peak hours, with long queues back along Kelvin Grove Road, apparently because of difficulty in traffic getting away past Roma Street, the 
reduction from 4 lanes to 3 lanes, and road markings which inappropriately confine lane changing to only half the available space.  These markings may be reasonable if traffic is travelling 
at 60 kph, but in peak hours, when it is either stationary or travelling at less than 20 kph, they are just wrong. 

Roma Street 

Too many cars using this route in peak hour to get to the city or South Brisbane or onto Milton Rd 

Creek Road 

Fursden Road 

It is very busy and difficult to turn right onto Creek road from Fursden road 

Wynnum Road 

Traffic congests as it is short cut when gateway motorway  has an incident *pretty much every day) cars always running red lights 

Creek Street 

Mirabeena Drive 

It is a shocking intersection which is made worse during school pick up and drop off times. It all starts with Exit 45 coming off M1 north bound. That and the traffic from Ormeau Hills 
heading to Ormeau State School. The Ormeau train station is down the same road. As well as another school. (Lords which is a P-12) Coming from Ormeau State School down Mirambeena 
Drive then go left at the roundabout to go right into Creek Street. This Creek Street intersection is dangerous and has had accidents there. Sitting there to turn right, you cannot go if there 
are cars turning from Creek Street into the roundabout so you have to sit there and also there is the traffic coming from the left. The traffic just backs back so far down that road that you 
can sit there for 10 mins. If the M1 has an accident and has heavy traffic then this traffic is even worse as people coming off the South bound exit 45 to go down Creek Street to avoid the 
M1 as they then go down Pimpama-Jacobs Well Road down towards Coomera. All the roads and intersections around Ormeau and Ormeau Hills are just awful. It's worse at peak times and 
even worse when there is an accident on the M1. 

Cunningham Highway 

  

Through traffic tip and from RAAF Amberley causes major congestion bringing the traffic to a standstill. 

Ipswich Rosewood Road 

Around 7000 people work at RAAF Base Amberley and start/finish around the same time. The main access to the base comes from the Cunningham Highway which has no 
appropriate exit for this volume of traffic. Has been on Ipswich City Council Top 10 Infrastructural projects for many years but has not been funded. 

Cunningham hwy at this location can't cope with the traffic coming off the RAAF base, the highway needs to be at least increased to double lanes 
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RAAF base traffic, trucks going to local mines, interstate trucks trying to get to Warwick & beyond, vehicles trying to go to Qld Raceway/drags, CMC traffic,  
plus local traffic just trying to get to & from home/work/school ALL WITH SINGLE LANE TRAFFIC EACH WAY!!!???????????? 

RAAF traffic morning and afternoon on top of an already busy single lane highway equals a congested nightmare. 

Right turn traffic exceeds the capacity of the turn lane and blocks through traffic. Causes major delays, accidents and risk taking by frustrated drivers. The turn is located at the start of 
an uphill sharp curve in the Cunningham highway. 

The expansion of the RAAF Superbase Amberley  created 12000+ personnel daily combined with more residential housing estates in surrounding areas have increased peak hour 
traffic volumes on top of the existing  heavy vehicle and tourist traffic up to 5kms long on the Cunningham Highway.  This is resulting in weekly and sometimes daily accidents causing 
injury to many people including defence force personnel. The Queensland State Government will not fund part of the Cunningham Highway Amberley intersection upgrade.  The Federal 
Government has committed $170 Million towards it.  I drive tow trucks and provide breakdown services along this section of road. It is very dangerous and no emergency stopping areas 
for vehicles when broken down or for recovery purposes. 

The road carries several thousand cars entering and exiting Amberley Airbase plus the many other thousand that use the intersection to work in other locations.   As the intersection 
is on a major interstate route, there is severe connection on the cunningham highway especially in the morning.  Some mornings, the traffic can be backed up the the yamanto turn off - 
Ipswich 

The section of road from Yamanto (Warwick Rd) to the Amberley turnoff (Ipswich-Rosewood Rd) is single lane each way. Due to the expansion of the RAAF Base Amberley, traffic is 
increasing through this area every 6 months.  Due to the current road structure, the amount of traffic trying to turn into Ipswich-Rosewood Rd backs up traffic to at least Middle Rd, Purga, 
sometimes back to the Warwick Rd, Yamanto onramp. 

traffic gets banked up along Cunningham  Highway as 6000 employees are going to get to work at RAAF Amberley.   Traffic lights need to be installed so they can enter the base, as 
cars are waiting for a break in oncoming traffic to get through. 

Traffic turning from Cunningham Hwy onto Rosewood RD in the morning and afternoon is blocked by oncoming traffic (high volume due ever increasing population of RAAF base 
Amberley, and neighbouring Army base), this blocks all highway traffic on a high volume section. particulairly due to a one lane bridge just before the turn, this back all highway traffic to a 
standstill for many kilometers, including down on ramps. 

Two 100 zone lanes go into one 80 zone which then has to turn right across an oncoming single lane at 80k 

With around 8000 people currently working at RAAF Base Amberley every day, 1 lane right hand turn from Cunningham Hwy into the main entry gate with no lights to stop opposing 
traffic, to allow the stand still traffic to flow, causes a dramatic issue (turning a 20min drive to work into an hour at the one intersection).  Creating an extra lane or 2 for a direct overpass 
will solve this issue. It is a required investment as the Base provides billions of dollars to the surrounding economy and will only increase its presence in the future, employing more 
people. This problem needs to be future proofed now. 

(blank) 

Ipswich-Rosewood Road 

You have the largest airbase in the Southern Hemisphere located here with only one way in & out. Thousands of Airbase personnel trying to get to & from work on a one lane 
highway! 

Yangan Road 

delays in turning right from yanganroad onto Cunningham highway. 

Currumbin Creek Road 

Bienvenue Drive 

Too much morning traffic for road now. Can be banked back to Galleon Way in the mornings! 
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Traffic backed up along Currumbin Creek Road towards Currumbin Valley waiting for traffic lights to change. Problem caused by population increase but mostly use of traffic lights. 

Cuthbert Drive 

  

The roundabout on this road gets so congested that it takes about 20 minutes just to get through this section of about 1-2km. 

D’Aguilar Highway 

  

The D’Aguilar highway needs to be stripped and redone  
So many pot holes 

Daintree Drive 

Algester Road 

During peak times it is very difficult to turn right onto Algester Road. 

Daisy Hill Road 

Chatswood Road 

Multiple green lights with no green arrow to turn each morning. Right turn lane from Daisy Hill Rd into Chatswood road forced to wait up to 3 light changes. 

Lyndale Street 

Before school traffic - Long queues on Lyndale road (20 - 30 minutes) leading up to Daisy Hill road, especially turning right. The traffic is backed up on Daisy Hill road, so often when 
the light turns green for Lyndale only two or three cars can get through. The problem stems from the intersection Daisy Hill to Chatswood road. After this intersection, the road clears up. 

Lyndale Street is a long road and it backs up kilometres when it is school time in mornings waiting for lights to change. No other way to travel as traffic also backs up along Shailer 
Road towards entry onto freeway. I have been late for appointments due to this. Awful. 

School traffic backs up significantly between 7.30am and 8.30am each weekday. Generally due to a car parked on the side of the road near the set of intersecting daisy hill road and 
chatswood Road. 

Turning right from Lyndale onto Daisy Hill Road, depending on the time of the day because the congestion of traffic from school dropoffs at John Paul College. and when freeway is 
stopped due to bad traffic all the cars detour along the local roads there fore congesting them. 

Dalrymple Road 

Nathan Street 

The westbound traffic on Dalrymple Rd during evening peak hour (eg, between 5 and 6pm) backs up for hundreds of metres because it does not get a long enough green light. 
Meanwhile the cross traffic on Nathan St is consistently a much, much shorter queue. Nathan St also has more lanes. We are often stuck in that queue for 3 cycles of traffic lights before 
getting through the intersection. The green light for the dalrymple Rd traffic should be much longer during this peak period. 

Thuringowa Drive 

There are constantly cars approaching the round about from Thuringowa Drive which causes significant backing up of traffic at time back to the intersection of Kern Brothers Drive 
(two sets of lights away) along Darlymple Rd. 

Thuringowa Drv 
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In the morning rush hour, the eastbound traffic on dalrymple Rd gets backed up for hundreds of metres due to the traffic entering the roundabout from thuringowa drv. There is not 
much westbound through traffic to create a break in the traffic entering from thuringowa drv at that time of morning. Traffic lights should be installed to regulate the flow of traffic from 
thuringowa drive onto the roundabout in peak periods. 

Dalton Dve 

Evans Street 

(blank) 

Maroochy Blvd 

This intersection is very congested generally, with long wait times for turning traffic.  When the new CBD opens up it will be much worse. A major upgrade is required. 

David Low Way 

Ocean Drive 

whole and big bump in road turning from david low way to ocean drive 

Tanah Street West 

Unnecessary traffic lights - traffic flow and traffic demands far better catered for by roundabouts on this stretch of road where 95% of traffic flow is along David Low Way. 

Dawson Highway 

Philip Street 

Light sequence makes whole lanes wait. 

Dawson Parade 

  

Level crossing at Grovely Station cases unnecessary wait times and long cues on Dawson's Parade, both in the AM and PM. 

Morning school/work traffic causes heavy congestion leading up to and going past the Dawson Pd / Patricks Rd intersection. The two lanes merging towards the Arana Leagues Club 
causes problems, as well as a lack of a right-turning lane to enter the swimming pool carpack. Many people try to use the curb parking area to bypass the congestion and turn right down 
Casey St. 

Only one lane each way and traffic is congested due to proximity to schools and shops making people take risky options. 

Sometimes waiting for 3 trains. add the congestion from 2 school zones. 

Waiting for trains 

Grovely Rail Crossing 

(blank) 

Samford Road 

Traffic clogs up from Samford rd so that sometimes you can't turn right because Dawson is full. Same in other direction. Only 1 lane each way. Long wait between trains occasionally. 

Dayboro Road 

Youngs Crossing Road 

To much congestion heading towards petrie train station 

Days Road 

None 
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At the school, to exit the lights timing is very slow amount of time to let cars out.( lucky to get 8 cars out)  
When entering the car park left hand lane there is no green left arrow to enter car park whilst you could as other cars are leaving the car park and we just sit stopped on road clogging up 
the through lanes 

Deeragun Road 

Geaney'S Lane 

At least once a day no one follows the give way signs and there are accidents. 

Denham Street 

Flinders Street 

Lights take an excessively long time in each direction 

Depot Road 

Pacific Motorway 

All people coming off the Motorway want to get to Jacobs Well & across to the opposite side of the highway. Thus blocking all other traffic.  
It's a BOTTLENECK! 

Diamond Jubilee Way 

Endeavour 

Traffic lights are not sequenced for a good flow of traffic need to stop st every intersection and times there are no vehicles waiting 

Dickson Road 

William Berry Drive 

Congestion builds quickly on Dickson Rd when trying to turn either left or right onto William Berry Drive due to the amount of traffic that travels on the road 

Donkin Street 

Montague Road 

Exit/entering problem  is common to all streets between Jane St and Donkin St to Montague Rd West End 4101. Particularly difficult at Donkin St intersection because of bus stops 
either side of Montague, cycles and pedestrians crossing;  BCC cycle station on one side at the intersection; commercial property entry/exit at the intersection opposite Donkin St; heavy 
construction vehicle usage on Montague Rd and travel is at 60km/h with difficulty timing a safe exit/access at Donkin St; intention to use Donkin St for construction vehicle access from 
2019 will considerably increase congestion and safety for all. 

Dragon Street 

Wood Street 

Wood street is a major highway through town. Dragon Street is the street connecting new estates and the town centre via crossing wood street. People also turn right from dragon 
street onto wood street and as it is an uncontrolled intersection, through traffic becomes blocked by turning traffic. 

Dreamworld Parkway 

  

The on ramp builds up amd then makes all surrounding streets backed up 

M1 
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This roundabout is severely congested particularly during school peak periods AM and PM. Vehicles queue through the roundabout restricting traffic flow and trying to beat 1 car 
from getting in front of them. Needs peak traffic light system so traffic from northern end to either M1 or Dreamworld Parkway is better controlled. I have on two occasions witnessed 
cars rear ending due to their lack of patience and knowledge about blocking a roundabout. There will be a fatality at that roundabout due to TMR cost cutting. 

Duke Street 

Cornwall Street 

Poor light change at bust afternoon times???  Favours traffic from left ? 

Through traffic from cornwall when turning from duke. Lanes are blocked trying to get onto the motorway. 

Dunlin Drive 

  

Just raise the speed limit - also Mattocks Road and Burleigh Road are 2 other main feeder roads that should be 60Kms/hr. These 3 roads being so slow are a major barrier to transport 
around the whole suburb. 

Duporth Avenue 

Beach Road 

Traffic becomes backed up all the way down Duporth Avenue and sometimes to the Esplanade intersection due to traffic backing up at the traffic lights at the end. Cars turn when 
they shouldn't to try and beat the lights and then end up causing jams down Beach Road. The whole area is a mess when people leave work at 5.00 

Eaglemount Road 

Golf Links Road 

There isn’t a turning lane in this section, and cars don’t slow down through this area. 
A lot of near accidents when people don’t pay attention 

East Street 

Limestone Street 

Limestone Street is a busy street and often the traffic turning into East Street is blocked by the traffic waiting for the lights to change at  Brisbane/East Street intersections. 

East West Aterial Road 

Widdop  Street 

No lights, can only turn right, traffic on Widdop St is busy. 

Eatons Crossing Road 

Queen Elizabeth Drive And The South Pine Intersections 

They built an estate years ago with one exit. It coped then. It hasn't coped for over 15 years and they are still trying to force more smaller blocks and people to build and buy on every 
spare scrap of land.  It doesn't work and can't cope with the infrastructure and the addition of a useless pub that increases traffic and parking and all else and they did not adequately 
upgrade the roads. Its an absolute nightmare and joke. 

Elizabeth Street 

Creek Street 

Same issue as the first spot 

Elm Street 

Diamond Street 
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Congestion due to no roundabout 

Long wait to turn into & out of Elm Street due to through traffic congestion 

Myall St 

Dangerous Major Intersection, with much confusion & long wait to turn 

Myall Street 

Absolutely confusing even for locals....dangerous for everyone, tourists are very confused 

This intersection is the only access into the township of Cooroy for traffic coming from both the  North and the South end of the Bruce Highway, Tewantin and Noosa Heads.    Traffic 
approaching the intersection from the Eastern side of the town come across an overhead rail bridge run into what would be normally classed as a T Junction and traffic on both sides of 
the intersection have to Give Way to what is classed as through traffic going into town.   To add insult to injury traffic branching off to the left after coming over the Rail Bridge from the 
East  to go South have to give way to traffic coming from town heading South while that traffic has to give way to traffic heading into town through the above mentioned T Junction.   All 
very confusing for visitors and locals a like.   The intersection has been a matter of debate for many years and at the moment the Transport Dept want to install traffic lights but from what 
the surveys tell us the majority of the towns people  don't want lights.   All very confusing and even more so when traffic from three schools in the area hit the intersection around 3pm 
coming form East, West and South.   To add to to fun of it all the surface of the overhead rail bridge is in a bad state of repair for the best part of the year.  Has to be seen to be believed. 

Myalls Street 

(blank) 

Tewantin Cooroy Road 

(blank) 

Tewantin Road 

Two major roads connecting. The bottom bar of the ‘T’ is left constantly waiting for the cross traffic, and in saying that, it’s a growing town, so the cross traffic is constantly growing. 

Yurol Forest Drive 

merging is scary because the grass is hardly maintained 

Emu Mountain Road 

Old Emu Mountain Road 

Poor visibility when looking left and right. Cars on emu mountain road constantly speed which makes most turning decisions nearly a 50:50 and very dangerous. I’ve seen many near 
misses in the past 12 months. Often turning traffic banks up both turning into O EM road and turning into EM road. Lack of vision when turning left as car turning right blocks vision. At 
twilight if doing a right hand turn often extremely glare from sun. This intersection needs lights, or roundabout. 

Turning right onto Emu Mountain Road is dangerous from Old Emu Mountain Road, through traffic speeding through intersection makes it very hard to turn safely 

Old Emu Mtn Road 

The entry/exit point into Peregian Breeze from Emu Mtn Rd gets congested because there’s often no breaks in the traffic.  Cars turning left from the Peregian Springs roundabout are 
travelling quite fast and regularly.  The traffic from the other direction is getting busier too.  Cars do not travel at 60km/h but more like 80 km/h. 

England Road 

Samford Road 
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In peak hour afternoon traffic and often at non peak hour times, turning right onto Samford Road from England Road can be a nightmare, not only do you have to wait for the traffic 
heading west that comes through the lights near the train station at Ferny Grove, but you also have to give way to right turning traffic that enters England Road from Samford Road, before 
you can turn right onto Samford Road 

Enoggera Road 

Ashgrove Avenue 

String of traffic lights in this section of Enoggera Road hold up traffic for a long distance, sometimes all the way back to Alderley. 

Newmarket Road 

Very poor coordination of traffic lights at the Banks Street, Newmarket Rd and Ashgrove Ave intersections cause major delays. 

Esher Road 

Toohey Road 

T intersection - difficult to turn right into Toohey Rd from Esher Rd during peak times. 

Eumundi Kenilworth Road 

  

(blank) 

Eumundi Noosa Road 

  

Difficult turn from Greys right onto main road. School congestion huge. 

Grays Road 

A large amount of school traffic has to wait substantial delays trying to enter a busy major road with and 80kn hour speed limit. A dangerous intersection that needs a round-about. 

A large number of cars coming from the Steiner School cannot easily access Noosa Eumundi Road from Grays Road due to the speed limit and number of cars from both directions on 
Noosa Eumundi Road. In addition, cars turning left from Grays  Road to Noosa Eumundi Road edge out so far that the traffic turning right lose all visibility of the traffic coming from the left 
along Noosa Eumundi Road. 

Back up of school traffic on Grays Road waiting to enter major road where right turn is quite dangerous with fast traffic 

Children picked up after school on Nyell and cars attempting to turn either left or right across busy Eumundi road. Grays road splits into two lanes about 30 meters before the T 
intersection. There can be as many as 40 cars at a time banked up trying to turn. Cars turning right block vision of cars turning left and vice versa which means only one car can go at a 
time. If car turning right is waiting to cross (which can take a while to get a clear run) then often car turning left is waiting to get a clear view as well. Often cars turning left pull forward 
and block vision of cars turning right which holds them up even further.  It's quite a dangerous intersection with people pulling out across traffic due to impatience and pressure from cars 
behind them. 

Congestion everyday on Greys road turning into 100km some on Noosa Eumundi road. Up to 30 cars queued to turn right between 8.55am-9.10am and again 3.05pm-3.25pm. High 
risk turning. Delay waiting for passing traffic in both directions. Accident waiting to happen! 

Difficulty and danger turning through oncoming traffic 

Eumundi Noosa Road has congested traffic. Entering Eumundi - Noosa Road from Grays road takes significant time as you need to stop and give way. 

Eumundi Noosa road is Very very busy during school runs. The 80kph speed limit makes it terrifying and very difficult to turn from Gray's rd onto Eumundi Noosa road and vice versa. 
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Eumundi road is  is 80km.  Leaving school every day we must wait in a long line of traffic  and then turn onto this busy road with cars doing 80km. It is dangerous. 

Eumundi-Noosa Road is too busy to enter into from Grays Road during pick up and drop off times.... 

Exit point from a school.  Minor Rd onto major Rd with no traffic signals and view sometimes restricted by cars turning both ways 

Grays Rd is an exit for parents commuting to and from Noosa Pengari Steiner school. The intersection needs a roundabout to slow traffic and allow safe entering onto Eumundi-Noosa 
Rd. 
The 80 km speed limit on Eumundi -Noosa Rd makes it difficult to enter this Rd from grays Rd and puts parents and children at risk. Any normal school zone has a lower speed limit. It’s 
unacceptable and dangerous. 

Gray's Road onto Eumundi Noosa Road is very dangerous. We have to wait for a very long time for the road to be clear enough to enter the major road. There ought to be a round 
about there. 

High traffic on main road makes right hand turn difficult 

It is dangerous turning right from grays road pulling out into Eumundi noosa road. It is an 80 km road and very busy leaving potential danger to oncoming and merging traffic at peak 
times of school, drop off and pick up. The Eumundi Noosa road would be much better suited to an extended 60 km zone from beddington road to roundabout. 

It is difficult to find a gap in the traffic to enter onto Eumundi-Noosa road - especially turning right- a school is located nearby that needs to use grays road to exit onto Eumundi-
Noosa road and at the beginning and the end of school times, grays road becomes very congested with cars queuing on Grays road, waiting for their chance to enter Eumundi-Noosa road 

It is extremely difficult and dangerous to turn right from Grays rd onto the Eumundi-Noosa rd.  There is always too much traffic in both directions, many going above speed limit. 
It is also difficult to turn left into Grays rd with no exit lane. A much needed roundabout. 

It is very difficult to get out of the minor road onto the major road.  Dangerous and scary with oncoming traffic and tucks bearing down the road at 80km per hour and no lane to turn 
into to gain speed.  Reducing the speed would help the school traffic to be less dangerous (40kmper hour at school times) 

It’s a busy road going into Noosa and eumundi going the other way. There is too much traffic going in both directions to turn  out. This is also a school area but has no speed slow 
down times. It’s a dangerous turn out and the cars have lots of children in them. 

Needs lights to be able to safely access main road. 

Parents and children and teachers arriving or leaving Noosa Pengari school long waits 

School and local cars turning right in to Noosa Eumundi Rd from Grays Rd is very congested from 0830-0930 and  2.30-3.30pm. It's a race to get out due to the amount of cars going 
west to Eumundi and the speed at which they travel. There are also a number of students with L and P plates and it's an extremely dangerous intersection for them. 

School hour congestion 

School traffic banks up on Grays Road with cars attempting to turn onto Noosa Eumundi Rd. Cars on Noosa Eumundi Road are travelling at 80km an hour and entering the traffic can 
be dangerous. I have seen many near misses as drivers become frustrated trying to get into the traffic. 

School traffic turning right onto Eumundi Noosa Road holds up a very long line of cars and it’s very dangerous trying to turn right onto this busy Eumundi-Noosa road at any time! 

See previous. Fast oncoming traffic either direction at busy peak times. Few gaps in traffic. Can be a lot of cars and buses waiting. Turning into a fast road and turning off it you either 
take a while to accelerate or have to decelerate and other drivers often sre  aggressive and drive up and hassle you from behind. It is not pleasant and turning in /off often feels 
dangerous. 
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The eumundi noosa road speed limit it too high, making it hard to turn into a racing 80km hour zone. Our kids cannot ride to school at noosa Steiner as it's too dangerous and no 
footpaths or cycle tracks, we all drive our kids to school and wait huge amounts of time turning from Gray's to eumundi noosa road, plus it's so dangerous!!! Trucks flying along at 80 plus 
is.  It's a time consuming dangerous nightmare everyday, seen plenty of crashes at that intersection.. 

The intersection of Grays Road Doonan 4562 onto Noosa Eumundi Road is hecticly dangerous. This road feeds a school with children, buses stopping and starting, businesses and 
traffic zooming at 80km. turning from a stop left or right is hazardous - especially with a car full of children. Crossing the road is trecherous and unsafe and the queue to turn is often a 20 
minute wait - sometimes longer. 

The minor road (Grays Rd) that intersects with the Eumundi-Noosa Rd at a T-intersection is the main road to my daughters school (Noosa Pengari Steiner School). As such, every 
morning and afternoon, there are many parents going back onto Eumundi-Noosa Rd.  Turning right in particular can be quite dangerous - especially in the afternoon.  Major issue for me 
isn't the time wasted waiting but the danger. 

The recent upgrade now has a left-turn lane from Grays Rd onto Noosa-Eumundi Rd. But...the left lane is further in front in comparison to the right-turn lane which is behind it. This 
now means that people turning right (and ACROSS traffic) now don't have any visibility to the left (due to the cars in that lane) or the right as the road marking is too far back and it's an 
80km zone, plus have signs and overgrown grass.  If the 2 line markings can even just be swapped (so left is behind and right lane is in front) it means that the left lane has visibility 
between the 1st and 2nd cars in the right lane, and the cars turning right have visibility both left and right which they need to safely turn. This is a HUGE safety issue especially being the 
main entry/exit from the school. 

The speed limit on Eumundi Noosa Road between Fellowship Drive and Beddington Road (including Grays Road) is too high and creates major safety concerns for families entering or 
leaving Grays Road while dropping off and picking up children at Noosa Pengari Steiner School, also for the general public visiting the various commercial enterprises on this stretch of 
Eumundi Noosa road (including Fruits of Noosa, Cafe Doonan). The proposed development of a hotel and cellar door at Beddington Road and Eumundi Noosa Road will exacerbate this 
problem. 

The speed limit on Eumundi Noosa road is currently 80kmph - turning right out of grays road, particularly at school drop off and pick up times is hazardous with long queues. 

The speed limit on Noosa Eumundi Road is 80 km per hour and it is a busy road ,due to this, trying to turn right onto this road from a minor road is dangerous and difficult.  Our 
children go to school at the Noosa Pengari Steiner School and during peak times of drop off and pick up the queues are long. Even during non peak times there is often at least a 5 -10 
minutes wait to safely turn right onto Noosa Eumundi Road. 

The speed of the traffic travelling on the main road (Eumundi-Noosa Road) are too fast.  Currently set at 80kph.   Which is highly dangerous for the traffic entering from Grays Road 
onto Eumundi-Noosa Road during peak times/school drop off and pick up. 

The speed on Eumundi noosa road is too fast so you can’t safely turn right from Grays rd onto it. It’s also hard to turn left due to the speed of the oncoming traffic  plus people 
turning right block visibility. 

The traffic travelling on the major road Eumundi-Noosa Road is 80k in that area. It is very dangerous and nigh on impossible to get out safely from Grays Road and then have to speed 
up to 80km per hour for a mere few metres before the speed limit changes to 60km just near the service station. Speeding vehicles and reduced visibility, school buses stopping to the left 
of the intersection, a turn off to a cafe and fruit shop, all create dangerous conditions and traffic congestion as cars trying to get out of Gray's Rd cannot see clearly and are limited to 
waiting for big gaps in traffic because of the speed of the vehicles travelling on the main road. 

This intersection is heavily congested during school pick up and drop off times. It is dangerous turning right from Grays road due to poor visibility from cars turning left. 

This intersection is involved in school drop off & pick up and the speed limit on the main road we’re entering is 80km with LOTS of traffic. We have our precious children onboard and 
it’s very anxiety provoking. 

This is the only access to a school of approx 300 students turning into a road with 80km/hr speed limit, poor visibility and obstructing view from queued traffic attempting to turn R) 
and L). 
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This road is an entry and exit to a school and with the main road set at a speed limit of 80km with traffic flowing in both directions it is difficult to find a gap to turn safely.  During 
drop off and pick up time it can take up to 10 minutes often to turn right safely onto Noosa Eumundi Road from Grays Road.  There are also cars turning left which further block visibility of 
on coming traffic.  There have been many occasions where drivers have misjudged the speed of traffic causing near accidents. 

Turning into noosa eumundi road is hazardous 

Turning onto noosa-Eumundi road from grays road there are no traffic light a and no merging lanes although there is ample space either side to facilitate additional merging lane 

Unsafe as many cars cue up to leave school every day and enter a increasingly busy main road. 
Often with a beating heart to try get on the main road!!! 

Very dangerous high traffic area from school turning onto an 80km high traffic road bad visability when turning left due to the cars turning right and huge delays when turning right 
due to the traffic 

Very dangerous intersection with high amt of traffic causing congestion on grays rd from school parents entering onto the major road with difficulty due to 80km speed limit in both 
directions. Lowering speed limit I believe will not ease congestion, however possibly lights or roundabout wld enable traffic to flow in all directions easier. 

Very difficult to turn onto Eumundi Noosa Road from Grays road.  Especially when there are cars wanting to turn left and right onto Eumundi Noosa Road.  The traffic banks up and it 
is dangerous. 

(blank) 

Grey'S Road 

Takes too long to turn out of grays road onto Eumundi noosa road because there is a traffic jam and not many opportunities to turn out. 

Tallgum Avenue 

When turning right from Eumundi Noosa Rd (80km) into Tallgum Ave you need to wait to turn & cars have to go in a different lane to go around you. However they never see you & 
have to swerve to avoid you. We have been nearly collected every single week for 4 years! And now we drive an extra 10 minutes to Eumundi so we can go to the roundabout then drive 
back on the correct side for turning. 

Evans Road 

School Road 

When your are travelling northbound and need to make a uturn there is a red arrow but not heaps of traffic southbound 

Evergreen Street 

Evergreen & Cook Highway 

Can often be sitting waiting in excess of 5 minutes to turn right on to h/way from intersection. Incredibly Dangerous as you often have to race through on coming traffic to enter. New 
lights at Clifton road have made this harder. 

Fairfield Road 

Murial Avenue 

Just busy road 

Farm Street 

Scott Street 
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Intersection at corner of Glenmore Primary/Secondary State School. Turning right from Scott St into Farm St is a disaster waiting to happen. You face two lanes one coming straight 
on/or turning right into Farm St, while the other turns left. The mix of cars turning right and coming straight on is hard to distinguish due to them being lower and you might get two or 
three turning and then one comes straight at you. It is slightly offset as well. There is a school crossing approximately two houses from this intersection and it banks all traffic in all 
directions when lollipop lady does her thing. 

Farnell Street 

Wallace Street 

During the week, there are cars parked on both sides of Farnell Street as well as View Street. These are cars from the units as well as cars of people who visit and work at the hospital. 
Both of these streets are not wide enough for cars parked on both sides. 

Fe Walker Street 

Ashfield Road 

It gets very congested at certain times of the day. It is so dangerous trying to come out it results in people avoiding the intersection all together. A young teenage girl from my 
children’s school had a fatal accident trying to avoid this intersection. 

This is a very busy intersection near a school. Stop signs both sides turn left both sides Can be at stop sign for 10 to 15mins some days just trying to get across. Have seen so many 
near misses at this intersection. A young girl at the school was killed in a car accident a few years ago avoiding this intersection. It has been petitioned a couple of times and still no change. 
It is becoming busier and busier not only during school times but also peek work times. Please give us a roundabout or traffic lights. Thankyou for considering. 

(blank) 

Ferry Road 

Price Street 

(blank) 

Queen Street 

This morning I witness 3 cars go through a red light to turn right. There is major congestion at that intersection. 

Very congested school traffic 

Ferry Rode 

Price Street 

When turning right the lane is not big enough so end up holding up the straight through lane which in turns stops anyone else entering the turning lane 

Finucane Road 

All Intersections along 

Traffic lights along Finucane Road as well as in many other areas of Redland City are not timed to give a smooth passage along this stretch of road meaning most days motorists have 
to stop at each set of traffic lights 

Cambridge Drive 

Long queues at this intersection due to high traffic area, with the shopping centre, schools, and access to residential areas, all in this area.  Left turning lane into Cambridge Drive is 
not long enough. 

Wellington Street 

Explained in previous question. 
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First Avenue 

Aerodrome Road 

Too many converging roads in the vicinity with over capacity traffic serviced by non-synced traffic lights and lack of alternste routes 

Fison Avenue 

Kingsford Smith Drive Eagle Y 

Big vehicles slow at entering through intersection 

Fitzroy Street 

  

Turning lane is just off the bridge, and at peak times it gets very congested. 

Bolsover Street 

Many accidents happen at this particular intersection and has been identified as dangerous/high risk. 

Bridge St / Lakes Creek Road 

There is road that leads from Glenmore Road onto the bridge itself, this is a give way. Traffic in the left lane is terribly slow, waiting times lengthened because traffic are letting cars in 
from this give way road. There are breaks in the traffic due to traffic lights that would allow this traffic plenty of time to enter the bridge, it's no necessary to let them in 

Flinders Highway 

  

Road trains use this highway  and in winter lots of caravans. It needs more overtaking lanes. Once your stuck behind  them it's hard to overtake them . 

Florence Street 

Martyn Street, Mulgrave Road 

We call this the "5" ways.   It has to be one of the most dangerous spots in cairns. My son nearly died when a driver ran a red light that they truly believed was green because of how 
confusing the layout is 

Foxwell Road 

  

coomera always seems bad for congestion always 

Huge levels of traffic from east and south Coomera trying to get onto motorway southbound, traffic from Upper Coomera blocking flow through lanes, cannot turn out of 
intersections due to traffic at stand still, dreamworld requires its own turning lane to lessen congestion at roundabout and two additional lanes are needed as flow through onto 
whitewater way for those not wanting/needing entry to motorway as this is blocked causing further congestion. 
Whitewater way should be a 4 lane, direct passage to hope island road as this and the motor way are the ONLY southbound roads for the many thousands of people north of Coomera 
river. 
Far to many people, not enough roads or roads that are suitable for the large volumes of traffic. 

Amity Road 

A significant number of houses have been built in the area and the roading  remains unchanged. It has simply not caught up. With the proposed Coomera State High School being 
constructed over the next 12 months traffic congestion will be increased from February 2020. Any alterations need to be completed by that date. 

An increasingly busy road due to two new schools and new housing estates. Poor visibility due to hill in road. Becoming dangerous during peak hours as forced to hurry out due to 
time lost waiting and build up of cars behind you. An accident waiting to happen... 
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During peak hour traffic the right hand turn because a Hazzard and quite nerve raking because of the speed the Fowell road drivers are travelling also the line up of traffic because of 
this issue.  
Traffic lights should be installed, especially because of the school students that utilise these roads for the bus stops. 

Foxwell road is busy and it is difficult to turn right from amity road on to it. This has been made worse by the addition of Picnic Creek State School and st Joseph’s college plus the all 
new housing estates on this road. The line of traffic waiting to turn on to busy Foxwell  road can be 30 cars long at school time. It needs to have traffic lights in my opinion as it is tedious 
and slow and dangerous. 

Haven’t thought about the extra growth and building. 2 new schools plus a shopping precinct. 

Long queues trying to exit Amity Road (and Learning St.) onto Foxwell road, at busy times. Most traffic on Foxwell road is heading south-west towards M1, making it very difficult to 
find a gap to run right. 

Needs traffic lights 

This is a high volume area that is currently only single lane, has inadequate turning lanes, has no roundabout for safe entry exit onto Foxwell road. Foxwell road should absolutely be 
two lanes through to Amity road.  Foxwell is poorly lit at night, this section of road has a tight bend on a crest of a hill that has flowing water over it when raining. There is no completed 
connecting footpaths for pedestrians to walk safely so they too walk on this 2 lane road that is congested. Those trying to turn from Amity road onto Foxwell only have a single lane to do 
so and it is extremely dangerous as people are waiting so so long to turn right onto Foxwell, they are taking dangerous risks in attempt to get out. This single banked up lane of people 
trying to turn right onto Foxwell also prevents people from turning left meaning the queue is longer as is the wait. 

Too many vehicles in the area road not equipped to deal with them 

Traffic backs up turning onto foxwell when busy. There’s a rise on both sides of the intersection can make it difficult to see 

Traffic waiting to turn right from Amity Rd onto Foxwell Rd experience significant delays at peak times 

Turning right off amity onto foxwell is a nightmare , forty minutes I wait most mornings it’s a knock on effect that then causes conjestion near Westfield and then you wait almost an 
hour to get to the m1 exit near dreamworld 

(blank) 

Learning Street 

- T intersection where morning commute is heavily delayed as minor road (learning) are trying to turn right on to main road (foxwell) but foxwell has too much traffic on it to safely 
join (morning outbound traffic heads west). This is compounded by poor visibility of morning school drop off parents heading east along the main road (foxwell).  
- A Round-about would be ideal at this location as there is only trouble during peak morning hours, so traffic lights would be a time and money waste for everyone. 

Because of the speed (70km) it’s hard to time when it’s safe to turn right because not only does the traffic speed but there is also a blind spot as the speeding cars come up over a hill 
from a corner. Very risky to turn. 

Busy intersection on corner at the bottom of a hill 

Can’t see on coming traffic from the right if turning right onto Foxwell due to vegetation and amount of traffic and just the amount of traffic coming up Foxwell 

Can’t see the right turn properly as it’s on a blind bend in a 70km zone. Vegetation also makes it very hard to see any traffic 

Getting onto Foxwell Road off Learning can take up to 20 minutes to be able to safely turn right. 
Traffic speeds around a blind corner from the right and is heavily congested from the left 

It’s a dangerous spot where motorists speed down Foxwell and we’ve seen a couple accidents happen on this stretch  

Its a dangerous tsection  to get from Learning Street onto. Foxwell Rd Coomera East (Genesis Estate) especially with a bend on Foxwell where you can't see traffic until last seconds. 
Only a 2 lane Road. 
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Speed limit on the Main Street (Foxwell road) is too fast - intersection coming out of learning street, you can’t see as its right next to a corner 

This corner has visibility problems turning right to a major fast paced road, blind corner, very dangerous. 

This is an extremely daunting & dangerous street to turn out on too. Turning right from Learning St out on to Foxwell is scary! When turning the oncoming traffic comes at speed & 
pops out from behind the trees that are there. Traffic has increased considerably with new schools and new estates in the area. 

Traffic coming from learning Street to Foxwell road: 
Foxwell road speed limit is too high. 
Road is hard to see oncoming traffic 
It's too busy 
There needs to be a round about or lights 

Traffic waiting to turn right onto Foxwell Rd from Learning St at peak times experience significant delays 

Turning either left or right from Learning Street onto Foxwell rd is quite scary. There has been a significant inrease in traffic in this area with new estates/homes and schools, etc 
popping up. The speed limit along that section of road is 70km, but just before the intersection, there is a significant blind curve, so vehicles aren’t aware of Learning Street/turning 
vehicles until they are pretty much right next to the corner. This is dangerous for turning vehicles and vehicles already on Foxwell Rd. 

Turning right into foxwell from learning is really dangerous, there’s a blind corner and you can’t see oncoming traffic 

When turning right from Learning st onto Foxwell rd the Foxwell speed limit is to fast. Cars come around blind corner to quick. This makes it very dangerous to exit at any time of day.  
Congestion at all exits from coomera to Foxwell rd is very high at morning peak times also. Lack of complete footpaths to access local shopping centre on Foxwell also makes it very 
dangerous for pedestrians 

When turning right into foxwell rd ut is difficult and VERY dangerous to get across as traffic both ways is heavy, fast speeds and the road comes out from a corner too close to the 
intersection making it hard to cross safely. 

(blank) 

Unknown 

Peak hour congestion cripples the intersection and the lack of a camera to monitor traffic flow means the timing of the lights doesn't change to rectify the problem faster. 

Francis Street 

  

Short right turn lane onto merge for Ipswich motorway 

Frank Street 

Stevens Street 

In the morning traffic congestion to turn is high 

Frederick Street 

Birdwood Terrace And Rouen Road 
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Turning right from the Intersection of Rouen Road and Frederick Street,  into Birdwood Terrace, Toowong, can be delayed particularly during peak hours, by the traffic driving north 
up Frederick Street on Metroad 5.   A big hill on descent, followed by speed on ascent of the hill can delay someone making a right hand turn substantially.    As well,  travelling from 
Birdwood Terrace across Frederick Street to turn right into the continuation of Birdwood Terrace, is delayed by steady traffic heading south on Rouen Road.  (Metroad 5) 
The intersection is offset, so to continue from Birdwood Terrace to Birdwood Terrace means crossing one lane to access a right turn feeder lane.  Traffic is particularly slow during peak 
hours. 

Gateway Motorway 

  

As expected, the massive Gateway upgrade has done nothing to fix the north bound traffic during peak hours at Braken Ridge. Blind Fredy could see that the 2 lanes up to the M1/M3 
merger will cause congestion and until that short stretch is fixed, the problem on the Gateway will remain. 

Choke point as number of lanes reduces from about 5 to 2. Needs 4 lanes to go much further north 

Gateway motor upgrade has added an extra lane for of the way to 3 lanes, however the section closer to the Bruce Highway has been left at 2 lanes, pointless! 
The upgrade should have included this section of road to be upgraded to 3 lanes as well. 

Pacific motorway merge backs everything up even if you’re trying to continue on gateway motorway 

Since they closed the feeder road off Sandgate Road at Boondall onto the Gateway, the congestion getting onto the Gateway has never improved and continues to get worse every 
day.    All the traffic is now required to continue in the one direction causing major delays and congestion from the feeder road onto Bracken Ridge Road.  Then leading up to the 
intersection to turn right to enter the Gateway, then only 2 lanes on the Gateway there is always congestions and time delays.   Needs to be a 3rd or 4th lane on the Gateway to allow for 
the traffic entering off Bracken Ridge Road.  The added lanes further south towards the Entertainment Centre have not improved the situation...it's only logical and expected that traffic 
will get backed up if a road drops from 4 lanes to 2 lanes and coping with the congested feeder lanes ! 

Speed limits and not enough lanes. 

The Gateway Motorway between Nundah and the Bruce Highway is much improved, but drivers continue to cruise in the right lane. There are no signs to say keep left unless 
overtaking, and most people don't know it's a road rule. 

There is alway congestion on the M1 gateway. I honestly don't think it's fair that we have to pay for the toll when we can be sitting in traffic for upwards of 60 minutes ( my longest 
commute on the gateway to Carindale was 2 hours. 

this road has only been upgraded from Nudgee to deagon  north and south , in the governments infinite wisdom they put a section of road in between to major arterial as 2 lanes 
only , so you travel north 3 lanes merge to 2 with a feeder from a side road ( depot road) slow slow .... then feeds onto the BRUCE HIGHWAY which is 4 lanes but already has 2 feeders 
from gympie road which also cause afternoon delays .... dont mention if there is ever a crash thats hours delay 

Traffic is always slow through there. People don’t allow other cars to merge on there and it just moves so slowly there 

Traffic slowed to 20kph (average) between Eight Mile Plains and Mackenzie during the morning commute (6:30-7:30am) 

(blank) 

Airport To M3 

"road work" speed restrictions are farcical on roads on which no actual work is performed 

Bruce Highway 

Bracken Ridge entry to Gateway 4lanes merging to 2!!!! All rest of Gateway upgraded to 3 apart from the main section that joins major hiway!! Add the extra lane all way to Bruce 
Hiway and over Pine River!!! 
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Every time I use this road it's always backed up and adds a extra hour to my drive 

Volume of traffic of 2 busy lanes, a further 2 busy lanes merging and swapping lanes at Pine Rivers Bridge at 100kmph 

Deagon Deviation 

(blank) 

From Logan To Airport Turnoff Morning Congestion 

Morning traffic congestion 

From Rochedale To Old Cleveland Road Exit 

I get on at stretton and the motorway can be doing 20-40km per hour from the minute I get on 
Other times it comes to a standstill in the extreme right lane at Rochedale with other lanes doing around 30 km 
Its always congested from Rochedale to Old Cleveland Rd northbound in the morning 
And similarly in the evening southbound the congestion to get onto the pacific motor brings the road to a standstill 

Gympie Arterial Road 

2 major roads meeting one. Cars from Gateway Arterial need to cross lanes and vice versa from Gympie arterial. 

Gympie Road 

Merging lanes of Gympie Road and Gateway Arterial Roads, both roads backup-Gympie Road backs back to Beams Road, Carseldine and Gateway backs back to Deagon 
Deviations(Even with the Gateway upgrade it congests now at the Deagon Deviation were the four lanes merge to two and then all the way out to the highway) 

Levington Road 

Multiple lanes entering Gateway Motorway towards Airport 

Logan Motorway 

(blank) 

Mt Gravatt Capalaba Rd 

The timing of the lights along Mt Gravatt-Capalaba road cause the through traffic to block up resulting in those turning onto the gateway waiting long periods of time before accessing 
the turning lane. 

Traffic banks up a very long way back prior to the intersection. 

Nudgee 

Before nudge  exit it always  congestion to entertainment centre 

Nudgee Road 

Brisbane is the capital city of Qld. This stretch of road is inadequate to deal with the population of this city. Especially in the early mornings and afternoons. 

Old Cleveland Road 

Cars have to pull of into the bicycle/run off lane to queue for slow moving lights. Often cars are queued back a kilometer in the morning traffic. It’s dangerous for cyclists and it’s 
dangerous for cars, because the run off at the side of the road barely fits the width of a car. 

Congestion onto the motorway 

During morning peaks, vehicles exiting old cleveland rd westbound to enter the gateway are forced to queue and drive for quite some distance along the shoulder, with only just 
enough hard shoulder to drive on, and  very close to the through lane (at some points actually onto the through lane). 
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Early morning traffic on old cleveland road  can get banked up back to near Chandler traffic lights and because the left hand turn to the gateway hi-way  is so short, motorist are 
forced on the side of the gravel road to wait their turn to turn left. 

Insufficient light timing's resulting in traffic wanting to access the Gateway Motorway backing up on the shoulder on Old Cleveland Road from the exit almost back to the lights at 
Chandler. 

Old Cleveland Rd  interchange with Gateway Motorway poorly designed  and an extra lane on Old Cleveland Rd between Moreton Bay Rd and Gateway Motorway  would dramatically 
improve flow however interchange also needs upgrading 

Old Cleveland Road is the ONLY main road into and out of the Redlands. With the Tilley Road intersection exacerbating the congested traffic due to traffic lights and a large 
intersection, the Gateway Belmont interchange is grossly congested during the morning peak.  The traffic flow entering the Gateway both northbound and southbound is forced into a 
long queue on the road shoulder for 1km or more most mornings leading to the off ramp westbound. The design and traffic lights at this interchange can no longer handle the congestion. 
As a result of the queueing on the shoulder, the drivers using Old Cleveland Road into the city tend to move into the right lane only, leaving the left lane empty for fear of the traffic on the 
shoulder moving into the left lane unexpectedly or stopping in the left lane altogether due to a truck overhanging in the left lane or some person driver who realises too late the queue on 
the road shoulder is there to exit onto the Gateway Motorway (and wants to push in to the queue). The congestion at this interchange is a massive accident just waiting to happen. I 
wonder how many people need to lose their lives or become badly injured before something is done about this road?  It’s bloody dangerous! 

Ramp lane far too short. 

The exit off old Cleveland road to get on to the gateway motorwards north bound does not have a long enough off ramp exit length.  This means commuters turning off old Cleveland 
road to get on to the motorway block lanes of through traffic and can take the road to a snail's pace. 

The queue to enter the on ramp, off Old Cleveland Road, to get onto the M1, is often 1km long, due to traffic signals being too short in green light time. Flow is congested. 

The traffic builds up all the way back past the lights at Scrub road with traffic waiting to turn right to go South on the Gateway. I want to go North (turn left) and end up waiting a very 
long time for each light change to inch forward. Cars end up queueing all along the shoulder of the road back to Scrub road intersection, which is also very unsafe. May be an issue of the 
lights not staying green long enough, or not enough lanes, not long enough turning lane... 

Traffic very congested trying to access Gateway Motorway.  Traffic cues on side of lane to not disrupt normal flow traffic but that makes it very dangerous as they are doing 80km/hr. 

VERY DANGEROUS EVERY MORNING.  Traffic cues in the slip lane of Old Cleveland Road from MT Petrie Road sometimes all the way back to the Tilley Road intersection.  Two lanes of 
traffic doing 80km per hour streaming past it! Traffic is cuing to gain access to Gateway  Motorway. 

Westbound on ramp from old cleveland road to gateway motorway traffic lights usually cause traffic to stop on old cleveland road westbound for upwards of 1km 

Pacific Motorway 

Too many road users backs up the gateway from the pacific motorway merge & speed limits reduced way to early before congestion. 

Very slow and backed up merging from gateway to Pacific motorway heading towards Gold Coast. Feels dangerous merging as so much traffic and desperation of drivers attempting 
to merge. 

Reservoir Rioad 

Access to Reservoir Road from the Park Ridge Estate backs up significantly due to difficulty turning on to Reservoir Road. There is no merging lane, traffic control system, etc. 

Wynnum Road 

Afternoons. Traffic can back up for 1 km because of the amount of vehicles trying to turn right on to the freeway heading south. The northbound exit ramp also backs up dangerously 
in the afternoons with vehicles stopped on the freeway waiting to exit 
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Cars blocking turning off and onto the Gateway from Wynnum Road.  Turning off the Gateway heading south onto Wynnum Road towards Wynnum there should be 2 turning lanes 
all the way up Gateway exit. And the lights need to be green longer getting off the Gateway and when turning on to the gateway. 

Getting on or off the motorway takes 10min+ in either case. 
 
Poorly timed lights, bad design, long queues of traffic, turning cars blocking the road. 

The traffic lights don't work well together and are spaced too close together, if the signals are going to be different to each other. 
 
You can get 2 cars through the first lights, but because the next lights don't match, all traffic has to wait for the next round for the next 2 cars to get through.  
 
This affects traffic significantly, even in off-peak hours and on weekends 

Traffic use boh left and right lanes to turn left, blocking all traffic trying to go straight or turn right, after exiting the Gateway motorway to Wynnum Rd. 

Turning lights to enter northbound on ramp from westbound Wynnum Rd don't last very long...coupled with traffic turning eastbound from northbound offramp blocking the 
intersection 

Uses lights to get traffic on and off the Gateway, needs flowing entry and exit lanes that merge onto Wynnum Road 

Gateway Mwy Extension 

  

Traffic backs up on the Gateway Extension from the start of the Kuraby toll through to the Logan Road exit (and beyond through to Rochedale). 

Eight Mile Plains 

(blank) 

Gaven Arterial Road 

  

It’s a one lane each direction road that links Maudsland to Pacific Pines (and the M1) every morning and afternoon in peak traffic it is a nightmare to get through the roundabout near 
the new Coles. I can sit there for an extra 15 minutes each time I have to go through and I sometimes travel that road 3 times a day 

(blank) 

Gayford Tce 

Albany Creek Road 

Often when turning right into Albany Creek Road from Gayford Tce, there will be no oncoming traffic but the red arrow is still alight. 

Gemvale Road 

  

Parents turning into school with no turning lanes blocks all traffic and there are 3 areas that parents can turn into so very slow going getting through there whenever a single car can 
block the entire road. 

Somerset Drive 

The roundabout is too small to cope with the traffic that backs up from the M1 off/on ramps at Robina Exit 

George Street 

City Road 
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Always delays. Road islands prevent turning lanes creating build-up. Pedestrian signals go off all the time when there are no pedestrians 

The intersection waits far too long for pedestrian traffic that allows cross road travel by pedestrians.  The situation is exacerbated by the red light system not being correctly synced 
with the lights on Alamien Street/ George Street.  During peak and school hours, the system daily grinds to a halt, 

Given Terrace 

Dowse Street And Castlemain Street 

Travelling down Given to the intersection, legally parked cars take up one through lane.  At the intersection inbound no right hand turn arrow - traffic blocks due to on coming traffic, 
therefore many turn the street before (light no right hand turn either) at Guthrie - congestion here as well which impacts on traffic due to legally parked cars blocking flow lane.  Outbound 
travel similar problem - up Caxton to Given, during peak our the right turn into Dowse is illegal so cars travel up Given and turn into Alexandra, Prince or Martha street causing blocks due 
to buses and lanes going from 2 into 1.  Could all be addressed with right hand arrows inbound into Castlemaine st and similarly outbound turning arrow into Dowse.  At the moment cars 
are running the gauntlet and blocking the intersection and darting infront of oncoming traffic. 

Gladstone Road 

Annerley Road 

During the PM commute where majority traffic is heading outbound from city to suburbs: 
Traffic along Annerley Rd (coming from Mater Hill, following the leftward curve where Gladstone Rd joins Annerley Rd) are giving much too long on green light. The waiting traffic on 
Gladstone Rd banks up far too long, meanwhile the green light faces an empty Annerley Rd for 10-20 seconds each cycle. Meanwhile the next set of lights (Annerley Rd continuing, with 
Fairfield Rd as a new right turn) remains red too long. Traffic flowing through the previous green light fills all the available space and blocks all lanes. 

Annerley Road And Gladstone Road Merge 

Gladstone road feeds in to Annerley Road and there is a big delay in the afternoon 

Annerley Road Highgate Hill 

In the afternoon heading outbound, the lights don’t remain green long enough for traffic to flow. This results in traffic banking up for this one section of road just to get through the 
one set of lights. 

Glassdale Road 

Belmont Road 

Poor design of the roundabout 

Glenella Connection Road 

Heaths Road 

There’s one lane in and out of town on this road and in the morning and afternoon around school times and work times (7.30/8 and 5/.30) the road is bumper to bumper from the 
botanical gardens through to magpies sporting club 

Glenpark Street 

  

Glenpark st starts off at Malcomson st as two lanes then bottlenecks to one lane over the Gooseponds Bridge then back to two lanes after the Gooseponds Bridge for about 
700metres then goes back to one lane again over the railway overpass to a roundabout at bottom of the railway overpass 

People not merging correctly into the lanes 

Goose Ponds Bridge 

Cars having to merge from 2 lanes to 1 lane on bridge to 2 lanes and the traffic lights at the end make it worse 
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Global Plaza Road 

  

1 lane of road that accesses many busy shops, cars can not turn in and out, traffic banks up, patience becomes thin, accidents nearly happen. Bad on holidays and weekends 

Gloucester Road 

King Street 

Major urban intersection adjacent to Buderim Mointain State School  and entry to Buderim Village. Inadequate capacity and coordination in all directions during school entry / exit 
periods. Lack of any school drop off zone. 

Gold Coast Highway 

  

Only 2 lanes to cover Broadwater parklands, Australian fair, Southport cbd, high rise buildings and entry to smith street motorway 

Please do not allow the G-Link to extend to Palm Beach! Our main roads in and out are congested enough... with all of these highrises being built it means more cars- gold coast locals 
don’t use public transport! 

The lights along the highway do not sync properly and therefore causing bumper to bumper traffic 

The whole way through surfers paradise is congested. Not enough lanes, turning lanes blocking people whole want to go straight due to queuing. People doing 40 in a 60 zone 

All 

The lights are not sequenced and pedestrians and light local traffic entering  take priority 

Arundle Road 

People dropping their kids off go through the red traffic lights & block the traffic heading towards helensvale every single day. A gold coast council car was among one that did it to 
me the other day. 

Australia Fair to North St 

The traffic lights are not syncronised 

Captain Cook Drive 

It takes tolong to turn right of Brisbane road onto Captain Cook. 

Christine Avenue 

When entering the Highway from Christine avenue, the lights are taking way to long to change, thus is resulting in traffic queuing up well down Christine avenue, when there is no 
traffic on the Highway, because it has all gone. Then when the lights do change, the traffic on the Highway coming to the lights then has to stop. They do not have the correct flow. 

Country Club Drive 

There should be a turn left at any time lane as there is a new estate on this road and the lights take far too long 

Discovery Drive 

High and primary School congestion , so if I have to go anywhere at school finish times I have to leave 39 minutes before to get 10 minutes away 

We have missed the train several times due to waiting excessively long times for the lights to change. 

Eleventh Avenue 

The traffic signals sometimes take so long to come on when entering the Gold Coast Highway from 11th avenue. 

Elkhorn Avenue 
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About 2 vehicles can turn left onto Gold Coast Highway from Elkhorn Avenue, Surfers Paradise at any point of time. Vehicles have to wait for pedestrians whilst waiting to turn. This 
congestion backs up to previous traffic light at intersection of Elkhorn Avenue and Boulevard. Also, vehicles turning right from Boulevard onto Elkhorn Avenue gets congested as a result. 
Sometimes drivers go past the white line and try to wait at the intersection of Elkhorn Avenue and Boulevard but it is dangerous because they would be on the path of the trams. All these 
issues can be solved if the left turning green light from Elkhorn Avenue onto Gold Coast Highway stays longer. Thank you for your time. 

Left turn blocks all traffic heading south or west from Elkhorn ave. 
 
Lights are only green while pedestrian signal is also green. On most days heavy pedestrian traffic means at most one or two cars (more when red lights are run) make it through each time. 
 
Combine this with two roads and a shopping centre exit feeding in and you have complete deadlock. 

Most of the traffic turns left onto the Gold Coast Highway yet the turning lane is very short resulting in traffic backing up over and past the tram line and back down Surfers Paradise 
Boulevard. 

Hooker Boulevard 

Large traffic light intersection which takes way too long for changes and pedestrians waiting to cross at lights. It is also shared with Light Rail Station at Broadbeach. 

Left turn from Gold Coast Highway to Hooker Bvd is always slow.  Traffic lights always make delays  trying to turn left from Gold Coast Highway to Hooker Bvd 

(blank) 

M1 

Entering from Gold Coast hey to the M1 at Helensvale. Then traffic also entering the M1 from Pac pines. 2 lanes to 1 then merging onto Motorway. People just don’t merge properly! 

North Street 

At peak times it can take several light changes to access Gold Coast Highway from North Street.  The traffic banks back up North Street and often blocks traffic trying to access side 
roads. 

Gold Coast Highway is extremely congested during peak hour times which in turn backs up the traffic on North Street and which becomes Smith Street Expressway. 

Olsen Avenue / Oxley 

i dont understand why the traffic lights on  all of Brisbane rd and the gold coast highway right in to surfers paradise can not be syncronized so the traffic can get a good run instead of 
having to stop at every intersection 

If coming from Olsen ave, the left hand lane is always backed up due to people going to Harbourtown shopping centre. 
If you are coming from Brisbane road heading north, the right hand lane is backed up due to people wanting to turn into the same shopping centre. 

Pine Ridge Road 

Mornings traffic congestion heading south on pineridge 

(blank) 

Pine Ridge Road / Capt Cook 

None of the traffic lights are cordinated. If you drive to the speed limit you get every red light along the stretch of Brisbane Rd ( GC Hwy) from Marine Parade until the M1 turn off. 

Pine Ridge Road Coombabah 
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returning home from Shopping around 3pm can take 15 minutes to get to the end of pine ridge road to turn into Brisbane road 

Reedy Creek Road 

It is a very busy intersection. On weekends especially. Burleigh is a very popular destination and Reedy Creek Road is the one main thoroughfare from the M1. The right turning lanes 
(signalled) are often backed up for 10-20 cars at a time, which in turn blocks the turn left lane (give way sign) also therefore causing more cars to be queued. 

(blank) 

Robina Exit 

100n klm hwy with 3 lanes reduces to 2 lanes which does not meet the traffic capacity needs in peak hour. IT looses the 3rd lane for a left turn off to Robina. This caused backup of 
traffic  to 20 klms  trying to deal with  trucks and semis  The highway is moving about 40+ trucks per day around  into narrow lanes and dealing with peak hours of traffic 

Tallebudgera Drive 

There's a high volume of cars trying to merge onto the Gold coast highway and the lights further up the Gold coast highway cause the traffic to bank up, queuing all the way down 
Tallebudgera drive. Thus causing the roundabouts along tallebudgera drive to be blocked and gridlocked by cars lining up in the roundabouts. 

This is a free merge at any time from Tallebudgera Drive onto the Gold Coast Highway. Many people sit in the merging lane (at a stop) waiting for traffic. 

Thomas Drive 

I get really irritated by a red arrow light turning from gold coast highway into coles supermarket and shops, uou can sit there through 2 lots of lights before it will change and it stays 
on and cant even go when safe to do so 

Thomas Drive is only a single lane road re access onto Gold Coast Highway and is constantly blocked with traffic volume. Turning left from Thomas Drive onto Gold Coast Highway is 
blocked by traffic volume and traffic turning right or going straight on waiting for the next green light change. Traffic cannot turn right from Gold Coast Highway onto Thomas Drive and 
must gain access from diverting around a series of roads to access via Elkhorn Avenue which is blocked by traffic volume, only one lane going onto Thomas Drive which is also restricted by 
traffic turning left onto Gold Coast Highway. It appears that poor traffic sequencing and poor  road layout (no slip lanes for turning) exacerbate the problem. For local residents this is the 
closest and main access route to many local facilities. 

Goodwin Terrace 

Gold Coast Highway 

weekend traffic causes the street to drop to 20mins to get up or down, with red light and parking causing issues 
Now wide enough lanes to have cars stopping to wait for another car to reverse out 

Goodwin Terrace (All Of It) 

Gold Coast Highway 

Goodwin Tce Restaurants ie: the Pavilion has created huge traffic issues, we have families at the beach, diners, tourists everyone trying to park along here & they hold up the traffic 
!!! As an uber driving frequently dropping off diners at Rick Shaw & Pavilions there is NO WHERE to legally stop & safely let riders in or out of car. This needs to be a one way street 

Gotha Street 

Barry Parade 

Queuing of traffic at stop line on gotha st, as traffic frequently comes streaming through from (mostly) left, also from right on Barry parade - mostly toward CBD in morning. 

Graceville Avenue 

Oxley Road 
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Turning from graceville ave onto oxley road via the traffic light is an extremely long wait. Typically are large number of cars backup at the lights, and when a green light appears only 
4-5 cars can pass through before turning red.  Very long wait, very short opportunity 

Granard Road 

Beatty Road 

Just too much vehicles. 

Westbound is only 2 through lanes when there is room for 3 with removal of traffic island at Beatty road . Would free up the backlog onto Beaudesert road in the afternoon 

Greenfield Road 

Mt Cotton Road 

Unable to enter main road due to traffic both directions 

Grey Street 

  

(blank) 

Melbourne Street 

Left turn into Melbourne heading West along Grey Street holds up straight through traffic as there is no dedicated turning lane and pedestrians cross multiple lanes which takes up 
the whole of the straight through green light time. A dedicated turning lane would greatly assist the flow of traffic especially Friday Saturday nights as traffic can back up two blocks. 
Alternatively a pedestrian overpass or redirect pedestrian traffic further down the road and close the pedestrian crossing. 

This intersection is just a nightmare. People turning left from grey into Melbourne st can’t turn due to pedestrians. By the time they finish crossing one car gets through. Motorists 
wanting to turn right onto Melbourne from grey (towards the Victoria Bridge) often wait for 5 or 6 cycles  as the green light is so brief. 
Often only one car gets through. These issues build traffic down grey street often past Russell st. 

Peel Street 

Throgh peak hour traffic this section has few amount of lanes for extensive amount of traffic 

Stanley Place & Peel Street 

After crossing the Grey Street Bridge driving east, there are three lanes at the Grey & Peel streets and Stanley Place intersection. Traffic turning left with a green arrow into Stanley 
Place are blocked by small number vehicles continuing along Grey Street that are stopped due to the red light. In peak hour this has a major effect on traffic all the way across the Grey 
Street Bridge into Roma Street. 

Grieve Road 

Mt Gravatt Capalaba Road 

One lane only on Grieve Rd 

Grove Street 

Mcleod Street 

When you are travelling along Grove Street and you want to continue to Sheridan Street lights intersection the roundabout gets blocked at the McLeod Street Grove Street 
intersection as traffic has stopped at the traffic lights and blocked back to the roundabout. 
This becomes quite dangerous and frustrating. 

Guineas Creek Road 
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people block the intersection when lights are red and people on the other side to turn left are stuck waiting longer to get through 

Gympie Arterial Road 

  

From pine rivers Bridge down to beams road intersection in the morning and then in reverse in the arvo. Not enough lanes, merge lanes to small... There is a lot more wrong with this 
section of road. 

(blank) 

Gympie Road 

Too much traffic from Gympie arterial rd and Gympie rd. Causes congestion on both roads 

Hoyland Street 

Congested through traffic blocks right-turn onto Bruce Highway. Right-turn queue blocks continuing traffic. Light changes exacerbate the problem. 

From about 2.30-3pm there are many more cars using the intersection than what the intersection caters for. Due to the traffic lights, there are long queues. 

The overpass leading to Bracken Ridge & for turning left for the Sunshine coast backs up as there is only one lane for this action. There needs to be 2 lanes to go up & over 

The section of road near St Paul's school and the Hoyland street overpass is  excessively and sometimes on weekends.  congested at any peak time - usually morning and afternoon 
peak hours. It is much worse during school terms. 

Just After Beams Road 

People rush up the Right hand one and off lane to get ahead of queued traffic in the left two lanes then want to merge . often has accidents due to this bad behaviour, 
Friday afternoon is gen the worst but anytime from 3pm on , then made worse by the gateway merge slightly further up . 

Main Road Up To Sunshine Coast 

There are not enough lanes to acmomodate the many users of the main arterial road heading north out of Brisbane 

Overpass Over M3  / Gympie Arterial Road 

East travelling traffic issues during morning peak hour (travelling from Gympie Road towards Hoyland St) - traffic lanes are designated with only 1 through lane, 2 right hand lanes. 
Congestion turning left blocks up through lane for a couple of kilometers, while the moving right lane is right turn only at the intersection, making many people merge under difficult and 
dangerous situations. 

Strathpine Road 

Most traffic turns left (north) or continues directly east, which is limited to one lane at the overpass with lights, while there are two right turn lanes for less traffic. Lights timing is also 
ordinary. Afternoons traffic backs up all the way to Sth Pine River Bridge. 

This is a dual carriageway. Through traffic should stay in the left lane, with traffic in the right lane turning right onto the Gympie Arterial Rd (toward the city). The congested left lane 
causes cars to drive down the right hand lane and cut in, making everything a lot worse. Solutions could be either the option for the right hand lane to be continued so that cars can use 
both lanes without a hold up, or the traffic lights could let through more cars at a time so that the congestion does not build up too far. In the morning peak traffic the queue can be about 
1.4km long 

Traffic builds up as there are only two north bound lanes after this point and other traffic feeds in from adjoining roads. 

Traffic does not obey road markings 

Strathpine Road/Hoyland 

Heavy traffic from Strathpine morning and evening from brisbane 

Strathpine Road/Hoyland Street 
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Only one lane eastbound from Strathpine Rd into Hoyland St because off ramp from Gympie Arterial southbound feeds into is own lane. Should be two lanes, and off ramp controlled 
by traffic light like northbound off ramp onto Strathpine Rd. 

Unsure 

Between the Gateway and Bruce Highway merge and the lights at Aspley, Gympie Arterial rd artificially goes to two lanes which creates significant traffic issues. 

Gympie Road 

  

Brisbane Council is the problem -  we have very little green space in our city now - South Bank has become a concrete jungle, and no longer the family outing place...as promised years 
ago.... and now, another 2000 residents moving into yet-to-be-built highrises  along the Brisbane River M1 and another casino 

congestion 

Congestion and traffic from 6am onwards 

constant build up of traffic at signalised intersections 

Gympie road is unable to deal with the large number of cars on it especially during peak hours, all the way from Carseldine to Stafford (and vice-versa), not just during peak hours but 
also other times. Major intersections like Hamilton Rd/GympieRd and Rode Rd/Gympie Road are also always congested and takes a long time to turn onto Gympie Road. 

Heavy traffic then you put buses into the mix which accentuates the problem 

In the morning traffic backs up between Sydney Street and Kitchener Road. 

Peak hour from Chermside to Aspley to Chermside and visa versa is horrendous.   Too many cars and limited roads that head north out of Brisbane.   No other option to get home of 
an afternoon other than to sit and wait 

Traffic congestion regularly from merging of traffic out of Airport Link Tunnel at Kedron with Gympie Rd traffic. Is further exacerbated by the excessive red lights in close proximity 
along the road travelling north. 

Traffic lights poorly synchronized through chermside, etc. 

(blank) 

Albany Creek Road 

Light signal travelling from Albany Creek Rd to Robinson Rd West not long enough to get traffic through at different times of the day and night. 
Light signal travelling from Robinson Rd to Albany Creek Rd not long enough peak hour times and traffic is backed up on Robinson Rd taking 3 or 4 changes of lights to get through. 
Robinson Rd turning right onto Gympie Rd needs a designated turning lane. 

Significant wait times at lights when trying to turn onto Gympie road 
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Six separate light sequences in each cycle 
Approaching lanes along Albany Creek Rd cause traffic to make very late lane changes to continue through to Robinson Rd or left turn into Gayford St, thus cutting off and blocking 
vehicles in the through lanes 
Vehicles wishing to left turn into Gayford St are blocked from turning into the slip lane by through traffic 
Poor synchronisation of the two very close intersections thus causing long waits at both Maundrell Tce ang Gympie Rd 
Traffic is forced to merge into one lane immediately on entering Robinson Rd West after crossing Gympie Rd, thus causing back ups blocking Gympie Rd 
Vehicles travelling west along Robinson Rd West then turning left into Maundrell Tce after crossing Gympie Rd slow and block through traffic causing delays at the Gympie Rd intersection 
Traffic turning right into Gympie Rd from Robinson Rd West has no dedicated turning lane forcing all through traffic into a single lane to cross Gympie Rd 
Vehicles from medical centre at Gympie Rd adjacent to Robinson Rd West force entry to Robinson Rd West thus causing traffic to be further delayed 
These are the main problems!! 

All 

lights are never synchronized along gympie Rd.  
I travel that road at different times from 6 ;00 am to 12:00 mid . 
All the same 

All Of Them From Chermside To Carseldine 

Traffic builds up from 2.30 until about 7pm as there are too many traffic lights in such a small area. 

Anzac Ave, Dayboro Road 

Busy traffic coming through Strathpine over the bridge verging on the Petrie roundabout to exit ontoDayborgh Rd and Anzac Ave ,then thick traffic especially peek hour to slow down 
to 40 klm's past Our Lady of The Way/ Mt Maria . 
Thick traffic then continues along down to intersection at Narangba Rd ,Dohles Rocks Rd .and along Anzac Ave. 

Banfield Street 

The pedestrian crossing is often blocked by vehicles parked illegally on the crossing and vehicles block turning traffic. I suggest better policing of vehicles breaching the road rules. 

Beams Road 

AFTER EVENTUALLY MAKING RIGHT TURN, CONFRONTED BY YET ANOTHER SET OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS TO TURN INTO SHOPPING AREA. 

Brisbane Northside congestion from Kedron to North Lakes increasing due to population growth and housing in outer suburbs.  Infrastructure does not match growth. 

Due to inadequate left turning lane ,left turning traffic holds up traffic in combined straight through & right turning lane. Light changes favour north south travelling traffic, causing a 
build up of east / west bound traffic. With increasing numbers of slow to start SUV s ,the resultant congestion is increased. 

Every morning congestion at intersection some days worse than others, some days traffic banked back upto about Linkfield Road and this is 5.30am 

Insufficient lanes on Beams Rd, creating long queues during peak which block vehicles turning onto Gympie Rd.  
High traffic volume creates long queues on Gympie Rd with multiple light changes to progress through intersection. 

Insufficient traffic light time is given to traffic on Gympie road which carries the greater amount of traffic by far. 

Not enough capacity for traffic to get through the lights here 

Number of cars flowing through this intersection 
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Peak hour traffic and cars banked from the Beams Road intersection and down Gympie Road. 

Severe congestion 7 days a week 

The intersection becomes blocked when there is a red light as the volume of traffic trying to pass through the intersection is usually high especially during peak hours. 

The intersection is banked up constantly often from way back to Hoyland st  
Speed from hoyland in reality could come down to 90 
Then 80 at Linkfield road 

The minor roads are given priority 

The road cannot handle the amount of cars going through. Traffic is ridiculous 

Traffic backs up in both directions. Needs an overpass. 

Trying to get across Gympie road from beams road is difficult, it is only one lane on beams road and then you get stuck at the lights where Lacey road joins because of the lights 
crossing/turning onto Gympie road and then the people turning onto beams road from Lacey road block up the traffic and you can’t use the short left lane to cross Gympie road because 
the traffic is blocked up. The lights don’t stay green for long enough to get cars across Gympie road and the two lights aren’t in sync. 

Volume v infrastructure 

When travelling east on Beams Road the traffic can be banked up over the hill towards Dorville Rd roundabout (depending on time of day). Beams Rd  intersects with Lacey Rd with 
traffic lights just before Gympie Rd intersection. This complicates the traffic flow as the cars coming out of Lacey Rd fill the gap between those lights and the main intersection lights. This 
is mostly caused by cars not being able to turn left onto Gympie Rd due to insufficient space in the left lane and heavy traffic flow on Gympie Rd.  Additional length in the left turn lane 
onto Gympie Rd from Beams Rd could help  to slightly reduce this congestion. This intersection is a nightmare on Gympie Rd both northbound and southbound during all peak hours. Need 
to build the north west corridor which has had land allocated for decades!! 

(blank) 

Chermside (At Westfield) 

Series of traffic lights in a row, and only ever synchronized during peak hour (and then only one way at a time). Right next to major shopping centre and public transport hub and 
parking area 

Chermside Area 

No matter what time of the day, doesn’t have to be peak, there is always traffic through Gympie road at chermside. The problem appears to be that there are multiple sets of traffic 
lights in a row that don’t appear to be synced properly. If you stop at the first set of lights, you will most likely stop at every set of lights through the area. 

Ellison Road 

FROM 2:30 P.M. ONWARDS, TRAFFIC CONGESTION KAOTIC FROM LUTWYCHE TO NORTH LAKES. 

Entrances And Exits To Chermside Shopping Centre 

There are a forest of traffic lights to control the many entrances and exits to Chermside shopping centre .  None of these lights are coordinated. I can be sitting at one light that's red 
and the next light is green.  The first light changes to green and the next light changes to red. 
As well the lights on the approaching roads trigger quickly to allow only a small number of cars to pass as the light changes seem to highly flavour the patrons of the shopping centre.  
This seems to be a problem at most shopping centres - many traffic lights for multiple exits. 

Gympie Arterial Road 
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There are two lanes on Gympie Road eastbound approaching Gympie Arterial Road. The left hand lane has very long delays. It is designed to be used by the traffic turning north onto 
Gympie Arterial Road (slip road after the intersection with Bald Hills Road) and the traffic continuing straight ahead to Hoyland St. This comprises probably 90% of the traffic through this 
intersection. Due to high volumes of traffic and long queues in the left lane, this encourages drivers going straight ahead at Hoyland st to use the right lane to get across Bald Hills Rd. 
However, as the right lane only allows a right hand turn onto the arterial in a southern direction, this results in drivers cutting back into the left lane between Bald Hills Rd and Gympie 
Arterial in order to access the single lane that goes straight ahead to Hoyland St. This is sometimes fine because of traffic turning north up the slip lane but at other times blocks the right 
hand lane while the cars wait to cut back in. 

Hamilton 

The green lights are way too short for the amount of traffic waiting 

Hamilton And Gympie Roads 

The turning lights don't light up long enough for traffic to turn into Hamilton Road from  
Gympie Road 

Hamilton Road 

Both roads are overcrowded on most days, traffic is bamked up 

Cars turning left are held up by pedestrians, therefore through traffic cannot proceed, traffic lights turn red to quick, only let a couple of cars through at a time 

Change of Westfield car parking lanes, causing congestion and difficulty in moving to the right lane you want to be in. 

Coming from Hamilton road, there are 4 sets of traffic light in a very short distance and you can never get through in one go. 

Gympie Rd / M3 is a joke. Chermside traffic is disastrous. Beams Rd lights cause southbound traffic to back up all the way past North Lakes. Need a new road. Build a tunnel from 
Beams Rd to M7 

Gympie Road is heavily congested most times of the day, in both directions,   from Beams Road  Carseldine to Webster Rd Kedron 

Gympie Road is often heavily congested however Hamilton Road is mainly the issue. The intersection has very short periods to allow cars travelling on Hamilton Rd to either continue 
through or turn onto Gympie Road. This is exacerbated by Chermside Shopping centre which attracts large amounts of traffic 

Gympie Road, always been the main arterial road to and from Sunshine Coast, thanks to our Brisbane City Council and all the development approvals allowing high rise, this corner is 
absolutely saturated with traffic,  all hours, day and night.  One apartment block would have almost 40 apartments, and it's been built between two other high rises.... Brisbaneites have 
had enough of developments and poor traffic planning.. 

Hamilton Rd suffers congestion to allow priority to Gympie Rd. 
Change signals for Hamilton Road.. add time to sequences.. and link other lights accordingly towards library 

Hamilton Road backs either side of Gympie Rd as the lights are not timed to get the traffic through and don’t stay on long enough. 

Hamilton Road Heading East on the western side of Gympie Road is always a problem. with long queues developing at anytime of day. 

Hamilton road is much busier but the lights are green for a very short period of time. 

Intersection not coping with volume of traffic. Multiple light changes to get through. 

Just too much congestion and there are lots of traffic lights in a row. It all the traffic lights could be green to get a clear run through maybe that would help? 

Not enough timer to turn or go thru lights after the pedestrian crossing 

Often have to wait for 4 or more changes of the lights to cross Gympie Rd while on Hamilton Rd. Going down Wallace St, there are delays getting onto Gympie Rd and turning right 
back onto Hamilton Rd. 
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Problem is worse when travelling westbound in the afternoon, due mostly to all the buses that queue at the bus stops opposite the shopping centre.  
The issues in the morning seem to be linked to traffic lights not 'matching' - green light presented to cross Gympie on Hamilton (eastbound) but red lights presented at next 3x signalised 
intersections. 

Road can’t handle the amount of cars using this intersection, needs a pedestrian bridge to Chermside shopping centre to stop delays with turning cars. 

The right turn arrow from Gympie Road into Hamilton Road only lets like 3 or 4 vehicles through. 

The road can be backed up half way or more to the roundabout on Webster road during peak time. It can take up to 7 changes of lights to cross. Even during non peak times I still lose 
at least 5 mins waiting to cross Gympie road. Not enough cars get through each time the light is green 

This intersection backs up traffic for a significant distance (both east and west flow direction, although eastward flow is affected more).  My 'short' inconvenience period is because I 
avoid this intersection whenever possible, and this is an inconvenience in itself! 

This intersection has heavy congestion 7 days a week due to its proximity to Chermside Shopping Centre and that Gympie Rd is a major N/S corridor and Hamilton Rd is a major E/W 
corridor. 

Too many lights that aren’t synced. Red lights are way too long and green lights are too short. Too many for this section of road. Can take up to 10-15 mins to go 100m. 

Too many traffic lights on Hamilton Rd near Westfield. Congested area both on Hamilton Rd and Gympie Rd. Green light is brief. Bad in all directions. 

Too much traffic for the available lanes. 

Too much traffic on all roads leading to long delays 

Too much traffic. Traffic lights attempting to accommodate traffic travelling in multiple directions. Traffic light managed intersections too close together.  Roads not capable of 
catering for congestion. 

Traffic congestion through Gympie road from Hamilton Road  particularly if pedestrians are crossing Gympie road on the north side -  traffic on Hamiltoncan wait thru many 
lightchanges 

Trying to cross Gympie Rd takes several change of lights 

Two lanes each way outside 428 Hamilton Rd.  
Parked cars reduce lanes 
Pedestrians injured at left turn from Hamilton Rd on Gympie Rd going north due to insufficient signalling and pedestrians crossing road when red man.  
Cannot turn right from driveway of 428 Hamilton Rd most days as traffic qued. 
A lot of pedestrians crossing Gympie & Hamilton Rd intersections do not wait for green man.  
Illegal u turns done and pedestrians do not anticipate this when crossing on red man.  
 
A pedestrian walkover needs to be implemented for these intersections 

Very dangerous access/egress points to the Prince Charles Hospital campus from Hamilton Road. One recent fatality. it's a mess. 

Waiting for almost 15 to 20 mins before I can turn left onto Gympie Rd 

Westfield Chermside has too much traffic going into and coming out of it. It's an impossible intersection! Sometimes I have to wait 2-3 light changes at busy times. 

When travelling down Hamilton road towards Westfield chermside,  the lights change very quickly allowing  no very many cars through and long  queues to form at these lights. It is 
easy in the afternoon to sit through 4 changes of lights and lose 15 to 20 minutes at a single intersection. 

You can wait in any direction just to enter the intersection for anywhere between 30 & 40 mins. 

(blank) 
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Hamilton Road, Chermside 

There is not enough time given when travelling  across  Gympie Road, Chermside when travelling  east or west on Hamilton Road, Chermside. 

Kedron Park Road 

Heading outbound in the afternoon the road backs up from around Norman Street to Broughton Road (after the traffic merges with the traffic exiting the Airport Link it tends to move 
more freely again).  I easily sit in traffic for 10-15 minutes here, particularly on Thursdays. Sometimes it's faster for me to take backstreets through Wooloowin and Wavell to get home to 
Kedron than sit on Lutwyche/Gympie Rd. 

Kitchener 

(blank) 

Kitchener Road 

Large amounts of traffic must wait at lights for small amount of side road traffic. 

(blank) 

Linkfield Road 

Number of lanes drops off just before motorway entries 

Traffic mergers to one lane straight after the lights so it backs up fast, and only half the amount of traffic can get through that could if it was 2 lanes all the way 

Traffic travelling along linkfield road goes from two to one lane in both directions. Traffic accessing Bruce highway does not have dedicated lane and traffic turning right onto Bruce 
highway banks up through traffic due to small right hand turn lane 

Murphy Road 

Mornings mostly congestion with traffic, sometimes due to traffic turning right and Left into Hamilton, Bus stop at Chermside SC on the main rd, takes up one lane. 

Murphy Road Through To Rode Road 

Gympie Rd, Chermside.  From the intersection of Murphy Rd through to about Rode Rd has become a car park on just about all times on every day of the week.  The problem is 
caused by the sheer volume of traffic utilising the Chermside Shopping Centre.  Of course, as the population grows and the shopping centre continues to expand (which seems endlessly), 
the congestion exponentially increases. 

Northbound Tunnel Merge 

too many lanes merging 

Outside Westfield 

No sync of lights except one direction during peak hour 

Robertson Road West 

Not enough tone to turn right 

Robinson Road 

From Aspley to Brisbane is only 11kms. It takes me nearly 1 hour to go to work every day during peak ours. I think this is not acceptable. Whole Gympie road is a car park during peak 
hours. Especially Chermside and Latwhich road sections. Nortlakes to Chermside is even verse during peak hours. 

To cross Gympie rd there are always a back up of cars. The backup is becoming worse. 

Robinson Road West 
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GEEBUNG RAILWAY OVERPASS SOLVED ONE PROBLEM & CREATED ANOTHER FURTHER 'DOWN THE TRACK',  I.E.  TRAFFIC LIGHTS HOLD UP TRAFFIC TRYING TO GET ACROSS GYMPIE 
RD FROM ROBINSON RD WEST, THEN FURTHER AGGRAVATED BY TWO MORE SETS OF TRAFFIC LIGHTS, GAYFORD ST, THEN AGAIN TO TURN INTO HYPERMARKET FROM ALBANY CREEK RD 
………. THEN ANOTHER SET OF PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS 120 M FROM HYPERMARKET ENTRY. 

Rode Road 

Between Rode Rd and Westfield Chermside are five sets of traffic lights that are not properly synchronized so that traffic builds up unnecessarily. 

Gympie Road has 5 mins priority most times of the day, even weekends and evenings is a long with queues either side of Rode Rd. Sometimes queues hundreds of metres before the 
lights. 

narrow road westbound along Rode Rd. Hard to turn right in peak traffic as not many cars get through the green arrow. lots of traffic 

No enough lanes in Rode Road 

There are so many Traffic lights on the one stretch of road and there are so many major roads linking to it. You cant detour as it is the only road into the city. 

(blank) 

St. Paul’S School 

Long tail backs during peak hours , school 40k speed limit. The main problem is where Strathpine road intersects with the highway 1km down the road where there are so many 
poorly timed traffic lights 

Stafford Road 

3 lanes go into two, too many cars use the outside lane to push there way up past the cues. 

Especially afternoon/evening traffic is very congested from Lutwyche Rd, Kedron Park Rd, Gympie Rd all the way through to Rode Rd is a nightmare.  I can spend up to 45min-1hr just 
between Albion and Chermside. 

(blank) 

Strathpine Road 

Long wait for signal change outside of peak periods.. evenings, nights. 

Wallace Street 

Cars turning left from Kuran St onto Gympie Rd have to wait for pedestrians crossing on the southern side of the intersection. The traffic on Kuran St wishing to go across the 
intersection to Wallace are therefore held up. Cars turning right from Wallace St onto Gympie Rd become impatient and run the gauntlet cutting across cars coming from Kuran St..and 
often narrowly avoid crashing into vehicles and pedestrians. I believe that both Kuran and Wallace Streets should get green lets at different times - just like the intersection where 
Hamilton Rd crosses Gympie Rd. 

Webster Road 

The problem is Gympie Road from Kedron  to the Pine River at Strathpine. It is one of the busiest roads in Brisbane and their No alternate routes. This needs to be fixed.  The SE 
Freeway was built to remedy a similar problem on Logan Road and this was in the 1970s. Here we are in 2019 and there is still no plan for an alternate routs to replace Gympie Road. Total 
government incompetence on both sides of politics. 

Zillmere Road 

Traffic builds up on Zillmere Rd because vehicles turning right onto Gympie Rd are stopped a short distance away at Graham Rd.  Through traffic on Gympie Rd block the intersection 
not allowing cars from Zillmere Rd to flow onto Gympie Rd.  The lights at Graham Rd need to give more priority to Gympie Rd during afternoon peak hour.  Zilmere Rd needs a longer 
turning lane to allow more traffic through to Gympie Rd. 

Hale Street 
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Excessive 
Congestion from 
Riverside express way onto hale st. 1 lane/ overpass is insufficient 

In the mornings this road gets totally blocked. Please trying to move from left to right over 3 lanes, Right to left over 3 lanes, and then people not letting others in, and the middle 
lane getting banked up. 

The absolute nonsense that is Hale Street. People trying to cross several busy lanes of traffic from Caxton street and riverside express. Absolutely mental line markings for Kevin grove 
road exit. Is a nightmare when people who are not familiar with the mayhem are trying to figure out what lane to be in. 

The exit from the riverside express forces two lanes of traffic into one. It causes congestion and people coming up the inside lanes and forcing their way in. People then slam on their 
brakes and it causes more congestion on the riverside express. Once on the overpass it goes back to two lanes...it’s insane. 

Caxton Street 

When you are trying to entering the road, the traffic is trying to exit the road 

City Exit 

Exiting city traffic (eg to Roma St) backs up all traffic to Bowen Hills. Cars use the far right lane to bypass and then cut into ongoing lanes to Milton, sometimes dangerously. I believe 
legacy way only needs an exit, give the extra lane to city bound traffic. 

Coronation Dr 

The right turning lane is forever congested with at least 16 cars queuing every set of lights. This takes an incredibly long time to cycle through 

When this road was updated the previous 2 lanes with a long right turn signal were reduced to 1 lane with a very short right turn signal. This has been slightly lengthened to now 
allow up to 8 cars through.  The queue for this lane goes all the way back past Milton road. Often cars have driven past the end of the queue and then block the adjacent lanes trying to 
push into the queue. The times can easily be around 12 minutes waiting for light changes. 

Coronation Drive/Riverside Expressway 

Long delays to turn right, traffic is backed up on Hale Street 

Ithaca Street 

The traffic backs up on the ICB as people queue to turn left off the ICB onto Ithaca St. Those wanting to continue right onto Hale St get trapped. It's so bad that no one wants to merge 
or let people in. It's an absolute crawl. 

Milton Road 

Hale street ( inner city bypass) is entering city direction  
 
Dangerous traffic build up to Ipswich/ Caxton st exit on left lane  
And cars try to drive fast in middle lane  to get pass that traffic to line up for the next exit to Milton road  
But sometimes cars in middle lane stopped as the car on left lane all lines up for Milton road exit And nowhere to line up except also waiting behind the line of cAxton street exit  
 
End up only right lane is moving but also start building up as car lining up for coronation drive to toowong 
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Right turn from Hale Street to Coronation Drive - traffic far exceeds capacity. Right it’s arr made Hale into Coronation (lie capscity) and also via dog leg Hale into Milton into Cribb into 
Coronation. Traffic queues from Herston on ICB to turn into Milton Road. Many drivers run down the right side and cut into the queue exsacerbating the wait for those queuing. 
Meanwhile cars entering from Musgrave and Kelvin Grove Roads need to cross over the queue to go straight onto South Brisbane or Riverside Expressway. Just a slow frustrating mess!!! 

Musgrave Road 

Everyone from Musgrave Road entering Hale Street wants to merge to the middle lane. Everyone on Hale Street (through from the ICB) in the middle lane wants to merge left and 
exit at Caxton or Milton Roads. If the Musgrave Road ramp was dropped into the middle of Hale Street this cross merging would go away. 

right lane permits left and right turns, traffic signals for left turn are delayed relative to the right turn by pedestrian crossing on Musgrave Road.   
 
This leave vehicles turning left that are located in the right hand lane unable to go and consequentially prevents all right-turn movements.   
 
The two lanes should be separated into left turn only and right turn only i.e. make the right lane a turn right only lane. 

Hale Street  

ICB 

Insufficient capacity 

The ICB has severe congestion at the hale street offramp section (from prior to the leagcy way off ramp into the city) to coronation drive from 7am. (inbound direction) 
 
There does not appear to be any specific reason for it, other than peak hour traffic and potentially congestion for motorists trying to turn onto Milton Rd and Coronation Drive. 

Volume of traffic has increased. Insufficient lanes in Hale Street to accommodate the turning vehicles onto Coronation Drive. 

Halpine Drive 

Linear Drive 

All red arrows left and right need to be removed.  It's causing unnecessary delays here at all turns.  Thank you. 

Ham Road 

Wishart Road 

School Traffic 

Hamilton Road 

Zenith Avenue/ PC Hosp 

Because of heavy traffic and people who don’t know give way rules it is impossible to turn right from Zenith Av onto Hamilton Rd particularly worse during peak times 

Harcourt Road 

Railway Pde 

new traffic lights without sensors allowing turning traffic to turn from one direction only left on to long causing long que in morning backing as far back as ipwsich motorway 

Harvest Court 

Ferry Road 

Coming out of harvest court going any direction, people make 2 lanes out of one, people don't know how to use the give way rules. When the light turns green the give way rules 
apply but people don't use them properly. There should be a sign that says one queue only. Have had many close calls with accidents at this intersection too. 
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Hasting Street 

Noosa Drive 

Holiday time is a nightmare to enter hasting street and to find a car space, too much congestion, pedestrians and busses coming and going 

Heathcoate Roaf 

Reserve Road 

At school pick up and drop off very congestef.  
 
Also Oxenford intersectino 

Heathwood Drive 

Hope Island Road 

The road banks back to a ridiculous degree. Left turning cars 'park' in cyclists lane to avoid blocking the road. It is particularly bad in school peak hour. 

Reserve Road 

Peak school hour both morning and evening a real mess as everyone tries to get out after dropping of kids, main issue is congestion caused by  going from 2 lanes to one just bottle 
necks. 

Heliopolis Street 

  

The Mitchelton library is on one side of the road.  The other side has houses. Difficult for cars in both directions to go to the other ends of the street as only one car can pass through 
at a time 

Hellen Avenue 

Dreamworld 

Turn left lane  from upper Coomera  to dreamworld needs flashing lights to indicate the right lane to turn in to  dreamworld a lot of  visitors are getting into the wrong  lanes and are 
cutting other  road users off  road  markings should be up Lin the air 

Herries Street 

Victoria Street 

The turning lanes are often given a red arrow when there is no oncoming traffic. Ironically, I'll sit at the lights facing West (wanting to turn North) and I'll watch a cluster of cars come 
from the intersection with Clifford Street. 
Although their lights have been green for some time, they'll usually turn red just as they arrive at the lights, whereupon my turning arrow turns green. 

Heslop Road 

Binstead Way 

The cars build up all the way to the M1 exit and block an intersection on the route through. 

Hillcrest Parade 

Clayfield Avenue 
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It's actually not congestion, it's the danger of this intersection in a growing population. 
Hillcrest Parade is road many use to cut through that many use to avoid the Gold Coast Hwy.  
I work from home and hear one accident a week plus at least 10 car horns beep a day as people drive so fast on Hillcrest Parade, up from the Burleigh Gold Course. With a school near by it 
really causes me to feel concern.  
Also they are about to build a 200 unit apartment block on the Gold Course, opposite Clayfield Ave so the area is about to become a whole lot bussier and more dangerous. 

Holdsworth Street 

Cavendish Road 

New shopping precinct (Coorparoo Square) and the Woolworths supermarket has increased traffic flow considerably in this location. Cars parking on Cavendish road are blocking 
visibility for cars exiting Holdsworth street and turning right into Cavendish Road. Traffic lights at Cavendish Road / Old Cleveland Road junction is backing cars up so that cars cannot exit 
Holdsworth street. 

Honeysuckle Way 

Gowan Road 

During school hours Gowan Road becomes blocked due to very heavy pick up/drop off traffic.  It is very difficult to turn right from Honeysuckle to Gowan due to constant traffic.  This 
often causes people to give up and turn left from the middle lane or try to make a small gap.  I have seen 2 collisions here in the last 2 weeks. 

Hope Island Road 

  

Two bridges at Hope Island over Jabiru Island require duplication.  The ramps are in place, bridges need to be completed 

(blank) 

Dreamworld Parkway 

Through traffic blocking the left turning lane onto hope island road due to traffic lights and not enough space 

Lae Drive 

Long wait at peak hour times. 

Very difficult to enter the round-a-bout from some directions, especially during peak hours. Plus a significant number of cars fail to indicate. Also vegetation on the round-a-bout 
blocks the view of oncoming cars until the last minute. 
 
There are also 2 petrol stations which people are trying to access as well as shops, so to turn right off Lae rice onto Oxley s 
Avenue to access the shops, you have to change lanes mid roundabout, 

Volume of traffic so constant and dangerous  lane changes in roundabout ie right turn to the north from Lae drive. Population growth of suburbs to the north has made this 
roundabout  hazardous. 
This intersection is so busy. It needs traffic lights, every time you use it someone takes chances to get into roundabout. Seen many minor accidents here over 25 years. 

Maudsland Road 

I don’t believe the traffic light changes are balanced for volume of traffic especially morning run! 

Siganto 

(blank) 

Siganto Drive, M1 Etc 
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The lights at the m1 intersection and also by home world etc are not on a decent enough frequency for through traffic going to the m1 on ramp northbound and traffic in the morning 
backs right up to hope island resort! Roundabout intersections are blocked causing people trying to exit Monterey Keys to get stuck not going anywhere! The whole set up is a joke! 

Siganto Road 

traffic congests during peak hour and is only getting worse with the housing growth in hope island. peak hour trying to get onto M1 both nth and sth can congest more than 5 kms 
down hope island road. there are allot of traffic lights in a very small area that are not sync'd there are 8 roads linking into one a very small area. 

Howard Street 

Ann Street 

Traffic lights at Ann street backs up traffic to roundabout to the east exiting woolworths, other side streets wishing to enter howard street. 

Hoyland Street 

  

Single lane for a significant section 

Hudson Road 

Albion Overpass 

Inbound to city - cars turning right from Hudson Road on to the Albion overpass. Especially bad in teh afternoon when outbound traffic is at it's heaviest. 

Hume Street 

Long Street 

It’s a major thoroughfare relying on a roundabout to have a flow of traffic 

Hythe Street 

Long Street 

The tenants in the units "The Rocks" all park their cars on the street on both sides of the road and their is only enough room for one vehicle at a time to drive that section. 

Ipswich Motorway 

  

During peak hour times theres alot of traffic coming on  which there are not enough lanes to accomodate them which slowes down traffic 

Merge point of centenary starts the delay, which continues through to oxley 

Not enough lanes from Darra to Rocklea and vice versa on Ipswich Motorway 

Roadworks that delay traffic all around the area 

Two lanes of traffic merges with three lanes of traffic going 100km/hr. There is a crash here almost every second week and average speeds generally drop to 60km everyday. Shortly 
after this the traffic banks up again as three lanes go down to two 

Blunder Road/Oxley Road 

Inbound along Ipswich Road has a lot of traffic leaving the off ramp to Oxley Rd/Blunder Rd which is not very long and goes into a roundabout which has a heavy traffic stream coming 
from Blunder Rd (causing long delays clearing the off ramp which is backing up along Ipswich Rd).  Meanwhile traffic from Blunder Rd and Oxley Rd are using an on ramp onto Ipswich Rd a 
few hundred metres further along which the traffic which has passed the previous bottle-neck now get skittish about as cars jockey for position on Ipswich Rd in preparation for the 
"Rocklea run" being the next 1.5 kms. 

From Wacol To Oxley 
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Congestion on Ipswich Road each weekday can be between 20 to 50 minutes. Issues merging from Goodna entrance on Ipswich motorway with motorists already on Ipswich Road 
trying to move over to access the Logan Motorway and motorists trying to merge and move over to access Ipswich Road. 

Granard Road 

From 2pm on traffic starts to build up making driving through this area very hazardous. Trucks push in from the left as do impatient hoons. 

Ipswich Motorway M7 

Where you come off Ipswich Road into the Ipswich Motorway there is always congestion and traffic is slow. 

Oxley Road 

Blunder Rd traffic is delayed by roundabout entry road from Ipswich Mwy off ramp. Cars rat run from Blunder Rd to the off ramp road (around oxley Bunnings). 

Merging to Ipswich Motorway is always choked. 

Not enough lanes on motorway, turning traffic blocks entry to round about for through traffic 

Short on ramps for motorway. Need extra lane on motorway 

Oxley Road / Blunder Road 

Ipswich Motorway, has an exit to a round about, for Oxley Rd, Blunder Rd and Ipswich Rd. 
 
Vehicles changing lanes 
Exit not lomg enough (vehicles stop on Motorway) 
Delays at Roundabout 

Wacoltooxley 

Three lanes into two,,,traffic from ipswich Springwood merge with local traffic 

Ipswich Road 

  

lights don't seem to be in sync 

merging cars not merging correctly 

Pedestrian lights take far too long to change. Quite unnecessary to hold traffic up on such a main road for the ridiculous amount of time allocated to these pedestrian lights. Even 
someone with a zimmer frame has ample time to get through and back across again. 

Annerley Road 

Mainly poor linking of traffic light signals at the intersection of Annerley and Ipswich roads and those further up Ipswich road. Lights only show Green on Annerley Road when first set 
of subsequent lights are Red on Ipswich Road.. 

Ekibin Road And Annerley Road 

At Ipswich Rd near the Woolworths, there is a set of pedestrian lights located approx halfway between the traffic lights that join Annerley Rd and Ekibin Rd each to Ipswich Rd.  The 
pedestrian light changes to red EVERY SINGLE TIME the incoming traffic from both Ekibin or Annerley are given their green light... meaning only a small number of cars can fit through at 
once. Ekibin Rd feeds heavily to Ipswich Rd during the AM commuite and Annerley Rd feeds heavily to Ipswich Rd during the PM commute, yet during these times only 50% or less of 
waiting cars can complete the turn. The rest sit in frustration as the green light continues uselessly, taunting them. 

Juliet Street 

Less Lane compared to the volume of traffic 
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O'keefe St 

The left hand turning lane blocked by traffic turning right 

Tottenham Street, Buranda 

After 4pm the area is in total gridlock.  The cars back up in Tottenham St past the entry to the Buranda shopping centre in both directions. Cars cannot leave the centre, cars cannot 
progress out of the other end of Tottenham St as traffic at the intersection is backed up from Cornwall St.  The only option is left back to O’Keefe St and sit in traffic to get onto Ipswich 
road and crawl south. I am a pathology courier.  If I’m late to pickups in the area, I late finishing work. 

Venner Road 

Coming from fairfield road along Venner road difficult to get across ipswich road intersection due to left hand turn as large trucks use this road to enter Ipswich road and take up 
sometimes the  whole of the green light. This lane is also used  for vehicles going straight across. 
Need to  ban  turn right lane and use this as straight ahead only lane as on any given day in peak times there could be 50 plus  cars in left lane and none  turning right. 

Turning right onto ipswich rd from venner rd, no arrow, green not long enough to clear cars coming across intersection  often the only option is to go through on a red light 

Venner Road & Waterton Street 

No turning arrows on to Ipswich Rd mean going from Venner Rd to Waterton St or vice versa one runs the risk of being flattened by drivers turning right (either side) on to Ipswich Rd 
who fail to wait for through traffic. However, often there is so much through traffic, there is no chance to turn right off Waterton or Venner on to Ipswich. 

Waldheim To Cornwall 

Ipswich Road is always so congested.  Too many trucks. 

Islander Road 

Beach Road 

Islander Rd, Narrows at the intersection of Beach Rd. Lots of cars are parked most with left wheels on footpaths. When entering the roadway from premises visibility is very poor. 
Motorbikes can't be seen for parked cars.  Road needs widening the same as the rest of Islander Rd or off street parking. 
I am concerned that someone will be hurt getting out of a car or a bike rider may me knocked off.  There have been several crashes at the intersection of Islander and Beach Roads. 

Jack Flynn Memorial Drive 

Waminda Street 

It is a T intersection and there is traffic from both directions along the continuoroad so trying to turn right from the terminating road takes a long time and the traffic backs up. 

Jalan Street 

Pacific Motorway Exit 

It is a roundabout on an exit from the highway 

Jamaica Way 

Kawana Way 

Entering the roundabout onto Kawana Way can take an age due to the traffic on the major road. 

Jamaica Way is a single lane street - vehicles on Jamaica Way trying to turn left onto Kawana way are held up by vehicles trying to turn right onto Kawana Way, but the Kawana Way 
through traffic is so constant without many breaks - the vehicles on Jamaica Way are backed up and unable to go through. 

James Street 

Mclachlan Street 
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Dozens of cars line up waiting to get onto James street, which is always congested due to the pedestrian crossing 

Jellicoe Street 

Cavendish 

As the railway crossing is close it blocks the main carriageway and therefore can be very difficult to get out 

Johnson Road 

  

Afternoons are a slow crawl around Forestsale inn johnson Road due to the amount of traffic using that road now and it being only 1 lane. 

Double lanes to single lanes at Traffic lights. Merging into one lane just past the lights 

Nil And Paradise Road Turn Off 

Johnson Road is a big pain. People use it to avoid the terrible Mt Lindsay highway BUT it's a single lane most of the way. Trucks use it to avoid tolls which means they slow everyone 
down. THEN there is a short turning lane onto Paradise Road which backs up into the one lane so we get stuck every morning in peak hour. It's actually ridiculous and has been for years. 

Paradise Road 

Not enough lanes. Right turning lane onto Paradise Road blocks cars needing to keep travelling on Johnson road. 

Single lane road that needs to be dual lane all the way from Browns plains to past Stapleton road. 

Traffic lights cause congestion most mornings and every afternoon. 

Woogaroo Street 

Regular car crashes in the wet causes significant delays. 

Jubilee Terrace 

Accession Street 

Traffic turning right from Jubliee into Accession holding up traffic and traffic turning right from accession 

Coopers Camp Road 

Intersection is blocked during morning and afternoon peak times and long delays at other times 

Devonshire Street 

Difficulty getting through lights at Jubilee Terrace and Waterworks Road. 

Jubilee Terrace Bardon 

Turning right into Jubilee Terrace at Ashgrove and then across Waterworks Road is very congested from approx 5:30am to 9:30am and again in the afternoon from approx 2:00pm to 
6:00pm.  There is one lane for traffic in this section, which divides into two before the lights at Waterworks and Jubilee,  but drivers create another lane which drivers rush to get across 
Waterworks Rd which then turns back into one lane all the way up to Coopers Camp Road Bardon. 

Juliette Street 

  

(blank) 

Earl Street 

The left lane on Juliette St continues on to the entry to the Freeway.  Traffics backs up through the lights at Earl St and down Juliette st blocking up to 2 left turns leading up to Earl St.   
the left lane is oddly marked and could be split to create seperate lanes for the 2 operations. 
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M3 

As a main entry to enter the motorway, it also merges into an exit to Stanley street, this blocks the flow of traffic trying to access the M3 into the city as the Stanley Street exit will 
have traffic queued  during peak hour, whilst the remaining 3 lanes will flow (moving at least). 

M3 Merge Southbound 

The two sets of lights either side under the pacific motorway don’t seem to be synced in any way. If you want to turn left onto the pacific Merge the traffic builds up in the left lane 
down Juliet st 

Junction Road 

Dawson Street 

At peak times the traffic on Junction Road is stationary and south bound cars on Dawson Street queue to turn left.  There is no chance for northbound cars on Dawson to turn right 
into Junction Road. There is a red light camera so turning after the lights have changed is not an option.  Sometimes I am forced to proceed straight ahead on Dawson Street and drive 
round the block by turning right into Dawson Street and right again into Park Avenue to come back to Junction Road at the Eagle Junction shops. 

The road is used as a rat-race for many commuters in the morning and evening rush hours. It is a single lane road with cycle lanes on each and isn't made for the capacity of traffic it 
receives. 

K P Mcgrath Drive 

Avocado Street 

Not enough lanes merging to M1 which doesn’t have enough lanes at Palm Beach qld 

Gold Coast Highway 

M1 needs to be wider 

Palm Beach Avenue 

Two main roads with high volumes of traffic leading to M1. 

Kangaroo Avenue 

Welesbey Pde 

3 crossings on 3 section off road ridiculous . 

Kawana Way 

  

The 100km speed limit needs to be a lot more obvious.  Every second driver will not do 100km/hr the entire way, they sit on 70-80km/hr no matter what time of day.  The road gets 
congested for no other reason. 

The road was built to ease congestion on Nicklin Way, but it has its own issue because it bottle necks from 2 lanes to 1, then back out to 2, then down to 1 the whole way along mixed 
in with about 6 roundabouts so there's constant slowing and speeding up, merging, and changing lanes. 

Creekside Boulevard 

The bridge on Kawana way needs to be widened to match the road. 

Premier Circuit 

Double lanes turning in to one lane. Vehicles coming out of side streets, turning on to kawana way, and road becomes one lane. 

Kelvin Grove Road 
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Transit lane means 2 lanes inadequate for huge volume of traffic from Northside to city 

Herston Road 

Traffic light sequences through intersection and onwards toward the right do not allow for free flow of heavy traffic at peak afternoon time. 

Kennedy Highway 

Kuranda Range Road 

In the past 5 years the Kuranda Range Road has seen a massive increase in usage due to the removal of the freight train to the Atherton Tablelands causing an increase in service 
trucks along with the Cairns City Council sending the majority of there refuse up to Mareeba so there can be up to 30 semi trailers carting rubbish  every day also the amount of people 
who have moved up to the tablelands due to cheaper housing but these people often work in Cairns and there forth commute up and down the range daily, this is compounded by the fact 
that in this time 5 years they have remover 4 overtaking lanes and reduced the speed limit from 80km to 60km and place monitoring cameras at either end. 

Major route from cairns to Atherton Tablelands.  Major disruption and cost to industry the re-occurring delays from landslides, rocks, diesel spill causing accidents. Not to mention 
injuries and vehicle damage.  If we were anywhere else in Australia this would not be tolerated but because we are further from Brisbane than Melbourne no one cares or listens. 

Not enough lanes, winding road, traffic accidents. 

Only one way up and down  accident is regular and I have been stuck in cairns for 6 hours should have this fixed as if there is a flood or fire we have no where  to go safety issue 

road is narrow and requires additional lane upgrade. Major  [only] access for large trucks to Atherton table land 

This is one of the only ways up to Kuranda- if there is an incident the road needs to be closed. 

Smithfield to Mareeba 

The Kuranda Range section of the Kennedy highway has a high number of accidents and is  frequently closed for long periods 

Kernel Street 

Payne Road 

(blank) 

Kessels Road 

  

There is too much traffic for this section of the road.  At one point trucks were banned from using this passage (a very short period) and this did seem to ease the congestion a little, 
but that no longer happens.  I think the problem is also going from 3 lanes to 2 right where several closely set traffic lights are located with the very busy section going past Garden City 
through to Logan Road. 

(blank) 

Benaud Street 

In the mornings Kessels Road eastbound reduces from 3 lanes to 2 lanes between Benaud Street and Cremin Street. Traffic backs up to the Mains Road merge and large trucks make it 
difficult to merge from the outside 3rd lane when it bottlenecks to 2 lanes at Benaud Street. 

Cremin Street 
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This is the only exit point for a medium/high density residential area. 
The lights can go green and red again without movement because cars are backed up across the intersection on Kessels Road. 
Could take 4-5 sets of green lights before movement is possible in peak hour traffic. 

Grout Street 

Three lanes merge into two at the bridge over the Pacific Motorway up ahead. This means only a few cars can get though this light at a time. 

Macgregor Street 

Right turn from Macgregor st gets quite long and usually only 2 to 3 cars can go through because Traffic (cars and semi trailers) on Kessels rd block the intersection, running yellow 
light even when kessels rd is already blocked.  Either police and arrest drivers or fix the traffic queing issue. there are 3 sets of lights between this intersection and logan rd kessels rd 
intersection. 

Mcgregor Street 

Traffic coming from macgegor st blocks kessels rd so when traffic lights finally change cars still can't move.  Lights further down at Logan Rd not properly coordinated so when 
through traffic on kessels rd gets a green they still can't move. 

Kianawah Road 

  

Poorly designed intersection. Single lane in both directions, across a busy railway crossing. Sometimes see 4 trains before boom gates lift! 3 passenger trains and 1 coal train. 

Lindum Road 

Turning right from sibley road then left onto Lindum constanly cars traveling from North Road away from Iona turning right onto lindum believe they have right of way. MANY near 
misses daily. 

North 

Railway crossing where 4 streets intersect.  Traffic on far side of crossing can turn left or right, majority of traffic turns left and then u turns to re-join through traffic when combined 
with normal rail traffic and coal trains delays can be considerable.. Add to the mix traffic from Iona College in mornings and afternoons and it is a nightmare. 

North Road, Lindum Rail Crossing 

Congregation, impatience drivers, double lot of trains arriving, departing and freight trains make for long queues and waiting time. 

Sibley Road 

T intersection turn onto railway crossing 

The Lindum Station level crossing is very dangerous at peak times, with long wait times and complex setup.  High frequency peak hour trains compete with school drop-offs, workday 
commuters and pedestrians.  Motorists take extreme risks and ignore the stop signs in order to get through.  Motorists unfamiliar with the intersection struggle to negotiate it safely. 

When trains boom gates go down those turning from minor road into major road becomes blocked with long traffic lines turning right. Those opposite side of train tracks turning right 
also get stuck waiting for long congestion lines to turn right before another train comes and starts the whole process again. 

Sibley Road ,  Lindum Road 

A lot of cars trying to get through a poorly laid out intersection with trains coming through regularly causing traffic to back up. 

King Street 

Burnett Street 
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There is a school on King Street, the council is also allowing developments to go ahead without improving infrastructure.  There are two sets of pedestrian lights and one set of lights 
within 3 kilometres.  This is not only a problem at school time but seems to be throughout most of the day now.  It is a crawl at the best of times. 

Kingsford Smith Drive 

  

not enough lanes and high volume of traffic. 

Fison Ave Eagle Farm 

Vehicles blocked to go straight ahead while there is a green arrow to turn left 

Kingston Road 

  

Traffic slows to a crawl, but once I turn off Kingston Road it’s quite normal. 

Bega Road 

The roundabout on the corner of Kingston Road and Bega Road traffic built up blocking through traffic 

Chambers Flat 

Three lanes only one straight south two right turn but needs another straight lane 

Juers Road 

Turning right from Kingston Rd into Juers Rd at traffic lights on a green arrow doesn't last long enough compared to the traffic lights surrounding the cross road intersection. 

Loganlea Road 

Too many cars and not enough lanes to accommodate 

You have thousands of people moving to yarrabillba etc in the morning and afternoon a lot travel through this intersection that hasn’t changed for years. The whole of loganlea road 
is a mess. 

Koala Park 

  

lights change quick not enough people can get through on one side of the lights whilest everyone else gets to go through for at least  20 mins 

Kokoda 

Bougainville 

Two schools right next to each other, the school has made Bougainville the primary pick up point but the streets around it are narrow and if someone is trying to turn they have to 
wait for oncoming traffic which means everyone else waits behind them.  Then further down Bougainville the traffic backs all the way up the road from the roundabout, every single day.  
Probably nothing that can be done about it, but it is frustrating and I am counting down the days until my daughter gets her license and can drive herself. 

Labrador Carrara Road 

  

Speed limit has been reduced despite lane added during the new update. It's way too slow! 

Tram every 12 minutes....major intersection for hospital and university. Very poor planning. 
Should have gone under the road 

Brisbane Road 

The intersection can be blocked right up til the Mosque, 
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Cotlew Street 

There is a large "round-about"  on this intersection that fills South to North so there are limited openings for West to East traffic. It is only possible to move when East to West (on 
Cotlew Street) traffic interrupts the Currumburra Road flow. 
There is a continuous "parking lot" on Cotlew Street from around 08.00 to 09.15 
The only solution to this volume of traffic is traffic lights. 

Crestwood Drive 

This road had an 80klm limit prior to being upgraded. Since they have widened the road from 2 lanes to 3 lanes, the speed limit has decreased to 60klms. 

Parklands Drive 

Olsen Avenue has far more sets of traffic lights from Cotlew Street through to Musgrave Avenue since being redeveloped, and this intersection at Parkland drive is the worst, Where 
Olsen Avenue is a major road and should flow, instead it is stop -start, stop-start with every set of lights, then a complete stop at this intersection to allow 2 trams at a time go through. As 
there are tunnels for the trams along Parklands Drive, so too should there be a tunnel under Olsen Avenue 

Southport/Nerang Road 

Olsen Ave through traffic, both directions is very long wait time for green light. 

Wallaroo Way 

Doesn't register cars pulling up on side roads to the point people get out of cars to hit pedestrian walk button to activate the lights. 

Wintergarden Drive 

Again waiting for glink trams to cross. Then after waiting 5-10 mins to cross travelling north along Olsen Ave towards Arundel you get red lights at the hospital 300m along & then 
again at napper/musgrave ave intersection 300m after that! 

Lambert Road 

Moggill Road 

Traffic trying to get across the Indooroopilly Bridge (and also outer suburbs on the same side of the river. Realted to Location 2 previously described but includes peak hour and 
University traffic the problem of single lane exits from Moggill Road across the bridge and elsewhere and incoming traffic from side roads at the roundabout on Lambert Road. 

Landsborough Maleny Road 

  

From The Steve Irwan Way all the way  up to Maleny is single lane and no overtaking , except for one very short section going up the hill. due to the 60 klm and 80 klm speed limit and 
no overtaking , it takes just one slow truck or van to create a long line of congestion all the way. the overtaking lane is far to short to allow all the back log to pass the slower vehiclw and 
as such are caught behind for the rest of the journey up to Maleny etc. The overtaking lane needs to be seriuosly lengthened as well as constructing a second overtaking lane along 
another section of this long road. So one overtaking spot lower down and lengthened, then a second overtaking spot higher up. The amount of delivery/ machinery vehicles, has increased 
dramatically over the past few years and this situation is becoming a nightmare, requiring urgent attention. 

Cribb Street 

Turning right from Cribb Street onto Landsborough-Maleny Road is frequently difficult and dangerous. It's a congested and confusing area, many turn offs and needs a roundabout, 
possibly dual lane. 

Mountain View Road 
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1. Right turn into mountainview rd is dangerous as skip lane for through traffic is too short 
2. Speed limit needs to be reduce to 60 thru this zone as tourist traffic is unaware and make last minute decisions to go to main tourist sight mary Cairncross 
2. Fog lights needed as when foggy it is a blind turn and only 50% of cats have lights on. 

Old Landsborough Road/ Mill Street 

Many intersection road over the railway leads to confusion and blockages 

Rail Crossing 

Road is too busy to have a rail crossing. 

Steve Irwin Way And Old Gympie Road 

At the Landsborough Railway intersection with Maleny / Beerwah / Steve irwin Way.  Traffic backs up as there are 4 roads intersecting with this intersection. If there is an accident, it 
is much worse. Trying to turn onto Steve Irwin Way after a train has gone through you can wait for up to 15 minutes to turn right. Same if you are returning from Steve Irwin Way. 
Desperately needs an overpass. 

Landsborough Road 

  

Level crossing with multiple acces roafs converging. 

Langton Street 

Woolcock Street 

No traffic light 

Lawrie Street 

Old Capricorn Highway 

With the increased population in  Gracemere in recent years this intersection and the approaches have created a bottle neck.  The newly developed shopping centre has added to the 
mix and at peak traffic times ie. 7.30am to 9.30am, 2.30pm to 6.00pm delays and accidents are frequent. A lack of pedestrian crossings in Lawrie Street further add to the problems 
especially for school children going and returning home from school. The Poddy MacDonald rail bridge also adds to the congestion  in an obsolete traffic design reducing traffic flow to a 
crawl. In peak traffic times if not for the courteous and generous understanding of drivers merging traffic would face considerable delays in entering and turning off Lawrie Street .   
Following a recent accident lengthy delays, of over an hour, were caused in traffic being allowed to move. 

Learoyd Road 

  

(blank) 

Leichhardt Street 

Wharf Street 

Queuing of right turning traffic, no designated right turn lane, peak hour congestion into cbd 

Lindsay Street 

Arthur Street 
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When turning right from Arthur into Lindsay, parked cars impede the view. The high volume of school traffic means that high vehicles often turn left at this intersection, and so the 
view to the left is often blocked by people turning left. The entrance to the Queens Park car park opposite creates a confusing layout. Although most people use the lollipop crossing, there 
are some pedestrians who walk directly across the intersection from the Queens Park car park. 
 
I usually have to wait for the lollipop person to stop the traffic and hope that somebody travelling northbound lets me in. 

Linkfield Road 

  

2 lanes go into 1 to cross 1 lane overpass 

Linkfield Rd overpass does not have enough lanes to cope with traffic on there daily. It also needs traffic lights to better manage traffic flow, and a dedicated turn lane onto the 
highway. 

Single lane on over pass poorly designed off ramps from bruce highway not allowing traffic to flow onto minor artillery roads. 

The Linkfield Rd overpass over Gympie Rd and the merge lanes for traffic to move onto Gympie Rd do not have the capacity to deal with the volume of traffic. I know there are plans 
to upgrade this overpass - just hope they also upgrade the length of lanes trying to turn to merge onto Gympie Rd. 

Turning off linkfield overpass on to the motorway is almost impossible in peak hours due to the constant flow of traffic and dual lanes narrowing into single lane across the overpass. 

You go from 2 lanes to 1 then since the Shell garage was built, there is only 1 lane for straight through traffic until you pass the garage entry then it goes to 2 lanes. So peak hour in 
the afternoon the traffic banks back and is at snail pace 

Bridgeman Road 

Single lane each way bridge going into two east bound lanes and one right south turning lane - of a morning the right turn lane can bank back onto the single lane bridge therefore 
holding up the east bound traffic as well as the south bound traffic. 

Bruce Highway 

Turning left, cars have to let other cars go through. Needs traffic lights. 

Bruce Highway Onramp 

too many lanes merging  , from three lanes , to two, to one, lane 

Bruce Highway Overpass 

Not enough capacity. The overpass has only 2 lanes while the connecting roads either side of it have 4 lanes. 

Gympie 

Vehicle bridge over gympie road is single lane and cannot cope with traffic at any time  especially in peak hour with workers and heavy vehicles using road limited access to industrial 
area from main highway 

Gympie Arterial Road 

Heavy traffic merging into one lane to turn left, right and through from one lane. 

I think not enough lanes in both directions. Too many cars, but only one lane going straight across the Arterial. 

The Linkfield road overpass needs to be duplicated to provide two through lanes in each direction.  A separate lane for traffic travelling east on Linkfield Road turning left onto 
Gympie Arterial to head north would also be beneficial.  (In fact, that could be added now for minimal cost and a large benefit.) 
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The whole intersection is insufficient for traffic transiting the area. It is a major link between Linkfield road and Gympie Arterial Road (M3). 
Travelling towards Bracken Ridge along Linkfield road - the cars have to merge to one lane before they can either turn onto the M3 or continue towards Bracken Ridge along Linkfield road. 
The M3 is often congested meaning virtually no cars can get through even at night/weekends.  
Travelling on Linkfield Road towards Brendale has the opposite problem. Cars turning right to go northbound on the M3 block any through traffic headed towards Brendale. 
Exiting the M3 travelling toward the city and trying to turn right onto Linkfield Road is impossible. The heavy amount of traffic and lack of lights mean cars either can't turn or have to 
make dangerous turns to try to get through. The way the islands are set up the right hand turning lane means cars are stuck in that position and can't even try to turn left if they feel it is 
unsafe to even attempt a right hand turn. 

Gympie Arterial Road M3 

The overpass bridge needs replacing with more lanes and better M3 on and off ramps. This section also isn’t very cyclist friendly. 

Gympie Road 

Entry to Gympie Rd / Bruce Highway causes congestion on through road due to turning vehicles blocking traffic 

Linkfield Rd becomes congested of a morning and afternoon when there is high traffic. The issue is that two lanes merge into 1 across the Gympie Arterial Rd in both directions. 
However, as this merge ghappens before the bridge, it means that left turning traffic slow down the traffic trying to go straight through.  This is a single lane bridge is trying to cope with 4-
6 full lanes of traffic from multiple directions. This could be helped by having 2 lanes across the bridge, and also keeping the right turn slip lane across the bridge as well. 

Linkfield Rd has 2 lanes which merge into one just before the left turn to join Gympie Rd heading north.  The 2 lanes should continue with the left lane designated as a turning lane 
only. 

Linkfield Road overpass that crosses Gympie Road/Bruce Highway between Bracken Ridge and Brendale. 
 
One lane each way on the overpass results in congestion and cars queue in the morning to access the Brendale route and queues in the afternoon as cars try to access the Bruce Highway. 

Once you cross over Gympie Rd the lanes merge into one, then 3/4 of the traffic turn left and in order to turn need to slow down blocking the traffic behind...which is 2 lanes of traffic 
mergeing into one which is so close to the traffic lights that the traffic is backed up because only a few cars can make it through the intersection while the light is green 

The road goes from two lanes to one for such a small section just after the lights  and over the hwy bridge. There is plenty of room to build a new bridge. 

(blank) 

Gympie Road And Every Other Intersection On The Way 

It's a shocker and should have always been more than one lane each side right through the entire link. Wait on it too long and then further delays when hit Gympie rd/Bruce highway. 
Always 

Gympie Road On-Ramp Northbound 

Heading East: Two lanes merge into one lane just before left hand turn onto Gympie Rd on-ramp. The straight through traffic has to merge with the turning traffic for only three car 
lengths before the turning traffic exits onto Gympie Rd. This causes congestion that extends through the preceeding traffic lights and Westward for approx. 3klms every afternoon.  
If the very wide median strip at that point is made thinner, there would be enough room to make a dedicated turn left lane from the traffic lights, that would carry all the on-ramp traffic 
without having to make a major new road. 

Gympie Road/ Gympie Arterial Road 
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Vehicles backed up along Linkfield Drive due to blocked right turning lane (to Bunnings) or merge after lights before left turn to on-ramp (Northbound) or queuing at right turn to on-
ramp (southbound) after single lane overpass. Horrible congestion at peak hours and school drop off and pickup times. 

Gympie/Gympie Arterial 

After the lights/intersection in goes to one lane just before the over pass of the Gympie Arterial. The traffic queues way back when busy. Should be 2 lanes all the way with a turning 
lane on to the Gympie Arterial from linkfield road heading east 

Highway 

Widen the bridge over the highway Linkfield road and add extra lanes for traffic turning left on to the highway heading north. 

Including South Pine Road 

Problem 1 Two lanes into one blocks access to freeway. Can be fixed with a turn left lane very easily.  
Problem 2 bridge needs duplication over freeway.  
Problem 3 this section of road from Brendale to carseldine is the only section of riadvon the western link road that isn’t now two lanes from Everton park to the gateway motorway and 
desperately needs to be upgraded. Including the bridge over the South pine river at Brendale. 

M3 Gympie Riad 

Four lanes become two, to cross highway then goes back to four again. 100 m of road then only section with two lanes. Traffic trying to merge then turn left onto highway. Other side 
trying to turn across traffic to enter highway. Complete disaster. 

M3 Northbound 

This stretch of road is diabolical if you are attempting to turn right onto Bruce Hwy from flyover,  you can barely get across.  Oncomimg traffic forced into single lane and people 
turning left slows all the traffic, by the time the last car approaches, the first car from the lights is swiftly behind.  Major bottleneck both directions, dangerous for motorists to try to turn 
right from linkfield road heading towards Laceys road,  also due to bottleneck cars turning left off M1 are backed up on the motorway.   Needs another lane or two both sides of flyover.   
Increased right hand turning lame tp bruce hwy will also help.  Shocking stretch pf road. 

M3,  Gympie Road 

Single lane overpass over M3 insufficient for traffic flow. Resulting blockage banks up through Linkfield Rd and Gympie Rd intersection. Queues can be 1 km long in peak hour. Easily 
fixed by altering traffic island, extending double lane 25m and making the extended left hand lane a mandatory left turn to northbound M3. Erect new signs before Linkfield Rd and 
Gympie Rd intersection. 

None 

Linkfield road changes from two lanes each side to one lane and causes mayhem. Bridge needs widening and entry to Bruce Highway improved 

On Ramp To Gympie Road 

the short section of road needs to be widened to four lanes which would include a doubling of the overpass to telegraph rd as two lanes merge into one not allowing the through 
traffic and exiting traffic a clear lane of there own 

Logan Motorway 

  

Not enough lanes on Logan Motorway causing daily congestion 

Logan River Road 

Nerang Waterford Road 
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Cars entering left from Nerang River & Waterford Roads use aggressive tactics to force their way onto Logan River Road thereby causing motorists to move into other lanes with a 
domino effect. This problem is becoming worse as the population increases as quickly as it is . Most of the road from Logan Village only has one lane thereby causing already impatient 
motorists needing then to have to negotiate entering and exiting the intersection early morning and mid afternoon. With plenty of multi-dwelling ie retirement, over 50s and rental on the 
increase this can only get worse. Now with council approving a new shopping centre including a 5 storey 120 room hotel less than 5 klms away with no apparent solutions envisaged the 
future looks anything but bright. 

Logan Road 

  

Traffic is at a standstill on Logan Road from the Logan Road onramp up until the exit to enter the M1. 

Traffic turn light to do u-turn onto m1 does not let enough cars through 

(blank) 

Balaclava Street 

Lights aren't sycned to traffic flow 

Chatsworth Road 

Two  (2) right hand turn lanes on Logan road but only one (1) lane on Chatsworth Road. Some cars turn into a fast food joint on the left side and other turn right to IGA on Chatsworth 
Road. Too many near misses. 

(blank) 

Cleveland Street 

Vehicles travelling west bound on Old Cleveland/ Logan Rds stop to allow vehicles turning out of Cleveland St into traffic flow. This causes back up Long Old Cleveland. Vehicles use 
Cleveland as a rat run from Cornwall St 

Cornwall Street 

Not enough signage for lanes to merge into one lane on Upper Cornwall Street. Upper Cornwall street is a major road that gets busy, needs more Green light time and visible merging 
signs before you hit Logan road. 

Dawson Road 

The traffic congests  from cars turning right into Dawson rd from Logan rd (southbound) 
 
There is a right turning lane that need to be removed as cars can't turn right due to traffic volume. (Logan into Dawson,  southbound) 
Cars turning right into Logan from Dawson (westbound) hardly find time to turn due to oncoming traffic) 

Eight Miles Plains Entering Logan Motorway 

Too many cars turning right onto the Motorway and merge from Gold Coast Highway 

Entrance To M3 

These lights are Red only and are supposed to filter traffic from Logan Road onto M3, but all they succeed in doing is to back traffic up as far back as the Glen Hotel. They are at other 
locations on the M3  and are useless and frustrating. I will not stop for them as they do NOT have amber lights preceeding the red. 

High Street 

Cars parked too close to intersection on both High Street and Logan Road, restricting visibility. School zone and high volume of school traffic at times. Many outbound vehicles on 
Logan Road do u-turns here and do not give way according to traffic rules. 
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Kessels Road 

Not enough lanes to accommodate the amount of drivers 

Right turn arrow to quick not enough time for trucks to turn 

Significant truck traffic which use almost all of one of two lanes, lights are on the hill so only 2-3 trucks make it through a green signal 

Since the underpass under Mains road the congestion has increased further down kessels road at logan road intersection. Entry to Garden City desperately needs separating from the 
through traffic on kessels road. Traffic is regularly banked up all the way from  
Logan road up to and under mains road underpass. 

The overpass at Mains rd fixed that problem but has caused congestion further east 

There are three sets of traffic lights which is insane. This is before the intersection. 

Turning right from Logan road to Kessels road takes me 4 to 5 sets of traffic light changes on peak hour ave only 8 cars  (on two right turn lanes) can get through each time. There is a 
long queue on the right turn left lane to turn left to westfield garden city and Macgregor st,  outside of peak hours it takes me 2 to 3 sets of traffic light changes to get through. 
Majority of the traffic drive to the shopping centre. 
 I live in macgregor for 20 years and this traffic issue became worse about 3 years ago when the kessels rd Mains road underpass was built. 

M1 

Congestion during rush hour on M1. 
35 minutes journey takes more than an hour between hope island and Kuraby.  
Most of the delay in on M1 between exit tanah merah to underwood exit. 

Merging To Logan Road From Motorway 

Daily congested getting on Logan road from the motorway.  There are no traffic signal so if car wants to go to right lane and too cautious driver, they tend to wait for the right turn 
signal on before turning left to get to the right lane.  
Only if there's a way to bypass logan road so that we could exit to Levington road or underwood road. 

Miles Platting Road 

A lot of traffic, long ques, lights change quickly 

Congested by way too many cars & the lights change to fast for enough traffic to go through to make a difference. 

Driving from EMP to get on the pacific motorway towards the city takes a very long time. Always a huge lineup and not enough cars get through the green light 

Green light phase seems to be too short for the amount of traffic  queuing. 

Heading inbound along Logan Road during evening peak, the traffic lights do not stay green for very long. This results in long queues on Logan Road approaching the intersection, 
especially as the lights stay on red for quite a long time at this particular intersection. 

Lately it has been backing up from The Glen Hotel to near Garden City but the stop start is the worst at the corner or Logan and Padstow Roads 

Long queues into the traffic lights. The traffic lights only stay green for less than 5 seconds during peak hour. 

Not enough time for cars travelling north along Logan Rd through this junction in the afternoon peak 

Only a few cars get through on any green light causing congestion. Then the next set of light aren't synchronised with Logan Rd to enter the freeway or go further along on Logan Rd. 
Peak hour ridiculous 
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Seems the traffic waits long for light changes compared to opposite sides. To a degree a person expects long waits during peak times not an occurrence of delays during the day ie 
mid day and afternoon. You take the main road to avoid adding traffic to local roads. 

The lights at this intersection only let through an average of 6 cars for traffic on Logan road in afternoon peak (heading towards the M1 / Garden City) with each cycle. 

The logan rd and Padstow rd congestion is ridiculous.  
I live off Padstow rd and what should be a 1-2minute drive from my house to the intersection is now a 15-20minute delay due to traffic heading towards the city gets the majority of traffic 
light time whilst padstow rd traffic which is thick both ways get shortened light time. Its also the same problem heading home but worse.why should Logan rd get majority of long light 
way when Padstow rd is just as busy!  
Traffic has built up so bad my family and i have decided to move from a suburb we have loved for years, to a less congested area. 

The peak hr rotation of the traffic lights lets a couple cars through at a time which creates massive back up and congestion.  They either need to adjust the signals or build a through 
bridge road that allows traffic travelling on Logan road to continue north/south  over the intersecting roads and traffic on padstow or miles platting to continue 

Too much traffic, through lane turns into a right turn lane without much warning 

Traffic traveling south on Lagan Rd are blocked by left turning traffic into Miles Platting Rd. 

Traffic travelling north on Logan Road backs up for about a kilometer during morning and afternoon peak hours. It usually requires at least three light changes to get through. Traffic 
on the three other parts of the intersection is delayed, but not nearly as badly. 

(blank) 

Mt Gravatt Capalaba Rd 

Massive lines of traffic all day morning and evenings. Badly coordinated lights. Too many trucks using the road when they should be out of the motorway 

Mt Gravatt Capalaba Road 

Traffic backs up from the intersection down Mount Gravatt Capalaba Road. 

O Keefe Street 

Theres only 1 lane going straight to okeefe street, people hop in the lane early and it backs far up the road. Then people zip up the right lane and tuck in just before the roundabout. 
There are also people cutting in from the stones corner village right at the roundabout. Just all round a bad time 

O’Keefe Street 

Several sets of traffic lights control the traffic on approaching the roundabout. There aren’t enough lanes on the roundabout  and traffic narrows to one lane onto O’Keefe St which 
then increases to two lanes. There are usually instructions as the lanes increase such as cars turning right into new apartment blocks situated above the Buranda bus and train stations. At 
the same time cars are trying to turn right into Logan from O’Keefe st just after the roundabout. There’s a lot going on at and very close to the roundabout. At times many drivers choose 
to go round and round the roundabout as this is a faster way to get o to O’Keefe st. 

Stegemann Road 

It takes around 2-3 minutes for red light to turn green at Stegmann drive when turning to Logan road. Particularly frustrating when it is not very busy on Logan road, like after 10 am. 

The 80Kph Stretch Where Morons Stick To 60Kph 

Morons sticking to 60kph in an 80kph section 

Underwood Road 

It’s a really short light, and if you’re travelling on Underwood road you have two sets of lights in a row that only let a few cars each time, no matter how busy or empty Logan Road is. 
The turning lanes going into the intersection are very short. 
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Queueing traffic to get onto Underwood Rd on both sides of the intersection. 
Not enough full length lanes on both sides of the intersection leading to bottleneck type delays on both sides. 

(blank) 

Logan Road  

Padstow Road 

Eastbound through-traffic along Padstow Road backs up at the lights at the Logan Road intersection preventing cars turning left into Logan Road due to a tiny 'turn left at any time' 
turn lane. it can take anywhere from 4-6 changes of lights to get to the turn lane from the Warrigal Road intersection. 

Loganlea Road 

Beenleigh-Kingston 

Vehicles travelling south on Loganlea road and then "turning left with care" to travel along Beenleigh Kingston Road (BKR), and then turning right into Nerang Street (NS). 
 
While some motorists will insist it is a merging lane onto the main road (BKR), it is often not the case to do so safely, and this land is much too short to be an actual merging lane. The line 
up to turn right at the next intersection (NS) can bank up and this makes it difficult to merge and then merge over again to turn right. 

University Drive 

Very heavily congested area during peak times. In the mornings, the traffic signal links between the intersection at Edenlea Drive to the intersection at University Drive can take an 
additional 8mins, and it's even worse of an evening coming home. Pedestrians crossing the road at the hospital, instead of at the traffic signals (about 50m away) is a great concern. 
Lowering the speed zones along here to 60kph has done nothing, in fact it's probably made this area worse. Red light/speed cameras would definitely help revenue raising as there is a lot 
of this happening here. That would however congest it even further! It's just a really bad area. 

Long Road 

  

Huge tourist area but only road through to reach rest of mountain top. Need to build new road through public car park on McDonnell Rd, just before Gallery Walk starts, which can 
then connect with Cook Rd past the other end of Gallery Walk, off Eagle Heights Rd. Many many tourists, many non English speaking plus many seniors who do not react quickly while 
driving or move quickly while on foot. On a busy weekend it can take more than 10 minutes to drive about 500m! 

Loridan Drive 

Reservoir Road 

Two lanes left hand side people turning right right hand side lane people mostly wanting to go right not left. Also green arrow only letting a couple of cars through. 

Lower King Street 

Bruce Highway 

Delays exiting the Bruce Highway on ramp to Caboolture into Lower King Street. Congestion at the round a bout and exiting to Ling Street. 

Mewett Street 

Long queues into round about from early AM 07:30+, and in afternoon 16:00+ (maybe earlier). Two lane to one lane constriction with roundabout for extra congestion. 

Mewett Street. 

The roads leading to the roundabout, and leaving the roundabout are single lanes, they need to be double lanes. 

Short Street. 

The traffic is so heavy that there is no break to enter Short St.,  and it is dangerous to exit it also.  Turning the traffic lights on would solve the problem. 
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Lutwyche Road 

  

Entire northern arterial ection of Road - Gympie to Bowen Bridge Road including Lutwyche Road - far exceeds capacity and not suitable for commuting through traffic 

Lutwyche Road approaching inner city bypass 
 
Unnecessary and dangerous bus lane, the traffic light always let the buses on bus lane ( left ) to go first , but then buses eventually keep stopping at the bus stops along the road up until 
the inner city bypass bridge. 
 
It was dangerous as cars try to keep a regular speed moving the right lane to avoid the stopping buses plus the split and merge of lutwyche Road. 

The bus stop at this location is notorious. Every bus that travels Lutwyche Rd stops there, meaning traffic in the left lane backs up. Sometimes there will be 3 buses waiting to stop 
there as they have all come out of the busway at the same time. Cars always dart out of the left lane where traffic has come to a stop into the moving traffic of the next lane in order to go 
around the buses, and I see near-miss accidents almost daily. 

Three lanes go down into two lanes causing congestion 

Exit From Tunnel 

See previous comment 

Le Geyt Street 

Thousands of bus passengers per peak endure delays and congestion on one of the busiest bus corrisor in Brisbane yet BCC has refused to mark the kerbside lane for buses. To 
encourage greater PT use and therefore reduce single occupant car trips priority must be given to buses on radial artierial roads to the city 

Lyons Street 

Ray Jones Drive 

Traffic turning right on Lyons entering ray jones is not long enough, traffic can be lined up stretching as far back as the intersection of Spence and Lyons including through a round 
about. 

Lytton Road 

None 

1 lane each way, road is heavily congested, turning traffic blocks through traffic and opposite lane, high crash zone. 

Scanlan Street 

Thorough traffic causing problem to turn right from the scanlan street to Lytton road. 

Shaftson Av 

There are roadworks here which hold everything up but traffic is backed up for a couple of km's every single day (even early on weekends). It turns into normal peak hour traffic once 
you turn the bend but I live in Norman Crescent and it is backed well back past my place, back to probably riding road. 

Macgregor Terrace 

Fernberg Road 

Bottle neck at roundabout 

Mackay Bucasia Road 

Bucas Drive 
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Busy 80 zone and very hard to enter into traffic. 

Rosewood Drive 

Since Rosewood drive has opened up through to the shops and  the estate a lot more people are turning right from Mackay-Bucasia road (heading north). The turning lane isn’t big 
enough for all the cars and as a result the right lane backs up over 100m sometimes and you need to wait several light rounds to get through the intersection. 
For those trying to go straight through the intersection they then try and change into the left lane, and I have seen some near accidents as a result. 

The traffic lights allowing traffic from Rosewood Drive onto Mackay Bucasia Road last for a extremely short period of time. This only allows 3-4 cars through at a time and with a high 
school with a major bus interchange located just down the street the lines for this intersection can be in excess of 20mins wait at a time allowing only 3-4 cars or 1 bus through each 
round. Traffic is backed up all the way past the school for a long time and it causes drivers to become angry and speed past to turn through the shopping centre car park to go out instead 
of waiting for the lights. 

Mackie Road 

Station Road And Main Street Narangba 

Traffic lights both sides of a railway crossing not synchronised with each other and the crossing ,not enough room for many quarry trucks to get through, total chaos ,and then on top 
of all that a school across the road ,kids picked up and dropped off,mums trying to get home etc,many people complain about this crossing,and the money spent on the last set of lights 
which  just added to the mess. 

Main Street 

Mumford Road 

Council introduced traffic lights on each side of the rail crossing, but can’t manage to design a solution that is fair in prioritising peak traffic. Council claims trains in peak leave the 
boom gates down for 20mins and hour and it resets traffic signals. But the traffic signal design they have is subpar. The main traffic is southbound from Main St in morning and I’d say 
about slightly less than half of it uses the rail crossing. Then northbound in afternoon. There is talk of adding dedicated turn lane to prevent blocking though traffic, but that may just push 
the problem further back up Main St because it can’t go wider than single lane near the train Statio 

Pearson Street 

Have to wait longer to turn right green arrow. 

Vulture Street 

In the afternoon traffic, way too much priority is given to the Vulture street traffic so those travelling along main street have to wait a long time and then only receive a brief green 
light. Traffic is often backed all the way back to the story bridge. 

It’s hard to turn onto vulture street, often congested and hard to join the M1. 

Main Street and Vulture Street cross and at peak hours the lights do not give enough time for traffic to move through and clear.  An overpass for Main Street would be a solution 

Main Street, Narangba 

Mackie Road 

A dedicated left turn only lane is required to turn left from Main st over the rail crossing.  Through traffic stopped in the left lane blocks the cars who want to turn left 

Main Street, Samford 

Station Street 

Samford Village was laid out when it was a sleepy country town, and now it's full of commuters and multiple SUVs. It's very busy all day long. It takes a long time to turn right out of 
Station Street, and parked cars on the left block visibility. 

Mains Road 
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(blank) 

Klumpp Road 

Not enough lanes turning right, not enough lanes merging into Pacific Motorway, also have to wait for buses to turn. 

Mccullogh Street, Sunnybank 

Too much traffic especially during school peak drop off & collection times & too many drivers that don’t know how to either drive or have no clue on Road rules 

On Ramp Pacific Moterway 

busy road and long ques 

Pacific Motorway 

At the end of Main road their use to be a T3 road, now 3 roads merge into one road at stop & go traffic signal. Before T3 was an incentive for 3 or more people in the car with 
canceling T3 there is no incentive anymore 

I have waited up to 20 minutes to enter the motorway on Mains Road due to the merging T3 lane near the entry as well as the congestion on the motorway from Tarragindi to the 
city 
People also change lanes from the T3 lane across the intersection illegally to move into faster lanes of traffic which causes further delays 

Pacific Motorway On Ramp 

There is often congestion banked up along Mains Rd from the Pacific Motorway onramp in the mornings, due to the signal used to slow traffic onto the motorway when the 
motorway is flowing well with not much traffic. 

University 

Traffic lights feeding into restricted freeway entrance...significant queues result as people illegally move into the transit lane and compact the traffic.  Maybe more lanes onto 
freeway?  Or maybe build some bloody infrastructure to support the massive population increase...Bjelke was the last one to do any infrastructure development!  Or they could improve 
the public transport (reduce the exorbitant fees to encourage use, have buses run on schedule, generally get their heads out of their arse's and serve the people instead of themselves! 

University Road And Mains Roads 

Everyday there is traffic congestion which can last for 15-20 mins 

Maleny Street 

Cribb Street 

Difficult to turn right from Cribb Street onto Maleny Street. Often exacerbated by railway waiting. 

Manly Road 

  

congestion stretching from Manly West SS all the way through to left turn onto  Green Camp Rd 

From Moreton Boys Collegeon Manly Road  to the traffic lights at Whites Road heading in a southerly direction  there is one lane that merges into two.  There is no kerb and 
guttering, which I find amazing on such a busy road.  At peak times, after school and after work the traffic banks up as far back as the other entrance to Whites Road, which  has two 
entry/exits on to Manly Road. 

Belmont Road 

The lights are too fast 
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(blank) 

Margaret Street 

Gardens Point Road 

Merging at the intersection is like running the gauntlet every day especially when you are trying to get from the far right hand lane to the far left hand lane to turn right at the 
intersection at Margaret and George Streets.  It's scary and a poorly laid out street. 

Victoria Street 

It’s not just Margaret/Victoria, its Russell/Victoria, Victoria/Little, Victoria/Herries. Converted the 2 lane one way street that ran from Russell to Herries into a both way street. Traffic 
flow during anytime is horrendous. Miss any of the green, you’re waiting too long for the next one. Traffic backs up because timing is bade. Cant turn into driveways of shops because cars 
block access, resulting in more traffic queues. 

West Street 

(blank) 

Marine Parade 

Ada Bell Way 

When turning from Marine Parade onto Ada Bell way there is always congestion. Cars double up, two at a time in the middle near the island during peak hour. There is a keep clear 
section to get through the first part of the intersection, but not the second part. Traffic coming from the gold coast highway, turning onto ada bell way banks up and and you get stranded 
in the middle. 

Nerang Street 

Too many stops in short distance. Requires pedestrian underpass as its only pedestrian stop and no vehicles traffic. 

Markeri Street 

Gold Coast Highway 

Between the bridge and the gold coast highway it is one lane both ways.  The rest of the road is dual carriage.  Need another bridge and get rid of parking 

There are 3 lanes,  but the middle lane only turns left (north), it needs to be left and right turning lane. Most cars turn right in busy times leaving the middle lane empty and traffic 
backing up 400m back over the bridge. It's such a simple fix. 

Maroochydore Road 

Killick Street 

This intersection is a joke. There is a lot of major industrial and residential traffic trying to access Maroochydore Rd from 4 directions, and the traffic banks up for very long periods of 
time. Previously this only applied at peak morning and afternoon times, but now it is right through the day. 

Maroochydore High School Entry 

Pedestrian green light for children crossing Maroochydore Road from school in afternoon comes on for 5 seconds before traffic exiting school get the green light.  When the 11 school 
buses exit school and try to turn right, the dawdling students have made it to the far side of the road, which was clear for the 5 seconds of red light facing the drivers.   Solution:  Just have 
the pedestrian green light start at the same time as the green light for vehicles exiting the school and we can get 2 more buses through on each cycle of the lights (like we use to till it was 
changed about 1 year ago). 

Nambour Connection Road 

Nambour connection road to maroochydore road 

Old Maroochydore Road 
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The traffic lights to re-enter Maroochydore Road heading East into Maroochydore CBD is horrendous. The traffic flow from the main road and their 'turn left at any time' never allow 
from traffic coming down from Buderim to turn right across said incoming traffic. I will sit there every morning for at least 2-3 sets of lights. 

Marshall Road 

Birdwood Road 

The signs are confusing and cars coming from other directions block the intersection 

There is a lot of traffic turning right particularly in the left lane turning right as this eventually leads up onto the freeway. You have traffic coming off the freeway that tries to join this 
and then traffic coming west along Marshall Rd. Traffic lights are not well coordinated either. 

Gaza Road 

(blank) 

Mary Street 

  

Both sides of the road are full of parked cars. This road is a major connection route between Bundamba and the Warrego highway therefore it caries a lot of large heavy vehicles. 

William Street 

During peak hour, there are long delays for cars trying to turn right from William St on to Mary St. There are cars coming both ways along Mary St, as well as cars turning from Mary St 
into William St. There are no traffic light signals to guide drivers on when to turn right safely. As a result, traffic banks up along William St. 

Maryborough - Hervey Bay Road 

  

Not enough overtaking opportunities when traveling south (especially in morning commuter peak - complicated by caravans on their morning departure from hervey bay) 

Ibis Bvd / Fairway Dr 

A RH turn at traffic lights and a few meters down a LH turn into shopping centre car park.  Dangerous.  Blocks traffic at lights because you cannot pass cars turning into car park as 
that’s congested too 

Pialba-Burrum Heads Road 

Traffic cues up at this intersection heading inbound to Hervey Bay on both roads due to limited road capacity. Future proposed residential development off Pialba-Burrum Heads 
roads will add to increased conjestion.  These roads are two of the main roads leading into and out of Hervey Bay and need increasing in capacity. 

Mattocks Road 

  

Just raise the speed limit - also Mattocks Road and Dunlin Drive are 2 other main feeder roads that should be 60Kms/hr. These 3 roads being so slow are a major barrier to transport 
around the whole suburb. 

Christine Avenue 

Christine Ave through traffic blocks us turning right onto Christine Ave from Mattocks road. I sat there through 4 green arrows today and could not turn right. 

Mayne Street 

  

Our state's main artery being slowed to a max of 50km/h with excessive delays in school and shopping periods 

Mcclintock Drive 
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Brays Road 

Congestion and very busy during school times making area very unsafe for children despite best efforts of lollipop staff 

Excessive traffic and wait times especially during school drop off and pick up 

Brays Road, Murrumba Downs 

There is a school on this corner so it is extremely busy at drop off and pick up times and it is also very close to the new Murrumba Downs Railway Station so there are a lot of cars 
going to the parking area to catch a train. 

Mcconnel Crescent 

Harvey Close 

Intersection is almost always partially blocked by parked vehicles or trailers. The roads are narrow and consequently vehicles are forced into poor positioning causing high risk of 
collisions, especially as young drivers often cut the corner to avoid parked vehicles and the trailer that has been there for 8 weeks or longer. 

Mccoobe Street 

Mulgrave Road 

There is a lot going on in this 100 metres of road. 3 sets of lights ( one for pedestrians outside a school), not enough lanes to allow through traffic to flow 

Mckean Street 

  

(blank) 

Mclaughlin Street 

Old Cap Highway 

Not enough lanes 

Mcleod Street 

James Street 

At 5am one morning I sat there waiting with a red, right turn arrow through two phases of the light. I have a make a executive decision 
This light needs to have the sensors / timing re-evaluated for early morning traffic. I can sit there for a long time at a red light and an empty road 

Mcliver Street 

Main And Mcliver Streets 

Traffic exiting Stocklands shopping centre joined by traffic exiting Aldi to traffic lights.  One lane into two just before lights.  Cannot hold amount of traffic especially on holidays, eg 
Xmas. 

Meadowlands Road 

Preston Road 

Two lanes go to one lane further on 
To many units etc being built and not good infrastructure for it. Some streets coming off are not marked 

Melbourne Street 

South Busway 

The buses do not have enough time and space to turn and sometimes park across the intersection 

Melton Road 
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Hows Road 

Stop signs crossing Melton Road a busy thoroughfare for peak times. Significant time delays in stopping to give way for Hows Road traffic which is at a minimum. Difficulty in viewing 
oncoming traffic due to parked vehicles. 

Middle Road 

Goodna Road 

the road is becoming a back road for people to travel from springfield to the back of browns plains 
with now public transport most people are 3-4 car families and the surrounding roads are single lanes in one direction 
this intersection has become a major point for 4 different areas the commuity travel to get to work 
school, shoping or even going out. 

Middle And Goodna Road 

to much traffic for roundabout to handle 

Teviot Road 

(blank) 

Miles Platting Road 

  

Too many schools that this road feeds into. Traffic is very bad during pick up and drop off times. 

Gardner Road 

Light changes too quick and not enough lanes at the intersection and approaching the intersection 

Too much traffic for current Road size (lanes) 

Gateway Motorway 

Whole section of Miles Platting Rd from Rochedale Rd to Logan Rd is congested during peak times. This road carries the bulk of traffic from Rochedale and surrounding areas, trying to 
head east or enter the Pacific Motorway. It is single lane for a large part of the stretch, with double/multiple lane sections achieving little relief due to the need to then merge into one 
lane. Traffic heading westbound is also congested and it becomes very difficult to turn left from Holmead Rd onto Miles Platting Rd. When it's really bad cars are queued up along Holmead 
Rd back to around the intersection of Violet Close. Cars trying to turn left have to wait for traffic to stop and through traffic to observe the keep clear zones, with only a few cars getting 
through per set of light change at the intersection of Mile Platting with the Gateway Motorway access ramps/entry to the Eight Mile Plains busway station. 

Pacific Motorway 

The roads in this area are hopelessly inadequate to deal with all the new development going on.  Miles Platting Road is a single lane road (in both directions) and is the only road that 
crosses the Gateway Motorway from Rochedale.  When you get to the bridge next to Eight Mile Plains bus station it widens into two lanes and then all that traffic is once again funnelled 
down to a single lane (each way) for the bridge that crosses the Pacific Motorway.  Getting through here in the mornings is absolutely painful ... and that's before the school traffic starts 
coming through! 

Rochedale Road 

In the mornings. On school days, traffic is very heavy, especially with traffic trying to turn into Rochedale State School. Some days you can't turn into Miles Platting Rd because the 
traffic is banked up all the way from Rochedale Rd to the Eight Mile Plains bus station, or even to Logan Rd. Traffic is also often blocked in the opposite direction, from Gardner Rd right up 
to Rochedale Rd. 
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There are multiple schools here, and new estates have been built without any thought given to the surround long streets. I have seen my ten minute trip to the eight mile plains 
busway turn into a 30 minute trip. School road is also no longer an option due to roadwork. 

School Road 

The intersection of School Rd and Miles Platting Rd is terrible between 7am and 9am, every weekday morning, particularly during school days. 
 
There has been enormous population growth in the Rochedale area as the old farmland in is getting developed, and unfortunately, as usual, the infrastructure has not been built to cope 
with the huge volume of traffic. 
 
The major problem is where School Rd joins Miles Platting Rd.  It is "T" junction, with no traffic lights, and people turning right from School Rd into Miles Platting find it near impossible to 
get out. 

Too many problems. Long queue on miles plating road both directions. Traffic trying to turn to school road. No traffic lights. A nightmare at peak times. 

Turning into Miles Platting Rd from School Rd cars are blocked by the volume of traffic turninto and out of School Rd 

(blank) 

Mill Street 

Queen Street 

There’s around about wether you want to turn left, right or go straight you always have to wait so long as you have cars coming from two exits of the roundabout 

Milton Road 

  

Milton Road is old too narrow and has too many lights to allow traffic to flow 

Cribb Street 

Buildings in Milton Green and little Cribbs street area housing hundred of people trying to exit at 5pm. Too much traffic coming out of Milton Green with not enough exits to arterial 
roads. 

Eagle Terrace 

Traffic lights for minor road onto major road stay on green for less than 30 seconds - approximately 3 cars get through per cycle. 

Frederick Street, Miskin Street Roundabout. 

A roundabout at the end of a freeway. 

Hale Street 

Timing of the green light at Milton road is too short, another light just a few meters ahead goes red just before the green here so cars fill up that section of the road coming off Hale 
street, then when a green light is finally here there is nowhere to go! So Hale street traffic always get a green and Milton road gets 1-2 cars through per green light! 

(blank) 

Milton Roundabout 

Need another flyover to link to Miskin St 

Too many vehicles trying to traverse the roundabout from / to all directions combined with significant driver incompetence on the use of  roundabouts. 

Miskin Street 

(blank) 
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Toowong Roundabout 

Poor design for huge qualities of peak hour traffic. Long queues to get on to the roundabout. Very dangerous as some drivers do not use the correct lane and cause accidents went 
trying to exit the roundabout. 

Upper Roma Street 

Outside of peak hours, particularly in the evenings, there is an unexplained congestion merging from upper roma street to milton road (from the city towards Milton). 
 
This appears to be due to turning traffic from the ICB blocking through traffic and poorly timed traffic lights. 

(blank) 

Mirambeena Drive 

  

900+ children at one school and there is another down the road. Parents  only really have one way in and out unless you drive way out of your way and around the cane fields. 

Creek Road 

Coming out of mirrabeena drive and wanting to turn right into creek in the afternoons. Sun is right in your eyes and visibility is limited with side overhead bridge and curve in road. 
Cars travel at high speeds and you are trying to cross over to turn right 

Moggill Road 

  

A bottleneck for vehicles leaving the city and driving west to Indooroopilly. 

Moggill rd congestion morning and evening rush hour(s) and just if not worse on weekend 

Moggill Road from the intersection with Mt Crosby Road through to the Western Freeway is way over capacity.  The Kenmore Bypass projects needs to be put back on the table. 

Moggill road, from Pullenvale to the city. 
There is just too many cars travelling on this stretch of road. this road has not had any serious upgrades for over 30 years, even though thousands of houses have been built in this area 
over that time. 
We are the forgotten area of Brisbane & struggle through major congestion daily 

The section of Moggill Road between Kenmore Village and Kenmore Plaza is very slow every morning after about  6.45am . 

The section of Moggill Road from at least Kilkivan Ave through to the Western freeway needs to be re-routed as a bypass away from Kenmore, Chapel Hill areas. The peak hour traffic 
begins at 6: 30 am and continues to at least 9: 00 am in the morning and begins at 2: 30 pm and continues to at least 6: 00 pm in the evening. 

Too much traffic, not enough lanes 

(blank) 

Bainbridge 

(blank) 

Bainbridge Drive 

BCC inspired problem...installed traffic lights where a minor road joins a major trunk road 

This intersection has quickly developed into a congestion spot since the installation of traffic signals to help traffic enter/exit the Pullenvalle markets 

Brisbane River 
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Moggill Ferry is not adequate for peak hour traffic AM or PM.  Long delays happen.  The ferry trip may only be 3+ minutes but the wait for a ferry takes much longer when there is a 
long line of traffic on both sides.  What began in 1878 to service Cobb and co Coaches is outdated and should be replaced by a bridge most likely at Bellbowrie to the Centenary suburbs. 
The residents need a reliable flood free exit from the area. Politicians don't want to know and say it isn't in any plans yet they allow more residential homes to be built. 

Brookfield 

Whole Kenmore roundabout and outbound section of Moggill Road has way too much traffic from 3:30 -6:30pm. 

Brookfield & Others In Kenmore Central 

Kenmore Central through Chappel Hill is one mass of Western & Southern District traffic every AM and PM. Kenmore Bypass has been "studied" 
 ad norsium - BUT still no action. Western suburbs needs another outlet- perhaps the $1mill "contribution" paid to BCC by the later developers of Bellbowrie could be used to bridge the 
river at Bellbowrie - or where ever deemed suitable. 
All non freeway traffic from South and West funneled through Chappel Hills on Moggil Road is funneled down to 3 lanes - with a bus stop rendering at least one of the three lanes 
inoperative. At the least a pull in facility for stopping buses should be implemented. Traffic planning fiasco otherwise. No wonder Kenmore Central is stuffed for traffic. 

Brookfield Road 

Bottleneck plus two school 

Far too many cars; roundabout does not allow Brookfield Rd ease of entry; red lights to stop Moggill Rd inbound traffic hard to see & not obeyed anyway. 

Lack of Kenmore Bypass or a river crossing causes long delays through Kenmore every morning and afternoon. Housing developments in Moggill are causing this problem to get worse 
over time. 

Proximity of roundabout to shopping centre plus general lack of capacity on Moggill Road through Kenmore 

Residents from Brookfield, Upper Brookfield and Kenmore Hills have only TWO ways to exit their suburbs onto Moggill Road,: Rafting ground Road intersection or Kenmore 
roundabout. Brookfield Road is the main route chosen by the majority of residents.  As vehicles approach the Kenmore roundabout from Brookfield road, they encounter a number of 
obstructions. First they encounter the Kenmore Village entry/exit on their left. Cars constantly exit the shopping center attempting to turn right and block all traffic approaching the 
roundabout by waiting in the 'keep clear' section of the road. To hinder the process, the traffic lights at the pedestrian crossing (only 3 car lengths from the entry/exit) are constantly 
catering to a stream of pedestrians  and hinder the flow of Brookfield Road. When you finally get past both of these problems and travel another 4 car lengths, cars queuing across the 
roundabout trying to enter Kenmore Village from the roundabout BLOCK vehicles from Brookfield Road from entering the roundabout. To top off all the issues/frustrations and dangerous 
situations trying to make it through the roundabout, as you exit onto Moggill Road (travelling inbound) you have to keep an eye out for vehicles exiting Phillipa Street, who dart at speed 
across 2 lanes of traffic and sometimes also block one of the inbound lanes of Moggill Road .  The intersection at Moggill and Kenmore Roads is also a contributing factor to the wows of all 
drivers who have to unfortunately encounter this traffic engineering nightmare daily. Only one BCC bus services  the 3 suburbs (435) and it is very unreliable and does not work at night 
and very sporadically on weekends. We are forced to use our personal vehicles and have to negotiate the roundabout even to catch more reliable bus services on Moggill Road. The 
western suburbs have been neglected for far too long! 

Roundabout not able to cope with volume of traffic, nothing ever done about Kenmore bypass despite massive number of houses built over the last few years in Moggill 

Too much traffic trying to get through the centre of Kenmore during morning and afternoon peaks 

Brookfield Road Kenmore 

As Moggill Rd is very concested round about makes it even worst. 

Cedarleigh Road 

Close the right turn onto Moggill Road from Cedarleigh Road. 

Chapel Hill Road 
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At peak hour, cars moving east along Moggill Rd sometimes drive into the intersection...the lights change and no one can move. 

Fig Tree Pocket Road 

At peak times , turning right into Figtree Pocket Road from Kenmore on Moggill Road, long queues form which then become a traffic hazard at the top of the hill near Chapel Hill 
Road. There is a reprieve when traffic lights at the bottom of the hill where the off ramp from Western Highway turns green, allowing traffic to turn right onto Moggill Road heading to 
Indooroopilly. Unfortunately  there are left turning vehicles that can travel west up the hill sparodically, so drivers turning right onto Figtree Pocket Road are held up. I suggest that there 
should be traffic light addition with no left turn when others are turning right onto Mogill Road.This would keep traffic halted for a timelytraffic free road access to cross to enter Figtree 
Pocket Road. 

Jephson Street 

The signally of the lights in the morning from Jephson Street (either turning right onto Moggill Road or going straight onto Burns Road) is too short. The afternoon signalling 
timeframe is much more suitable. 

Kenmore Road 

AM Run - congestion/road capacity. To be made worse when a new development comes online (Some councilor got kickbacks) 
PM Run - lane goes from 2 to 1 lane for 400m backs traffic up to Marshall lane 

At the traffic lights 2 lanes have to merge into 1 as you make a right turn 

Moggill road services too much population beyond kenmore. All of this traffic backs up in the morning trying to reach the western freeway. Many motorists try to divert through 
Kenmore road onto the western freeway, rather than sit on moggill road to the freeway. 

Our lady of the rosary Kenmore and the Kenmore State Primary is in close proximity where Moggill road turns left/right (incoming/outgoing to city). The traffic has to slow down to 40 
near school but cannot flow at all in the morning and evening due to two sets of pedestrian lights. It is a 4 lane road through shops, two school and a large round about all within a very 
short space. The traffic just cannot flow through and the delays are significant during school zoning times. When schools are on holiday, it flows better but certainly not smoothly due to 
the pedestrian lights.  I wonder whether it is safe to put over head crossings for children ? The other option is to widen Moggill Road before the Kenmore roundabout.  The number of 
houses have increased in Bellbowrie but this stretch of road has always remained narrow and congested over the past 2o years. There is no way the people who live in Bellbowrie can 
avoid this part of the road to get to the city. We also have to share the road with buses and bus stands. There are no trains for Bellbowrie/Pullenavle/Pinjarra Hills/Anstead residents. Cars 
and buses have to share this stretch of the road. I have already written to the local MP (Dr Christian Rowan) but his answer was that this area being a Liberal seat does not get funding for 
road upgrades ? A single voice has no power! 

School crossing; stupid extra pedestrian crossing lights 25-30m down Moggill Rd not part of main intersection & always out of sync, pedestrian triggered not in sync with intersection. 

This intersection compounds the problems of the Kenmore roundabout! Moggill Road is the MAIN arterial road servicing all the suburbs west of Kenmore. These suburbs are 
expanding but the road infrastructure is not keeping pace. As outbound traffic on Moggill road travel through this intersection, they are forced to merge into one lane for approximately 
100 metres. Surely this bottleneck should be fixed in light of the volumes of traffic using the road. It is also a major concern for Emergency vehicle access! 

Too many cars going through Kenmore. Kenmore by-pass required. 

Traffic queues from the base of the hill up to the roundabout on Moggil Rd. Two school zones, two pedestrian lights, traffic turning right into Kenmore Rd. While the pedestrian 
crossings are essential - it seems the topography of both would be amenable to tunnels. 

Turning right two lanes merging into one lane , with school crossing  mixed in there too , people trying to get out of the school after picking up kids etc , really needs an extra lane 
made to run down hill , or make the two lanes up hill change like the redcliff bridge used to be , two lanes one in the direction of travel towards city in mornings (  uphill ) and two lanes 
from 3 pm onwards downhill ( moggil road ) would free up wating times 

(blank) 
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Kenmore Road And Brookfield Road 

Moggill Road is a heavily used and busy road. Int his short section of road, there are 2 major intersections one of which is a roundabout. There are 2 schools on the this road so traffic 
is very heavy at school start and stop times, with a large number of parked cars and primary aged children crossing the roads, often not accompanied by adults. there are 4 blocks of 
shops. Outbound, 2 lanes turn right at lights with the left lane becoming a merging lane before the next, very close, set of lights and this lane does not have a turn signal from Kenmore 
Road, rather a Turn Left at Any Time sign. In this short section of Moggill Road, there are intersections with 6 other roads, entrances and exits to 2 schools, 2 sets of shops with have 
parking accessible from Moggill Road plus roadside parking. Morning traffic can be at a crawl from before the Misty Morn Park and Ride to the roundabout. In the afternoon it can be 
backed back to Witton Road. This whole section is a traffic disaster that hasn't been addressed in decades. 

Marshall Lane 

The traffic backs up from the round-about at the Kenmore Village Shopping Centre and proceeds all the way through to the Chapel Hill turnoff  onto the Western Freeway.  However, 
the stretch from the Kenmore Village Shopping Centre  roundabout to the Moggill Road/Marshall Lane intersection is probably the worst. 

Near Bbc 

At school pick up times, the 15 minute drive from BBC to my place in Sherwood is about 1 hour. 

No 

(blank) 

None 

Parked cars and buses at Toowong stop block 1 lane 

Rafting Ground Road 

Two  lanes merge into one right at the point of a school crossing - its diabolical 

Rylatt Street 

Turning traffic blocking lane due to excess oncoming traffic and poor visibility; should have a no right turn during peak hours especially since the intersections before and after have 
traffic light controlled turns 

Station Road 

round about at indooroopilly clogs up in mornings and afternoons 

Swann Road 

Moggill Road is a major intersection leading to Kenmore, Ipswich and Graceville 

There are two very narrow lanes for a short distance (about four car lengths) back from the lights to a keep clear zone then it narrows to one lane on a railway overpass bridge. Often 
cars will fill up one lane and no-one can get forward into the other lane. This restricts the number of cars that can get through the lights. 

Taringa Parade 

Moggill Rd north bound traffic queues backwards from Taringa Parade through intersection at Russel Terrace at morning & afternoon peak plus at school pickup. 

(blank) 

Western Freeway 

Poor coordination of traffic signals and traffic volumes means motorists have already experienced long delays by the time they get to this junction (heading into the city in rush hour). 
Then they get caught at this red light, traffic flows off the western freeway and fills all available road space. By the time the lights turn green allowing Moggill road traffic to advance, 
traffic lights ahead have gone red and there’s no spacd to advance bringing Moggill road to a standstill. Our lights go red again, and traffic lights ahead go green and traffic moves but we 
don’t. Then it happens again and again. Sometimes it takes 3-4 possibly 5 changes to get through the junction. 
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(blank) 

Woodside St & Stanley Tce 

Not long enough right turn from Stanley Tce into Moggill Rd, traffic runs red light & blocks Moggill Rd turning lanes. 

Mooloolaba Road 

Gloucester Road 

60 kph speed too high in this high density populated road from Buderim to moolooabah. 7 or 8 cars have been written off in accidents in front of our residence in the last 9 years.  a 
reduced speed limit of 50 kph should be introduced. Buderim Safe Committee has been suggesting this reduced speed limit for years but always falls on deaf ears. Most towns and cities 
throughout Australia are reducing speed limits as a safety measure to insure a duty of care measure. 

Sugar Road 

Congested Right Turn entering onto Sugar rd as this is the only way for all of Mooloolaba, Cotton Tree, Alexandra Headlands, Coastal parts of Maroochydore and Eastern parts of 
Buderim to access the Sunshine Coast Motorway (North Bound). 
Similarly, there are two lanes exiting Sugar Rd to head East onto Moolooaba Rd. Traffic intending to turn off Mooloolaba Rd onto the South Bound Section of the Sunshine Coast Motorway 
should be in the right hand lane when turning off Sugar Rd.  However,  traffic people always try to enter the Motorway from the left lane (exiting Sugar Rd) which brings through traffic 
(those who want to go straight onto Buderim Av) to a stand still.  It is common to miss 2 sets of lights at peak hour because people are trying to turn right onto the Motorway from the left 
most lane (not a turning lane). 

Very ill conceived intersection. Extremely prone to long delays 

Sugar Road Buderim 

Very poor design and capacity. Congestion every morning and evening and heavy all day 

Moreton Bay Road 

Mount Cotton Road 

Congestion at the intersection that stretches for km’s some days. 
Traffic heading towards Wellington Point can’t use the right line as the traffic turning right into Redland Bay road blocks prevents traffic flow. 
Due to most cars wanting to make a right turn onto either Mt Cotton Rd or Redland Bay Rd people will use the left hand land to get to the Redland Bay Rd intersection quicker and will 
then attempt to squeeze into the right had lane in order to turn right onto Redland Bay Rd 

Right turn lane will have 10 plus cars and the timing of the lights sometimes means only 4 maximum get through. I have had to wait for 3 changes of lights on occassion which adds 
about 15 mins to my trip 

Road is over capacity and nothing meaningful has been done to fix it. Where's the promised  eastern busway?? 

Old Cleveland Road 

The traffic merging from old Cleveland Rd onto Moreton Bay Rd is herendous of a morning. The traffic is backed up from the lights at Chandler so there’s simply no room for the cars 
to merge 

Redland Bay Road 

Evening east bound traffic often backed up more than 1km with issues at Mt Cotton Rd intersection also 

Morrow Street 

Moggill Road 

A section of Morrow St which is carrying the major traffic to/from the City in Taringa is a single lane in each direction. There are not enough lanes for this major road. 
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Mort Street 

Griffith 

The lights dont let me turn right for ages. Every direction gets to go straight at least twice before I get a turn as signal 

Mount Cotton Road 

  

Road badly needs duplication, goes from 2 lanes into one travelling in both directions. Has not kept pace with the growth in the Redlands. 

Mount Cotton Road And Lyndon 

(blank) 

Mount Cotton/Duncan/Lyndon 

(blank) 

Mount Gravatt Capalaba Road & Mount Cotton Road 

Single lane road with very heavy traffic both in the morning and afternoon. 

Mt Crosby Road 

Junction Road 

The volume of traffic far exceeds the capacity of the road and there are no alternative routes. 

Mt Glorious Road 

  

Between Samford Village and Showgrounds Drive at Highvale, there are no provisions for this 7 kilometre stretch of road to be able to pass slow vehicles that do under (well under) 
the speed limits and for those who use this road know very well that there are no shortage of these "slow" motorists 

Mt Gravatt Capalaba Road 

  

congestion 

On average the inbound traffic backs up from the Mount Cotton Road intersection for about a 1.5km in the mornings, some mornings it is backed up 3-4 km. Generally I make it 
through the intersection in about 20mins but some days it is up to 40mins. I believe this is partly due to the road being only 1 lane each way for a good distance. 

Poor communication between traffic lights, when lights are green the traffic light before are red so the traffic piles up. Lights dont stay green for a long enough time 

The right turn lane from Mount Gravatt Capalaba Road onto the Gateway motorway backs up into the through traffic. That in turns affects the amount traffic that can get through the 
other sets of lights at Gardner Road, Grieve Road and Mount Gravatt Capalaba Road (that goes to the Sleeman Sports Complex). Additionally with people trying to get around the backed 
up traffic causes the left lane/s to slow down also. 

Broadwater Road 

Whole area is congested in mornings (not just this intersection). Broadwater Road does not have the capacity for school traffic and other through traffic, especially when 2 lanes 
decrease to 1. Mount Gravatt-Capalaba Road is congested all the way up to (and probably last) Garden City, and Broadwater Road and Ham Road is a signisficant time wasting intersection. 
My Gravatt Capalaba Road was recently upgraded but increased student numbers at surrounding schools have increased traffic again. Buses are often late because of the congestion. 

State Route 21 

There are 4 lanes of traffic condensing into 2 lanes. With 2 sets of lights adding to the congestion. 
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Mt Lindesay Highway 

  

Cars merging onto the Mt Lindsey highway and cars trying to exit at the same spot causing traffic to bank back, then the road can not cope with the amount of traffic flow. 

Congestion each morning - which started long before the roadworks 

Considering past ,present and future residential and commercial developments in the whole Mt Lindsay Hwy. catchment, none /very little thought has been given to the impact of 
these developments on the one single main road in and out of this rapidly growing area. 

Excessive congestion daily on the single lane Mount Lindesay Highway, with issues to only worsen as the population increases in line with the housing developments, along with the 
Bromelton freight district traffic.   A rapid and substantial increase in housing in Yarrabilba, Jimboomba, Flagstone and Beaudesert without the corresponding transport infrastructure 
effects a rapid and substantial influx of frustrated workers navigating the Mount Lindesay Highway twice daily.   The highway is well past due for additional lanes, and families are well past 
due for the knowledge that their loved ones - their fathers, their mothers, their children - will indeed return home that day and not be another statistic on this highway.   Our Government 
funds advertising for safe road practices, but fails to fund safe roads.  Enough. 

For the amount of traffic it carries it is poorly maintained and dangerous. And it will only get worse as the population increases 

Highway is in poor condition, and not sized to handle the capacity of vehicles from Park Ridge to Beaudesert.  The lack of public transport in this area, and large population, means 
people are forced to drive.  The main thoroughfare being the Mt Lindesay Hway. 

Mt Lindsay is just ridiculous and I try to avoid it at all costs in peak hours. Too many cars trying to travel along there - too many sets of lights and roadworks. Poor lane merging. 

Not enough lanes to cope with the amount of cars in the morning and afternoons. Plus roadwork 

Nothing has been done to this road except for small section upgrades which cause more problems with traffic having to go from 2 lanes to 4 then back again & no state government 
has budgeted for it to be upgraded to 4 lanes in the 30 years I have lived in the area. The area has had an explosion of people moving into housing estates & now we have the new 
industrial/transport hub being built at Beaudesert which is already seeing large transport vehicles on the highway, these fix it works cause accidents & there will be a lot more on this 
highway because no monies have been budgeted to upgrade it properly, Cunningham Highway isn't much better it doesn't get out of Brisbane suburbs (Ripley) before it goes down to one 
lane & that carries more trucks than the Mt. Lindsey Highway so you can see where this is all going. The government gets all the money from registration, traffic infringements, & 
Developers for all these hosing estates but where does it go it should be for road infrastructure etc, all our current state government does is ask the federal government to keep on giving 
money for roads, the state government needs to stand up & be countered & fix our very bad roads. I travel a lot & when you see the road infrastructure in other states especially SA WA 
where the roads are upgraded before the housing or industrial estates are built because they use the money from the developers there & then not put it into government coffers & use it 
years down the track when it not worth as much. 

Only 2 lanes wide 

road works for 2 years no progress 

Speed limit is to low, not enough lanes and not enough areas to overtake slow vehicles. 

the Mount Lindesay Highway is a disaster. It has been upgraded piecemeal and as developers have expanded population with new housing estates, it has become worse. This is a 
highway and it has too many access roads to the left and right. It should have limited access roads and increased service roads. Removing the myriad of access roads and installing full 
interchanges at strategic locations will be required. Browns Plains is a good example of what has to be done. There is a four lane divided road on this highway that is limited to 80 or 
90Kmph. This is a disgrace. Two lanes each way and divided road less than 100kmph. There are many roads in Queensland that are narrow single lane roads that are 100Kmph. along this 
highway, developers have treated this road like a metropolitan road. They keep putting more traffic signals on it. It is a Highway for goodness sake. Someone should be held accountable 
for this debacle. The RACQ is not proactive enough in getting the TMR to be more responsive and on some of these roads, it also requires Federal Government involvement. 
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The Mt Lindsay Highway should have been upgraded before any land was developed around the Jimboomba, Flagstone and Yarabillba areas. Inadequate number of lanes, traffic light 
intersections, increased traffic and poor road surface all contribute to the problem. 

There are a significant number of lanes that merge on to the Mt Lindesay Highway and this causes major backlog of traffic (especially if there is an accident). 

Traffic goes from a great dual lane road into a one lane road. The merging area backs up traffic. It needs to be a dual lane road through to Beaudesert. Speed limit is 80 on an 
awesome piece of road (should be faster) then you merge and go to a bad road which is 90k's per hour. Doesn't make sense. 

(blank) 

All Of It 

Too much residential development along this corridor. 

Browns Plains Road 

Not enough public transport infrastructure. 
 
1) We need to increase the frequency of the buses so that more traveller is willing to use park n ride. 
2) Nearby Park n ride is at capacity. Need to build multi-story parking ASAP. 
3) There is no busway from Eight Mile Plains to Browns Plains, Park Ridge & Jimbooba. Need to built busway to reduce travellers time. As there is no difference in travelling time between 
driving and taking buses now, people will jump to their cars and drive to Park n rides nearer to the city. 
4) Build railway line 

Too busy, not enough lanes at interchange 

Camp Cable Road 

Too many cars for a single lane highway. The lights have merging lanes which people go up, which causes more congestion due to having to let them back into single lane 

Cedar Grove Road 

Dangerous to turn into Hwy or go straight ahead - needs longer merging lanes 

Fedrick / Greens Road 

major local intersection more cars than the lights can let through and lights have  
a long cycle due the various of directions the traffic needs to  pass and intersection/road 
is major local road 

Green Road 

A busy highway that hindered by a minor road. 

Mount lindesay highway/Green Rd even backs up further down south. Congestion builds up to Sunnybank Hills intersection. 

Number of cars/trucks on the road exceeds the capacity the road should allow. A major throughfair should not have a set of traffic lights. 

Traffic lights for main highway aren't green for long enough 

Greenback Road 

Traffic congestion 

Greenbank Road 

Any time between the day it can take an extremely long time to get out of the intersection turning right and cars can back up about 10-20 cars long. Because of this people rush the 
intersection making it a hotspot for collisions 
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At peak times it can be almost impossible to turn right onto Mt Lindsay from Greenbank Road. There are many accidents here also,some fatal. 

Dangerous intersection. 

Needs an overpass, not lights 

The highway get really busy and there are always cars flying past at high speeds and it makes it so dangerous when trying to turn onto the highway. There is always a lot of near 
misses or even worse collisions that could be sorted with a better system. 

Too many crashes at this intersection.. 
Blocks the whole highway when there is one ... needs lights!! 

(blank) 

Illaweena Street 

Turning lane not long enough to hold all vehicles needing to turn. Causing flow through traffic to be blocked.  Also many illegal u-turns regularly seen there. 

Illawena Street 

The congestion on this stretch of road is horrendous but is made far far worse by the poor traffic light sequencing at Illaweana St & on past Compton Rd. This is a major freight route 
with many heavy trucks using it so stop starting them every set of lights compounds the problem of an over congested road & no laws to keep trucks in the left lane so faster vehicles can 
get upto speed. 

Johnson Road 

Large double trucks use both lanes to turn right  from southbound Mt Lindsay Hwy service Rd, onto Johnson Rd to turn right again into northbound Hwy ramp where an entry and exit 
is for an industrial estate  often to Coles distribution centre (there is another entry off Johnson Rd).  Local traffic is stuck for 3 changes of lights to get through each set of traffic lights. 
Traffic from Johnson Rd rat runs through the industrial estate to avoid the Johnson Rd intersection, causing more merging congestion on the on ramp to the highway.  Very poor planning 
when putting the industrial estate in.  It is not unusual to take 45 min to get from one side of Drewvale to the local school on the other side of Drewvale. 

Johnston Road, Browns Plains Road And Service Roads Including Onramps And Offramps 

(blank) 

Johnston Road, Browns Plains Road, Offramp And Onramps 

Main issue is the merge from Johnston Road onto Mt Lindesay Highway northbound - there are too many main roads leading to this onramp combined with already heavy peak hour 
traffic. The traffic coming from 3 main roads struggles to merge into one lane.  
Motorists are incorrectly merging - not properly using the merge lanes, stopping unnecessarily, failing to leave gaps and give way. 

Laravale 

This stretch of road is very dangerous.  It has been repaired with lots of tar snakes.  Dangerous in the wet. 

Logan Motorway 

There are many issues here. one is from Middle Road onto the Mount Lindsey. Too many merge lanes in and out and not enough lanes for volumes. It then bottles necks at the Logan 
road entrance. 

Sandstone Court 

It’s still an ongoing problem, road works are not causing the issue. Three lanes from browns plains merge into one to get onto mount Lindsay highway and they are in the go to 
Ipswich lane so they all stop and push across stopping traffic. 

South Street 
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South Street is only one lane entering onto the Mt Lindsay Highway. People use the dirt verge to turn left onto the highway. It is not only dangerous because it is right next to a 
playground, park and skate ramp where children are but it causes dust and stones to hit all the cars waiting to turn right or go straight through. South street needs to be upgraded with 
proper turning lanes. 

St Aldwyns Road 

Too many crashes ... 

Tamborine Street 

(blank) 

Mudgeeraba Road 

Regency Place 

roundabout gets congested, difficulty getting onto roundabout especially from Regency place due to congestion.  Long queues.  This is the only way in and out of Regency place which 
is a residential street. 

Roundabout Intersecting With M1 To Robina Parkway 

Entering the roundabout especially from northern end is difficult toter left. It requires to be in right lane to turn left. It is a very bust roundabout especially as there are multiple 
schools nearby and before and after school times are heavily congested with no alternate route 

Muriel Avenue 

Ipswich Motorway Exit 

When the lights turn green at the spot I indicated on the map, cars remain stationery.  This is because cars are backed up from a red light 100m ahead at the intersection of 
Ipswich/Fairfield Road & Sherwood Rd/Muriel Avenue.  The problem is further compounded by cars that have turned right immediately after exiting Ipswich Motorway blocking the 
intersection even more. 

Sherwood Road 

When turning right onto Muriel Ave coming off the highway in mornings. There's usually built up traffic up to the highway. And long waits for the lights to cycle through. 
 
Afternoon coming from Muriel Ave to turn left and head to highway on ramp. The Through traffic is built up so much that turning left is blocked. 

Murrell Street 

Wilston Road 

Dangerous inbound right turn into Murrell St just after a crossing with lots of incoming traffic. Huge potential for cars to get stuck on the crossing and holds up inbound traffic in peak 
hour. 

Musgrave Road 

Windsor Road 

Traffic banks up through this intersection because of poor lane allocation and no accommodation for a seperate turning lane into Windsor Road.  It is compounded by insufficient 
room for the buses to pull into a stop, which half blocks a lane.   If the lane were clear it would assist with flow through.  If there was a separate turning lane, this would move turning 
traffic into a separate lane and not impede flow through traffic.   It is an intersection with multiple light change directions. 

Musgrave Street 

High Street 
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I need to frequently take u-turn from Musgrave st. and High st. intersection. It is a clumsy traffic signal system along with a speed and redlight camera installation.  Even though there 
is no car passing through the signal at some time of the day or night, it follows the loop of traffic lights on-off to allow me take the turn. 

My Glorious Road 

School Road 

During school drop off there is significant traffic heading to Samford Village.  This traffic queues in the right turn lane.  However, some drivers will not wait their turn and so take a left 
turn along Mt Glorious Road and U-turn at the next intersection before heading back along the road (past the intersection they just exited from) which causes increased traffic flow and 
greater waiting times for those waiting to turn right. This also holds up the articulated school buses that need a huge gap in the traffic to safely turn right onto Mt Glorious Road. I have 
timed my wait at this intersection of around 7 - 8 minutes!!! 

Myall Street 

Diamond Street 

(blank) 

Nambour Connection Road 

  

(blank) 

Bruce Highway 

Eastbound queuing in the AM and early PM peak associated with school pick up and drop offs in Nambour 

Circle From Nambour At Bruce Highway 

Because of only 2 lanes  traffic have to line up to get onto the highway. Through traffic could be reduced if there were three lanes, but those turning right onto highway often have a 
line up to 500-800 m long for an hour from 8-9 am and 30 minutes at afternoon school hours. 

National Park Road 

Traffic backs up at red light for several hundred meters,  and lights have been frequently not working. 

Napper Road 

Arundel State School 

Parents trying to turn into a small car park with no parks results in long lines cueing on main road not moving for lengths longer than 20min blocking other traffic while kids waiting  
No yellow crossing kids running everywhere = massive nightmare 

Greenacre Drive 

The left turning lane on the roundabout from Napper Road to greenacre drive is mot wide enough for a car turning left and a car on the inside lane going straight ahead. 

Narangba Road 

  

(blank) 

Boundary Road 

Dangerous right hand turn onto Narangba rd from Boundary rd. No traffic lights 

Torrens Road 
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Vehicles leaving Torrens Rd to turn right onto Narangba Rd have to compete with vehicles travelling along Narangba Rd and also turning right from Narangba Rd into Torrens Rd.  It 
would be a safer for vehicles turning right from Torrens onto Narangba to have their own slip lane so that through traffic on Narangba can still flow safely.  If there's a problem on the 
Bruce Hwy the safety concerns of this intersection are amplified because the Narangba Rd traffic dominate the flow. 

Neptune Street 

Woodstock Street 

Has Stop sign, no one Stops completely they roll thru intersection, Police should patrol but you never see them, this intersection is right becide the Hockey fields and Special 
school.Traffic lights would solve this problem. 

Nerang Broadbeach Road 

  

2 lane, divided, 80km zone into single undivided road. 
Major feeder to or from m1. 

Gooding Drive Robina Pkwy 

Red light that goes on to indicate to stop at red signal when round about too congested. Often goes on when no cars are on the roundabout. 

The gooding drive roundabout is a high traffic area that results in at least one traffic accident everyday. The roundabout needs to be removed and replaced with traffic lights ASAP 

This roundabout has multiple lanes. 
Have seen many drivers not knowing which lane to be in. 
Needs to become a proper 4-way cross intersection. 

M1 

The heavy traffic from Broadbeach on a the 80 km/hr,  good 2 lane road, suddenly changes to 60 km/hr  and a SINGLE lane before reaching the DOUBLE set of traffic lights to merge 
with the M1 at Nerang- hence long queues of frustrated traffic particularly at peak times . 

Robina Parkway 

If heading east you cannot safely enter the round a bout as you need to cross two lanes of traffic to drive straight the lights are supposed to let breaks in the traffic however it’s near 
impossible and you see drivers talking risky moves to enter the round about just to get through 

Ross Street 

Lights don't stay green long enough for amount of people that need to go through 

Nerang Street 

High Street 

Every time have to wait least 5min to light changes or have to wait another 5 minutes changes when tram comes from each side. 

New Cleveland Road 

Ermelo Road 

Ermelo Road enters New Cleveland road at a very acute angle and on a bend in New Cleveland road. It is difficult to see traffic coming op New Clevalnd road towards the intersection 
as they are approaching a rise fairly close to the intersection. The worst time of day is school drop off time when you have streams of traffic passing in both directions and often ends up 
with traffic backed up all the way down Ermelo road to Stanborough road. 

Newman Road 
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Ellison Road 

Dumb timed traffic lights has right lane from west to south banking up. 

Newmarket Road 

  

Its not a clearway during peak hour so the increased traffic volume is forced to use a single lane instead of two lanes. 

Newnham Road 

Dawson Road 

If one wishes to turn right from Dawson Road into  Newnham Road,  an arrow light is  required for the safety.  If there is a queue of cars coming straight ahead particularly "peak hour 
time", one often has to turn on the yellow light to go through to keep traffic moving and only two cars if you are lucky are able to turn before a red light comes.  It is not only frustrating it 
is quite dangerous.  Fortunately the fire station is on the corner, so they do not  too far to go to attend the many accidents that happen at this corner.   The most distressing time for my 
family would be when my sister was travelling to my home and arrived some time after a fatal accident had occurred and she witnessed the outcome as the person who died was still lying 
on the road under a cover.  We heard a few weeks later that it was postie who had just transferred from Yatala Post Office so I guess he did not know how dangerous the intersection can 
be and unfortunately he  lost his life at this interaction. 

No right turn arrows for traffic turning right into Newnham Road.  There have been a number of accidents with cars trying to turn right against a red light.  This occurs in both 
directions of traffic flow in Dawson road for vehicles travelling from the east or west wishing turn right. 
I believe that a relatively easy solution would be to add right turn arrows  into Newnham Road on the traffic lights on both sides of Dawson Road.  This would significantly reduce accident 
risks. 

Nicklin Way 

  

At the end of school / work day times, Nicklin Way from the Parrearra Channel to Caloundra is a car park 

Nicklin Way is the only major link way from north Caloundra to Maroochydore 

The lights along Nickin Way from Kawana through to Mooloolaba are not timed at all - the road is too controlled by the side roads seem to control the lights! 

Understandably peak hour is always going to be busy. However, the lights all along nicklin way are difficult to navigate on a good day. I find myself coming off of the motor way to 
come to a screaming hault due to the build up of traffic due to the lights. Often it can take 5-6 sets of lights before I can get through (obviously depending where I am in the line up) but 
the lights change so quickly, and as soon as you get through one, you get the next set of lights not even 100m away that are red, this goes on for ages. And easily adds 15mins to my daily 
commute. Unfortunately due to the nature of the lights along this stretch as well, I have witnessed quite a bit of road rage due to impatient and incompetent drivers. 

(blank) 

Gannawarra Street 

The red arrow timer needs adjusting to reduce delay turning right. 

Point  Cartwright  Drive 

I would say that as time has gone on over the years the traffic volume has increased dramatically but the infrastructure has stayed virtually the same and I'm afraid cosmetic changes 
won't fix the problem like their doing now. 

Nielsens Road 

Coelia Court 
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New service station went in and the vehicle traffic has increased tremendously .. hard to turn right into main road 

Noosa Drive 

Hastings Street 

hastings street Noosa Heads nightmare at holiday times for years and years now 

Noosa Road 

Brisbane Road 

No provision for increased traffic over decades, a Gympie wide problem cause by small town thinkers in Council, a succession of useless state MPs and a lot of newcomers, mainly 
from crowded cities, who fail to see that what's easier than where they come from is lost by their coming here. 

North Road 

Lindum Road 

Uncontrolled intersection adjacent to railway crossing near large school 

North Street 

Mort Street 

Since the road upgrades the council thought it would be a good idea to have the traffic signals have one street run one direction at a time i.e. North St going west then North St going 
East etc. 

Scarborough Street 

(blank) 

Northgate Road 

  

Traffic backs up either side of the train crossing - More so on the Toombul rd side creating congestion when trying to turn onto Northgate rd from Toombul rd.  This is especially more 
so when a passenger train passes, then a freight train and because the freight train takes so long to pass another passenger train may go through.    Only a few cars may get through before 
the crossing starts blinking again. 

Gympie Road 

Traffic waiting for train crossing backs up and blocks the roundabout at Gympie Rd/Northgate Rd 

Nudgee Road 

Buchanan Road 

Before 6am lights change well after 6 including weekends you sit there watching others in turning lanes while no cars go through. 

Racecourse Road 

Signal to quick 

Oakey Flat Road 

Morayfield Road 

Traffic cannot enter intersection 

Old Cleveland Road 

  

High traffic volume on a major road with numerous school zones. Intersection lights not coordinating to help smooth flow. 
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Old Cleveland road between Gallipoli Road and Camp Hill State School approximately 1.5km can take up to 15 minutes to travel that section of road due to amount of traffic and 
lights at Boundary Road. Boundary Road lights do not stay green long enough to let the a good proportion of the traffic travelling along Old Cleveland Road through 

Old Cleveland Road from New Cleveland Rd intersection through Capalaba and Alexandra Hills is grossly congested in the afternoon peak. The amount of traffic lights on this main 
road causes traffic to crawl through Capalaba most weekday afternoons. The lack of proper access roads into and out of the Redlands is a major issue for motorists, most people use their 
vehicles in lieu of public transport because of a lack of direct, fast and reliable public transport options. 

When accessing the Gateway Motorway inbound from Old Cleveland Rd congestion starts building very early during morning peak hour. Before entering the motorway vehicles must 
travel through two sets of traffic lights.  The first set of lights, near Mt Petrie Rd, allows approx 3 - 5 cars through each green light.  They then wait again at the next set of lights.  Vehicle 
owners trying to enter the motorway are being very respectful of other Old Cleveland Rd traffic users as they pull over onto the left shoulder of Old Cleveland Rd to keep the left lane clear 
and flowing.  The vehicles on the left shoulder move at a snails pace and the line of vehicles extends a great distance. It would be interesting to measure this line of vehicles each morning. 

Bennetts Road 

(blank) 

Between Redland Bay Road And Finucane Road, Heading East Between 4 And 5 Pm 

Heading East between 4 and 5pm (approx) this whole section of road is gridlocked.  We have new fast food places opened up on one side, a strip mall on the other, and traffic lights 
that try to feed in from Mt Gravatt Capalaba Rd, Mt Cotton Rd, Dollery Rd, Banfield Lane (twice), Raymond St, Anderson St, as well as a U-turn facility all in around a kilometre stretch of 
road which ends in the major intersection of Finucane-Redland Bay-Old Cleveland-Old Cleveland East Roads.  Added to this, there is a "back way" to skim through the strip mall on the left 
or behind KFC and pop out in one of two places where a significant number of yahoos decided to cut the line, which of course makes the congestion worse for those people legitimately 
lined up.  The amazing thing is that after sitting in stopped traffic all the way through (with feeder roads barely able to add cars at each set of lights) the whole thing resolves once you get 
to the major intersection (described above) and traffic flows freely again in all three other directions.  I have to think that we somehow need to be getting cars through the major 
intersection with some thought to synchronising the lights at the previous smaller intersections (this isn't too bad … but as no cars move it is hard to tell).  Also, the "back way" is 
downright dangerous if you don't drive it at 20kph but rather zoom through in ya ute in an effort to push in, this is a pedestrian area with angle parked cars.  Redland City Council need to 
be asked to consider whether the road can be widened in this area so that the "back way" becomes a part of the roadway and there is just street parking for the shops instead (like on the 
opposite side).  But again, we were promised an Eastern Busway through there by now and no one seems to want to fight for us to have that promise fulfilled. 

Boundary Road 

Too many lights in small stretch of road causes back log of traffic 

Cavendish Road 

(blank) 

Cross Street 

Traffic gets backed up easily due to traffic numbers and poor traffic lights. The road is too small and heavily congested for all the areas that are only accessed by using this road (etc 
Mt Petrie Road, Gateway Motorway, Old Cleveland Road, petrol station. Traffic coming from all directions is ridiculously busy in the mornings and the traffic light are unsynced causing 
little cars to go through and short green light periods. Sometimes people get caught out in the middle of the intersection because traffic stops suddenly. 

Logan Road 

Traffic volume is too high for the layout of the intersection. 

M1 
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No enough line to get onto the highway, especially peak hours,  poor design of the intersection.  Politicians don't care about ordinary people, no long term vision about the growth of 
the between cities and suburbs. 

Main Avenue 

Poor traffic personality. Short sequence for right turns make it easier to go through Stones Corner rather than bypass using Main Ave. 

Moreton Bay Road 

(blank) 

Mortonbay Road 

(blank) 

Mount Gravatt Capalaba 

Large backlog  prevents ease of movement between Brisbane's southside and the Redlands. 

Old Cleveland Road 

At peak times in the morning 7-9 and evening 4-6 this road is heavily congested. 

Redland Bay Road 

When turning left from Redland Bay Road onto Old Cleveland Road and wishing to get in the right lane for the approaching Wynnum turnoff, it is usually queued up and you can not 
get in the right lane at all 

Tilley Road 

From Capalaba to chandler and back there  are long waiting times in the morning and afternoon due to not enough lanes to handle peak hour traffic. 

Intersection needs to be removed. Needs flyover to keep Old Cleveland Rd moving. 

Queues back up for at least 1km from the Sleeman centre traffic signals. Green light duration heading westward needs to be longer. 

Too many cars not enough road 

Two dual lane roads converge into one 

(blank) 

Westbound Just Before Mt Petrie Road Exit 

In peak hours in the morning there are many, many people who travel along Old Cleveland Rd to get onto the Gateway Motorway at Belmont.  For the rest of us who are staying local 
and want to simply turn left down Mt Petrie Rd, we are stuck behind the kilometres of cars that are pulled off onto the side of the road all lined up to get through the three sets of lights 
that Gateway commuters need to navigate to go North on the Gateway.  So we have the choice of "pushing in" to try to get from the road to the other side of the queue (yeah, people like 
that) or dutifully lining up for several kilometres and creeping along with everyone else until we can finally turn left into Mt Petrie Rd.  It doesn't make sense for Gateway commuters to 
have us in their line, and it is a waste of time for locals who have to sit in congestion that they aren't even technically a part of.  There is not an adequate verge along the edge of Old 
Cleveland Rd to fully pull a car off, and at one point there is a bridge with railings that you have to pull out into the lane to avoid hitting, which I refuse to do if there is traffic travelling at 
80kph zooming up behind me, and I usually get tooted by the person in line behind me for taking 30 seconds to make sure it is clear and safe  before pulling off the verge to enter the road 
briefly to then go back to the verge again to wait for the line again. 

Old Coach Road 

  

There are 3 schools in this area and the traffic lanes are single. There are too many cars trying to get in and out of housing estates, schools and off the M1 to head to Reedy Creek for 
single lanes of traffic each way 
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There is one lane for all cars whether going straight, turning left or merging right onto the M1.  The lineup of people merging onto the M1 is long and if you want to go straight or turn 
left there is no way to get past them.  There is a segment of land/sidewalk that sticks out into the road that prevents cars getting by. 

Bridgeman Drive & Also Stapley Street & Roundabout After Exiting Exit 85 M1 Northbound 

Need to go along here to drop Husband off at Varsity Lakes Railway Station in the mornings & pick him up afternoons.  If Train line is extended to Coolangatta Airport then wouldn't 
be any need for me to drive there each day, as well as many others & would take many cars off the M1 betweedn Coolangatta & Varsity Lakes easing congestion.  Traffic starts banking up 
at the roundabout at the exit 85 Northbound exit, then continues to be slow to get through the further 2 sets of lights, particularly because further cars come onto Old Coach Road at 
Bridgeman Drive making it hard to get between there & Stapley St.  Have to go through several sets of light changes to get to Stapley St.  They reduced the right turning lane Northbound 
at Old Coach Rd/Stapley St lights and gave an extra lane to the Southbound traffic which only made matters worse for Northbound traffic going to Varsity Lakes or other side of Reedy 
Creek (to Burleigh). 

Gemvale Road 

The traffic attempting to go straight through the first intersection to turn across to go over the M1 blocks back and you cannot access the entry to the M1 Northbound. 

Tallebudgera Creek Road 

Major issues with delays around this intersection due to density of traffic. The area has grown dramatically in the last few years and the roads can't cope. Both coming off the old 
coach road onto Tallebudgera Creek Road and Connection road onto Tallebudgera creek road. This only occurs during peak hours. 

Woodland Drive 

School start and finish times congest roads, not enough road space for volume of traffictraffic flow extremely poor, can sit at lights through 6 changes of lights and not have moved.  
Horrendous stretch of road, very poor infrastructure 

Old North Road 

Cooparoo Road 

Traffic travelling along old north road both directions can cuase long delays entering from cooparoo road 

Kremzow Road 

Heavy traffic at times. This will only get worse if CSR high density development goes ahead. 

Pulled Road 

The stated intersection causes backlog further North up Old North Road to about the roundabout which intersects Becket Road and Old Northbrook Road. 

South Pine Road 

Very heavy congestion and wait time when turning right from Old North Road into South Pine Road 

Old Northern Road 

  

Congestion every single day 

Too many cars and congestion for the road.  People are changing lanes too often and causing others to brake, which in turn causes traffic jams. 

Bunya Park Drive 

every body wants to go forward and then turn into Eatons crossing road. tail backs back past albany creek road 

Old Nothern Road 

  

Constantly congested, poor syncing of traffic lights, too many feeder roads  and no alternative roads. 
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Orange Grove Road 

Lillian Avenue 

Lillian Avenue runs from Orange Grove to Salisbury Station,  This road is being used by some motorists who regard this road as a race track, It has 1 church, school, day care center 
and a small shopping center, together with a medical center, There has been nemerious complaints regarding a number of motorists who continually race up and down , someone is going 
to be killed sooner or latter, When are the police going to stop these maniacs ? 

Osborne Road 

  

Railways boom gates stay down way too long.  The train will be long gone and the gates still down.  Then right lane can get stopped as other cars turning right into side street and 
turning lane into brooks ice shopping centre.  Left lane parked cars. 

Pullen Road 

It is a single lane roundabout. Most cars treat it as two lanes but the left turn is still queued back for cars travelling north on Osborne Rd in the afternoon to the lights at Teralba Park. 

Morning school traffic causes long queues entering and leaving the roundabout 

Samford Road 

This road is constantly blocked on the left lane as it is the only lane able to turn left into Samford Road,  the railway crossing makes things even worse by having in peak time the 
boom gates down a lot, sometimes even for double time as waiting for 2 trains.  Traffic is forced to right lane which then has to merge back into left lane and motorists waiting in that lane 
are not generous with enabling people to do so because they already had to wait so long themselves.  Absolute not great system, considering that a couple of schools in its vicinity, the 40 
zone doesn't help either. Not designed for today's traffic. 

Oxley Road 

  

Complete rebuild of Oxley Road from Ipswich Motorway to at least Sherwood Road 

Growth in units and housing in  Sherwood/Graceville and no updates to the roads means more people adding to the traffic to cross the Walter Taylor bridge. 

Increased population and inadequate public transport particularly on weekends when there are a lot of sporting fixtures on in the area impacts on the amount of traffic even in off 
peak times. Oxley Road silly cannot accommodate the volumes of vehicles using it to cross the river at Indooroopilly. 

Only two lanes under the railway bridge 

Road reduces to one lane under rail bridge. No passenger trains go from Corinda towards Yeronga / South Brisbane (they ceased passenger travel in this direction some years ago - 
reason unknown) so vehicles are try to head this way as well as directly city-bound. Ongoing high density development within the area and outward from the city with no supporting 
infrastructure  is ever worsening the traffic congestion yet council keeps approving the units with 1 & 2 car garages  throughout this area. 

Cliveden Avenue 

Badly designed intersection lacking designated turning lanes restricting the free flow of traffic and causing traffic to bank up for over one kilometre in peak times. 

Long Street East 
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The intersection is single lane on all approaches. Traffic heading south on Oxley Road and turning right onto Long Street East often queues due to ongcoming traffic. There are often 
parked cars infront of the shops which prevents through traffic from going around the queued turning traffic. There is adequate street parking available on Allardyce Street and the shops 
on the corner have off street parking so there isn't really a need for parking on Oxley Road. 
In addition traffic coming along Long Street East from Honour Ave  and turning right onto Oxley Road develops a long queue due to the amount of traffic and length of the signal sequence. 
To avoid the congestion some traffic continues east on Long Street and uses the backstreets as a rat run via Tainton St and Johnstone St to Sherwood Road causing increased traffic on 
these roads. 

None 

the road narrows to go under the railway bridge just before Clewley street however Oxley road from before the traffic lights at Sherwood road until the roundabout at Oxley Station 
road has numerous 2 lanes going into one lane & is at more than capacity from 3 until 6pm every day. I avoid the morning rush but it is probably the same. The are a lot of cars going the 
back streets from Sherwood to Seventeen Mile Rocks road at Carlyle street trying to avoid the congestion. This however is also causing congestion on the side streets. We need another 
river crossing to join on to the Centenary highway 

Oxley Station Road 

Oxley Rd has about 7 schools either on it or near it in a short section.  School traffic in the morning and afternoon is diabolical.  Add to this the difficulty of entering it from side roads, 
the fact that most of it is one lane each way or a very narrow two lanes each way, and the fact that it ends with a roundabout over Ipswich Rd that can block traffic in all directions.  It does 
however have the most intelligent traffic light system I've ever seen, at the corner of Oxley Rd and Cliveden Ave, where traffic can turn 4 ways at once with green arrows.  It's really well 
worked out and a lesson for lights elsewhere. 

Railway Line Underpass 

A railway line viaduct over the Oxley Road provides only one narrow lane for cars in each direction. The viaduct should be widen to provide two lanes for cars in each direction. This 
project is long overdue. 

Section Of Road In Corina And Oxley, Qld 

A section of Oxley Rd in Corinda and Oxley is a single lane road in each direction. 

Sherwood Road 

Increased flow on both Oxley Road and Sherwood Road due to BCC approving multiple unit developments in local area. Road narrows to single lane each way at Corinda rail bridge 
less than 1km from intersection. Illegal parking on Oxley Road during rush hour. Also BCC has allowed parking on Sherwood Road during "non rush hour" periods up to within 50m of 
intersection which reduces traffic to single lane. 

The intersection becomes quite congested back as far as Long St on Oxley Road, and Jerrold St on Sherwood Road. 
Many cars rat run through Egmont St, Tainton St and Long Street E to reach Oxley Road and void the intersection increasing traffic through the back streets. 
Left turn arrows are present to allow the safe crossing of school childer at the intersection. This often only allows a short window for cars to make a left turn on most of the legs of the 
intersection. 
The traffic is quite bad not only during the weekday peak, but also on Saturday mornings. 

The Railbridge Bottleneck, The Introduction Of 40 Klm Speed Limits Through The Corinda Shopping Centre 

Oxley Road is basically a 2 lane road with multiple sections of 4 lanes, multiple intersections controlled by traffic lights, including right hand turn signals that block the right hand lane, 
a low height rail bridge that restricts the road to two lanes, and the added congestion when transferring from four lanes to two. The problem occurs from 7 am till well after 9, from 2.30 
pm till after 6 and also on Saturdays.  
The ever increasing growth in population density with multiple dwellings in the area and the added traffic has exceeded the capacity of the road. 

Pacific Motorway 
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2 lanes ???? 

2 roundabouts people coming from the left too much and traffic starts to pile onto the M1 just trying to get off it 

Almost completely stopped 2 seperate locations of merging traffic road changes from 4 lanes to 3 

Areas are being built up by more and more housing and no one is building more lanes or roads to cover the amount of new cars now using these roads. 

Congested road with traffic from Gold Coast/nsw and all local road users 

Congestion is always a problem on the m1 

Congestion on local roads /ramps  due to extremely congested M1 (Coomera Exit 54 to Nerang Exit 69) - Southbound - Morning Peak hours 

Conjested every week day morning, I leave home (Ormeau) over 30 mins earlier than I used to and arrive in Brisbane at the same time or later! 

Consistent bottle neck on Pacific Motorway just after Burleigh exit. 7 days a  week , can take up to 20mins to crawl through. 

Drivers driving up to 50km per hour less than the speed limit and / or not keeping left unless overtaking. 

During daylight hours the stretch of the M1 Motorway from Currumbin to Robina is heavily congested we really do need another lane as the southern end of the gold coast is a hot 
spot for locals and tourists which makes the traffic more congested 

Every afternoon traveling on the Pacific Motorway is slow because no one does the speed limit, always 40-60 when it should be 100. 

Far too much traffic congestion for the amount of lanes. 

Heading south on the Pacific Motorway just after the Mount Gravatt entry it goes from 5 lanes to 2, relatively quickly, and this makes my trip home from work take 20 minutes longer 
than my trip TO work because during peak hour, there is far too much traffic to merge from 5 to 2 lanes. 

Heavy congestion 

Heavy congestion on this part of the highway. Major housing developments have increased traffic flow from exit 49 down the Gold Coast. On a Saturday afternoon you have packed 
lanes of traffic adding 25-30 mins on my travel. 

Heavy daily congestion on M1 south from approx Reedy Ck Rd to Nineteenth Ave, Palm Beach. Lucky to do more than 10kph, even outside peak hours. 

Horrendous congestion from 5.30am to 9.30 am and then again feom 3.00pm to 6.30pm. Max speeds of 40km for a 100zone. Lots of trucks in ALL lanes. Poor on ramps. The merge 
process slows it down even further. Need buslane all the way to the hyperdome as promised 10 years ago, when touting project documents and raising fares to do so! 

Huge congestion and merging road congestion 

I would love to charge the government on lost income withmy trucks sitting in this parking lot for an average of 30 min a day per vehicle x 5.  Its a discrace 

Lack of lanes 

M1 being 2 lanes and the speed limit should be 110 being a National Highway 

M1 between Robina and palm beach 

M1 congested from Tugan turnoff to Mudgeeraba due to poor planning leading to 2 lanes which can’t cope. 

M1 from Sunshine Coast to Brisbane is totally inadequate at all times of the day. much worse at peak and at weekends and school hols BNE to Sunnycoast 

M1 is a night mare with on ramp bottle necks 

Major congestion leaving Brisbane  
No foresight by government to predict population usage of major roads  
Prediction should be for 10 years time and  Then add another lane 

Major congestion on M1 in both directions especially during peak times. 
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Major road traffic congestion 

Merging traffic, with limited road 

no matter what time of day going inbound or outbound reedy creek can come to a stand still 

Not enough lanes 

Not enough lanes for the amount of traffic which could be reduced if we had faster, efficient rail services with much more car parking facilities. 

Not enough lanes on the M1 

On the m1, before the roadworks heading northbound, I think it has something to do with traffic merging  onto the motorway. Traffic is always at a standstill every morning and for 
some reason it seems worse this year! Then it briefly speeds up during the 80kph section (which barely anyone follows the limit by the way), and then it slows right back down again.  
I don’t know if it is fixable or what, but I’m fed up with being delayed by sitting in traffic. 

Ormeau is a growing area and the roads can not keep up and keep the large amounts of traffic flowing, so around 3:30 onwards traffic build ups 

Peak hour accident waiting to happen 

Peak hour gridlock. It can be bad enough in normal traffic, but throw a broken down car or accident (usually on the Riverside expressway) and you’re stuffed for over an hour 

Regular congestion with multiple lane changes. 

Road can not handle current capacity 

Severe congestion still despite road upgrades - too many cars for too little lanes, plus additional gateway merging traffic very close by 

Slow completion of roadworks and failure of merging traffic to merge at speed 

So much congestion. 4 lanes become 2, before eventually widening to 3-4 lanes again. Going from 4 to 2 lanes within a short space is just causing havoc. 

Southbound, limited lanes 

Speed limit too low resulting to congestion. 

The issue being, people don’t know how to merge or allow people to merge onto the M1, in turn that makes all 4 lanes come to a complete stop. 

The M1 between Brisbane and the Gold Coast is a nightmare.  Too much traffic. Not enough lanes. Poor road surface.Maniac drivers. Too congested. Taking longer and longer to 
navigate 

The m1 is well and truely at capacity and off and on ramps can’t handle the traffic increase either! The whole m1 is a joke! 

The M1/M1 between Gold Coast to Brisbane.  What a mess, both directions. The increase in population in the Brisbane/Gold Coast corridor has resulted in the M1/M3 not being able 
to keep up with the traffic. Roads are not the answer, we need better public transport. Fast trains, as they have in Europe is required. 

The pacific motorway between westfield (Logan road) to the toll exit to Toowoomba heading southbound has only 2 lanes and is a troublesome bottleneck at peak times. The 
surrounding motorway either side has 4 lanes. Worst wait I have had in this section was 20 minutes. 

The road is over capacity at peak times. 
Too many cars not enough flow. 

The road works have been set up for such a long time that people are frustrated and then speed through the area and cause a danger to the other drivers and the road workers (if 
they are even there as the majority of the time they aren't). Such a large section has been affected but it appears they have reduced the road size but just left that area for 6 months at a 
time and gone to another job. 
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The southbound on ramp to the M1 from Foxwell Road is TERRIBLE!! 2 lanes from 2 directions are fed into a single lane on ramp onto the M1 and it is always at a standstill! not only 
does it take FOREVER to get onto the M1 from here, it also SLOWS DOWN the M1 traffic at this spot. part of the reason is that the next exit (Hope island) is too close and there needs to be 
an added lane between these 2 exits as well as 2 lanes on the M1 on ramp at Coomera. 

The traffic suddenly slows down on the M1 to a standstill here for no reason daily.  
 
You finally get up to speed and it’s completely fine. I assume short exits or short notice of upcoming exit causing people to suddenly change 4 lanes to exit. 

This section of the M1 has been under construction for over 10 years and looks as if there will be a further 10 years 

To much time is wasted each morning and evening - and I travel outbound for work! 

Too many cars exiting 

Too many cars, not enough lanes, poor design of entry and exit ramps, bottlenecking of lanes 

Too many houses being built with increase in road capacity 

Too many lanes going into two lanes 

Too many vehicles in the area for the road layout to cope 

Too much time wasted on the M1 returning to the Gold Coast from Brisbane 

Too much traffic and not enough lanes. Short merging lanes 

Traffic 

Traffic goes from 4 lanes to 2 lanes. Also, lanes disappear. If you are in the left 2 lanes around the Stones Corner area, you'll need to merge right at Eight Mile Plains. 

Traffic is at a standstill or very very slow from Holland Park right through to the City during peak hour. 

Traffic is bumper to bumper from Slacks Creek to Springwood 

Travelling north in the mornings on the M1, between Currumbin and the West Burleigh turn off traffic is stand still because of the three on ramps. In the afternoon going south it's 
very slow until the Nineteenth Avenue bridge crossover. 

Travelling south on M1/Pacific Hwy between Eight Miles Plain and Springwood there are 3 lanes from Brisbane and 2 lanes on the Gateway joining to 3 lanes at peak this is absolutely 
crazy even an issue on normal traffic load 

We have an crossing opp Helensvale bowls club where pple crossing and the light change from Green to red takes ages in fact almost  3 min 

When three lanes turn into two lane on the M1 near the Varsity exit heading north 

(blank) 

19Th Avenue Is The Overpass 

The tv screen attached to the 19th avenue overpass distratcs drivers so much that the build-up of traffic beforehand is ridiculous. As you pass the tv, the speed limit picks up from 20-
40kms/hr to 80-100kms/hr immediately! There is not exit from the m1 at that point, so no other reason why traffic should just seem to disappear. It's a distraction to drivers and builds 
traffic for multiple kms. 

19Th Avenue, Palm Beach 

Cars slow down on the motorway to view the electronic ads, causing congestion in the afternoons as far back as Reedy Creek. This did not occur prior to installation of signs. As soon 
as you go proceed past the underpass, traffic speeds back up with no other cause that can be attributed. 

All 

M1 is a disaster,  especially at springwood when it changes from 4 lanes to 2, then a the gateway motorway merges in 
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Second road needed to assist with current interchanges becoming banked up leading to missed opportunities to turn at your required exit.  
No back up plan in case of accidents. 
Holistically effecting thousands of people’s lives because no faith in M1 travel times. Leaving family extra 1 hour early just in case there is a problem. Poor productivity. 

All Of Them 

The whole of the m1 from the smith street motorway up to tugun is disgusting. From the early morning commute to the afternoon commute it’s bumpa to bumpa 20 k an hour if your 
lucky. 

Anywhere On That Road Is A Nightmare In Peak Hour 

Way too many people on the Gold Coast for the road infer structure. Need another major road asap 

Around Springwood 

Major congestion on M1 from the south until after Springwood 

At Logan Holm 

Merging cars on to the M1.  10 years ago it took 45-50mins to get to work in Brisbane, now it’s 90-240mins :( 

Attenborough Road 

As a bus driver the overpass from Pimpama-Coomera / Jacobs Well road and travelling on Attenborough road to the other side of the M1 is usually chaotic. 
The Emergency or Bike Lane is used by vehicles and still there is a gridlock particularly around 3:30-4:30pm on weekdays. 

Too many cars queued up from the lights at the Pimpama shopping centre through to the roundabout at the exit/entrance on/ from M1.   2 lanes but not much movement from 3pm 
to 6pm. 

Beenleigh On Ramp 

(blank) 

Bermuda Street 

Not enough lanes on the m1 to deal with the amount of traffic 

Bermuda Street Onramp Southbound 

The volume of traffic has grown incredibly over the past five years.  Any day, from 12.30 onwards, there are traffic issues on this section of road.  Trying to merge on the M1 when 
that traffic has just exited roadworks, and given that motorway entrances are reasonably close here, there is not enough room for traffic to get away in a timely manner, hence traffic jams 
that are usually 5 - 10 kms long.  Actually, anywhere on the M1, northbound or southbound from Stewart Road to Mudgeeraba is difficult at most times of the day. 

Between Paradise Road & Logan Road Onramps 

Daily heavy congestion between Paradise Rd and Logan Rd onramps, Northbound. All lanes become a carpark. Problem can extend as far south as the Logan Motorway on bad days. 

Captain Cook Bridge 

Merging of traffic. Difficult to widen due to the costs of infrastructure for a new bridge 

Coolangatta Thru To Brisbane 

I have travelled the M1 nearly everyday for the past 25 years and I have never seen it so bad. What should take me 20-25mins to travel quite often takes 45-60mins. 

Coomera 

(blank) 
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Coomera Exit Near Dream World 

Fifty five minutes daily !!traffic that’s coming down to go to foxwell don’t know how to use roundabouts , cars literally push your tail FIFTY FIVE MINUTES DAILY !!!!!???? 

Coomera To Nerang 

the section of M1 Nerang to Coomera is always heavily congested especially before and after school times. 

Coomera To Southport 

Trying to get on m1 from Coomera is always backed up to the Coomera Westfield then once in m1 there’s always traffic to the Southport exit 

Dreamworld Parkway, Siganto Drive, Pacific Motorway, Old Pacific Highway. 

The intersection seems to get blocked up with the traffic lights and people rushing through and blocking the intersection due to waiting in line for so long, therefore blocks other 
lanes from moving when lights go green. To get from Oxenford Tamborine road to Dreamworld Parkway for kids sport of an afternoon is a nightmare. 

Eggersdorf Road 

M1 interchange at Exit 45 banks back onto M1, so traffic signals were placed on roundabout. This causes traffic to bank up for miles down Peachey Rd and all other neighbouring 
streets. 

Eight Mile Plains 

The highway reduces down to 2 lanes from 4, which badly affects the traffic! 

Elanora 

Just congested all the time 

Elanora entry 

The Elanora entry to the M1 caters to Elanora, all Palm Beach Tallebudgera and surrounding areas traffic.      Maybe another entry should be off 19th Avenue to the M1, this would 
alleviate the congestion that occurs there every day and often several times a day, all very time consuming as well as very frustrating.     Common sense says that 3-4 suburbs feeding into 
the one entry point is going to cause delays, frustration and  a large build up of traffic onto the M1.    Please give this some strong thought when updating the M1 in the future widening 
and upgrading of the M1. 

Entry  From Gabba Going  North 

you have  5 lines going into  1 during  peak  hour 

Entry From K P Mcgrath Dve 

Congestion when entering Pacific Motorway from K P McGrath Drive, Elanora/Palm Beach 

Ex 57Hope Island Road, Oxford Road 

This has to be one of the worst intersections around, very confusing with cars always getting into wrong lanes, blocking intersection as lights appear not to allow for good flow of 
traffic, signage shocking need to be fixed up completely . 

Exit 30 sbound 

Traffic exiting at exit 30 from a northbound direction block all traffic exiting from  the southbound direction - and queue because of upcoming round a bout 

Exit 41 

Traffic backed up onto m1 because exit 41 does not have capacity to clear round abouts quicly enough 

Exit 41 East Serv Rd Lahrs 

Roundabout doesn’t work in this location traffic banks back onto m1 in one direction, banks down Lahrs rd in the other direction, and banks down eastern service rd into burnside rd 
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Exit 41 Of M1 (Nth and Sthbound) 

Slip lane too short from freeway resulting in traffic on hard edge of freeway (for several hundred metres) before entering slip lane.  Roundabout + lights combo not really working as 
there is too much traffic for the road. 

Exit 41 Yatala 

The Exit 41 at Yatala backs up in the morning so much that cars have to sit in the emergency lane on the motorway to use the exit. 

Exit 45 

Coming off the highway at exit 45 have to wait for at least 15 to 30 mi s to get off the ramp and round the circle onto creek street. Dangerous and lots of rear ending and side swip 
accidents. 

Exit 45 Of M1 Southbound 

Exit 45 slip lane too short; Traffic lights on dual roundabouts ineffective. 

Exit 45 Peachey Eggersdorf 

No one knows how to use a round about so it backs up for ages 

Poorly designed roundabout, needs traffic lights. Congestion across M1, off ramp, industrial area, residential areas during peak periods. Accident hot spot because drivers don't know 
how to indicate! 

Exit 49 

M1 exit 49, exit off ramp to narrow and to short. Poor visibility at roundabout at top of exit. Traffic usually held up by 20min on average during peak periods. Traffic forced to que 
down off ramp back onto the emergency lane of the M1 southbound. It’s the same with Exit 45 M1 northbound. 

Same as exit 49 southbound M1 

Exit 49 On Ramp Pimpama 

The on ramp is not big enough so it gets backed up onto the M1 and people cut into the turning lane because they don’t want to wait and nearly cause crashes 

Exit 49 Roundabout 

Roundabout at exit has continual traffic in one direction so entering traffic does not have an opportunity to rnter roundabout causing traffic to sit on side of motorway which is very 
dangerous. Exit needs traffic control lights. 

Exit 54 

At school time morning and afternoon, congested traffic because there are so many schools in a small radius of this intersection, its bedlam at school time and also Westfield 
Coomera opened Dec last year and this adds to the traffic woes 

Cars trying to turn left to head towards Dreamworld on a green light cannot proceed as oncoming traffic turning right are blocking the intersection.  Traffic trying to go straight ahead 
onto Days Road cannot proceed as oncoming traffic turning right are blocking the intersection.  Traffic backs up along Foxwell Road for a long way past the train station in the mornings. 

congestion unable to enter main road long wait times 

Due to numerous of schools in the area the amount of parents getting their children to the necessary schools (sometimes multiple school) and people going to work causes a back log 
of traffic onto the M1 both southbound and northbound from 7.45 to 9.30 every week day. This the adds on the the other M1 red zones of Smith Street, Nerang, Mudgeeraba anda 
Robina. 

During the morning peak (7.30am - 9am), traffic congestion through the traffic lights is banked up and does not allow traffic to flow through to enter the M1 Southbound. On a 
particularly bad day, it took me over an hour to travel approximately 5kms to enter onto the highway. 
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Morning peak congestion caused by the volume of traffic trying to get in the right turn lanes of this overpass (in order to get onto the southbound lanes of the M1) 

People refuse to wait any longer and will block an intersection. This means other people turning from opposite directions are forced to wait even though their light has turned green. 

The traffic traveling down Foxwell Road and turning right at the Dreamworld roundabout to enter the M1 southbound comes to a standstill everytime there is traffic congestion on 
the M1 or an incident on the M1. As we all know only too well, this is a regular occurence on the M1 and when this happens, the traffic that is going into Dreamworld and also traveling 
straight through the roundabout heading toward Beattie Rd the marine precinct or Coomera State School get held up painstakingly long lengths of time because they do not have their 
own lane that travels straight ahead as both lanes are able to turn right at the Dreamworld roundabout onto the M1. 

Too many cars trying to get out of foxwell road and only the one way to exit foxwell road. 

(blank) 

Exit 57 

For years urban development has increased and this intersection has not.  I takes me on average 25 - 30 mins to get approx 3 Klm to the M1 intersection.  Instead of new lane to help 
congestion on western side dept transport put up unsightly solar panels. Always overgrown with weeds. For years I’ve gone to local members about red light cameras to stop trucks and 
cars piling across intersection and blocking traffic, leading to at times 3 chances of lights before you can move. Always promised red lighting cameras but never delivered. This is from 
northnound lanes M1 enetering intersection heading east to hope island and old Pacific Highway northbound and tamborine Oxenford heading west, both f which run red lights and block 
other traffic. Occasionally there have been police to watch  but those days people see th m and behave, then next day back to normal.  They fixed exit 54 for Westfield but exit 57 been 
issue much much longer. The govt just announced they fixing pimpama and Ormeau exits and on ramps now, but exit 57 yet again is forgotten.  I think if parents from CAC and St Stephens 
private schools were given buses to and from school to hope island this would alleviate some of the congestion as when these two schools on holiday traffic is minimal. However on 
weekends we can get similar congestion peak hours too.  Anything to help would be a start 

Poor design with insufficient slip lanes for turning traffic  and cars required to cross multiple lanes in insufficient distance causes traffic back-ups in all directions 

Exit 62 

On ramp exit 62 to the M1. Traffic already queuing for Smith Street off ramp back to Helensvale every day. Needs a flyover for smith street off ramp exit, so people can enter and exit 
m1 safely 

Exit 85 To Exit 92 

Only 4 lanes & needs 6 
 
Road is in poor condition enough to rattle the car quite a bit due to large cracks & holes from Im guessing nearby cemet truck company & other heavy transport being the main route to 
Brisbane & the north from the south. 

Exit 87 & 89 

Not enough lanes, and not enough viable alternate routes to avoid roadworks 

Exit 95 to Exit 92 

City of Gold Coast approving new developments without putting in infrastructure to cater for the increased road users and with only two roads that cross two creeks being Currumbin 
Creek and Tallebudgera Creek there are congested lanes from early morning to early evening. It is rare that both south bound and north bound have no congestion between these times. 

Foxwell Road..Exit 54 

Foxwell road is too narrow for the amount of traffic as there is a train station and shopping centre there. Its fsr too congested 
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Gateway 

Too much traffic for lack of lanes 

Gateway M1 

The gateway heading south from the gateway bridge slows to 0 at some places. The merge onto the M1. M1 heading south does not ease until after Palm beach. From Murrumba to 
N SW border can take up to 3 hours 

Gateway Motorway 

4 lanes motorway down to two with traffic from gateway trying to merge 

8 lanes down to 4 

everyday all traffic is stopped even if you are not going to gold caost from M1 

Not enough lanes to accommodate the increasing traffic from 2pm-6pm every weekday, resulting in congestion. Widen the highway properly and enforce ‘merge like a zip’ like in NZ! 

Not enough lanes,  compared to the amount of traffic using the road. Also goes from 4 lanes down to 2..  Serious Bottleneck. 

Peak hour congestion unnecessary 

Peak hour traffic backs up horribly due to the lane reduction as well as addition of the gateway Motorway traffic merging. 

There are too many cars and trucks using a road designed 30 years ago. The road network and the public transport system force everyone to go into the city in order to get to suburbs 
beyond.  The access to and from the Go-Between bridge through South Brisbane is abyssmal as traffic backs up at the inbound off ramp. 

When you are headin to the Gold Coast using the M1 from the gateway motorway. There are long waiting times to enter the m1. There is no alternative. Once you clear Springwood it 
seems to increase the flow. 

Gateway Mwy 

Heading west to M3 warning of congestion on M3 (Pacific HWY) turns up on programmable warning sign 
shortly after crossing the Gateway bridge which causes everyone to expect a congestion shortly thereafter 
and consequently hit the brakes.. Hence congestion starts immediately after the Gateway bridge. 
 
On those days when the signage is either out of order or the warning not flashing there is no congestion 
except for the very last kilometre prior to the merger between M1 and M3. 
 
The poor signage causes the congection and not vice versa. 

Traffic can't not get onto Pacific Hwy so backs up into Gateway Motorway 

Gold Coast Springbrook Road 

Traffic starts queing up from about Reedy Creek up to Nerang due to ongoing roadworks. This has been happening for years here! 

Gooding Drive Merrimac Qld 

(blank) 

Greenslopes 

On ramp from Greenslopes going towards the Gold Coast at peak hour: honestly, people have no idea how to merge like a zip. I have seen signs in Auckland that direct traffic to 
merge like a zip and it is effective. Here people are aggressive and truly need some education. 
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Helensvale Road 

merge lanes are too short, especially if getting off at next exit (Helensvale South). Drivers stop in on ramp lane to merge rather than going at speed and zipper merging which then 
leads to traffic on M1 slowing and stopping to allow them in. 

Only 1 lane to turn left onto the M1 each morning and late afternoon trying to turn onto Helensvale Road, at the intersection of Movie World, on Entertainment Drive.  Absolute 
bedlum! 

The merge land from Helensvale Rs onto the M1southbound is not long enough for the amount of traffic. In addition, there is another lane of traffic front entertaient Dr also trying to 
merge with Helensvale Rd and then all merge into M1 at the same time. Dangerous and frustrating. 

Helensvale South On-Ramp 

2 on-ramp road merging into one which then merged to M1 lanes southbound. The M1 is signed to only allow truck within the left 2 lanes which are the lanes which require cars to 
merge into and causes added congestion 

Helensvale South On-Ramp Heading South 

During peak times, the volume of local traffic trying to enter the M1 at the same time causes congestion both on the ramp and all 4 lanes of the M1. 

Heslop And M1 Off Ramp 

The stopped traffic of an afternoon around 4:30 to 6pm is often backed back on to the M1 which is a terrible hazard. Most people take the helensvale turn off to go into Pacific Pines, 
so the stopped traffic is on average 2kms long from the off ramp all the way to the round about on Binstead/Pacific Pines Blvd. 

Highway 

Traffic trying to come onto North bound motorway between Gold Coast and Brisbane 

Highway Congestion Daily From The Pines To Burleigh 

The M1 is so congested when I travel from Murwillumbah from work to pick up my dtr from school at Tallebudgera Valley St Andrews it takes me longer to travel on the M1 from 
Currumbin to the Talle turn off then it does to get from Murwillumbah to Currumbin.  Traffic today was at a standstill on the open highway and then proceeded to crawl at 20-40 kph.  
Poor future planning 

Hope Island Road 

At peak hours and lunch time the overpass becomes almost impossible to get through. The traffic from the schools are unbearable and the regular traffic are stuck. 

Coming off the M1 travelling north at around 8am, and moving onto the Hope Island flyover is very congested.  Vehicles turning to travelling across the flyover from the Oxenford side 
and turning to go south, block the vehicles that are coming off the on-ramp.  Cars are going everywhere trying to get through the traffic jam in order to move through and continue on 
Hope Island Road.  There is too much traffic for the turning lanes and the turning vehicles create an unsafe situation. 

During school hours (8am or 3pm) - it's a nightmare. There are 3 sections of traffic lights on the overpass which are always blocked at this time. When there's a green light, cars will go 
even if there's no room causing blockages when the red goes red and the next lot of traffic can't get through - it causes gridlock. I avoid this area now at this time as it's too stressful when 
people beep you for trying to keep the road clear. It's ridiculous. 

Long cues backed up hope island road while trying to get onto M1 northbound. Little traffic going south, but caught up in que 

No slip lane for M1 entering from the west to go north, too many traffic light and they are not linked 

Too many roads at this intersection, so motorists are trying to change lanes to get into the lane they need to be in when turning or just after turning, and when the lights change 
there is often no chance of moving as cars are still queued from the last change of lights and through the intersection. A nightmare, a spaghetti junction 
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Traffic exiting of off M1 (both North & South bound) & from Hope Island Rd, or the Old Pacific Hwy,  gets stuck trying to get through intersection. Cars don't realise until they've 
already emerged the intersection that the next set of lights are red (cannot see them from first entry point) so cars slam on brakes and lots of cars then get stuck in the middle of 
intersection, unintentionally blocking other cars coming from another direction. Only 2-3 cars make it through the busy intersection at a time when busy. 

turning right from the m1 offramp onto Hope Island Rd towards Home world, the lights go green, however the next set of lights on corner of Dreamworld Parkway are on red at this 
time, with congestion right back to the above lights,  so not many cars can end up turning right and if you do, you get stuck on the road blocking the road when the lights then go red and 
the other lanes go green, so many near misses being stuck in the middle of the main road. 

Very complex intersection with many secondary roads near main access to motorway 

You come off a highway directly into two to three sets of lights.  
Very poor flow.  
Needs over pass to go over current over pass to remove traffic from interchange 

(blank) 

Hope Island Road Ex 57 

The through traffic heading east piles up at the red light and backs up to the over pass. The traffic turning right onto Hope Island Rd have to wait for all the traffic to clear even when 
we have a green light. I have missed the green light completely because the road was blocked with through traffic. 

Ipswich Road 

Entry merge lane into Stanley st exit lane, left lane merging with right side merging to exit, such bad design, 

Junction 92 

Not enough exits for elanora,currumbin,palm beach northbound traffic joining m1 

K P Mcgrath Drive 

3 lanes merging into 2, traffic speed slows to 6khour to 20k hour on what should be 100k hour. 

The cars merging bank up, and then try to merge, causing traffic being backed up on the highway for kilometres 

The heavy congestion, from east and west directions, of traffic trying to both merge into a single North lane to then merge onto a heavily congested section of the M1 heading north 
out of Palm Beach and Elanora suburbs. The traffic backs all the way up K P McGrath Drive often taking 20minutes to drive the 250m to merge onto the M1. This is the only entry to the 
M1 for these heavily populated suburbs. Once on the M1 we are met with daily congestion often travelling at 15-30km/ph in a 110 area. Extra lanes and entry point at North Palm Beach 
would help this. 

Kingsford Smith Blvd 

Too many cars requiring to turn East across the M1 onto Reedy Creek Rd from M1 Northbound traffic, from Reedy Creek itself and multiple estates with several schools North of 
Reedy Creek Rd causing major congestion morning and evening. 

Kp Mcgrath 

M1 is too small for the increased population.  The portion of M1 through Palm Beach and Elanora is almost always at a standstill.  A further problem is the very poor merging abilities 
of Australians.  There should be an advertising campaign teaching people to let cars in.  Truckers should also be monitored in this area as they are a hazzard. 

Kp Mcgrath Dr (On Ramp) 

Too many vehicles have to enter M1 from Palm Beach on ramp. M1 needs widening & more entry points for Currumbin, Palm Beach and Elanora suburbs. 

KP Mcgrath Drive 

Busy entry onto motorway. Not enough lanes 
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KP Mcgrath Drive Ex92 

CONGESTION- CARS MERGING NOT ENOUGH LANES 

congestion of vehicles trying to enter M1 northbound at KP McGrath Drive Elanora   
Vehicles queue both sides of KP McGrath Drive 

Dude go see it from 7-10 in the morning. 

KP McGrath/Palm Beach ave is the only entry to M1 for Palm Beach and Elanora, two big suburbs. We travel from Elanora. Because KP and the entry to the M1 is only one lane, the 
traffic banks back through the round-a-bout at Avocado St and down to Doubleview Dr. 

Morning traffic has to spilt into 2 lanes even though it is technically 1 lane. Us commuters trying to get onto the M1 northbound are forced to line up down the ENTIRE road in the 
parking lane to slowly move onto the M1 which is so conjested it can take 40 minute to drive what would normally take 15 minutes at any other time of the day 

Kp Mcgrath Drive, Elanora 

Short on ramp to Pacific Motorway 92 heading north leads to significant congestion in local roads as well as on the motorway. It seems the on-ramp  is too short. 

Kp Mcgrath Drv 

Not enough through lanes on motorway 

Kp Mcgrath Road 

The wait on K P McGrath road to get onto the M1 North Bound is rediculous, there needs to be traffic signals. the M1 needs to be widened all the way from Robina to Elanora. 

Kp Mgrath Drive 

Build up of traffic northbound. This extends from Bermuda St exit in the north to Stewart Rd exit in the south. This is an issue at all times of the day increasing at peak times and a 
nightmare when there’s accidents. A well known congested area! 

Lane Merges Near Logan 

(blank) 

Logan Motorway 

Bottle neck of traffic.  While Logan Motorway peels off freely. Traffic from 5 lanes has to merge down to 3 lanes to continue on Pacific Motorway 

Logan Road Entrance 

With all the millions of dollars spent on the Gateway merge being upgraded now several times, nothing has been done to address the issue on the South East freeway leading up to 
the merge: The freeway decreases lanes multiple times causing long queues of car backed up trying to merge. The 4 lanes from before the Logan road exit need to continue uninterrupted 
and stop the excessive merging. When will the road engineers understand that merging traffic causes congestion 

Logan Road To Gateway Merge Sth 

Delay signalled may actually be longer during weekday afternoon peak hour. Buses merge onto M1 from bus station on busway.  M1 narrows from 4 lanes to 2 southbound from 
Logan Rd onramp to the Gateway merge.  Buses should continue to the Springwood bus station down the service road, not join the M1. Traffic also slow at the gateway merge as and extra 
2 lanes merge into 1, creating 3 Lanes through Springwood. Work is being done to widen the merge but they need to widen the M1 before the merge back to Logan Rd on-ramp. 

Loganholme To Rochedale 

Bottleneck congestion caused by merging on-ramp traffic 

Loganhome To Eight Mile Plains Each Way 

(blank) 
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Loganlea Road (Merege) 

(blank) 

M1 

M1 is inadequate for traffic volume 

No matter what time of day heading south on the M1 at eight mile plains one hits congestion. It adds between 15-30 minutes to any trip 

two onramps merge into one which merges onto the M1. the merge is too short for all this to happen and people cant merge at the best of times. 

(blank) 

M1 Overpass 

To much traffic for the overpass to handle. Needs upgrading ASAP. M1 already at capacity 

M1/M2/M3 Interchange 

The M1/M2/M3 interchange in both directions for hours on end (especially with the construction works). M1 is congested north from silly o'clock in the morning. M2 congested south 
from early afternoon. M3 is congested south from 1pm. People knowing how to "merge like a zipper" and being respectful rather than impatient would also help. 

M2 

Bottleneck heading south on M3 through Eight Mile Plains causes long back up of traffic every day 

M3 

Multiple lanes merging into less lanes than another merge with another major freeway. Complete madness 

M3 After Logan Road Exit 

(blank) 

Merge Onto Gateway 

Insufficient capacity on the M1 

Merrimac Off Ramp 

This is on the south bound M1 where the lanes go from 3 to 2 
People go down lane 1 instead of merging earlier causing all the traffic to stop to allow them to merge in once they see one person do it they all start doing it 

Mudgeeraba To Tugun 

While upgrades of major highways are necessary and appreciated, the length of time to upgrade is too long; there are many days when no work appears to be done, and there are no 
workpeople present but still the speed limit is reduced; a major upgrade was done in recent times but only one lane was added. While the section of M1 that affects me the most is the 
Mudgeeraba to Tugun section, the section from Nerang to Coomera is also heavily congested during work and school times. 

None 

Congestion and delays every week day on the m1 from the gold coast to brisbane in the mornings and the same delays in the afternoon. Lack of lanes and no other alternative routes 
to take. 

Traffic congestion 

(blank) 

None, But At Roadworks And Exit 14 

roadworks reduce speed to 80 and two lanes. this section does not require reduction of speed due to no current roadworks during the day/peak hours 

North Lakes 
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Large congestion every morning between 5 and 6 

On Ramp At Burleigh Heads 

The merging traffic during peak hour can slow northbound traffic up to 20 minutes as there are only two lanes 

On Ramp Southbound From Foxwell Road 

Traffic Queued through roundabout near Dreamworld to enter M1. Two lanes become 1 in a very short period. 
Then trying to enter M1 the left lane has vehicles crawling along bumper to bumper delaying clearing of merging lane which leads back to build up and queuing through roundabout. 

Once You Enter Logan Until You Get To The Outskirts Of Brisbane 

When commuting to Brisbane from the southern gold coast this area is always congested. I realize that this is a very popular commuting route but I travel around 5:30am and it often 
comes to stopped traffic even then. 

Once You Reach The Pines It'S Horrid. 

The motorway is so congested at certain points due to too many people who have moved into the Southern Gold Coast and hardly anyone uses public transport as it's 
terrible/dangerous. 

Oxenford Hope Island Road 

three lanes merge into two and then one before merging onto the M1. Too short a distance to allow safe merging. 

Oxenford On Ramp, Helensvale On Ramp 

Onramps have no traffic light system to allow trickle of vehicles onto M1 so vehicles can get up to speed and merge into the flow of traffic 

Pacific Motorway North 

The motorway is capable of carrying early 1980's traffic quantities. 

Palm Beach Avenue 

Traffic congestion carries from Robina Parkway exit in the north to Palm Beach Ave in the south. This is a 24/7 issue increasing at peak times and a nightmare in accidents. Also a well 
known congested area! 

Paradise Road 

Ongoing congestion re merging lanes, everyone brakes and doesn’t know how to zipper merge, with people also trying to move from right to left lane to get off at following exit 
(Springwood) Nightmare zone. 

Paradise Road Exit 

always a lot of congestion along the M1 due to the number of entrants onto the M1 from minor rds on the way into Brisbane 

Pimpama exits 

only 1 entry exit point for all of Pimpama and constant traffic congestion no matter time of day.  roundabout is dangerous of the motoway as it is basically a hill and no vision and 
road goes from 2 lanes to 1 also Gainsborough Greens rd is a nightmare with contstant congestion it needs to have and exit/ entry  point on to the motorway 

Reedy Creek Road 

Highway inadequate for amount of traffic using it 

Riverside Expressway 

Always stopped traffic and takes forever to get through from the pacific motorway to Hail Street 

Not enough lanes for the amount of traffic that goes through there. And/or the offramps become congested, which slow down the through traffic on the bridge. 
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To get across the Brisbane River via the CBD, which I must do, the motorist is brought to a standstill in peak-hour (and, often at other times) by a lack of capacity on the Riverside 
Expressway. This is made worse heading southbound in the mornings by, I assume, public servants and other CBD workers using the riverside lanes to access the Qld Government tower of 
power and southern CBD parking/office blocks. 

Robina 

(blank) 

Robina  

The section of road on the M1 usually from about the Robina exit/entry up to Tweed Heads in both north and south directions very slow moving particularly during morning and 
afternoon peak hour. Not enough lanes, continuous seemingly never-ending roadworks and high traffic volume entering and exiting surrounding suburbs off the M1. 

Robina- Palm Beach 

Traffic congestion 

Robina Parkway 

(blank) 

Robina To Burleigh 

The M1 narrows around Robina and merging traffic from side roads compounds the problem. 

Robina To Stewart Road Tugun 

insufficient lanes by a long shot.  Roadworks currently widening but need 4 lanes each way not 3 

Robina Town Centre Dr 

The motorway between Robina and Palm Beach can come to a standstill during peak hours. I can sit in trafffic to get to one or two exits from my home, or cut through a residential 
neighbourhood which poses its problems for people who live there (increased traffic). This still takes longer than the quick drive it should be. 

Roundabout 

People Queing through the roundabout, double lane roundabout to single lane exits. 

Section From  Just Past Watland Street Overpass Up To Loganlea Road Exit Southbound 

The lane design means that the through traffic on the freeway need to merge from 3 lanes to 2, to allow for enterring trffic - the entering traffic get a continuing lane ll to themselves. 
Drivers coming from Springwood or beyond, wanting to exit onto Loganlea Rd have to first merge  right (as the  left lane disappears) then, within a short distance, and dodging merging 
traffic, hae to change lanes again to get back into the now new left lane so they can exit. Entering traffic also have to merge right to enter the freeway. So both through traffic and entering 
traffic are merging leading to a dangerous criss/cross of traffic 

Several Overheads And Merging Lanes 

The motorway is always blocked and it only takes a car on the side of the road to bank traffic up for an hour or more. 

Slacks Creek 

The day they opened the new Slacks Creek entry lanes onto the M1, the dominant flow of M1 north bound traffic came to a stop every morning, for 15 mins.  Somebody really stuffed 
up with the traffic design on that one.  I've been travelling to Brisbane regularly for over 40 years and that M1 at Slacks Creek is the most consistent traffic delay to-date (aside from 
construction of the multi-lane M1 itself). 

Smith Street 

The traffic here almost comes to a halt as cars exit and enter. 

Southport Burleigh Road 
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Queuing to enter M1 

Springwood 

congestion 

It can take hours to use the M1. The bottle neck at springwood is a joke. 4 lanes into 2. Town planner is an not good. 

Merging onto the M1 at Springwood  heading towards the city is impossible especially at peak hours 

Springwood Exit 

People cant merge, not enough lanes 

Stanley Street 

Queing traffic on M3 inbound to city due to congestion at Stanley Street offramp 

Stewart Road 

It's where you enter onto the M1 from Currumbin and the traffic is so backed up it can take anywhere from 5-10 minutes just to get one, like Palm Beach entrance. That whole M1 
stretch is in dire need of 3 lanes. 

The Length Of M1, From Brisbane Cbd, To Nsw Border 

Inadequate infrastructure for the built up areas and increased numbers of developments on the Gold Coast. The M1 just does not cope with the local traffic, tourism traffic and 
haulage transport. 

Tillyroan 

Traffic congestion on Peachey Road from Shopping Centre to large roundabout at Tillyroan. 

Tillyroen Road 

Major round about. Single lane entries / exit. No traffic lights, no pedestrian crossings, major congestion at peak times. Poor driver adherence to Road rules 

Traffic lights on motorway bridge stop through traffic and lines are long. Sports field traffic affected too. 

Tillyroen Road, Ormeau 

This is a  roundabout that requires all on-ramps to be upgraded to two lanes, & not just for 100metres!!!  I have often queued for 2klms on Peachey Rd before reaching the 
roundabout.  The congestion at this roundabout also then impacts on the congestion on the roundabout on the other side of the highway.   
Why would governments allow the building of more and more housing estates and not provide the road infrastructure that number of houses require - this is just stupid governing!!! & is 
happening everywhere up and down the northern Gold Coast section of the M1 - wake up Gold Coast Council. 

Winnetts Road 

Off ramp backs up dangerously in the mornings with vehicles stopped on the freeway waiting to exit 

Yawalpa Road 

(blank) 

Yawalpah Road 

Not enough lanes to yawalpah road. Road network not keeping up with area growth 

Paddy Road 

Eatons Crossing Road 

Continuous line of cars coming from right when entering Eatons Crossing Road from Paddy Road. Need to turn left and speed up fast over a hill before cars go up the tail of your car. 
Turning right ... forget!!! 
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Palm Beach Avenue 

Palmbeach Avenue 

Many cars  too much carssssssss not enough roadddddddd 

Tahiti Avenue 

(blank) 

Palmwoods Montville Road 

Jubilee Terrace 

Palmwoods Montville road goes under a train bridge and trying to turn right from Jubilee Terrace is quite dangerous 

Park Road 

Kingston Road 

There is a set of lights 50m (Leon Rd? )  down the road which are red the same time as Parks Rd so when exiting left in evening peak traffic the intersection is already nearly full so you 
can not turn. Only 4 or 5 cars can get out each time unless there is a bus & then nobody moves. 
The whole of Kingston Rd is a nightmare due to so many traffic lights every 100m all designed to stop you. It can take 25 minutes to drive this road in peak traffic when it should only take 
5. Im not sure why every set of lights need to stop you even in quiet times it is frustrating to be stopped for a side street that nobody exits. 

Parklands Boulevard 

  

Not enough lanes, too many people 

School traffic is congested so bad during school times. In my 2 years of living here i have seen a little girl hit, and 2 car accidents. I am sure theres more. People ques up in the middle 
of the road after lights turned red so that the other green light people cant go anywhere because its blocked off. 

The current infrastructure cannot cope with transporting the approximate 3000 students at Meridan State College. The timing on the traffic signals is poor, too many rude & 
impatient drivers taking short cuts, pushing in etc, the ridiculius decision to put an aged care facility across the road from the school which will create further traffic problems, roadworks 
not being completed quick enough. 

too much traffic for single lane road and at school pickup and drop off the road is ridiculous 

(blank) 

Meridan Way To Sunset Drive 

Traffic congestion caused by school traffic affects Meridan Way and Parklands Blvd with drivers ignoring yellow lines, no parking areas, doing illegal U-turns at traffic lights even 
though they could travel a couple of hundred metres further and turn at the roundabout near the NightOwl shops. 

Parkway Street 

Springfield Street 
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Can't believe nor understand that this section of streets near the High School has remained the same since the 80's.  Considering the vast amount of vehicles that travel now during 
the morning and afternoon and particular the safety of the children walking and cycling to the High School. 
 
Much traffic builds up particularly the mornings it stretches down Granadilla Street then onto Parkway towards Springfield Streets.  It becomes difficult and time consuming waiting to turn 
right to head towards Blackwattle Street.  Drivers have become impatience by either quickly cutting in front of on coming traffic travelling down Springfield Street heading towards Kessels 
Road or maybe at the last minute indicating to turn right.  Another is turning in front of the opposite vehichle waiting directly in front which is waiting for its opportunity to turn right onto 
Parkway Street.  Keep in mind the children around at this time, plus parked cars narrowing the wide Parkway Street therefore reducing it to one long row of vehichles, buses and cars are 
delayed.  Is ridiculus for such a long time no changes have occurred to improve the intersection for the safety of all. 
 
Maybe the vehicles heldup waiting to turn right onto Springfield Street the chance to turn right even when other vehicles on the opposite on Springfield Street are waiting to turn right 
onto Parkway Street.  It is initially saying turning right in front of another vehicle but if thoses vehicles aren't able to turn right due to vehicles coming straight of turning themselves why 
hold up traffic.  If certain locations a vehicle is able to turn while the traffic light is red only if signage allows.  Why not come up with a solution to apply here. 
 
Unsure if another set of traffic lights will assist.  Not a roundabout it won't change the situation.  Have a clearway of no parked vehicles for only the time during 8am to 9am and then 
2.30pm to 3pm.  Parked vehicles on Springfield near Sheraton and Blackwattle Streets make this section dangerous for all travelling again children and drivers.  The parked vehicles narrow 
the street making the vehicle to drive down the opposite lane to get around the parked vehicle.  Plus the vehicle has had it's drivers sideview mirror broken. 

Peak Downs Highway 

  

there are no over taking lanes in the 100km stretch from Moranbah to Nebo. This highway is known for lots of accidents and has heaps of oversized trucks. it is a veery dangerous 
road 

Perry Street 

Beach Rd Or Yandina Coolum Rd 

There must be a No Right Turn out of Perry st before someone gets killed. 

Persse Road 

Nemies Road 

This intersection is DANGEROUS rather than a traffic congestion. Traffic travelling inbound on Persse Road has to slow at the bottom of an incline to turn left into Nemies Road. In 
doing so they run the risk of traffic rear ending them. This problem is man-made as this intersecrion has had hundreds of thousands, if not millions spent on it 12 months ago, in order to 
make it pedestrian-friendly.  The problem is the road has been made too narrow instead of it being widened. I WROTE TO THE B.C.C. 12 MONTHS AGO BECAUSE I WAS SO CONCERNED 
THAT A SERIOUS ACCIDENT WOULD HAPPEN AT THIS INTERSECTION BECAUSE OF THE POOR DESIGN OF THE INTERSECTION. I got the usual rubbish response from  the Council because 
they know best. THREE WEEKS AGO THERE WAS A VERY SERIOUS ACCIDENT AT THIS INTERSECTION WITH ONE OF THE DRIVERS TAKEN TO HOSPITAL IN A CRITICAL CONDITION. HE MAY 
NOW BE DEAD. I WROTE TO THE B.C.C. AFTER THIS ACCIDENT AND HAVE HAD NO RESPONSE. FUNNY THAT! 

Petrie Creek Road 

  

The road needs up grading it needs widening and bends taking out for the amount of traffic that use it. After rain council has many potholes to repair. 

Pialba Burrum Heads Road 
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Ansons Road / Dundowran Road 

Reduce speed limit on Piabla Burrum heads Road to 80km/hr to allow safer crossing/entry from Ansons/Dundowran Roads. 

Pickering Street 

Lade Street 

Cars waiting to turn into Samford road back up and que down Pickering Street. While this is happening, people are also trying to do an incredibly dangerous right-hand turn into Lade 
at, under a railway overpass and just before a designated turning lane, across a a corner that is designated left turn only. People waiting to turn right into a the tiny side street are blocking 
through traffic and nearly causing accidents by attempting risky turns Infront of high volume traffic coming around a corner. Without enough room to fit around the egregious car, through 
traffic ( and designated Samford road turn lanes) are blocked up in a place which is already a huge bottle neck. 

Pine Ridge Road 

Brisbane Road 

The road is a single lane only up to 100m from the intersection and very busy at peak and school  hours. Traffic banks up at times from school to Brisbane Road 

Pine Street 

East Street 

Pedestrian crossing with traffic lights on a bridge causing delays. 
Pedestrian crossing with traffic lights installed on the David Trumpy Bridge due to poor or no planing from Ipswich City Council on accessing Ipswich Railway Station and Mall from the only 
available free car parks located beside River Road. 
Need to install a dedicated footpath for pedestrians to access the center of town (Ipswich) to free parking areas. 

East Street & The Terrace 

East street entry onto David Trumpy bridge necessitates merging into one lane; not enough lanes to carry traffic from The Terrace onto the bridge as there is a large shopping centre 
at that end 

The Terrace 

The double lane round about during peak hours gets blocked right through for traffic on pine street going through the round about going over the bridge. The traffic lights on the 
opposite side of the bridge cause delays through the round about 

Plaza Parade 

Aerodrome Road 

Turn from Aerodrome Road into Plaza Parade the road narrows to one. Peak traffic going either way. Needs to be 2 lanes on either side for the whole lenght of this road. Currently 
difficultly coping with current traffic will only get worse with completion of the Plaza and opening of the new CBD. 

Proserpine Shute Harbour Road 

Paluma Road 

2 shopping centres,school , hardware store , fuel stations and light industry all developed in last 10 years and the rd unable to cope.  The problem is 2 lanes the right can only turn 
right and this is the least amount of traffic so the right should also have go straight. 

One lane splits into 2 but there is a concrete triangle on thr road without enough room for right turning cars to get past left turning cars 

Pumicestone Road 

Dances Road, D’Aguilar Highway 
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The traffic lights coming off of the D’Aguilar highway through to Pumicestone rd takes too long to change, can be waiting up to 5-15 minutes at a time to get through the lights 
depending on traffic and what time of day. If unlucky enough to arrive as the cycle ends it’s guaranteed to be waiting for 5 minutes throughout the day. The traffic coming off dances rd 
can take even longer especially during school drop off/pick up times. 

Queen Street 

Nerang Street 

At school time 3:25pm traffic is congested as you wait for lights and 2 trams to go through 

No where to u turn to get to other side of the road. Congestion due to traffic flow AND tram. 

The worst intersection in Southport. Trams always have right of way causing massive traffic build up in the afternoon as 2 big schools try to collect students. His causes long delays 
along Queen St and prevents cats from exciting Whitby st.... then here is chaos around St Hilda's School as traffic banks up and cars can not exit the car parks. This is an afternoon peak 
hour problem every week day. 

With two schools in the vicinity and looking to escape via Queen Street towards Southport, the intersection is poorly timed for Queen Street to move through the intersection. So cars 
get blocked up and then Trams come through and make the lights more difficult to get through. 

Wardoo Street 

The trams on this intersection always have right of way even in peak hour after school. Combined with 3 sets of traffic lights in close proximity, this causes long delays and blocked 
intersecections  just to allow trams the right of way. I have never seen a tram have to sit at a traffic light at this intersection. 

Queen Street Bundaberg 

Northway Plaza 

turning right out of the plaza on to queen street is nigh on impossible. 

Queen Street, Brisbane 

Turbot Street, Queen Street, Wickham Street 

traffic coming from turbot street and queen street gets congested from the traffic lights at gotha and wickham and there are quite a number of lanes from each street merging to 
become wickham street.  One of the biggest problems is traffic from turbot street wanting to go from the far left lane to the far right lane to turn right at Gotha street and then traffic from 
warren street (which is intended as a left only turn) also wanting to go right across all lanes of traffic to get to Gotha street instead of getting on to gotha street from Barry Parade. People 
seem to get very confused about which lane they/other drivers are in and then with drivers cutting across 4 lanes of traffic, it can be a total mess. 

Ray Jones Drive 

  

It’s the most frustrating traffic lights in Cairns (Southside). As you approach the lights if there are no cars waiting, it turns red and if there are cars waiting at the lights it will stay green 
for us. Doesn’t make any sense! 

Merging lane not long enough, traffic turning right conjects the traffic even more travelling into the city 

(blank) 

Aumuller Street 

Peak hour traffic at stand still due to  right turning being lane too short blocks through traffic. Light pattern when train crossing is ridiculous wait times and stops flow of main through 
traffic from aumuller onto ray jones. 

Kate Street 
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Traffic congested long ques of traffic on ray jones drive car block/fill intersection leaving no or very limited cars turning from Kate street onto ray jones on green arrow. Can wait for 
several traffic lights to get through 

Lyons Street 

Long queue when turning right from Lyons st onto Ray Jones Drive. 
Can take 3 to 4 green lights to get through particularly from 4.00 pm onwards 

Ruth Street 

The Bruce Highway was upgraded on the southside of Cairns which included removing 2 problem (previously very congested)  signalised intersections, these works improved traffic 
flow greatly, however these works have simply moved the congestion further towards Cairns City hence now why the Ray Jones Drive & Ruth Street/Links Drive signlaised intersection is 
the most congested intersection approaching Cairns city from the south. It seems any roadworks undertaken in Far North Queensland is done 10 years after it is required. 

Redland Bay Road 

  

(blank) 

Dollery Road,  (Capalaba Bus Interchange Lights), Moreton Bay Road, Merritt St, Smith St, Ney Road, Newnham Road, Windemere Road, Vienna Road 

We travel along Meadowlands Rd in peak hour coming from the city and the traffic normally flows quite well. However, when arriving at Capalaba the long wait begins. Both 
directions i.e. Old Cleveland Rd and Redland Bay Rd are heavily congested due to the number of traffic lights. My focus is Redland Bay Rd as there are too many traffic lights between the 
start of Redland Bay Rd and Vienna Rd. 

Double Jump 

Difficulties entering onto main road afternoon especially between 3 and 5pm 

Moreton Bay Road 

convergence of too much traffic into one spot. 

Shopping Centre 

Traffic lights are on timer and not responsive or coordinated, meaning you are held up when no traffic is opposing 

Reedy Creek Road 

Scottsdale Drive 

Currently any southbound traffic leaving the M1 to travel to Reedy Creek (western side) of the M1 including 3 schools, all come off at exit 82A, then turn left onto Scottsdale Drive, to 
then access Stapley Drive bridge across the M1.  Add in all the commuters heading from Reedy Creek road onto Scottsdale Drive to avoid the M1 north bound congestion through the 
roadworks.  Scottsdale is single lane with cars and industrial businesses along both sides so its a narrow bottleneck which slows the traffic flow down.  This strip of road should never have 
been subdivided with all these businesses along it as the rest of Scottsdale Drive is double lane carriage way thanks to Robina and Varsity Lakes developer's contributions and long term 
planning.  On the first week of roadworks when Exit 82 was closed, I waited for 6 light cycles at the Reedy Creek Right turn lane into Scottsdale Drive.  Just have to leave home earlier and 
earlier to get through before the school traffic congestion grows. 

Large road turning to single lane road with congestion along Socttsdale Drive. 

Reserve Road 

  

Two lane old road, more than 4 schools in the immediate area, 
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(blank) 

Rickertt Road 

  

Rickertt Road is a single lane road which has dual carriageways at either end. For some reason, the road has never been upgraded. This is one of the major links to the city for the 
Redlands 

While the Greencamp /Ricketts Road Intersection is being fixed,  The section of Single Lane Ricketts Road to the Tingalpa Bridge should be expanded to two lanes including Bike lines 
both ways.  Someone is going to be killed. 

Chelsea Road 

Significant delays at the intersection, also due to long queue on rickertt rd from the grassdale rd intersection. Rickertt rd needs to be 2 lanes each direction. 

Riding Road 

Pashen Street 

The level of traffic along Riding Rd makes it difficult to cross both lanes of traffic from Pashen St. It is dangerous due to poor visibility and also because people try to get across traffic 
quickly because of the limited availability of a break in traffic. 

Trying to turn from Pashen St onto Riding Road can be a danger. The cars parked on the street make it hard to see oncoming traffic and due to light cycles sometimes it can take you 
10 minutes to turn onto Riding Rd. There is also a pedestrian crossing at the intersection on Riding road and sometimes it can be hard to see pedestrians coming onto the crossing due to 
parked cars. There are lights towards the end of Riding Road and in peak time when there are a lot of cars coming through there, it can be so hard to turn right. This area is also in a school 
zone and is dangerous for the school kids and the school traffic can cause long lines of cars trying to turn onto Riding Rd. 

Rigg Street 

Ray Jones Drive 

Around 3pm there is a backlog of cars at the intersection meters long due to the small window available to let traffic through before the green light turns red again. 

Windarra Street 

Around 2.30pm - 3.15pm traffic around the 2 schools is horrendous. Stop, Drop and Go becomes a parking spot and back's up traffic along Windarra Street causing a backlog of cars 
and blocking the pedestrian crossing. 

congested traffic becomes a hazard to all users. The roads split 2 schools (primary & secondary) with morning and afternoon traffic the worst. Turning onto Windarra from Rigg 
becomes blind and dangerous. Turning from Windarra st into Rigg becomes hazardous with children crossing the roads and cars building up block the intersection 

primary school and high school separated y a road. Students crossing over the road causes huge traffic delays. Traffic lines up. it turns into a big stale mate of no movement what so 
ever. 

School congestion parents parking in pick up areas clogging the drive through pick up point 

When students use children crossings they stop traffic. Large schools should have a bridge to allow student to cross safely and without holding up cars and causing major traffic delays 
around schools between 15min before and after bell times in the afternoon and morning. 

(blank) 

Windarra Street, Woree 

Congestion at the front of the school which causes delays and a serious accident will happen one day. 

Traffic before and after school is congested with five schools in the same street (Windarra Street) who start and finish at almost the same time. 

Ripley Road 
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Reif Street 

Heading towards Ipswich along Ripley Road, the intersection lacks a turn arrow for Reof Street. This causes through traffic to back up to the roundabout and sometimes even beyond 
the roundabout. 

Riverway Drive 

Hammond Way 

Single lane each way on busy main road with no right turn lane on to minor road.  Tricky to turn left out on to the main road 

Robina Parkway 

Laver Drive 

Long queues, difficulty changing lanes to enter motorway, drivers need to be assertive to keep traffic flowing 

Very difficult getting on to the roundabout - heavy traffic coming from the right and then difficult to get around onto Somerset drive as Robina parkway is banked up 

Robina Town Centre Drive 

Christine Avenue 

When trying to take the m1 via robina town centre drive to exit 82 the traffic is backed up all the way in busy times. It takes a long time to enter m1 northbound via exit 82 

Highfield Drive 

Take out roundabout and install traffic lights 

Highfields Drive 

The left lane moves quicker than the right and so some people tend to be in the left hand lane then once they get throught hte roundabout try and jump over to the right but the 
main reason for the congestion is entering the roundabout with the amount of traffic 

M1 And Laver Drive 

This road is an exit to the M1. It is between a high school and two hospitals and has roundabouts at both ends and a small bridge nearby. It is very congested at peak times and 
dangerous as ambulances cannot pass when traffic is at a standstill, which is daily. This needs to be upgraded and more lanes so merging onto the M1 is safe. There is no where to turn or 
exit once you are stuck on this section of the road. 

M1 Round About Mudgeeraba - Getting Onto M1 Or Getting To Mudgeeraba 

Every afternoon banked up from M1 to Robina hospital from 3pm till at least 6pm 

Robina Parkway 

2 roundabouts entering and exiting the Robina town centre shops. Only thoroughfare to get to the M1 

(blank) 

Somerset Drive 

Roundsbouts over capacity 

Robinson Road West 

Murphy Road 

Traffic turning into Murphy's Rd from both directions along Robinson Rd West blocks through traffic 

Rochedale Road 

Eight Mile Plains Road 
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Increase traffic due to New housing estates and congestion on gateway motorway and m1 merge so people use this intersection as an alternative which impacts locals getting 
through 

Miles Platting Road 

Long delay from Mile Platting road turning right into Rochedale road due to cars blocking the intersection. 

Numerous schools, over development  of residential lots,  now a shopping centre with no road capacity increase. 

School traffic mostly 

Two schools in the area and too many cars! Single lanes only. Some people block the intersection just to get through 

With so many schools in close promxity and now people using rochedale rd as a rat run to avoid M1 and gateway this area is now beyond a joke.   What makes this area even worse is 
the school children.  Outside rochedale state school heading towards McKenzie then children and parents dont even have a footpath.   There are cars, trucks speeding (noone does 40 in 
the school zone and regardless of complaints they dont police that part of the school zone) and children and parents all over the road. 

Preistdale Road 

School traffic in the morning and adternoon 

Priest Dale Road 

Round about with 4 schools and 1daycare within 1km of it, school zone time is like a carpark 

Priestdale Road 

A congested round about. 
New housing developments but no new traffic plans to go along with the increased traffic. 
These schools are all with 1km proximity but the roads are only one lane wide- 
Saint Peters School 
A Day Care Centre 
Rochedale High School 
Rochedale State Primary School 
Redeemer Lutheran College. 

Going north along Rochedale Road from 7am in the morning Monday - Friday the traffic crawls up to the roundabout while the cars on the right coming from Priestdale just keep 
coming until a car travelling south on Rochedale Road allows you to enter the roundabout and these cars are few and far between until approx 8am in the mornings!  In the afternoon 
between the times of 4pm and 5.30pm it can take 5mins to exit the school property  where I work to turn left onto Rochedale Road then it is a crawl  due to the volume of cars travelling 
south due to the volume of traffic at the roundabout on Rochedale Road and Priestdle Roads . The traffickers along Rochedale and Priestdale roads is not only from parents dropping off at 
the 4 schools and 1 child care but from people taking shortcuts due to the roadwork on the freeway upgrade between Springwood on ramp and the Gateway exit and the Underwood 
Road overpass bridge being upgraded as well. 

Major congestion on Rochedale road between round-about and Rochedale State School. This impacts all the way along Priestdale road, and also Rochedale road down to Underwood 
road. 

Only one lane each way and cars queuing to turn to Rochedale state high school which blocks traffic going straight.  The school drop off is a small space and so cars don't have space 
to move much. 

Real bad congestion, 4 schools in close proximity and a childcare centre also work traffic and roadworks, it’s horrendous. People clog up the roundabout and further up the road at 
the lights intersection 
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Roundabout intersecting two roads. Only one lane per entrance to roundabout. If heading south on Rochdale Rd, traffic entering from the right on Priestdale Rd causes major queues. 

School drop off is a major issue and waste of time. Affecting reaching school and work in addition to pollution, petrol waste etc 

The roundabout causes too much delay.  
Congestion on every road leading up to the roundabout. 

There are 3 schools located on Rochedale Road on either side of this intersection, which I believe is a major contributor. 

Very queue through roundabout. 

(blank) 

Rochedale Road-Underwood Road 

(blank) 

Section Between Priestdale Road And Miles Platting Road 

Within an hour of school start or end, or at afternoon peak hour.  School traffic, buses, parents just sitting there waiting to be able to drop children at drop-off points - you can crawl 
for 20 minutes - a lot of the time with parked cars trying to re-join the traffic flow.  Both directions. 
 
Then evening Peak Hour Traffic - can take 15+ mins to crawl along (southbound). 
 
It is made worse, as it's one of the few alternative routes from South to North when the M1/M3 are "broken".  When the M1 is stopped, will take even more time to get through, 
particularly in the morning. 
 
The roundabout at Priestdale Road doesn't help - it should work a treat, but too many drivers just don't know how to effectively use a roundabout.  Sometimes it is a parking spot as cars 
enter when there is no way to get through - meaning other traffic (eg turning left) can't get anyway either. 

Underwood Road To Mile Plating Road 

Between 7:30-9 it takes 30-45 to drive from underwood rd miles platting. In the afternoon miles platting turning into to Rochedale rd can take up the 45 as the traffic on Rochedale rd 
barley moves so it’s 1 car per lights change 

Rode Road 

  

Traffic is always slow going East down Rode Rd from Stafford Rd to Gympie Rd as lights seem slow and traffic builds up....more so at peak times. 

Bilsen Road And Edinburgh Castle Road 

Traffic held up at roundabout. Sun shines directly down Road and blinds drivers speeding over hill causing rear end collissions. In addition vehicles coming up Bilsen Rd have blind spot 
to traffic on right side of Rode Rd. Finally Rode Rd is path for Westbound traffic from Gateway while Edinburgh Castle is main alternate route for Northbound traffic. 

Main Road 
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When leaving the Prince Charles and Holy Spirit Northside Hospitals  via Main Road, there is a long waiting time for the traffic coming from both directions on the adjoining Rode 
Road, particularly if crossing both lanes to turn right. There is no traffic light and the flow of traffic can be non-stop. As a nurse using this entrance regularly, I have seen many people 
'playing chicken' and having near misses to exit the hospital grounds, with long queues making it more stressful. Most of these people would be patients/visitors unfamiliar with the area, 
making a stressful visiting experience worse. I have been there 10 years and have seen it getting worse as it has become a primary route for traffic from Gympie Road and as more 
apartments have been built  in the surrounding area. A set of lights at the intersection into the hospital grounds would improve flow and safety. 

Webster Road 

At almost any time, Webster Rd traffic clears well within a single change of lights, while Rode Rd usually takes 2 and sometimes 3 changes to get through. Unnecessary, and so easily 
addressed. 

Roghan Road 

Muller Road 

During the mornings, there are a number of cars wanting to turn right to get to the school. These cars line up because there isn't enough time on the green arrow. There is no option 
to turn right on a green light - only on an arrow. 

Ross River Road 

  

Most of the traffic lights are always red, you never get a clean run. 

Ruthven Street 

Chalk Drive 

The intersection has very poor disparity and two of the four linking roads are on a green when there are no vehicles present on the indicated green light. Poor timing to get to the 
next intersection where you have to wait for an excessive amount of time at the Ruthven/Campbell Street intersection. Not enough time to get off chalk drive and right onto ruthven 
street...especially at the peak traffic times... 

Herries Street 

Need a longer set of lights for traffic traveling south on Ruthven st over Herries. 

Margaret Street 

(blank) 

Margaret Street Toowoomba 

The whole intersection stops any pedestrians can cross even diagonally 

North Street Toowoomba 

(blank) 

Saffron Drive 

Bluebell Street 

Almost impossible to leave garage, congested due to excessive waiting for children to cross. 

Samford Road 

  

All along Samford Road where there are side streets, people turn from the right lane into ongoing traffic during peak hour. Because there are no right turn lanes, people clog up the 
right lane while waiting to cross through intersections. 
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Enoggera new entry off Samford road means that in the morning thousands of extra cars are on the road with no increase in lanes causing conjestion to incoming traffic off Samford 
Road. 
 
Travel times are significantly impacted by 30-40 minutes each morning between 6:15 to 7:45AM every week day 

Every morning it is banked up from Keperra to Gaythrone, it makes a 15 drive to work in the morning at least a 45 minute one, I am not really sure what the solution is but it gets 
worse every morning. 

From Samford and Ferny Grove, Samford Road is pretty much it. With the approved developments in a Ferny Grove and Ferny Hills there is going to be a lot more people with the 
same struggling roads 

Samford Road is the only major road connecting samford and surrounds, Ferny grove and surrounds and Upper Kedron to the city. The two lanes are insufficient and there are more 
and more houses being constructed with no road upgrades. 

Approaching Enoggera Road 

Clearway along Samford Road heading inbound towards Enoggera Road finishes at 9am.  Straight away there are cars parking outside the post office, causing delays due to a blocked 
lane and traffic attempting to merge right.  There is still peak hour traffic travelling along this road as parents head to work after dropping children at school and so and it becomes heavily 
congested from 9am. 

Arbor Street 

(blank) 

Army Barracks Entrance. 

Army Barracks lights are poorly timed with other lights. Army traffic run the red lights and once light turns green no traffic can move forward. Doesn't happen everyday. Depends 
what's happening at the army base on the volume of traffic entering in the am or leaving in the pm. 

Blackwood Street 

Incorrect timing of crossroads traffic lights causes significant congestion 

Dawson Parade 

The right turning lane on Samford Road heading into Dawson parade is too small. In turn, cars are  trying to turn right but waiting ages for the traffic light to go. Every day the traffic in 
the right hand lane is held up because the turning lane is full. 

Entrance To Enoggera Barracks 

Having the entry to Enoggera Barracks off Samford Rd has now caused Samford Rd traffic to back up to Kepperra every morning. The right turn lane is too short and having the traffic 
all on Samford Rd rather than previous entries through back streets compounds the issue. 

Glen Retreat Road 

Light timings have changed giving the cross Rd excessive time on green with no traffic flow while the congested SAMFORD rd has less time on green causing massive delays. 

Harlock Drive 

Due to a huge amount of traffic coming in and out of the barracks at peak times, this delays both Samford Roads and Wardell Steets. 

Osborne Road 

Both turning traffic (Samford into Osborne in the afternoon, and vice versa in the morning) and through traffic in the afternoon are affected.  The traffic is backed up from that 
intersection to approximately 111 Samford Rd most afternoons. It’s a single turning lane, and there are cars parked on Osborne Rd that effectively make it a single lane road too. 
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Poor signal coordination and an influx of local traffic from side streets along Samford Road causes 5+ minutes delay and sometimes traffic banking back past Dawson Parade into 
Keperra during peak hour. Yet once past Osborne Road the traffic flows. 

Samford Rd from Dawson Pde (Keperra) all the way to Enogerra Rd  (Alderley) and in to city, is a complete mess of  poorly coordinated traffic lights creating a carpark of 2 lanes. 
The same group of 20-30 cars can start their journey at Keperra and get stuck in 'red light run' that lasts until you eventually can use another road. 
In this age of everything being  'wi-fi', 'blue-toothed' and linked every other way, these traffic signals are running on technology 30-40 decades ago. 

Traffic turning right off of Osbourne Road is given priority via a green turn left arrow which is on for an extended period of time. Once the arrow turns green, Samford Road through 
traffic is signaled to enter the intersection, however it is congested by the Osbourne Road traffic. The green light for the through traffic is much shorter than the left turning traffic and 
therefore Samford Road traffic is backed up and stationary for over 1 kilometer. 

Osborne Road, Mitchelton 

The problems in both directions off Samford and into Osborne or turning left or right from Osborne onto Samford used to be related to peak hour traffic.  It is worse at these times, 
but I have often had to wait for 4 changes of lights to turn right from Osborne onto Samford on weekends.  A contributing factor is there is a railway crossing in Osborne Road and in peak 
hours the trains go through each 15 minutes into the city and then you also have trains coming from the city to Ferny Grove.  If the railway crossing was not there, it would certainly 
alleviate the situation. 

Settlement Road 

3 different traffic lights in short distance from each other 

The traffic comes from Samford, Upper Kedron, Ferny Grove, Ferny Hills and Keperra heading to schools, The Gap and the city in the mornings. There is the same problem in the 
afternoons. 

Taylor’S Road 

Turning right from Taylor’s Rd into samford Rd is massive delay on a daily basis.  
Traffic congestion on samford Rd is the issue 

Taylors Rd / Prospect Rd 

The timing on the lights has been changed. In the mornings at 7am. It now takes a minimum of three sets of light changes before I even get out on the main road. 

Wardell St 

Congested school time is worst 

The turning lane to turn left onto Samford Road from Wardell Street heading towards the city is too small (allows 2 cars) for the amount of traffic wanting to turn left. They reclaimed 
all the land and it is now sitting vacant, for sale. 

This intersection was upgraded a few years ago to introduce additional turning lanes, however this has made little improvement. This is a major intersection for North Brisbane and 
the traffic volumes are too high for a traffic light intersection. A road overpass needs to be built similar to what was built on Old Northern Road, further up  north. 

(blank) 

Wardell Street 

FROM THE START OF SAMFORD RD AT ALDERLEY ALL THE WAY THROUGH TO GAYTHORNE STATION, IT IS JUST CHOCKA BLOCK AFTER 4 PM. I AM SURE IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO 
WITH THE NEWISH LIGHTS AT THE ARMY BARRACKS ENTRANCE 

I think the green light should be for longer in our direction 
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With the military entry/exit on both Samford road and onto Lloyd/Wardell, there’s a huge amount of delay waiting for traffic signals. Open up the entries like Victoria Street, Frasers 
Road or Wanimo Street to major traffic. 

Samsonvale Road 

Kensington Way 

Lights are set up for priority to turn into Kensington Way at all times when only needed during afternoon peak times. 

Sandgate Road 

  

From the Nundah Village bypass tunnel to the East-West Arterial Road intersection, Sandgate Road is blocked at almost all times during the day.   Congestion is both northbound and 
southbound, though southbound congestion is worse.   I believe it's due to lengthy waits between traffic lights in close proximity to each other, compounded with traffic entering/exiting 
the adjacent shopping center. 

Now that the Gateway motorway on-ramp, (northbound), off Sandgate Road has been closed, this has increased the traffic loads on Sandgate Rd/Braun St Deagon of an 
afternoon/evening. 

The northbound lanes of Sandgate Road Virginia then Boondall and then Deagon are absolutely shocking in the late afternoons and early evenings. 

Too many cars 

Traffic congestion x10 

Traffic waiting to turn right onto the East West Arterial block traffic between the EW Aterial all the way back to Junction Road. This is compounded by a right turning signal at the 
lights at the Eliza St/Sandgate Road intersection, which completely stops an entire lane if someone wants to turn right across two lanes of heavy morning traffic 

Virtue signalling politicians with no training or knowledge of traffic management making decisions that impact thousands of people. 

Abbotsford Road 

Left lane only allowed to continue on Sandgate rd, right lane has to turn onto Abbotsford rd even thou there are 2 lane continuing on Sandgate rd. 

Albion Road 

To much traffic for small rd. 

East West Arterial 

Slow series of lights that don’t sync properly 

To many cars for size of road and the previous 2 sets of lights brings traffic to a crawl 

East West Arterial Road 

(blank) 

East-West Arterial Road 

(blank) 

Junction Road 

Right turning arrow into Junction Road doesn’t not stay green long enough 

Many - Virginia To Boondall Stretch 

Congested road. Traffic lights not in sync to allow flow. Many drivers do not obey the 70 speed limit and instead travel as slow as 50 which significantly holds up traffic. Many cars 
pass through red light signals causing near misses. 

Merge With Toombul Road 
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Merging traffic at Virginia (Sandgate and toombul roads) 

Muller Road 

Sandgate Rd is backed up with traffic through this intersection due to removing gateway arterial onramp at Boondall. All traffic now has to go through an extra 6 sets of lights before 
being able to access M1 

None 

The amount of cars needing to turn in random streets creates so much traffic, it needs to have no right turn between 630 and 930am 

Pritchard St 

Trucks taking up both lanes to turn right 

Sandgate Road And Junction Road 

Long wait due to volume of traffic 

Toombul Road 

2 lanes x 2 lanes go into three. At the moment the right 2 have to merge together then most still need to merge left. I think if the outer lanes continue on then only the 2 middle lanes 
will have to merge, it’s a lot less merging and would flow better as there would be much less lane swapping needed. 

Merging traffic from Toombul Rd two into one then has to merge with sandgate Rd.  
Many of these merging cars then want to cross three lanes of traffic to turn left at next intersection.  
Causes chaos and backs up two major roads. 

Sandgate road can be empty but the merge lane is so long to get onto Sandgate Rd the traffic back right back to Northgate Rd.  
This is a major link off the gateway to the north western suburbs 

See previous answer, Road joins on wrong side. Needs flyover to join left side. Traffic backs up to Southern Cross way somedays. 

Toombul road is congested  and when motorist want to merge into Sandgate road at Virginia its so difficult to merge because Sandgate Road is so busy .The motorists are forced to 
drive at 30km per hr so congested. 

Traffic coming from toombul road merges into an already busy sandgate road, causing dangerous conditions as drivers try to get into the lane they need.   The two busy roads 
merging creates a bottleneck. 

Train overpass to the north is going for 3 lanes to 2 then there is banking up traffic turning left. 

Turning from Sandgate road to toombul road is blocked by queuing traffic of toombul road entering Sandgate road. Reason traffic is backed up as merging is difficult and lots of cars 
trying to get from right merge lane into left turn lane at Robinson road. 

Toombul Shopping Centre Junction 

Too much traffic funneled into  2 laned Sandgate Rd from roads such as Rode Rd, Hamilton Rd, 
 Zillmere and Beams Rd and the Gateway. 
Sandgate Rd has never been given priority upgrading and is mostly only 2 lanes (except through Virginia). 
Any upgrades have only been to force drivers into VERY EXPENSIVE tunnels. 
The bottleneck at Toombul shopping centre is exascerbated by one lane being given to tunnel traffic and the endless pedestrians crossing from Toombul Train station which causes long 
light changes. 

Scarborough Street 

Short Street 
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When heading north, there is an arrow light to turn left onto Lawson St, but NO turning lane. You get stuck behind cars going straight ahead or turning right. If you're waiting to turn 
right, and a tram goes through the intersection, you get stuck waiting multiple light cycles before you finally can turn. 

Scrub Road 

Pine Mountain Road 

Traffic backs up on Scrub Rd to roundabout at Cribb Rd in the mornings 7:45-8:30am the worst. Since new Greendale Way development new houses built. 

Seaview Road 

Bargara Road 

It’s dangerous to turn onto the main road. Lack of visibility around a bend and fast moving traffic 

Settlement Road 

  

Large queues of cars during peak hour due to being one lane for majority of Settlement Rd. 

Seventeen Mile Rocks Road 

  

Cars from Seventeen Miles Rocks Road trying to get onto the Centenary Highway to go into the city, will often enter the roundabout and block traffic that has left the freeway and is 
attempting to enter and turn right into Seventeen Miles Rock Road to head back towards Oxley Train station. Traffic is on the roundabout, preventing cars from entering. 

Shafston Avenue 

Lytton Road, Wellington Road 

Even filtering on a motorbike this road is poorly managed especially on light timing. It’s ridiculous. 

Main Street 

The merging traffic between the two very busy roads can be very slow- people stop in order to change lanes rather than continuing to move 

None 

Not enough lanes and not long enough turning lane. Speed camera before bridge and merging traffic slows down traffic over bridge. 

Shand Streetreet 

Stafford Road 

Incredible delays getting through the intersection to turn right at around 9am weekdays.  Waiting through 3-4 right turn phases. 
This causes great impatience with some drivers as I watched 4 turn as the green light turned from amber to red - the through traffic opposite would have been on a green arrow and had 
to wait for the vehicles to clear before heading off.  This situation is an accident waiting to happen. 

Sheridan Street 

Rutherford Street 

Mother of Good  Council School has 3 street access to this property as well as a traffic light  and cross walk on sheridan street and should not require a 40 zone on this main 
(highway).  Neither the police, council or main roads want to address this issue.  The people of this school(small in size) are dictating the requirement and holding all the traffic in cairns to 
ransom, including people trying to make connections to our airport..  This zoning is really, really unnecessary and should be attended to immdeiately.  Just ask anyone in Cairns, and you 
will find no-one who would disagree, everyone has been trying for years to have this rectified.  Thanks 

Spence Street 
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When heading east on Spence Street, the right-hand turning lane only allows 1 car in it, so cars behind it block the intersection for through traffic. Also, the turning arrow only lets the 
one car through due to congestion and then sits there green with no other cars able to get through. Also, the left lane trying to turn left is always hindered by pedestrians, effectively both 
lanes and the turning lane are blocked when the light is green, only a couple of cars get through every sequence of the lights. 

Shore Street West 

Wellington Street 

Current roundabout is inadequate to handle the volume of traffic from both directions. Peak hour, before and after school times are the most congested. 

No one knows how to use it 

Not enough lanes leading in and out of the intersection, the intersection is too small 

This roundabout is a major thoroughfare for motorists from Redland City travelling into Brisbane City and it's surrounding suburbs and with the ever increasing population in this area 
there is far too much traffic using this roundabout during peak hours to safely negotiate the intersection, it requires the immediate installation of traffic lights to assist motorists  and 
provide a safe crossing point for pedestrians and cyclists on the ever busy Shore Street West.  There are many elderly residents and school children living in the local area and without 
traffic lights they are unable to safely cross this street. 

Sicklefield Road 

Shand Road 

Traffic Travelling down Shand Street are stopped further down at the lights on the intersection of Pickering st, south pine, raymont road and sicklefield st. 
the problem is that these lights turn red and all the cars still on shand crowd through and leave no space for cars turning right into shand. So only 1 or 2 cars get through at times, leaving a 
backlog of cars stuck waiting for the next light change. 

Sir Fred Schonell Drive 

Gailey Road 

Too many cars going in and out of the University of Queensland.  Some afternoons, residents can't even get out of the suburb. 

Ryans Road 

Hard to see oncoming traffic, from down the slope. Causes the right turning traffic to wait a long time 

Skew Street 

Upper Roma Street 

Traffic coming from Roma st through to Upper Roma st block the intersection for all traffic coming from Skew St (Grey st bridge).  The intersection blockages often causes traffic to 
back up all the way to cordelia st. 

Smith Street Motorway 

  

Not enough lanes means this stretch of road jams almost to a stand still everyday 

Smith only has 2 lanes travelling west towards M1. It gets congested because of 3 merging lanes in close proximity to each other and at the crest of a hill, people always have 
accidents. The traffic is at peak hours in the afternoon. 
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Smith Street Motorway Eastbound was widened to three lanes to cope with greatly increased traffic volumes due to new Gold Coast University Hospital, expansion at Griffith 
University Campus and general GC Northern population increase. No corresponding widening to Smith Street westbound occurred despite an additional on-ramp / entry point being added 
at Olsen Avenue (which has been greatly widened due to traffic volumes). Probably 95% of cars that travel east (in morning peak hour) are the same cars that travel west in the evening 
peak hour. Smith St west of the Pacific Motorway at Pacific Pines feeds directly to Smith street new third lane (east of the motorway in an Easterly direction. This eliminates the need of 
traffic to access the congested Pacific Motorway and works very well. The corresponding west bound trip is hindered by lack of the third lane pushing more traffic onto the Pacific 
Motorway in evening peak hour. 

The road can not handle the amount of traffic that moves through it everyday. There is constant delays to the point I no longer use in and spend more time using smaller local roads 

(blank) 

All 

Smith street is a nightmare to be on from  2.30pm till 6pm. It’s bumpa to bumpa from the beginning in Southport to when you ever onto the m1. We need at least 4 lanes. 

Kumbari Ave 

Two lanes in Kumbari Street ( one turning Left into Smith Street to University hospital  and University and Brisbane and very narrow lane crossing over Smith Street to Labrador (with 
two schools next to each other). One can wait for 15 minutes and three traffic light changes to get across Smith Street. Becomes very congested and with Upgrade just before 
Commonwealth Games don't know why something was not done about it. 

Napper Road 

As previous stated. Why wasn’t an over/underpass built at that intersection? During peak hour the napper rd traffic waiting to turn into Smith st do no get long enough green. Have to 
wait for the trams to cross 

People don't realise you can turn left at all times unless there is a red arrow turning left. They wait for the green light to go straight and then turn left. When they do turn left, they 
move straight over into the right lane crossing a solid line which is for other incoming traffic to turn into. It's an accident waiting to happen! 

There is a red stop light for trams but nothing for cars so people don’t know what they need to do and just sit there waiting for a green light. I get confused also. Don’t want to hit a 
car or tram.  Also at the same time as we can go cars are coming from the tram car park across Smith street into Napper road.   I have seen some very close calls. 

Olsen Ave 

When traffic flow going across the intersection is low or nil there is still a red arrow. 

Pacific Highway 

Road is too narrow with intersection  going in multiple directions and sets of lights too close to each other that are all in short term sink and does not allow free flow of peak hour 
traffic 

Village Blvd 

These new traffic lights turn red on main road when no other traffic there to cause light change. 

Wardoo Street 

Wardoo Street heading north goes from two lanes to one at the Smith Street intersection.  The through traffic banks back blocking access to the right turn lane. Not uncommon to 
wait for up to three traffic light changes to be able to turn right. 

Somerset Drive 

Franklin Dr 

Sit at red light for several minutes when there is no traffic going through intersection. 
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Robina Parkway & Robina Town Centre Drive 

There are 2 roundabouts really close and the amount of traffic there is no room and then drivers start blocking up the round about and not leaving it clear for through traffic 

Swanton Drive 

Through traffic congests and blocks intersection 

Somerset Road 

Turner Road 

(blank) 

South Pine Road 

  

Constantly congested, not enough lanes or other road option. Need an overpass 

South Pine Road from Old Northern Road to Samford Road is terrible at with large numbers of cars & buses. 

The road coming out of the Eatons Hill Hotel regularly blocks up with traffic on Friday and Saturday nights in particular if there is a special concert.  It causes congestion along South 
Pine Road and frequently blocks shoppers in the carpark of the Woolworths.  I was recently trapped in the carpark with my car on a Saturday afternoon for 1 hour!  The problem is that the 
traffic lights will only let 3-4 cars get through each lights change.  The problem is made worse by all the young pedestrians crossing the roads which creates more congestion 

There's lots of congestion along this road in the early morning from 6-9am and in the afternoon 3pm-6.30pm. There are a lot of traffic lights along Southpine Road which slow down 
traffic and people going under the speed limit, sometimes quite a bit under when they don't need to. 

Too much traffic - having to wait for those coming out of Eatons hill 

Too much traffic for current road plan. Needs overhead bridges with leads into suburbs. Terrible town planning due to growth in outer suburbs 

Traffic doesn’t flow through in peak hours. To many intersections at Eaton’s hill 

Alderley Avenue 

Cars travelling outbound on South Pine Road at Alderley (immediately after the road splits away into Samford Road), in the right lane, are often stuck behind a car turning right into 
Alderley Ave.  This is particularly dangerous as it is just after a major intersection and the main problems occur at peak hour in the afternoon (approx. 3.30-5.30pm).  The difficulty is that 
there is no alternative route to Alderley Ave.  The next intersection with traffic lights is just near Coles, Railway Pl.  Perhaps Railway Pl could be extended so it connects with Alderley Ave 
and then cars could turn right at the Coles intersection and not hold up all of the South Pine Road traffic. 

Between Samford And Stafford Roads 

Stop-start northbound traffic after 2:30pm very heavy. Right turners from Sth Pine Rd into minor roads and unlinked traffic lights through the shops precinct at Spotlight, Woolworths 
and Stafford Rds prevent efficient flow through. 

Bunya Park Drive 

From Old North Road intersection to Bunya Park Drive intersection the lights are not programmed to cope with the amount of or flow of traffic. This is an area our council wants to 
develop further but the traffic is not coping at times already and that is without higher density development. 

Coorpooroo 

Turning either left or right long waits , also traffic backs up from lights onto old north rd in peak times 

Eaton’S Crossing Drive 
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One entry out of a very big estate - queen elizabeth drive blocks Eaton’s crossing and the volume of traffic coming along south pine keeps increasing as they build more estates with 
hundreds of houses in a small area and no new infrastructure! 

Eaton’S Crossing Road 

Gridlocked 

(blank) 

Eaton’S Crossing Road (Travelling Northbound/Westbound) 

Travelling northbound through Albany Creek across Cash’s bridge the traffic is banked up for kilometres.  Not enough left hand turn lane into Eaton’s crossing road.  Traffic scoots 
down the right hand lane then pushes back into LH lane to turn left 

Eatons Crossing Road 

Congestion on Old Northern Rd causes congestion on Eaton Crossing Rd. Made worse by traffic turning right out of Queen Elizabeth Dr. Sometimes the traffic is backed up to Paddy 
Rd. 

Everyday there is congestion  
Some days 10 minutes others 25 

In morning, slow moving traffic due to light signals - travelling south along south pine road.  
And when trying to turn right onto south pine road from Eaton’s crossing road, traffic is backed up quite a distance. Often waiting 5+ cycles to be able to get through. 

Lights are out of sync with Queen Elizabeth Dr. Sometimes the traffic is backed up to Paddy Rd 

South Pine Road carries too much traffic due to poor infrastructure, increased population and no government or council investment. Eatons Crossing Road is one lane and heavily 
congested plus very dangerous intersections along the length of the road and reduced speed limit has done little to alleviate the problem. Eatons Crossing Road feeds into an already 
choking South Pine Road. 

Too many cars - traffic banked back past Queen Elizabeth Drive of a morning. Once on South Pine Road the traffic is stationary all the way through Albany Crrk and beyond. 

Too many cars at this intersection during peak hours. 

Too many estates have been built feeding into Eatons Crossing Rd  without improving the infrastructure . Also Old Northern Road is constantly congested. Too many estates have 
been built without increasing the infrastructure and too many traffic lights have been installed which are not synced. 

Too much traffic, overdevelopment of the area with no possible road upgrades 

Very busy intersection, lights need adjustment 

Very poor light synchronisation. Too much traffic for the size of the road. 

(blank) 

Kremzow Road 

First of all the right turning lane isn't long enough for the traffic and the green arrow doesn't stay on long enough to get the traffic through 

Leitchs Road 

Evening issues - people leaving South Pine Sports Complex after sporting activities (particularly around 8pm) have to wait for lights favouring South Pine Road when there is more 
traffic travelling on Leitchs Road. 

Sizer Street 

Lights in the area don't accommodate for large amounts of traffic. Not enough lanes. 

Stafford Road 
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Approaching that intersection (Stafford Rd and South Pine Rd)  is a nightmare at times. This is between 6am and 8pm . Waiting of at least 10 to 15 mins before you can drive through 
the intersection 
A dedicated lane for turning left onto Stafford Rd would make a huge difference. (this should start from at least 50 meters before the intersection) 

Bottle neck 

Due to increased housing development at Warner but no road infrastructure to cater for increased number of commuters. Traffic congestion caused by Workers and Defence all using 
Old Northern Road to get to work, but it only being 2 lanes. One lane is blocked by buses just before intersection. Through traffic blocks those wanting to turn left and vice Versa. Traffic 
backs up to Beckett’s Road overpass as a result creating great delays. 

heavy congestion on south pine road. this is a major aerterial road for northsiders going to the city. There is insufficient lanes. This is an urgent must fix. It is the WORST road and 
intersection in Brisbane. the opening of the Airport link tunnel and all the traffic flowing onto Stafford road has made this worse and completely untenable. We want to sell our house and 
move because this road and intersection is abysmal.  It is a disgrace that nothing has been done about it. Nothing.  
The irony is that the insection is directly in front of Tim Mander's (LNP MP for Everton) office. It was an election promise by both the LNP (Tim Mander) and the Labor Party to fix this 
intersection. However, Tim Mander won the seat but the Labor party won the election - and so because the LNP isn't in government and the seat isn't held by a labor member, NOTHING is 
being done about it. It's terrible (and makes me so angry that we miss out) 

I think there is just too much traffic for this intersection. If the road coming from Brookside shopping centre was diverted things would be better. 

In busy times,  traffic has to wait through a number of changes of traffic signals before passing through the intersection.  TRaffic can be banked up a few hundred metres .  The main 
problem is both directions on South Pine Rd but from Stafford Rd and Griffith St , it can be bad too. 

inappropriate traffic light timing for road conditions 

Intersection can’t handle volume of traffic especially at peak times. 

Intersection very slowly as major road terminates and feeds another major road 
Plus intersection is crooked so turning vehicle struggles to get across 

Large volumes of traffic during peak times. If pedestrians are crossing the entrance to Stafford rd, a Red arrow prevents cars from turning left into Stafford road and blocks through 
traffic as there is no dedicated left turning lane or slip lane 

Long queues in the mornings, usually the traffic starts at the round about at Rode Rd and continues to the Everton Park junction. In the evenings, the traffic starts near Enoggera, all 
the way to the Everton Park junction. The traffic is also increased due to the bus stops, which are on road stops. 

Long standing issue. There was a plan for a large road upgrade a number of years ago with the development of the new shopping precinct (Masters/Woolworths etc) though it never 
went ahead. Heavy congestion with insufficient roads and poor traffic signalling. 

Morning / afternoon congestion in peak times frustrates road users 

No idea why it crawls here but it then continues all the way down to the Waddell st and Samford road intersections 

No matter what day Monday to Friday as well as Saturday this section of road is slow and blocked when travelling along South Pine Rd.  The  Stafford d section is not much better in 
the afternoon which leads to cars rat running . 

Requires a underpass or overpass to relieve constant traffic congestion any time of day but particularly peak hour 

South Pine Road at Everton Park, heading towards the city is often congested, even on weekends. It's only 2 lanes, and no room for left hand turns 
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South Pine Road in Everton Park is badly congested where two sets of traffic lights are located close together. The first set of lights heading south intersects with busy Stafford Road, 
but also Griffith Street a bit further down. Essentially, Stafford Road doesn't flow straight into Griffith Street, drivers must so a 'zig-zag' type of turn to go from Stafford Rd to Griffith 
Street. This means the lights have to change allowing three different flows of traffic: (1) north-south on South Pine Road, (2) east west on Stafford Rd, and (3) east-west on Griffith St. This 
means it takes a very long time to allow any traffic to get through this intersection. At peak hours in the morning and afternoon, traffic is backed up considerably. Also hampering this is a 
second set of lights just south of this intersection due to a Harvey Normal/shopping area. 

Stafford road has two way intersection into a smaller road doglegged opposite, each has their own time with lights, same with Stafford Road by memory.  This takes so much time 
with no flow or consideration to outbound or inbound peak traffic times.  This creates a lot of congestion for kilometres. 
I believe the problem can be reduced with Southpine Road both having right turn arrows together than straight traffic together.  Preference needs to be given to a higher major road 
which in this case is Southpine Road and lesser value to the smaller road opposite Stafford Road than of course Stafford receiving more time than the opposite Road (sorry forgot the 
name.) 
Southpine = together right turn, than straight time longest to keep flow of traffic 
Or even Stafford and road opposite right turns together for a long time than straight traffic for shorter time. 

terribly congested, and now there are added shops in the region 

The amount of traffic that attempts to pass through this intersection during peak hours (especially outbound 3.30 - 6.00 pm) is far in excess of the two lane capacity. Lengthy queues 
extend back to the Wardell St/Samford Rd intersection which in turn creates holdups almost back to Waterworks Rd at Ashgrove. 

The entire Everton Park shopping precinct is a nightmare that grinds the entire road network to a halt. There are alternative plans in place. These have been on the drawing board for 
30 plus years. The public are held to ransome for political rather than commonsense reasons for not building the bypass that has been promised and never actioned. 

the inbound left turn lane is not wide enough and it blocks the left through lane. There's a bus stop there as well that causes extra delays 

The intersection is confusing, plus when exiting Griffith st, the wait time is long 

The intersection is incredibly congested in the mornings and afternoon during the week, and congested on weekend mornings. Not only is there long lines of traffic to get through, 
many cars use local suburban streets to avoid the intersection 

The traffic from too much new residential building north of Albany Creek is slowing down traffic into the city on Old Northern Road from Albany Creek through to Stafford and then 
on to Samford Road through to Kevin Grove Road to the city or Wardell St to Waterworks Road through to the city. 

There is a known bad congestion problem along South Pine Road (inbound particularly) through Everton Park (particularly at Stafford Rd intersection). The intersection is quite offset 
and covers a large area which necessarily involves longer green signals for traffic to cross, this increases delay at waiting road directions. There are also bus stops that block lanes while 
buses are stopped there. Since the introduction of the new Woolworths complex there has been additional sets of lights added and there are now three sets of traffic lights within 400m!!! 

Thick congestion morning and night from McDowall through to Chinese Shop corner. It clears both directions as soon as you pass this section. Extra traffic joining from Stafford Rd @ 
Everton Park. Other major roads congested forcing traffic this way. Maybe traffic lights are out of sync? Something is wrong. 

This intersection has been a shocker for at least 10 years now, even outside of peak hour traffic times.    During peak hour traffic times, heading south along South Pine Road from 
Everton Hills to Everton  Park, commuters must queue for kilometres prior to reaching and being able to enter this major 4-way intersection and it takes approximately 20  minutes 
(sometimes more) to do so .  The volume of traffic trying to move along South Pine Road towards and through this intersection is far too great for the miserly two lanes provided.    
Outside of peak hour traffic times the wait is not much better at approximately 10 minutes.  It takes several light changes to reach and move through the intersection.  The situation is 
similar when heading north along South Pine Road towards Everton Park. 
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This intersection just has too much traffic attempting to go through the intersection. The increase in traffic coming from the north-western suburbs has increased substantially in 
recent years, however the capacity of this intersection and the roads around it has not increased.  On most weekdays, the traffic on South Pine Rd can be backed up to the Everton Park 
State School. 

This road is terrible, sometimes it can start all the way back in Albany Creek and crawl all the way to Enoggera 

Traffic congestered all the way back to Brendale as too many cars travelling along it at peak times and even on weekends you can be blocked all the way back and can still take you up 
to 10 mins to crawl 

Turning right onto Souh Pine Road takes at least two sets of lights in the afternoons because only the right lane turns right and it gets backed up to the next set of lights 

Two lanes south bound - left lane can turn left or continue straight. 
The lights don't last long enough for enough traffic to get through.  
Wait period for lights to change again is too long. 
The left lane has to wait for pedestrians as well - on top of the green light not lasting long. 
 
Traffic backs up along South Pine Road through Everton Hills (Dargie St). 

Way too much traffic trying to get through a complicated four-way intersection. In addition, Stafford Road is an entrance point to the Airport Freeway, and losing 10 minutes at this 
intersection is really a problem if on one's way to the airport. 

Well known red spot that has increasing congestion and delays throughtout the day not just at peak times. 

(blank) 

Stafford Road And Griffith Street 

Particularly in peak times the wait to get out of Griffith Street can be quite lengthy.  Understandably the inbound traffic on South Pine Road can be banked up for a couple of 
kilometres.  This takes some time to clear. 

Stafford Road, Everton Park 

The traffic on South Pine Road is always banked up every morning, mid morning and afternoon due to the amount of cars, buses etc that use this road. 

Stanford Road 

This intersection causes major delays up South Pine Road especially in peak hours. Bus Stops hinder traffic flow. Generally this intersection outside Tim Manders office is long due for 
an upgrade 

Wardell Street 

Traffic builds up around there as there are another two intersections with traffic lights further ahead, so when those lights are red it causes the other traffic to build up. 

South Station Road 

Blackstone Road 

The timing of the lights is terrible. There is no coordination and planning from Ipswich city council. 

Glebe Road 

The timing of this intersection and the one further up South station road is terrible. The intersection only allows one lane at a time. This is classic Ipswich city council adding lights 
without coordination unessarily. 

Southern Access Road 

Woree 
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When you are waiting at these traffic lights from the CBD, you have to wait for these traffic lights to change, then go 50 meters through intersection and then you wait again.  Traffic 
lights are not aligned for flow through of traffic through both traffic lights. 

Southport Burleigh Road 

  

Bumper to bumper. During business days 

This section of road clogs up in afternoon traffic from a built up of cars we need more lanes 

Ashmore Road 

Peak hour traffic is a nightmare. People queue through the round about due to everyone wishing to turn right blocking up the lanes 

Christine Avenue 

Christine Ave merges from two lanes to one lane just after the lights. I can sit here for three green lights before I get across. 

Going North on Bermuda St & turning right into Christine Ave is horrendous. Christine Ave goes back to 1 lane after the traffic lights and because the lights are so fast people que into 
the intersection & block all directions. The right light traffic camera does not deter people. 

Increased volume of traffic, existing junction setup can no longer accommodate this volume. Many drivers block the junction to get across Christine Avenue travelling east, due to 
large queues. This in turn stops traffic traveling from the north who are turning right into Christine Avenue. 

long queues of traffic during peak times going both ways. Lane bottleneck straight after lights causing congestion through the traffic lights. 

Traffic banks back significantly as road narrows after intersection. Will usually take at least 3 changes of lights to get through. 

Traffic can be backed up for km's & van take an average of 10 minutes to get thru the set of lights & the turning lanes are very short 

Traffic can not get through the intersection, as it requires everyone to merge into one lane straight after the lights, causing traffic to bank up through the intersection, hence causing 
the traffic to build up down Christine avenue, past the round abouts 

Turning vehicles block the lanes along Bermuda Street in the afternoons 

Very congested mainly mornings at school dropp off time 

Markeri Street 

Large amounts of congestion north bound at this intersection in peak times throughout the day. Lanes have been opened up 3 lanes wide further up the road however are still bottle 
neck here. 

Long queues in the morning.  Sometimes it takes 3 or 4 light changes before you can pass through.  This is heading North on bermuda Street. 

Main road with high volumn of traffic especially at peak times Can take up to 3 or 4 sets of lights to get thru the intersection with only 2 lanes 

Reedy Creek Road 

Congestion caused by traffic lights 

Turning signals remain red for too long and should go off to allow turning when safe to do so 

When going South on Bermuda Street & wanting to turn turn Right onto Reedy Creek Road to head towards the M1 the green turning arrow only allows 3-4 cars before going orange. 
Most people now go through the red which is causing near misses. 

Rudd Street 

Both ways going north and south include long delays. Going north can take up to 3-4 light changes, going south can take 2-3. Speed camera there 60km too slow. Should increase to 
70km 

Southport Nerang Road 
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Ashmore Road 

The traffic is banked up on Aouthport Nerang Road for 5kms 

(blank) 

North Street 

Stopping of traffic flow to permit left hand turning vehicles from North Street to enter continuing traffic down Southport Nerang Road.  Lights a mere +/-200m at GCCC Nerang 
Centre/Prana Centre then  activate to stop oncoming traffic when there is no vehicle exiting from either Centre. 
Both sets of lights "recently" installed and North Street one required to permit vehicles doing right hand turn off Nerang Southport Road as North Street leads to access to Brisbane M1.  
Left hand turn off North Street has clear vision and in peak times would have further access opportunity when the right hand turn access is green. The right hand turn into North Street 
becomes optional at various times of the day and night - the left hand turn is functional 100% and most unnecessary. 

Queen Street 

Busy intersection with GLink turning  across Nerang Southport Road.  Lights for right hand turn off NSRoad into Queen Street are slow to activate and permit about 2 vehicles to enter 
intersection before turning amber.  Problem encountered particularly during night to dawn hours. 

Southport Nerang Road 

There are two right turn lanes but are always banked up and congestion starts kilometres away near the council chambers. 

Spence Street 

  

When travelling down Spence the pedestrians are allow to cross side roads i.e. Sheridan, Grafton, Lake and Abbott when the light is gree for straight ahead traffic 

Springsure Street 

Underwood Road 

It is difficult and/or dangerous to turn onto Underwood Road from Springsure Street because of the traffic on Underwood Road, as well as the traffic turning onto Underwood Road 
from Gaskell Street. 

Springwood Road 

Sports Drive 

Springwood Rd at Springwood banks up each morning turning onto Sports Drive onramp to freeway. Traffic has outgrown infrastructure. Waits over 10 minutes. 

The M1 onramp off Sports Dr gets somewhat congested but this is greatly exacerbated by cars turning left and right onto Sports Dr from Springwood Rd.  Both sides of Springwood Rd 
get very congestsed, leading to more congestion further down Springwood Rd and Rochedale Rd. 

traffic turning into sports drive from springwood road in both directions.. some traffic continue to next available turning area and block through traffic, also traffic comming from 
other direction also heavy and therefore traffic trying to get through lights sometimes block through traffic also.  early mornings from 7am to 9am 

St Vincents Road 

  

(blank) 

Royal Parade 
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Increased traffic in the area due to new housing developments in Banyo & Nudgee along with the newer Woolworths complex means long queues at the rail crossing. 
Drivers get confused about giving way (not just when they have been held up for a train). 
Approaches to local Councillor result  in State Government getting the blame and approach to State Government local member result in Brisbane City Council getting the blame.   
The previous councillor  suggested a right turn lane at the crossing which seems a very simple solution that will still mean delays but it would be an improvement to the current situation. 

Tufnell Road 

Cars turning right onto Tufnell so traffic backs up across the rail line. 

Tufnell Road. Banyo 

Major congestion at Banyo rail crossing due to complicated roads converging at the rail crossing. High frequency of trains from both directions at Banyo station.  J.B.Steel 

Stafford Road 

Appleby Road 

Green light doesn’t stay green for long enough for peak hour. Bus stop blocking left lane. 

Gympie Road 

Stafford Road bottlenecks because of an entrance to the tunnel and then the left lane gets blocked with cars wanting to turn left into Gympie Road as there is no dedicated left turn 
lane so therefore the through traffic trying to turn right onto Gympie Road backs up and causes delays. 

Stafford City 

Traffic backs up west along Stafford road from the stafford road and webster road intersection which prevents people joining the main road from stafford city entering the road. 
People tend to block the intersection in an attempt to turn onto the main road preventing through traffic from moving forward on the change of the lights. 

Webster Road 

Cars turning across other direction of traffic blocking the middle lanes in both directions.  
 
Turning cars at the main intersection blocking the middle lane from moving. 

Coming from webster road up to the Stafford road intersection, the line of traffic backs right back up the hill for 500 meters or more. When the lights go green, they do not stay green 
for long enough to ease the long line of traffic 

Congestion begins 1 km north of intersection.  As there are no bus bays one of the 2 lanes grind to a stop when a bus is picking up passengers. Cars changing lanes ahead of this slows 
traffic as well. It is a school zone so there is a limit of what traffic can get through the intersection. I don't know why a 40 speed limit applies when this are crossings controlled by lights. 

Too many signal light intersections on Webster Road. Also the intersection with Stafford Rd is pretty bad during peak hour. 

Stanley Street 

  

The road becomes very congested at peak hour. It is difficult to change lanes or enter from the side streets. There are occasionally cars parked on this street and other streets in the 
area which impact on traffic flow. 

Annerley Road 

As stated in previous question. This is particularly concerning as this is the main access road for ambulance services to the Mater Hospitals and the children's Hospital 
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The traffic is always so slow at peak hour in the morning and the lights don't seem to stay green for long. I get the 116 bus but sometimes I get off early at dutton park and jump on 
the 202 bus just to avoid that intersection if I don't want to be late to work 

Captain Cook Bridge 

Two lanes converging into one to enter the Captain Cook Bridge from Stanley Street. 

East Brisbane 

Taking daughter to school (near the Mater hospital) in morning traffic heading to the city. Took almost an hour to travel 4km. 

Ipswich Road 

Every morning in peak hour Stanley Road commencing at the intersection with Creek Road, crawls all the way to the Captain Cook Bridge at the city.   It is so frustrating you have to 
leave before 6am (and I live only 12 kms to the city) to get to work on time! 

Kennington 

Stanley road is one lane each way and residential but is used as a major road 
It is dangerous entering and exiting my Dads home, I stay here during the week and it’s simply dangerous entering or leaving when you can actually enter or leave 

Leopard Street 

Congestion all along Stanley Street from Main Street to Annerley Road 

(blank) 

Livingstone Street 

Confusing intersection results in many near misses and it is unsafe especially around school pick up and drop off. 

M1 

too much traffic funnelling from south and eastern suburbs trying to get over the Captain Cook Bridge; too few lanes 

Main Street 

The light is red and I can't go 

Turning right in peak hour, there is only 1 lane to queue and the queue often goes past that 

Not Sure 

Just too much traffic converging on this one location that backs up Stanley St through to the Gabba and beyond 

Pacific Motorway 

Roadworks slowing traffic 

Stanley Street 

traffic is a nightmare in the morning and evenings monday to friday. 

Stanley Street off SEF 

This departure lane is a major i repeat MAJOR off ramp from the South East Freeway for those accessing the South Bank /West End precinct. 
From 6am till 9am it is blocked and from 4pm till late if there is an event on at Southbank or a performance at QPAC you sit in this traffic Que often arriving late for a show at QPAC or 
worse still if you have a sick passenger wanting to get quickly to the new (former Lady Cilento)hospital. 
Why? because the the Stanley st is congested and the signalised light sequence is disfunctional and now can you believe the new roadworks being carried out there right now are closing 
off a dedicated left turn lane into Annerley Rd at the corner of Stanley St which makes the traffic que back even more ,how dumb? 

Wooloongabba 
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When travelling along Stanley Street inbound in peak hour with intention of merging onto Captain Cook Bridge to travel to the city, long waiting times are experienced due to the 
number of traffic lights along Stanley Street and having the left-hand lane as well as the merging lane (near Morrisons Hotel) merging into the right-hand lane in order to enter the 
motorway. 

Stanley Street East 

  

Excessive general congestion during peak times 

Stapylton Jacobs Well Road 

  

I play Golf Saturdays. I tow a motorised Buggy on a trailer. When I drive home on the only road available , the cars turning into the Yatala Drive In are blocking the road from the M1 
turn off to the drive in.  No dual carrige way, no where to over take traffic, once on the road you can't tun off as I have a trailer ! This has been complained about for years to Council & 
State .....NOTHING. 

Station Road 

Albert Road 

While the rule simple, give way to your right, no one knows how this uncontrolled intersection works.  
 
The traffic off the main road (Beenleigh-Kingston Road) have the right of way and then everyone else is required to stop and give way prior to proceeding, it appears no one can actually 
follow this procedure and there are so many near misses and actual crashes at this intersection! 

Burpengary 

Station Road  Burpengary  single lane in a very busy area filled with excess shops and schools.  Extremely dangerous upgrade to the round about between Station Rd, Morayfield Rd 
and Arthur Drewett  
 Dr....this should have been lights as traffic banks up in all directions with people entering  a blocked round about.    Too much traffic for the lanes provided on Station Road. 

Station Street 

Station Street 

Traffic is turning illegally across a solid white line to turn right into the Shopping centre,Dan Murphy’s or the Hinterland Hotel holding up straight through traffic in the process. 

Stones Road 

Station Road 

lights do no go frequently enough to allow flow of traffic.   This is the most direct route linking Sunnybank hills with Sunnybank.  There are two high schools and a primary school on 
Turton Road, Sunnybank, so all traffic coming from the south and west use this route. 

Stoney Creek Road 

Redlynch Intake/Kamerunga Road 

During peak times it is downright unsafe to make a right turn at this intersection. 

Strathpine Road 

Bald Hills Road 
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Only one lane (left lane) continues through this intersection towards Hoyland St creating a lot of traffic. People in the right hand land try to merge into the left lane to avoid waiting in 
the traffic. This becomes dangerous as they merge into any free gap in the traffic which is usually your safe braking distances. It makes a dangerous intersection because you are 
constantly having to be aware in case cars from right lane merge into you. I see multiple near misses each week. 

Bruce Highway 

Long queses in eastbound left-turn lane block through traffic. Light changes exacerbate the problem. 

From St Pauls School To Gympie Arterial Road Entry 

from 3pm onwards (school time makes this issue worse)  
There is a long line of traffic waiting in left hand lane of strathpine road,  
further up just after the turn to the gympie arterial, going north, the left lane goes straight ahead to bracken ridge,  
and the right lane turns onto the gympie arterial going south, a bottle neck.  
Alot of cars go straight up the left hand lane of strathpine road and cut across at the last minute to get into the lane that goes straight rather than waiting in the already long line in the left 
hand lane. 
 
Major bottleneck, every day without fail. It takes me longer to get on the highway than it does to get home once I am on the highway. 

Gympie Road 

Left hand lane congestion because of light sequence and/or lack of lanes. Straight on traffic waiting for very long periods. 

Too much traffic edpecially at school drop off time 

Stringybark Road 

Gleneagle 

Vehicles entering school totally block the roundabout and through traffic are unable to move 

Sugar Road 

Maud St, Oloway Cres, Wrigley St, Buderim Ave 

Sugar Road is a major commercial street with residential areas as well. It is also the main road to Maroochydore from Buderim (East) and Mooloolaba, making it a stretch frequented 
by local workers, heavy machinery, tourists and public transport. 

Wises Road 

Amount of traffic trying to enter from problem Road - Mooloolaba/Buderim Road at the same time, traffic coming off Sunshine Motorway...all heading to the roundabout of Sugar 
Road and Wises Road. Traffic coming down Wises Road...all wanting to enter Sugar Road to head towards Aerodrome Road Maroochydore. Then Sugar Road itself both ways often bank 
up of traffic . Not enough lanes. Congestion in an area that will just get worse with growing population and the opening of the  Maroochydore CBD area. The other road is Dalton Drive. 
Coming off Sugar Road then going down (or up Dalton Drive) is congested and not able to cope with existing traffic. More buildings are to be built in Dalton Drive, where a huge bank up of 
cars stops traffic due to only one lane, as they try to turn into Bunnings. this is a key cut through/linking road that is already struggling to cope with traffic and yet more building are yet to 
be built or opened. 

Sumners Road 

  

Sumner Road converges from 2 lanes into one lane to pass over the Centenary Highway and is just about always a car park. 

Dandenong Road 
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Dandenong, Spine and Sumners Rd traffic all converge here from the centenary suburbs whilst Darra Oxley and Ipswich traffic come in from the other direction. Volume is the primary 
issue. Single lane bridge and merging from highway to turn down dandenong st is also dangerous. 

Spine Street 

spine st lights give preference over sumner rd, leaving sumner rd traffic to miss out several changes of lights at the sumner rd/Dandenong rd, then at the roundabout to cross over 
centenary highway to get to darra 

This is part of a congested area. The Sumner Road/Spine Street intersection is compounded by Sumner Road/Dandenong Road intersection and the roundabout getting onto the 
Centenary. All these places combine to cause considerable congestion. 

Sunshine Boulevard 

Oceanic Drive 

The traffic light in Oceanic Dr takes too long to change causing queues back to Rio Vista Blvd between 2.30 -3.00pm. 

Traffic lights in Pacific Ave, Mermaid Waters are green for too long causing a build-up of traffic in Oceanic Pde.  Then lights in Oceanic Pde are green for too short a time to let enough 
traffic through and queue keeps building right back to the roundabout at Rio Vista Blvde.    The problem is mostly between  2.30pm - 4.00pm on weekdays but it would be good if the 
times for the green light in Pacific Ave could be shortened to give the traffic in Oceanic Drive a chance to clear. 

Surfers Avenue 

Council changed the intersection from 2 lanes to 1 lane and Surfers Avenue is now a main road from GCHW  to sunshine dlvd with traffic bypassing Hooker dlvd and GCHW tram 
tracks and extra traffic lights. It has become a nightmare getting out in the afternoon with only 1 car at a time moving and only 1 car at a time able to stop in the middle of the road when 
turning right. In the mornings all the traffic comes of the Pacific Fair fly over then turn down Surfers Avenue so when driving onto the GCHW  it takes 3 or 4 set of traffic lights to get out 
more if their are pedestrians. 

Sunshine Motorway 

  

From Twin Waters to Coolum the road goes from double to single and therefore becomes totally congested until after the Coolum round about, where it eases stlightly.Same in 
reverse direction till you get onto double lanes. 

Not enough lanes, nose to tail traiffic, accidents happen a lot due to tailgaters.  Lots of housing build but they forgot the roads! 

Really needs 2 lanes each direction  
People not driving at 100k slowing down the flow significantly 

The road has the university plus school traffic meeting up with end of work traffic causing traffic delays 

The Sunshine Motorway heading East from Dickson Road to Nicklen Way goes from double lane to single lane so becomes excessively congested during peak times and is made worse 
by the very dangerous merger with incoming traffic and having to try and merge to go onto the Nicklen Way /Sunshine Coast motorway on ramp. The reverse is the same , badly 
converging traffic at the start coming from Mooloolabe heading west, single lane and congested until you get to Dickson road off ramp where the Highway doubles. 

Two lanes merge into one and then immediately after the traffic from a major linkway merges as well as anyone who has decided to try and skip the queue misusing the exit. There is 
always a delay here both on weekdays and weekends at peak times. 

(blank) 

Coolum Yandian Road 

Between mudjimba and coolum there is not enough lanes cause late delays from bottle necks at rounderbout and lane reduction from 2-1 lane each way 

Coolum Yandina Road 
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Congestion on the Sunshine motorway between Peregian & Maroochdore 

Due to build up of traffic further back along the Coolum Yandina Rd near the Coolum State School as well as traffic feeding from all other directions onto the motorway the 
roundabout is often at a standstill with traffic queued across it. The traffic heading southbound in the mornings and north in the evenings is often at a standstill and/or stop start the 
whole distance to the start of dual lanes as Mudjimba area. 

Coolum Yandina Road Roundabout 

Long queues to get through roundabout and vision partially blocked by foliage in centre of roundabout. 

From Twin Waters To Noosa 

Every day the sunshine motorway crawls at peak times. Plus the roundabouts from Coolum Yandina rd are ridiculously busy as is Peregian Springs. 
Apart from that drivers are scared driving it and constantly only travel at 80klm not the 100klm limit. Look on social media and you will see it frustrates everyone. 

Karawatha Drive 

Two weave zones one after the other, very dangerous- cars coming from 100 down to 60, and the entering cars going from 0 up to 60. 

Karawatha Drive Roundabout 

Two major roads merging at peak traffic times and can't get across safely to other lane 

Kawana Way 

Always congestion after Kawana way off ramp, there is plenty of room for two lanes!! 

Invariably, traffic is at a standstill on the stretch of the Sunshine Motorway near the roundabout off Kawana Way. 

Sunshine Motorway between Kawana Way and Mountain Creek is a single lane in each direction. During peak times the two eastbound lanes merging to one at the on-ramp from 
Kawana Way cause congestion. 

Mountain Creek Road Onto Sunshine Motorway 

Travelling north, traffic  from Mountain Creek entering in left lane onto Motorway , as traffic on motorway wanting to move into left lane to continue north instead of going into 
Mooloolaba.  A bit of "argy bargy"  can be quite busy, and dangerous. 

Nicklan Way 

This interchange is stuffed and traffic merging onto the Sunshine Motorway from Mountain Creek exacerbates the problem 

Nicklin Way 

You have to exit the motor way to re join the motorway to keep going in the same direction. Slows down flow and not smooth 

None 

Congestion backed up to Bruce highway even before roadworks & will continue after 

Sippy Creek Road 

(blank) 

Yandina Coolum Road 

Busy roundabout with all traffic entering ending up queuing on the roundabout at entries, exits, and on the roundabout 

Consistently slowed with heavy vehicles, slow drivers going  
average 20km under spped  limit -  the road has no overtaking capacity and a large volume of traffic using this route. 
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Peak hours AM and PM this area in all directions is bumper to bumper. They need to open up south west Coolum rd off of Suncoast dr mount coolum. There’s a bridge there already 
so exits on and off will reduce everyone going through Coolum near primary school.  
Or as it’s a Motor way make in 4 lanes 

Too many cars  trying to join  traffic at once all from one exit 

Too many users at peak times, accidents weekly 
Cars blocking the roundabout 

Too much traffic for the road conditions 

Traffic coming in from the north completely chokes up all lanes and it's nearly impossible to enter the roundabout from Yandina-Coolum Rd to get onto the Sunshine Motorway which 
by that stage is also at a standstill, with up to 3 (not line marked) lanes trying to merge into the totally inadequate 1 lane Motorway. 

Yandina Coolum Road Roundabout 

Sunshine Motorway north of Airport exit reduces from 4 lanes down to 2.  Motorway between Sunshine Coast Airport exit to Coolum Beach Roundabout is now a daily bottleneck in 
the afternoons heading North.  Has become very congested and if there is an accident on this section of Motorway no traffic can take an alternate route and emergency vehicles cannot 
get through.  The whole road comes to a halt.  Housing density has increase dramatically in the last 5 years greatly increasing the volume north of Coolum.  Lane duplication is needed 
urgently.  Two deaths on this section last year.  Something needs to be done now not in 5 years time. 

Yandina-Coolum Road 

Intersection is congested and often blocked during morning peak. 

This roundabout has multiple accidents per day, causing traffic delays in all directions.  Its strange connection westbound onto Yandina-Coolum Road and lane markings appears to be 
designed to cause confusion and accidents. 

Swann Road 

York Street 

When turning out of york street, especially turning right onto swann road, there is little to no visibility in either direction to see oncoming traffic. a mirror on the power pole opposite 
york street would allow drivers to better see oncoming traffic from over the hill 

Sydney Street 

Albion Street 

The intersection at these roads can be a nightmare when coming out of Sydney Street and turnin right. You have busy traffic both ways and lights in both directions don’t seem to 
give you much of a break. Then if there are vehicles turning right into Sydney Street, you need to give way to them and that congests up also. 

Tallebudgera Creek Road 

  

Entire area gridlock morning and afternoon due to school not having traffic lights. Someone is going to be killed! 

Inadequate road lanes for the private school. Private schools schools provide a better bus system. Until that occurs the infrastructure needs improving to support the number of cars 
carrying students, every morning and afternoon. 

Multiple issues along stretch between St. Andrews Lutheran college and tsipura dr. Inadequate turning lanes into college. Traffic signals at tsipura dr also cause delays for traffic 
heading toward Burleigh. 

Larch Street 
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Traffic congestion during school zone hours.  Unable to exit Larch Street as Tallebudgera Ck Rd is blocked by queuing school traffic,   Then it takes approx 9 minutes to travel the next 
1.5 kms. 

Traffic Lights need to be installed as there are cars trying to enter/exit the school, from Larch Street with poor visibility of cars traveling along Tallebudgera Creek road as  cars are 
queuing on Tallebudgera Creek Road, students and parents trying to cross the road to Larch Street. 

Old Coach Road 

Vehicles trying to cross two lanes of traffic on Tallebudgera Creek Road from single lane Old Coach Road 

Tallebudgera Connection Road 

This is a shocker, Tallebudgera Connection Road and Old Coach Road both intersect Tallebudgera Creek Road within 30m but its not aligned as a cross roads.  Traffic lights on one 
intersection and not on the other one.  So traffic queues up Old Coach Road in the evening, as drivers wait for a break to turn right onto T Creek Rd, then left into T Connection Rd.  
Sometimes the tail back will be a km up Old Coach Road, as people wait on a stop sign.   There has been several accidents here, after a school bus one, the traffic lights went in on 
Connection road.  Main Roads needs to resume some property and sort out this intersection as its terrible, 70 kmp through traffic, people trying to turn right off a stop sign and queueing 
traffic.  In the mornings its the reverse, but with the lights on T Connection Road, at least they can move along regularly. 

Too much traffic for single lane country roads now! 

Tamborine Oxenford Road 

Heathwood Drive 

Can be a congested intersection. Have to go through 3 different traffic lights when continuing straight. 

Heathwood Drive is backed up both morning and afternoon at school drop off/pickup times from Tamborine-Oxenford Rd/Hope Island Rd entry onto M1 all the way to St Stephen's 
School on Reserve Rd (approximately 2.5km). Normal 5 minute trip takes at least 15 minutes. 
 Not enough/too short  turning lanes, bad sync of lights, turning traffic blocks through traffic. 

It’s a nightmare!! Trucks cueing through intersection to get onto M1 preventing other traffic turning from Heathwood drive ends up in huge buildups and often only one or two cars 
can get through per light change. Way too much traffic for the intersection in general during peak times. 

Not enough  road capacity for the large amount of traffic turning left off Heathwood Drive onto the overpass at morning peak hour. Causes traffic to bank back for several kilometres - 
back to St Stephens College. Also, poor synchronisation of traffic lights on this M1 overpass means that some motorists become stuck and block other motorists when the lights change, 
causing congestion and delays. 

The intersection on Hope Island Road is always congested due to the lack of decent access to M1 Northbound lanes causing traffic to back up.  Also m1 Southbound from Helensvale 
is a standstill most mornings with people unable to merge correctly causing  excessive accidents and delays. 

The lights don’t link up so when one light goes green there’s congestion there from the red light so no cars can go through 

Thr traffic queues from this intersection & runs all the way around to outside Saint Stephen’s College in the mornings and afternoons. This intersection also causes problems on 
Oxenford Tambourine Road & other intersecting roads. 

Traffic lights are bit synchronised across Hope Island road and lights are too close together for the volume of traffic using the intersection as it is a major intersection for entering and 
exiting the M1. Thorough traffic sit across the left turn entry into the intersection which causes huge congestion of the traffic heading along the service road. Something major needs to 
happen!! 

Traffic signals aren't synced not letting enough traffic across the bridge . You get a green light to go across toward hope island but you get half way across and tje other side is red 
therefore choking up traffic flow 

Hope Island Road 
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The spaces between traffic lights is too small so not enough cars can move through so you have to sit and wait for 3 green light circles before you can move. Its also easy to get stuck 
in the .middle of the intersection and block ALL traffic. 

Maudsland Road 

In afternoon peak hour the roundabout at this intersection does not allow the right hand lane to turn right with enough frequency to avoid major congestion.traffic can bank up to 
the next interes crip. At Michigan Dr which is exceptionally dangerous and high speed 

Taranganba Road 

  

Poor design around school area. Not enough parking for student’s parents. Probably need “keep free” areas for people wanting to turn into side streets instead of cars queuing so no 
one can get through.  The new car park is one way which is a poor design for people coming either way as there is no turn around point. 

Telegraph Road 

Denham Road 

Red turning arrow stays on even when no traffic is coming. 

Tesch Road 

Wesley Road 

Long traffic queues during school pick up and drop off. 

Teviot Road 

  

Solid white lines for entirety of the section I travel between flagstone and Scott lane.  No available areas to overtake slower traffic 

Thomas Drive 

Chevron Island 

Long delays pre-work hours, around lunchtimes, weekends & post-work hours. 1 lane only each way. Congestion through chevron island going to surfers paradise & vice versa at the 
traffic lights due to pedestrians/ lack of enough time to have sufficient cars go through. 

Mawarra Street 

Thomas Drive is on Chevron Island and is a 50 kph zone.  It is used as a 'through' route to Surfers Paradise.  When there is light traffic cars exceed the 50 kph limit - when there is 
heavy traffic cars block the intersection.  There is poor visibility, (due to trees and plants in the centre of the lanes) when trying to enter Thomas Drive from Mawarra Street from 
the(north), trying to turn right into Thomas Drive to head west.  If it is not totally blocked the cars will crawl along yet refuse to stop to allow cars  trying to enter from Mawarra Street.  
They rarely stop to allow pedestrians to cross the road either.  I am surprised there has not been pedestrian fatalaties.  This intersebtion is in the 'town centre' - shopping, restaurants etc. 

Thompson Street 

Allison Street 

Not enough entryways to the ICB at Bowen Hills. Thompson st is always congested. 

Queues coming from 3 different directions with a back log from traffic lights, round abouts and main roads 

Tillyroen Road 

Mirambeena Drive 

Busi-ness of school time holds traffic back across the bridge. Mirambeena Drive & Creek St roundabout areas have significant congestion. 
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Peachey Road 

Weekdays during the morning from 8:00am onwards and in the afternoon from 3:00pm until almost 6:00pm congestion and heavy traffic locals have to allow almost an hour to drop 
children to school that is usually a 5-10 minute drive. 

Peachy Road 

Too much traffic for single lanes on either side of the overpass 

Toombul Road 

  

(blank) 

Melton Road 

Red arrow at all times. Short green during peak times.. 

Tourist Road 

Cohoe Street 

Travelling South along Tourist Road, you must enter a lane in the median strip on the Warrego Highway. Traffic that has come up the Range (i.e. from Brisbane direction) and is 
turning right towards East Toowoomba (i.e. to head North along Tourist Road) is often queued so that they completely block the view of traffic wanting to turn South along the highway or 
continuing to Travel South along Tourist Road. This leads to people either creeping across the path of the queued traffic or crossing their fingers and flooring the loud pedal. 
Better road design could reduce queues and improve safety. 

Township Drive 

Tsipura Dr 

Traffic lights needed for traffic trying to turn right out of township dr 

Townson Avenue 

  

when a pedestrian hits the lights to cross the street everyone is waiting way to long 

Tywford Street 

Kendall Road And Takalvan Street 

Its not the wait time, its very dangerous. Drivers ignore the stop sign on  Tywford st and pulling out on through or turning traffic  and blocking road. Near misses are a  very frequent  
almost by the minute in the morning and arvo. Petrol tankers , truck and caravans frequently block the whole intersection. 

Underwood Road 

Millers Road 

It takes a long time for the traffic light to turn green, even when there are no cars in others lanes/opposite lanes. 

Warrigal Road 

The lights for turning right into Underwood rd is short and there shouldn’t be a red arrow when traffic is low coming through the intersection 

University Drive 

  

(blank) 
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Urraween Road 

Pantlins Lane 

Congestion due to school drop of times. one lane each way,but more traffic than the infrastructure allowed. 

Venner Road 

Park Road 

currently a roundabout. far too much traffic moves through now and it is extremely dangerous coming off Park Road.  Often drivers need to "cut in" to get into the roundabout.  Cars 
in the queue have recently started to beep their horn as well. 

Victoria Street 

Margaret Street 

(blank) 

Viewland Drive 

  

There is a lookout located at the end of the street & a resort. Street parking is permitted on both sides for much of the length of the street. This causes accidents, single car use, issues 
with scooters & motor bikes & pedestrians & cyclists trying to navigate up & down the street with no continuous pathway or bike lane. 

Vogel Road 

Workshop 

Intersection with 4 stop signs. It's just pointless & stops traffic unnecessarily. And it's confusing, no one knows the rules. Put a roundabout there. 

Vulture Street 

  

Line not enough therfore turning cars are blockin the intersection 

Grey Street 

long queues of cars coming from stanley st onto vulture street heading into west end or southbank.  Its a massive bottleneck 

Leopard Street 

(blank) 

Merivale Street 

Traffic coming down vulture street often waits a long time to move through the lights. Priority is given to Merivale St traffic and cars continuously block the intersection.  I’ve waited 
up to 5 light changes with no cars getting through from the the vulture street end. 

Wacol Station Road 

Grindle Road 

Huge increase in traffic due to industrial development in area. 

In the afternoon peak time of around 4pm, trying to cross from Grindle Road to Wacol Station Road. There is traffic coming from all the other 3 directions. Unable to follow road rules 
at this intersection and always have to wait until someone else lets you through. Very dangerous and urgently requires a roundabout 

Leaving from Grindle Road or from Wacol Station Road is very congested due to the amount of traffic, waiting for trains. You can usually wait 10-20 minutes, sometimes up to half an 
hour. 
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Ther is only one way to get through there and there is a lot of traffic using that road all day something needs to be done and with the rspca being there as well they have a lot of 
customers and employees that are coming and going and the train line doesn’t help 

There is so much traffic using this intersection, there’s also a train line down the road & if a train is passing, it backs up the traffic. Also, people turning right don’t give way to people 
going straight across the intersection so when you’re heading towards the train station from Grindle road, you have to give way to all 3 sides! The intersection really needs a large 
roundabout! (Traffic lights wouldn’t work here) 

Traffic merging from several directions before and after the railway crossing back up from the stop sign at the RSPCA.  On a bad day the traffic can be backed up along the highway 
exit to Wacol, across the overpass up to Boundary Rd and along Wilrana St past Wiglow St.  Regularly the trip from the traffic lights at the station to the intersection at RSPCA will take 15 
minutes.  The worst for me has been 30 minutes for the same distance (maybe 500m)   Many co-workers have experienced longer delays.   In the afternoon traffic coming from Sumner 
Park along Wacol Station Rd to the railway crossing is bumper to bumper non stop.  Traffic coming from the opposite direction and Grindle Rd heading to the railway crossing are unable 
to move unless the oncoming traffic stops to let them in (against road rules).  I believe a round about at this intersection will allow the traffic to move more freely and reduce the 
congestion that follows. 

Trying to cross Wacol Station Road from Grindle Road dangerous due to visiblity on right and heavy traffic from left .  Made worse in afternnons by traffic congestion from  train 
crossing. 

Used as a rat run for outer suburbs, train station boom gates, 5 prisons, RSPCA, training academy and more industry in a small area without road upgrades taking into account the 
increased traffic 

Waddell Road 

  

Not enough lanes - traffic from Ashgrove until Eaton’s hills 
School zones = reduced speed limit as well 

Wagner Street 

Bruce Highway 

It takes to long for the lights to change at any given time during the day time. 

Walker Street 

Barolin Street 

(blank) 

Branyan Street 

On the school run the traffic backs up at the roundabout and every now and then a train will come through further on so you have the roundabout, traffic lights, train, and school 
traffic creating a “perfect storm”. I’ve been stuck for 45 minutes before. No joke, I listened to an entire podcast on serial killer Aileen Wurnos. Was pretty good actually. 

Water Street, Hunter Street 

Terrible during peek hours when coming back from taking kids to school. 

Walter Taylor Bridge 

Honour Avenue 

Always congested to the highest possible degree 

Construct another crossing from western side of the river coming from Chelmer, Graceville, Sherwood etc. 

Essentially two lanes merging into one along Oxley road - Indooroopilly bridge causes major delays 
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Four lanes of traffic on each side of the river are funnelled into two lanes for the bridge crossing. The bridge desperately needs duplication. 

In the past few years council has approved higher density housing in the areas that use this road and other roads leading up to the Indooroopilly Bridge. What was once a 20 minute 
commute has now become a minimum 60 min commute. All roads must merge into a single lane to cross the bridge. Shortly after the bridge there are multiple traffic lights and, at the 
moment, there is also number of unit blocks being built which means traffic control often stops cars so that truck can enter and exit the building sites. 

More than one road leading onto a single lane bridge 

Not enough river crossings.to get ever expanding southern suburbs population to the north side of Brisbane . Too much university traffic having to go through Indooroopilly.  Need to 
open university green bridge to cars. 

Oxley Road towards Brisbane City via the Walter Taylor Bridge has been a perennial problem. The morning peak consists of virtually all sub urban traffic converging on to the only 
river crossing from two arterials. Oxley Road and Honour Avenue,  Chelmer. Traffic bottle necks on to the Walter Taylor Bridge causing a tailback sometimes towards Sherwood. The recent 
building of expansive apartments has compounded the problem with lack of investment through infrastructure to cope. 

Road capacity and traffic light sequencing contribute to long delays 

Single lane bridge trying to accommodate all the traffic from the West inbound in mornings and equivalent problem outbound in the afternoons 

Single lane in each direction over the bridge is not enough capacity to service the Chelmer to Oxley corridor 

The green light on Honour Avenue heading across the Walter Taylor Bridge does not stay green long enough to cope with the long line of traffic. The green light for Regatta St traffic is 
on much longer. Many cars ‘rat-run’ along the back streets & also come from Oxley Rd, cross over Honour Avenue further back, then re-enter Honour Avenue close to the bridge. One day 
last week, trying to get to work,  it took me over an  hour to get from Graceville to the bridge. Ridiculous situation that seriously needs looking at. 

The main road has about 30:70 green light time compared to the side road you use to turn into the bridge 

The Walter Taylor Bridge is a choke point across the Brisbane River. Two lanes reduce down into one in each direction 

Too much traffic entering a one lane road to cross the bridge. 

Traffic comes from Ipswich, Springfield and other new outlying areas into 2 residential streets, Honour Venue and Oxley Rd. They then turn up local streets trying to take shortcuts to 
access a one lane bridge. Between 7 and 8am it has developed into traffic chaos in what is essentially a quiet residential area. Another crossing must be made somewhere for these 
outlying areas to access the city. 

(blank) 

Wandal Road 

Capmpbell Street/Bevis Street 

Parking is on the wrong side of the road causing vehicles and pedestrians to cause dangerous crossing of road. 

Wardell Street 

  

I spend a very long time stuck in traffic northbound on Wardell St between the South Pine Road and Hurdcotte St (where I turn off) intersections every day at various times between 3 
and 5pm. 

Wardoo Street 

Johnston Street 

Turning takes a long time. 

Warrego Highway 
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The merge from the Ipswich motorway to the Warrego highway is increasingly becoming a problem with the growth at Ipswich. The traffic has dramatically changed. 

Turning Directly onto the highway here can be time consuming due to traffic on the road at any given time 

Anzac Avenue 

(blank) 

Cohoe Street 

Poorly placed “stop” sign. Oncoming traffic, to which crossing vehicles must give way, are descending a slight rise. This road is a national highway, with corresponding traffic flows. At 
peak times the vehicles crossing from Warrego highway into Cohoe street are individually required to stop on an upward gradient, resulting in a queue of vehicles regularly hundreds of 
metres long occupying the right lane of the highway.  
 
The situation is made all the more dangerous because heavy vehicles occupying the left lane cause hazard for cars attempting to exit out of the congested right lane. Additionally, the up 
section of the Toowoomba range has several curves, resulting in many observed emergency braking manoeuvres as upcoming cars in the right lane unexpectedly encounter the long line 
of stationary vehicles as they approach the top of the range. 
 
This  problem could be partially solved by simply changing the “stop” sign to a “give way” sign. This would require vehicles to give way without necessarily stopping, and would allow much 
easier flow into the small gaps in oncoming traffic available at that time of day. In reality most drivers don’t stop anyway, as the gaps in oncoming traffic are too few and too short. 

Haigslea- Amberley Road 

(blank) 

Hume Street 

James street has no right hand turning signals & it is the main highway. Trucks for days!! 

No turning arrow off major highway 

Kitchener Street 

Turning east from Kitchener Street onto James Street: The green arrow for the traffic to go through does not work properly - the sensors either don't work or it is set to too slow. At 
peak hour (4.30-6.30pm), it takes about three sets of lights to get through, even though I am first in the queue. This is a combination of no green arrow given when cars are waiting to 
turn, red arrow to stop cars turning, and too much traffic going in the opposite direction when there is no arrow (just green light). Very poor management. 

Lowood Minden Road 

Attempting to enter the Warrego Highway in either direction at certain times of the day is fraught with danger. You cross east bound lanes and have to wait in the middle for 
clearance on the west bound lanes. there are many near misses and traffic turning off the Warrego Highway have to go around waiting traffic in the centre.  Very little improvement to this 
intersection over the last 25 years. 

Mount Crosby - Tivoli Exit 

It a dangerous intersection where multiple accidents have occurred. 

Mount Crosby Road 

Exiting Warrego to Mount Crosby road is increasingly hazardous.  The turrning traffic can bank up substantially along the Warrego, and through multiple roundabouts on Mt Crosby 
road.  Just not designed for the volume of traffic its experiencing, causing issues on both roads, and over the past months there have been multiple accidents causing major delays. 
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The merge on to Mount Crosby road from the Warrego highway. The slip road cannot accomodate the traffic turning off the highway. You are forced to wait in a highway lane forcing 
cars and trucks behind you to break suddenly and change lanes or run into the back of you. This is a daily stressor and only 4 weeks ago I was rear ended.  Three staff members from my 
workplace use this exit and two of us have been hit in the last year. 

The Mount Crosby Road / Warrego Hwy interchange cannot cope with the volume of traffic coming from all directions during peak times. Westbound on the Warrego Hwy, the Mt 
Crosby Road exit is on a blind left corner. Due to traffic congestion coming across the Mt Crosby Rd overpass, traffic backs up down the exit ramp and back onto the hwy.  Traffic coming 
along the Hwy at 100kph comes round the left hand bend to find stationary traffic backed up down the exit ramp. The same situation occurs on the other side of the Hwy at the east 
bound Mt Crosby Road exit. Due to congestion on Mt Crosby Rd, traffic backs up down the exit ramp and onto the Hwy. The eastbound exit is over a slight crest so you can't see until the 
last moment if traffic is backed up down the ramp.  In recent times there have been several accidents on the Warrego Hwy due to traffic queuing down the exit ramps. Also, particularly in 
the afternoons, traffic backs up along Mt Crosby Road on the southern side of the interchange, back to Tivoli State School, and takes 15 - 20 mins to get to the southern side round-about. 
The opposite occurs on the northern side in the mornings. 

Traffic congestion going from Ipswich, Brisbane and Toowoomba region all concerned on a single lane roundabout at both sides of the Warrego Highway causing traffic to spill out 
onto the highway in both directions. Traffic standing still on a 100kph highway will lead to a very serious accident before too long. A second exit ramp needs to be constructed to alleviate 
the congestion before someone gets hurt! 

Mount Crosby Road Exit 

Karalee is high growth, now too many cars and trucks using the exit daily and it banks up on the highway. Accidents and near misses happen regularly. One road in and out of the 
suburb makes situation worse. Another few hundred houses still being built. And Ipswich will use the on and off ramps to go to the new Costco too. 100k highway comes around a slight 
bend and traffic is stopped ON THE HIGHWAY. 

Mt Crosby Exit 

Population increase in the area has surpassed volume of traffic that the exit design can handle. Congestion from roundabouts backs up traffic onto the Warrego highway creating 
dangerous situation where cars doing 100km come around corner and may be faced with standstill traffic overflowing from exit lanes. 

Mt Crosby Off Ramp 

Traffic congestion at round about from all directions, Brisbane to Karalee, Ipswich to Karalee, Mt Crosby to Karalee, Cars left sitting idle on Warrago highway backing up almost 1/2 
way back to Dinmore pads. Need another exit ramp or road for people travelling from Brisbane to Karalee/Karana Downs, Chuwar, 

Mt Crosby Road 

Cars back up Mt Crosby Rd in the AM and PM. Its worse in the PM, as cars must wait for the stream of traffic exiting the Warrego Hwy and turning right at the round about. 

Congestion along Mt Crosby Rd to Tivoli and the merging traffic of both on/off ramps that converge from/to the Warrego Hwy is due to increased population and housing but no 
thought to infrastructure.  Many accidents occurring with the  Warrego Hwy (100km/hr) backing up to a standstill due to the lack of traffic flow from the round -abouts on both sides of 
the HWY 

Due to heavily increased traffic, the Warrego highway exit lanes (Mt Crosby) of an afternoon gets backed up onto the highway, making it very unsafe.  
 
In the mornings, the slightest traffic issue on the Warrego highway causes significant traffic congestion along Mt Crosby Rd towards Karana Downs and also up Junction Rd into Karalee. 
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Exiting from the Warrego to the Mt Crosby Road exit, off ramp too short during busy periods, vehicles waiting to exit queue blocking left lane of Warrego motorway, traffic travelling 
on Warrego have little time to react and change lanes. School buses carrying children often have to wait on stripped white lines between exit ramp and motorway. Trucks who are doing 
100kms have only seconds to react and stop or change lanes as crest of hill and turning of road before off ramp stops visability. During school home time and work home time hours 
congestion is caused by off ramp too short and leading into roundabout where wait time can be at least 10 minutes as cars approach roundabout at 60kms not leaving safe distance or 
time to enter roundabout from warrego. Most cars contain kids, only a matter of time before multiple families are killed by a truck who cant stop in time due to vehicles being forced to 
queue for the exit on the motorway left lane as there is not a proper slip lane. 

Peak hour traffic exiting the Warrego Highway from either direction is queued back onto the highway due to the bottleneck caused by the round-abouts on either side of the Mt 
Crosby Road overpass. Multi-car nose-to-tail accidents are common because traffic is queued back on the highway where through traffic is coming through at 100km/hr.  
 
State Government have plans for work to be done, but refuse to release plans or include the work in their budget. An e-petition is currently open. 
 
https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/work-of-assembly/petitions/petition-details?id=3066&fbclid=IwAR2iVqBlsj3Kv181HmFWjDcxOOL2Whp3gz_bRDmehYqQb0hKFSO-AgoeSYs 

Roundabout causes major congestion to back up towards Ipswich, back up onto Warrego highway in the late afternoon on weekdays. Traffic delays on mt Crosby road can be 
20minutes and backed up traffic at times backs up onto the Warrego highway as cars come around a bend in the highway making it hard to see until the last minute 

The intersection at the offramp cannot manage the traffic volumes.  Many accidents occur as traffic is backed up on the highway and can't be seen as they approach 

The ramps to this Interchange have cars queuing back onto the Warrego Highway in 100kms per hour limits.  
At one section around a blind corner. 
This has caused multi car pile ups. 
The local Community fears a fatality if this Interchange is not upgraded in line with growing development in the area. 
There is an e Petition currently lodged in the Qld Parliament to address this extremely  dangerous Interchange 

The traffic is banked up on both sides from Ipswich and Brisbane trying to get home to Karalee, Mount Crosby, Anstead, Kenmore etc. It is time consuming and dangerous. 

The volume of traffic trying to cross the Warrego Highway from Mt Crosby Road is blocked by the traffic exiting the Warrego Highway. 

The warrego highway exits both north and south at mount crosby road are continuously backed up and cause dangerous situations on the hwy. Traffic is also affected coming from 
Tivoli as the round about causes significant delays which is commonly over 30 minutes. 

This intersection sees multiple multi-vehicle accidents due to the volume of traffic, design of off ramps, single lane capacity roads and roundabouts servicing traffic in and outbound 
between Brisbane and Ipswich. 
Due to traffic lined up on a high-speed highway waiting to exit there are fears of serious accident and fatality. 
Rectification works are planned,  the QLD govt knows how much it will cost.  This intersection needs a second bridge across Warrego Highway alowing 2 lanes of traffic each way. 

Too much residential development has been allowed to occur in the  Karalee/Chuwar area without any consideration for the impact is has on the existing road infrastructure. This is 
compounded by more industrial/commercial development on the other side of the Warrego Highway which means there are more trucks accessing the highway from this intersection. 
There is also no public transport in Karalee/Chuwar to reduce the number of vehicles on the road. 

Traffic backs up at both roundabouts because the traffic coming off the highway onto the roundabouts 90% of the time turns right and heads towards further developing suburb 
Karalee  and Chuwar / Karana Downs.  Therefore traffic on Mt Crosby Road wanting to enter the roundabout has a 10% chance of doing so. 
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Traffic can be backed up for  1km morning and afternoon due to the volume of traffic exiting or entering the highway. No changes have been made to the roads in over 20 years, but 
hundreds more houses have been built in the area, therefore multiplying the number of vehicles using this interchange. It needs fixing before there is a major serious accident. 

My Crosby Road 

Insufficient lanes in and out of two roundabouts either side of road bridge are insufficient to deal with the amount of traffic. More important than time lost, there are minor accidents 
regularly and it's only a matter of time before there's a serious accident with traffic queuing back onto the 100kph Warrego both inbound and outbound during afternoon peak times.  The 
situation is likely to worsen with increased traffic expected associated with the new Costco Ipswich store. My Crosby Rd is a popular alternate route between Ipswich and Brisbane. 

My Crosby/Tivoli Overpass 

The overpass is the only access for cars coming off Warrego Hwy in both directions and through traffic from Ipswich CBD  and all of Karalee, Chuwar and surrounding estates where 
both round about son either side don’t allow for increase influx during peak periods causing lane back ups in all directions. 

Neil Street 

No right turn arrow off major highway 

Pechey Street 

When travelling West along James Street and turning South into Pechey Street, there is no turning arrow.  
 
My wife suffers periodic, severe, but not life-threatening pain which requires attendance at the Emergency Department. We'll often find ourselves in this turning lane facing a red light 
while traffic turning right from Pechey and Prescott Streets into James Street (i.e. traffic which we are not required to give way to) is given their turning arrow. 
This seems like an unnecessary impediment to accessing an essential public service. The time spent at this light is not long, but when you've got a passenger who is in sufficient pain that 
she's admitted to ED immediately, it feels like a lifetime. 

Summerholm Road 

Coming from west side there is no lane for traffic turning right to cross oncoming traffic from Brisbane  so  cars turning right  have to back  up on  one lane  in 100km. zone 

Warrego Highway 

Big developments create huge traffic with 30 year old road network. 

Warrigal Road 

  

Warrigal road has numerous congestion spots from Beenleigh Road through to Padstow road. This is one lane each way for the majority with one of Brisbanes busiest Bust routes 
(Route 150). This will not be helped by the installation of traffic lights at Warrigal Road and plum Street, a mere 100m from the congested Warrigal road Beenleigh road Train intersection. 
Further congestion occurs at Warrigal road and Underwood road and again at Daw road. Factor in Warrigal Road state School and the whole stretch of road is a nightmare. This will only 
exacerbate when the Runcorn Steel Factory closes in a few months and the considerable site is developed introducing more traffic in the area. 

Beenleigh Road 

A lot of traffic and sometimes only maybe 3-4 cars can go through on peak hour before train comes 

Boom gates down too long 
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Due to Kuraby Railway cross on Beenleigh road there are long line of cars on both sides for the crossing. If you are truing Right on Beenleigh road from close by street i.e St Andrew 
Street / St Geroge Street you have to wait for turning right all the time. 

Level crossing in peak hours affecting traffic in and out of Warrigal Rd and Persse Rd to Beenleigh Rd 

significant delays as multiple trains go past causing traffic to bank up for long distances in all the feeder streets 

This intersection is where the Ferny Grove, Beenleigh and Airport trains coincide. therefore the crossing can be closed for lengthy periods while or 4 trains pass the intersection. 
Turning right from Beenleigh road into Warrigal road can be excessively long due to the traffic control signalling (RH turn arrow) will stay red for numerous cycles after the train boom 
gates have opened. 

traffic build up long wait 

Very busy during morning peak hours 7.30 to 8.30 and 3-5.30 

Near Malbon Street 

Warrigal rd unfortunately not coping. This road from beginning to end, so from Beenleigh rd railway lines to intersection of Padstow heading down towards Bleasby Rd. 
 
As a local and not a driver taking local streets to avoid traffic on major roads. I have noticed and has to other locals a high level of traffic. I’m finding the traffic congestion stretching out 
further. From before the intersection near Underwood heading to Padstow.  The ONE lanes in either direction and on top of that the lanes open up to 2 lanes for a crazy short burst ending 
suddenly to 1 lane.  Particularly the section near Malbon St. You have drivers with full intention to drive as far down until they have no choice but to cut you off not merge accordingly. So 
the driver goes as far down even times out of their lane or find a parked car. It’s obvious if there’s traffic by travelling down a short lane will just add to the frustration and congestion. 

Warwick Road 

Ash Street 

(blank) 

Water Street 

Upper Edward and Leichhardt St 

Inability to get through the traffic lights here due to left turning and pedestrian lights and gridlock, so only one or sometimes no cars can move on green 

Waterford Tamborine Road 

  

With all the new housing estates the road is a mess it cannot take the volume of traffic. 

None 

Drivng to Logan Village on the Waterford Tamborine Road is a joke. One road in one road out. It can take 20min of an afternoon to get to Logan Village 

North Street And Quinzeh Creek Road 

The traffic in the afternoon is shocking needs to be double lanes and traffic lights all the way through 

North Sy 

Major congestion at roundabout 

Quinzeh Creek Road 
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No real infrastucture planning  for Logan Village when the state government approved the Yarrabilba development. 
Logan Village should have been by-passed with an access road off Waterford-Tamborine Rd. and Waterford-Tamborine Rd., should have been relocated to the East of the Opal over 55's 
village and industrial estate. 
Result ; the amenity of Logan Village is now forever ruined sa the area is just not able to cope with the volume of people or traffic and is now just a dog's breakfast. 

Waterworks Road 

  

Every single week day  duringmorning and  afternoon peak hours, the traffic slows to a tediouss crawl. 

One lane for transit is barely used with all other cars using one lane only 

There is a dedicated bike lane just after the Ashgrove Golf Club for cyclists to use.  It is extremely frustrating in peak hour traffice, when you are in the T2, and have to give way to 
cyclists that shouldn't be on the road  for that section.  I thought the whole idea was for drivers to be 'rewarded' for having 2 or more people in the car being able to drive in the T2; not 
being punished for cyclists who choose to break the law.  Very, very frustrating. 

Waterworks road runs from The Gap in Brisbane through to Red Hill. Unfortunately this means the two lanes are essentially reduced to one heavy flow lane (non T2 Lane). If the T2 
lane was removed, traffic would not only flow better, there would be less road rage. 

(blank) 

All Intersecting Roads From The Gap To The Normanby Five Ways 

Lack of bus pull-in zones all along Waterworks Rd. When Jim Soorley widened it he added 12 extra sets of traffic lights (2 more to come. Total 14) but failed to build bus pull-in zones. 
Following a bus inbound in peak times is slow and unnecessary. Local Councillor of The Gap Ward ,Steven Toomey advised it would cost a $1,000,000 to build each one. Well do it now as 
they are not getting any cheaper and with 1500 people moving to SEQ each week, PLUS the additional 360 Townhouses added to The Gap the road needs attention Right NOW. 

Coopers Camp Road 

(blank) 

Jubilee 

Lots of cars trying to get through the intersection. 

Jubilee Tce 

Too many traffic lights along a small stretch. 

Waterworks And Jubilee Terrace 

Congestion on road inbound on Waterworks road, it feels like Jubilee Terrace traffic has too much priority. 

Waterworks Road And Stewart Road 

Travelling inbound on Waterworks Road and immediately past Stewart Road Intersection is a pain all times of days but especially when there are cars parked outside shops. This is 
what Nundah used to be like (Sandgate Road) until they built the overpass. 

Webster Road 

Wilgarning Street 

Ongoing queues of cars during the morning rush hour. The lights only change for a brief moment. 

Wecker Road 

Creek Road 
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2 busy intersections, as well as Entry and exit to Bunnings, Petrol Station, school and shops.  
Lights don’t allow free flowing traffic up Newnam Rd 

Wellington Road 

  

Between 7-9am Wellington Rd feeds cars into three routes — Wynnum Rd outbound is full due to two years of roadworks, story bridge at capacity And Clem tunnel is dribbling cars. 

Wellington Rd I very busy every morning and many truck use it too 

Shafston Avenue 

During peak hour, inbound to the city, a good run is 15 minutes waiting to get through the intersection, a bad day, over half an hour. Often cars are parked in clearways adding to the 
congestion as people merge lanes to get around the parked cars. 

Wembley Road 

Anderson Street 

(blank) 

Ewing Road 

Not enough lanes for left turning traffic causing a long wait and congestion through a few sets of traffic lights 

West Burleigh Road 

Gold Coast Highway 

To turn right, Everyone waits in the left turning lane, this blocks entry to the right turning lane 

Pacific Motorway 

Major congestion to the Pacific motorway in the mornings, and from the Pacific motorway in the afternoons. 

Tabilban Street 

The right hand turning lane backs up, causing people to cue in the right lane. This becomes dangerous as people try to avoid the cue, all getting into the left lane at the same time. 

Weyba Road 

Mary Street 

5 roads entering a roundabout.....remember years ago governments saying they won't allow that many roads entering a roundabout, but because of the stupid Noosa Council idea 
not to have traffic lights in the Noosa Shire.....makes the whole area impossible to navigate for locals in holiday times which is most weekends of the year around here!! 

Wharf Street 

Turbot, Ann, Adelaide, Queen, St Paul'S Terrace 

I travel on Wharf St on a bus to and from work. From turning into Wharf St from St Pauls Terrace, it often takes 10 minutes or more to get to Queen Street/Eagle St in the mornings.  
When I drive my car to work I avoid this route as it is too slow. 
In the afternoons, my bus gets caught in Eagle St moving into Wharf St, and then gets clogged. The Eagle St section is slower than Wharf St, but both particularly slow. 
 
My guess is that the traffic lights aren't set up for the traffic conditions - don't have arrow signals for vehicles to turn, cars block the intersections, Ann St congestion builds and blocks 
Wharf St. 
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Whiting Street 

Marine Parade 

Cars regularly park close to the corner so you cannot see any oncoming traffic. There is no way to know for sure if it is safe to turn or if you will hit an ongoing vehicle 

Wickham Street 

Queen Street 

Two significant roads blend at this spot- queens street and turbot street traffic is merging. Traffic from the left wants to be on the right and vice versa. There is a sequence of about 4 
lights which not well timed so traffic banks and prevents the lights behind from flowing. In the late afternoon busses use the far right lane as a rest spot, eliminating one lane from the 
traffic flow 

Wide Bay Highway 

Bells Bridge To Murgon 

No dedicated overtaking lanes on a high volume road used by saloon cars up to wide load configured trucks 

Bruce Highway 

Traffic flow north and south along Bruce Highway ( the volume of same), prevents orderly  and timely transgression from the Wide Bay Highway. Frustration levels and anger induce 
high risk actions to get through the intersection 

Wilston Road 

  

Wilston road is very busy and there should be an over pass 

Witton Road 

Kate Street 

Cars in the double intersections of Witton Rd and Kate st struggle in peak times to go "straight" through along Witton rd as the road isn't a single intersection but 2 T-Intersections 
next to each other 

Woolcock Street 

  

This road gets far too congested during peak periods. I most commonly drive the segment between the dalrymple Rd and charters towers Rd intersections and find the worst bit to be 
between dalrymple Rd and Kings Rd, however am lead to believe the congestion is equally bad further west. 

Shaw Road 

Not enough lanes.  Bohle River bridge needs extra lanes 

Woombye Palmwoods Road 

Jubilee Drive 

5 intersections in 60m of road on a bad corner 

Wynnum Road 

  

Always congested in peak traffic times often slower in off peak times 

Congestion and Roadworks 
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Culmination of 3 local school zones, long-term roadworks and merging of several intersections. If I drive to work from Morningside to Newstead on a weekday - 45 mins, and same 
route on a weekend - 11 mins. 

Heavy traffic people needing to go southbound on the gateway need to get across 2 lanes of northbound exit to be able to do so. Not many people let you in 

Morning and afternoon congestion on Wynnum Road from Story Bridge to Norman Park section of the road. 

Roadworks and congestion 

The build up to get onto the Story Bridge and over to the north side of the city causes major delays all the way back along wynnum road. For those that live in the east and not 
needing to get over the north side, they are unfortunately stuck in this queue to get to the south of the city to suburbs such as wooloongabba, south bank/brisbane and west end. 

To drive from Hawthorne to the city takes 12 min outside peak, at peak time it can take between 30 and 40 mins. They are in the midst of an  up grade but I can't see how it will make 
a hole lot of difference. The amount of cars coming from the bayside areas into Brisbane is getting enormous and the structure has been the same since I arrived in 1989...... 

Wynnum Rd inbound is generally a nightmare at peak times from about Cannon Hill onwards 

Wynnum Road. It has always been congested and slow but the roadworks are now making this worse and this is set to continue for years. The upgrade will also not solve the problem 
and will only move the problem to where the road will narrow - the Canning Bridge. This is the main arterial road from the eastern suburbs to the city but it is not treated as such by 
government. The new road will also be a 60 speed zone and it will still take longer than it should to travel from the bay to Brisbane. Why is there no east-west motorway? 

(blank) 

Belmont Road 

Queues 

Galaways Hill 

To much traffic and roads can't handle it 

Hawthorne Road 

From 7am onwards, the traffic on Hawthorne Road trying to turn onto Wynnum Road, can be backed up down as far as the Hawthorne cinema.  Before 7am, it is backed up down to 
at least Lourdes Hill College. 

The congestion starts at Hawthorne Road at the corner of Miles Street due to the presence of only one lane heading towards Wynnum Road Intersection. There are always cars 
parked on the roadside opposite house number 36  and then Hawthorne Road splits into two lanes.  The road should split earlier and an additional lane added after Hawthorne Road 
bends around house number 30  to enable traffic that are travelling straight into Agnew Street or Left into Wynnum Road. This will help ease the congestion and waiting time. 

Through traffic on Wynnum Rd restricts traffic turning right off Hawthorne rd - something to 2-3 cars per green light. Some days it has taken me 38 minutes to go 700m here. 

Traffic at Hawthorne Rd turning onto Wynnum Rd at peak hour is horrible. It can sometimes take 30 mins to just turn onto Wynnum Rd. The last time I travelled by car to the city 
from Bulimba it took 1.5 hours. 

Wynnum Road too few lanes all the way to Hawthorne Rd, so not enough people get through the lights from either Wynnym Rd or Hawthorne Rd. 

Heidelberg Street 

Just seems to come to a bottleneck at this point and eases afterwards. 

Lytton 

Too many cars - nowhere else to go 
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None 

Council won’t widen this section as there is no money to upgrade the bridge. 

Norman Avenue 

Right hand turning Lane fills up and traffic stops in right hand through Lane. Bus stop only one car length past traffic lights stops traffic in left lane. Really poor placement of bus stop. 
Both lanes don't move. 

There is insufficient capacity to cater for the volume of traffic that uses Wynnum/Lytton Rds in the weekday peak periods going to and coming from the CBD. 

Riding Road 

Commuting from the east of Brisbane through to the city is a nightmare.  All other options have been exhausted.  We have tried buses (get stuck in same traffic, limited timetables, 
unreliable), ferries and trains (no parking at station or terminal, poor connecting public transport options to get to there) and cycling (husband wiped out on designated bike path on 
Wynnum Road which has to cross about 30 driveways). 

People coming from wynnum road are blocking the intersection cause if people on riding road to miss whole sets of lights.  Multiple sets of lights causing issues between light syncing. 
Most people want to get into the left lane however the left lane doesn’t start at the intersection but 1/4 the way down  causing more congestion than Needed. 

The combination of closely spaced traffic lights blocking through traffic and a badly placed bus stop hinder Ruding Rd traffic from getting out of the suburb and across wynnum Rd 

This gets backed up but most people either go straight through or turn right towards the city so if you are turning left you get stuck.  You often have cars blocking the traffic when you 
do get a green light.  Lights aren't green for long enough, because traffic is often stopped already in front of you because the next traffic lights is red. 

Shafston Avenue 

Road works are occurring however the improvements will be minor as only a small stretch of the problem area is being improved. The road works are causing chaos weekdays and 
weekend nights and this will be a 1-2 year process. The benefits of the road works will not fix the ongoing issues 

Wynnum Road And Lytton Road 

Traffic is always banked up up to morning side train station past story bridge 

Yandina Coolum Road 

  

There is a school crossing on the main rd in and out of town. There really needs to be a pedestrian crossing with lights as the lollipop lady's are often ignored and or nearly hit. And 
also stopping traffic to let one or 2 kids cross. It can take 15-20 minutes to get from central av lights to the school some days and its considerably worse on rainy days as there is more kids 

getting driven to school. They are also opening a servo right across from the school so it's going to be chaos!!!! Please help out little town ❤ 

Coolum Primary School 

Too many users at peak times for a tiny roundabout that has fed off a major road. 

School Road 

School Traffic 

School traffic accumulated with work traffic totally blocks Yandina-Coolum Rd from east of Central Av/Yungar St (and often as far east as Centenary Heights Rd) out to the Sunshine 
Motorway roundabout from 7.15am-9.05am every work day and again from 2.45pm-5.30pm every work afternoon.  The motorway is a car park for most of that time south of the 
roundabout. 

Terrible traffic gridlock. 
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Traffic here is a joke. Especially at school drop off and pick up. Even worse when it's raining.  What's it going to take for this to get fixed? Someone getting maimed, injured or killed!!! 

South Coolum Road 

I live 7 minutes drive from my RACQ approved work shop in Coolum & some days it can take me up to half an hour to get to work.  
There is simply to many cars getting on and off the motor way every day.  
We desperately need an over pass & this would solve the problem 

there is a school on the roundabout that has drop off zone within metres with only 4 spots for a 1000+ school. Its the entrance to the suburb off the major highway. The 2 lanes 
become 1 at this spot. There are other schools nearby that this is the access road to. The school road is a no through road so after everyone has fought to get in, there is now the fight to 
get out again. There is a school crossing (which is great of course) that holds up the traffic flow within metres of this round about which when run by inexperienced operators can further 
congest the flow of traffic. Its just a mess and getting worse. Thanks for your your time in looking at this issue 

South Coolum Road & School Road 

A large school with two entrances from the same road that carries the traffic out of the suburb. Suburb is growing & still only one main exit onto main road. Needs an exit onto 
motorway away from school area. 

Poor design to handle both morning and afternoon school/work commute traffic. Roundabout has one lane Filtering in only from all but 1 direction.  The main exit from town for a 
large majority of residents.  
Work done recently to add a small turn left lane from along south Coolum rd has been mostly ineffective. As the Coolum Yandina rd splits to 2 lanes less than 50m after the roundabout 
they could have had a designated lane turning left - independent of the roundabout to help with the heavy flow of traffic out of town at the peak times. 

Yawalpah Road 

  

Extended wait time and heavy traffic caused by poor capacity of road, made worse by long wait at busy roundabout 

First thing in the morning you are stuck in traffic as its peak hour and wait times can be anywhere from 30 mins to an hour. At the top of the hill is a poorly designed roundabout 
which needs to be changed to a set of lights 

Heavy congestion at least 40 minutes delay 

Needs two lanes in and out from the m1 all the way along it it becomes a bottle neck 

The bridge overlying the railway is two lane. This needs to be increased to four lane to accomodate the traffic and growth in this area. This is the most used section of road for people 
to get to the highway. 

while they are widening the road it will be useless until they can build an extra bridge over the railway line. Too many schools and houses in a small area with too few roads out. 
There’s basically one road in and one road out 

(blank) 

Attenborough Road 

Roundabouts used as exits off road at pimpama. These are dangerous and slow. Too many exits off one road about. Leading to confusion and delays. 

The M1 offramp traffic builds up both north and south onto these two roundabouts. Pimpama is the second largest growing suburb in Australia yet this M1 exit is still a joke. There 
has been roadworks since mid 2018 which is adding additional lanes upon Yawalpah road which may ease some congestion. But the roundabout situation is still going to be an ongoing 
issue for how many cars are using these intersections. 
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The roundabout on the Pimpama Exit 49 gets backed up so badly that it could take anywhere up to an hour a morning to get on the motorway. This is due to severely poor planning 
of road capacity and the fact that Yawalpah Road goes down from 2 lanes per direction to 1 lane in 2 different spots. This roundabout needs to be upgraded to a traffic light system similar 
to the Coomera Exit at Dreamworld. 

(blank) 

Entire Thing 

Lotsa cars mate 

Gawthern Drive 

The traffic on yawalpha road has been terrible for months but it’s even worse since they started the road works on it. I often sit on gawthern drive for 15 minutes waiting to turn left 
onto yawalpha road. When there is NO traffic it takes me ten minuets to get to work and now it takes me 40. It’s so annoying. It’s annoying when trying to get onto the motorway too. 

Yolanda Drive 

University Road 

Main Roads and Council disputes mean we get shoddy roundabouts instead of properly designed intersections with traffic lights. Then Main Roads dictate their roads get traffic 
priorities 

Youngs Crossing Road 

  

This road floods everytime we get some decent rain and the dam flood gates are released. Cuts off one of the main roads out of Brisbane to Caboolture. Also traffic can bank up from 
the intersection with Dayboro Road when there is an accident on the highway. 

 
 
 

 


